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Summary
1. An international financial crisis started in August 2007, greatly intensifying in 2008.
2. In early 2008, European central banks apparently reached a quiet consensus that the Icelandic
banking sector was too big, that it threatened financial stability with its aggressive deposit collection
and that it should not be rescued. An additional reason the Bank of England rejected a currency swap
deal with the CBI was that it did not want a financial centre in Iceland.
3. While the US had protected and assisted Iceland in the Cold War, now she was no longer considered
strategically important. In September, the US Fed refused a dollar swap deal to the CBI similar to what
it had made with the three Scandinavian central banks.
4. Despite repeated warnings from the CBI, little was done to prepare for the possible failure of the
banks, both because many hoped for the best and because public opinion in Iceland was strongly in
favour of the banks and of businessmen controlling them.
5. Hedge funds were active in betting against the krona and the banks and probably also in spreading
rumours about Iceland’s vulnerability. In late September 2008, when Glitnir Bank was in trouble, the
government decided to inject capital into it. But Glitnir’s major shareholder, a media magnate, started
a campaign against this trust-building measure, and a bank run started.
6. On 7–8 October 2008, at the same time as the British Labour government presented a rescue
package of £500 billion for all other British banks, it closed down two British banks owned by
Icelanders, Heritable and KSF. Their resolution processes reveal that they had both been solvent.
7. On 8 October, the British government froze all assets of Landsbanki under an Anti-Terrorism Act.
On the Treasury’s website, Landsbanki (and, briefly, the CBI and other Icelandic institutions) was put
on the same list as Al-Qaeda and the Talibans. The alleged purpose was to hinder money transfers to
Iceland. But on 3 October a Supervisory Notice had been issued by the FSA to Landsbanki which
hindered all money transfers out of the UK.
8. The Icelandic government had decided to try and save Kaupthing and allow the other banks to fail.
But the decision by the British government to close down KSF brought about the downfall of its parent
company Kaupthing, because of loan covenants, and hence the collapse of the whole banking sector.
9. The decisions by the British government in early October 2008 appear to be politically motivated.
Prime Minister Gordon Brown and Chancellor Alistair Darling wanted: to divert attention from their
rescue of big Scottish banks; to show Scottish voters the risks of independence; to placate worried
depositors; to demonstrate, at little risk, their own toughness; and to improve their bargaining position
against Iceland on the resolution of depositors’ claims.
10. If the crucial decisions by European central bankers, the US Fed and the UK government had not
been made, then Iceland might have had a chance to resolve her financial crisis in the same way as
Sweden did in 1991–2, without a traumatic collapse.
11. After the collapse, in Norway, Finland and Denmark local businessmen, with the connivance of the
authorities, profited by buying assets of Icelandic banks at low prices.
12. After the collapse, the British and Dutch governments—supported by four Nordic countries—tried
to force Iceland into accepting liability for deposits in the fallen Landsbanki in the UK and
Netherlands: The debt thus created, as initially estimated, would have been heavier per capita than
reparations paid by Finland to the Soviet Union after the 1941–4 war. In two referenda, the Icelanders
rejected these demands; in 2013 the EFTA Court found no government liability.
13. The collapse has been blamed on oversized banks, most importantly by a Special Investigation
Commission, SIC. But Switzerland and Scotland had banking sectors of a similar relative size and
even bigger, without bank collapses.
14. The collapse has been blamed on reckless bankers. While Icelandic bankers took high risks,
growing their balance sheets rapidly, bankers elsewhere were reckless, too. Many banks, including
RBS in Scotland, UBS in Switzerland and Danske Bank in Denmark, would have failed if not bailed
out.
15. Other countries may derive a lesson from the way in which Iceland handled the collapse: If
depositors gain a priority claim on bank estates, other kinds of creditors become more cautious, and
government guarantees—creating moral hazard—may be unnecessary.
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Introduction

On 7 July 2014, representatives of the Icelandic Ministry of Finance and Economic
Affairs and the Social Science Research Institute at the University of Iceland signed
an agreement that the Centre for Political and Economic Research, affiliated with the
Social Science Research Institute, would undertake to conduct research into the 2008
Icelandic bank collapse, especially its foreign factors, and to deliver a report with its
findings to the Ministry. In particular, four problems were to be explored: Why did
the US Federal Reserve Board make dollar swap deals with several central banks,
including the three Scandinavian ones, while refusing to make such a deal with the
CBI? Why did British authorities not extend the same liquidity assistance to the two
British banks owned by Icelanders as they did to all other British banks in October
2008? Why did the British Labour government invoke an Anti-Terrorist Act against
not only Landsbanki, but also the CBI and IFSA? What was the total loss of the
Icelandic banks and the Icelandic economy as a whole from the actions or nonactions abroad preceding and perhaps partly causing the bank collapse?
The project was to be supervised, and the report written, by Professor Hannes H.
Gissurarson at the University of Iceland, in collaboration with Professors Birgir Thor
Runolfsson and Asgeir Jonsson, both at the University of Iceland. Later, Professor
Eirikur Bergmann at the University of Bifrost joined the project. Both Jonsson and
Bergmann have published books in English on the bank collapse.1 The report was to
be 40–50 pages long and to be delivered in twelve months, on 7 July 2015. It was to
be written and eventually published in English, with the aim of informing people
abroad about what really happened in and to Iceland in the autumn of 2008.
Much has been written about the collapse in 6–8 October 2008 of all three major
banks in Iceland, after their rapid growth in 2004–7 and a year of unsuccessful
attempts by the Central Bank of Iceland, CBI, very small in proportion to the banks,
to obtain liquidity assistance abroad. Nevertheless, it soon emerged that many fields
had to be explored anew, even if the Icelandic Parliament had in late 2008 appointed
a Special Investigation Commission into the bank collapse, the SIC, which delivered
its report in the spring of 2010.2 It also became clear that foreign commentators had
not always had sufficient access to relevant facts about Icelandic history and society,
and about the course of events before, in, and after the bank collapse. It was therefore
deemed necessary to write a more extensive report than originally envisaged. A 600
1

Asgeir Jonsson, Why Iceland? How one of the world’s smallest countries became the meltdown’s
biggest casualty (New York: McGrawHill, 2009); Eirikur Bergmann, Iceland and the international
financial crisis: boom, bust and recovery (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014); Asgeir Jonsson
and Hersir Sigurgeirsson, The Icelandic financial crisis: a study into the world’s smallest currency
area and its recovery from total banking collapse (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016).
2
Pall Hreinsson, Sigridur Benediktsdottir and Tryggvi Gunnarsson, Skyrsla rannsoknarnefndar
Althingis um addraganda og orsakir falls islensku bankanna 2008 [Report of the Special Investigation
Commission of Parliament on Events Leading Up to and Causes of the Icelandic Bank Collapse]
(Reykjavik: Althingi, 2010). It will be referred to here as the SIC Report. It is all available online in
Icelandic, and parts of it are available in English. https://www.rna.is/eldri-nefndir/addragandi-ogorsakir-falls- islensku-bankanna-2008/ Whenever possible, quotes are from the English extracts.
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pages draft was indeed ready in July 2015, but it was regarded as desirable radically
to cut it. A 320 pages draft was ready in late 2017, but again it was considered
advisable to cut it down to the 179 pages which now contain the report itself. Several
other factors contributed to the delay, including difficulties in obtaining interviews
with some people and the pre-announced release of new and relevant material.3
While the main author of this report and his collaborators may not agree on
everything in it, they all shared the opinion, given the lack of urgency in producing
the report, that there was only gain, and really no loss, to let some time pass from the
bank collapse to the production of the report. In Iceland, emotions ran high in the
aftermath of the collapse, as could be gathered by events almost unprecedented in
Icelandic history: A democratically elected government was driven from power by
street riots and repeated attacks on the House of Parliament; the three governors of
the CBI—which is supposed to be an independent institution protected from political
intervention—were forced out of office by special legislation; in the absence of any
obvious infringements of the law, under a quaint constitutional stipulation, never used
before, the former prime minister was indicted, even if acquitted of all major charges.
The more time there is allowed to pass, the more opportunity there may be for a calm
and thoughtful analysis of the events of 2008.
Moreover, Iceland is a tiny society where most people are interrelated in one way or
another. Before the bank collapse, few Icelanders could avoid some involvement in
politics, public administration or the banking sector. Hannes H. Gissurarson was for
example in 2001–9 on the Supervisory Board of the CBI, Central Bank of Iceland,
and before the collapse he also organised many conferences and other events in
which the commercial banks participated. Similar considerations apply to his
collaborators. Asgeir Jonsson was chief economist at Kaupthing before the bank
collapse, and his father was minister in the left-wing government of 2009–13. Birgir
Thor Runolfsson was an alternate member of the Supervisory Board of the CBI and
was also for a while on the board of a savings association in his hometown. Eirikur
Bergmann worked for the European Commission for a while and sat on the
Constitutional Council convened in 2011–12. All such involvements may create
biases, even if they may also provide insights and special knowledge. But as the
Anglo-Austrian philosopher of science Karl Popper points out, the real issue is not
the background, partiality or non-objectivity of the individual scholar: The objectivity
of science is brought about by the free competition of ideas, by social institutions
which encourage criticism. Scholars are not judges, entrusted with making important
decisions about life and liberty of other people, so they can hardly be disqualified by
their personal history or known predispositions. It is the strength of the evidence and
arguments which they present which should count.4

3

The main author of this report discusses aspects of the bank collapse not covered in any detail here,
Hannes H. Gissurarson, In Defence of Small States (Brussels: New Direction, 2016) and Lessons for
Europe from the 2008 Icelandic Bank Collapse (Brussels: New Direction, 2017).
http://newdirection.online/2018-publications-pdf/LESSONS_FOR_EUROPE.pdf
4
Karl R. Popper, The Poverty of Historicism (London: Routledge, 2002), p. 143.
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A Note on Methodology

This report was written using mainly an historical, philosophical and qualitative
analysis of the existing material on the bank collapse. One of the main sources was
interviews with the main players in the collapse, including the former Icelandic Prime
Minister and Finance Minister, the three former CBI governors, the former Director
of the Icelandic Financial Supervisory Authority, some former owners and managers
of the Icelandic banks, the governors at the time of the Bank of England and the
Swedish Riksbanken and the British Chancellor of the Exchequer. Hannes H.
Gissurarson conducted all the interviews. As he had started his research into the bank
collapse shortly after it took place, some of the interviews preceded the signing of the
agreement between the Social Science Research Institute at the University of Iceland
and the Ministry of Finance and Economic Affairs. The main objective of the
interviews was to get the perspective of those interviewed, not to obtain any
revelations or exposures. They were therefore conducted in a friendly manner, as a
discussion rather than as an interrogation. Of particular value was a long and
comprehensive interview with former CBI Governor Eirikur Gudnason in 2011. A
few people interviewed wished to remain anonymous, as stated in footnotes in each
case, but their identity was made known confidentially to the Director of the Social
Science Research Institute, and in no case were their contributions crucial anyway to
the main conclusions reached in the report. Some of those mentioned in the original
agreement between the Social Science Research Institute and the Ministry of Finance
and Economic Affairs as individuals who might be contacted for this report were not
prepared to grant interviews, while it was felt that interviews with some others were
superfluous, as the information sought had already been provided.
Another important source was the 2010 Report by the SIC in seven bulky volumes
and one additional volume online. It is a mine of information about the course of
events leading up to the bank collapse and empirical facts. A third source was the
several books or other works published about the bank collapse, especially by
participants in the process, such as politicians and bankers. A fourth source was
unpublished material, such as an informative monograph on the bank collapse in
English by former CBI Governor Ingimundur Fridriksson, a report in English about
Landsbanki’s activities by its former directors, transcripts of some testimonies before
the SIC, and documents obtained under Iceland’s Freedom of Information Law, such
as a transcript of a conversation between the Icelandic Prime Minister and the British
Chancellor of the Exchequer and a memo by an IFSA staff member on a meeting
between the Icelandic Ombudsman and bankers. A fifth source was material available
online, such as various reports, press releases, and newspaper articles.1 It greatly
facilitates historical research in Iceland that all Icelandic newspapers and many
journals are available online. Wherever possible, links to them have been provided.

1

The most relevant material has been put on the website of the Centre for Political and Economic
Research at the University of Iceland, led by Professor Hannes H. Gissurarson.
http://rse.hi.is/documents-on-bank-collapse/
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The collaboration in writing this report consisted in Birgir Th. Runolfsson, Asgeir
Jonsson and Eirikur Bergmann making available the results of their research to
Gissurarson who also did his independent research, wrote the report and bears full
responsibility alone for it. After a brief account of the main conclusions of the SIC
Report, the narrative is mainly in an historical order, moving from the activities of
hedge funds and European central banks to those of the US Federal Reserve Board
and the British Labour government, ending with the Icesave dispute. It was deemed
necessary to include a philosophical analysis of fairness in transactions conducted
under duress and of the idea of collective responsibility. Throughout, what Karl R.
Popper calls “the logic of situations” has been used: Actions are rendered intelligible
by analysing the incentives and constraints under which individuals actors operate.2
For example, the brutal and unprecedented actions by the British Labour government
in closing down British banks owned by Icelanders and invoking an Anti-Terrorist
Act against Icelandic banks and authorities cannot be explained by any material need
for them, as the government could reach its stated objective of hindering illegal
transfers from the UK to Iceland by existing remedies, such as a Supervisory Notice
issued by the British Financial Services Authority, FSA, to Landsbanki’s London
branch 3 October 2008. What renders these actions intelligible are the political needs
of the actors: They had to seem decisive, divert attention from the rescue of two big
Scottish banks and demonstrate that monetary independence for Scotland was risky.
Another example is the sudden loss of interest by the Russian government in
providing liquidity to the CBI after a firm initial offer on 7 October 2008: it becomes
intelligible after, and as a result of, the International Monetary Fund, IMF, having
entered the field. These are hypotheses, based on the logic of the situation rather than
uncontestable evidence.

2

Popper, Poverty of Historicism, p. 138.
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Timeline of Events
1990. One of three main government banks privatised by left-wing coalition government, merging
with small private banks, becoming Islandsbanki.
Spring 1991–Autumn 2004. Independence Party Leader David Oddsson Prime Minister, 1991–5 in
coalition with Social Democrats, 1995–2004 in coalition with Progressive Party.
1 January 1994. Iceland joins EEA, European Economic Area, becomes a member country of the
internal market, including financial market.
1998. First half of investment bank FBA privatised. Oddsson’s objective of dispersed ownership
thwarted by investment company Kaupthing buying up shares and selling as package.
Summer 1998. Skandinaviska Enskilda Bank expresses interest in buying controlling share in
Landsbanki, but at low price and without bidding process. Government rejects idea.
1999. Second half of investment bank FBA privatised, the bank subsequently merging with
Islandsbanki.
1998–1999. 30% of two remaining government banks, Landsbanki and Bunadarbanki, sold each in
public tender.
2000. Landsbanki buys London-based Heritable Bank.
Autumn 2001. HSBC, on behalf of Icelandic government, tries to find foreign buyers of remaining
shares in Landsbanki and Bunadarbanki. No interest.
Summer 2002. Samson Group expresses interest in buying controlling share in Landsbanki.
Autumn 2002. Bidding process initiated which ends with acceptance, on advice of HSBC, of offer
from Samson Group for 45.8% in Landsbanki and from S-Group for 45.8% in Bunadarbanki.
Autumn 2002. Kaupthing buys Swedish bank JP Nordiska.
Early 2003. Samson takes control of Landsbanki and S-Group of Bunadarbanki. S-Group sells its
shares in Bunadarbanki to Kaupthing, which merges the two companies. New bank first called
Kaupthing Bunadarbanki, then KB Bank and finally Kaupthing Bank.
2003–2006. Rapid expansion of Icelandic banks abroad. In 2005 Gallup poll, 86% consider this
beneficial.
2004. Kaupthing buys Danish FIH Bank and doubles in size.
2004. Islandsbanki buys Norwegian banks Kredittbanken and BNBank and merge them into one bank.
2004. Banks start offering mortgages in competition with government-owned Housing Financing
Fund.
Autumn 2004–Spring 2007. Coalition government of Independence Party and Progressives, until
2006 under Progressive Party Leader Halldor Asgrimsson and then under Independence Party Leader
Geir H. Haarde. Former Prime Minister Oddsson Foreign Minister 2004–5.
March 2005. Landsbanki sets up branch in London.
April 2005. Kaupthing buys London-based Singer & Friedlander, renamed Kaupthing Singer &
Friedlander, KSF.
November 2005. David Oddsson, CBI Governor since October, confidentially warns Prime Minister
Halldor Asgrimsson and Foreign Minister Geir H. Haarde that banks might collapse.
November 2005. Financial analysts abroad express scepticism about long-term prospects of Icelandic
banks. Hedge funds start betting against them.
March 2006. Islandsbanki changes name to Glitnir.
March–April 2006. ‘Geyser Crisis’: In wake of negative assessments by financial analysts, Icelandic
banks experience funding problems, but weather storm.
5 October 2006. Icelandic retail tycoon and media magnate Jon Asgeir Johannesson starts publishing
free Danish newspaper, Nyhedsavisen, challenging existing Danish media. Enterprise lasts 14 months,
with estimated loss of $88 million. Provokes negative publicity about Icelandic business sector.
October 2006. Landsbanki starts collecting online deposits in ‘Icesave’ accounts in UK, through
London branch.
Early 2007. Kaupthing starts collecting online deposits in ‘Edge’ accounts in many European
countries, in UK through subsidiary KSF, elsewhere mostly through branches.
May 2007. Biggest debtor of banks, Jon Asgeir Johannesson, gains control of Glitnir.
16 May 2007. At luncheon meeting organised by Kaupthing, financial historian Niall Ferguson
predicts international financial crisis.
24 May 2007. Geir H. Haarde forms coalition government of Independence Party and Social
Democrats.
9 August 2007. International credit crunch starts with French bank BNP Paribas announcing problems
in pricing securities.
15 August 2007. Kaupthing announces intention to buy Dutch bank NIBC.
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14 September 2007. Run on British bank Northern Rock which is rescued by government and
subsequently nationalised.
7 November 2007. CBI Governor Oddsson publicly issues a stern warning to banks that they have to
reduce foreign debt.
Late 2007. Governor Oddsson expresses great concern about feasibility of greatly expanded banking
sector in confidential meeting with Prime Minister Haarde, Finance Minister Arni M. Mathiesen and
Education Minister Thorgerdur K. Gunnarsdottir.
Late January 2008. In face of opposition from CBI and IFSA, Kaupthing abandons plan to buy Dutch
bank NIBC.
7 February 2008. Governor Oddsson asks for emergency meeting with Prime Minister Haarde,
Finance Minister Mathiesen and Foreign Minister Ingibjorg S. Gisladottir, Leader of Social
Democrats. He tells them Icelandic banks have lost all credibility abroad. Gisladottir dismisses his
warning as “one man’s venting”.
February 2008. CBI invites financial expert Andrew Gracie from Bank of England to write report on
problems ahead. He concludes banking sector might collapse in October 2008. Report passed on to
government ministers.
14 March 2008. US investment bank Bear Sterns rescued by Fed and subsequently taken over by JP
Morgan Chase.
23 April 2008. Bank of England rejects request by CBI for currency swap deal. ECB and Fed reject
similar requests.
25 April 2008. ECB demands Icelandic banks immediately reduce borrowing from it against collateral
in mutually issued securities.
4 May 2008. Icelandic banks discussed at closed meeting of governors of central banks of the G10 in
Basel. Apparently, consensus that they should not be given liquidity assistance.
May 2008. Scandinavian central banks reluctantly make currency swap deals with CBI, against
government reassurances about reforms aimed at reducing liabilities of Icelandic financial sector.
6 June 2008. Governor Oddsson requests dollar swap deal with Fed, and is turned down.
1 July 2008. Vulnerability of Icelandic banks brought up in House of Lords. Subsequently, FSA
hardens position towards Landsbanki.
31 July 2008. Governor Oddsson tells Landsbanki’s directors that there is not, and should not be,
government guarantee of Icesave accounts.
31 July 2008. In evening, Governor Oddsson dines with BIS economist William R. White who
predicts that one big investment bank, possibly Lehman Brothers, and one small European country,
possibly Iceland, will go under before governments move to rescue financial sector.
8 September 2008. In Basel, Nout Wellink, governor of Dutch central bank, tells CBI Governor
Oddsson that Icelandic banks will be stopped one way or another.
15 September 2008. Lehman Brothers goes under. Bank of America takes over Merrill Lynch.
18 September 2008. Encouraged by Labour government, British bank Lloyds takes over HBOS,
Halifax Bank of Scotland.
22 September 2008. Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley change overnight into bank holding
companies to come under Fed’s supervision and protection.
24 September 2008. Fed announces dollar swap deals with three Scandinavian central banks.
Icelandic central bank conspicously absent.
25 September 2008. Glitnir asks for emergency loan of €600 million from CBI which rejects request
and advises government instead to recapitalise the bank.
26 September 2008. Fed rejects request by CBI for dollar deal similar to that with Scandinavian
central banks.
28 September 2008. Government offers to buy 75% of Glitnir for €600 million. Glitnir’s main
shareholders accept offer, but the biggest shareholder, Jon Asgeir Johannesson, starts a media
campaign against transaction.
29 September 2008. Financial markets in turmoil. Benelux countries rescue Fortis and Dexia banks.
German government rescues Hypo Real Estate. British government takes over Bradford & Bingley.
Rescue bill on banks defeated in the US House of Representatives. Recapitalisation of Glitnir met with
scepticism in international markets. Rating agencies downgrade Icelandic banks and Treasury.
30 September 2008. Attending cabinet meeting on own initiative, Governor Oddsson tells government
banking sector is about to collapse; ring-fencing Iceland is only option; CBI has appointed Liquidity
Crisis Task Force to work out ring-fencing plan; and if there was ever a time for national unity
government, it would be now.
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3 October 2008. Liquidity Crisis Task Force presents its plan: priority assigned to depositors’ claims,
domestic operations of banks taken over by government, foreign operations dealt with on a case to
case basis.
3 October 2008. Run on Icelandic banks after Professor Gylfi Magnusson says in radio interview at
noon that they are ‘technically bankrupt’. CBI almost out of banknotes following days.
3 October 2008. ECB issues margin calls (more collateral or repayment of loans) on Landsbanki and
Glitnir.
3 October 2008. Prime Minister Haarde receives phone call from British Chancellor Alistair Darling
who claims that Kaupthing has illegally transferred €600 million from the UK to Iceland. Kaupthing
management denies allegation.
3 October 2008. FSA issues Supervisory Notice to Landsbanki, in effect prohibiting all transfers out
of UK.
4 October 2008. Governor Oddsson calls Governor King of the Bank of England. Same night, King
sends financial expert Marc Dobler to Iceland to assist in working out the ring-fencing option.
4 October 2008. Social Democrats reject proposal by Prime Minister Haarde that special emergency
team led by Governor Oddsson should implement ring-fencing plan.
5 October 2008. Prime Minister Haarde receives phone call from British colleague Gordon Brown
who claims that Kaupthing has illegally transferred €1.6 billion out of the UK. Haarde refers to denials
by Kaupthing management. Brown also advises Iceland to enter an IMF programme. ECB revokes
margin calls.
5 October 2008. Team from IMF arrives, apparently on own initiative.
5 October 2008. CBI flies in three experts from JP Morgan who, in wee hours of 6 October, convince
government ministers from Social Democrats that ring-fencing Iceland is only feasible option.
6 October 2008. Emergency Act, based on plan worked out by Liquidity Crisis Task Force at CBI,
passed by Parliament.
6 October 2008. CBI, urged by government, extends emergency loan of €500 million to Kaupthing,
taking Danish FIH Bank as collateral. Consequently, CBI turns down request from Landsbanki for
emergency loan. At night, Landsbanki put into resolution.
6 October 2008. KSF, a British bank, asks FSA whether the Bank of England could provide it with
liquidity. Request immediately rejected.
7 October 2008. Early in morning, Russian Ambassador calls Governor Oddsson telling him that
Russia is willing to extend a €4 billion loan to Iceland. Later in the day, probably after Russians learn
about talks with IMF, formerly firm offer becomes tentative, and does not come to anything..
7 October 2008. Chancellor Darling calls Finance Minister Mathiesen and asks what Icelandic
government will do about Landsbanki’s Icesave accounts. Mathiesen replies that despite grave
difficulties government will try to fulfil its legal obligations.
7 October 2008. At night, Glitnir put into resolution. Kaupthing desperately tries to stay afloat and to
sell assets, including British bank KSF.
8 October 2008. At 7 in morning, UK Prime Minister Brown and Chancellor Darling announce £500
billion rescue package for British banks. KSF asks to be included. Request rejected.
8 October 2008. At 10 in morning, British television reports that Kaupthing is collapsing and that
Chancellor Darling is transferring Landsbanki’s Icesave accounts and KSF’s Edge accounts to Dutch
bank ING. At 11:30, FSA issues a Supervisory Notice, closing down KSF as from 13:30. At 12:33,
Chancellor Darling announces that Kaupthing has been put into liquidation and that he has transferred
Icesave and Edge accounts to ING.
8 October 2008. At night, as a result of KSF close-down, and stipulations in loan covenants, Icelandic
parent company Kaupthing forced into resolution.
8 October 2008. Chancellor Darling announces use of 2001 Anti-Terrorism Act against Landsbanki,
CBI, IFSA and other Icelandic authorities, freezing Landsbanki’s UK assets. On Treasury’s website,
Icelandic authorities and Landsbanki listed with Al-Qaeda, Talibans and governments of North Korea
and Sudan.
8 October 2008. Norwegian DIGF extends short-term emergency loan to Norwegian Glitnir.
8 October 2008. Swedish central bank, Riksbanken, extends emergency loan to Swedish Kaupthing
which subsequently is sold to Ålandsbanken.
9 October 2008. Prime Minister Haarde tries to reach his British colleague Brown to discuss use of
Anti-Terrorism Act against Iceland, but is directed to Chancellor Darling.
9 October 2008. Prime Minister Brown tells press that Iceland is bankrupt and threatens legal action
against Icelandic government.
12 October 2008. Norwegian Glitnir Securities sold to management team.
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12 October 2008. While Landsbanki remains on British Treasury’s list of organisations subject to
economic sanctions, with Al-Qaeda and Talibans, Bank of England extends short-term loan to its
London branch.
14 October 2008. Finnish Glitnir Corporation is sold to management team and name changed to FIM.
21 October 2008. Norwegian Glitnir is sold to consortium of savings associations and name changed
to BNBank.
October 2008. Having taken possession of FIH Bank, CBI tries to sell it, but sale postponed due to
adverse market conditions. Like other Danish banks, FIH Bank receives liquidity from Danish central
bank.
24 October 2008. After government decides to seek assistance from IMF, CBI Governor Oddsson
requests Fed’s participation, and is turned down for fourth time.
14 November 2008. In Icesave dispute, Icelandic negotiators accept ‘Brussels guidelines’ according to
which Iceland’s unprecedented difficulties should be taken into account, while government promises
to do its best to reimburse British and Dutch authorities for outlays.
19 November 2008. IMF approves loan to Iceland, previously held up at insistence of UK and
Netherlands.
20–23 January 2009. Unprecedented street riots in Reykjavik centre. Police almost out of pepper gas.
1 February 2009. After Social Democrats leave Haarde’s coalition government, it is replaced by
minority government of Social Democrats and Left Greens, under Johanna Sigurdardottir.
26 February 2009. Three CBI governors removed by special law passed by Parliament.
25 April 2009. Social Democrats and Left Greens win landslide victory in parliamentary elections and
form new government, again under Johanna Sigurdardottir. Independence Party suffers debacle.
5 June 2009. Chief Icelandic negotiator in Icesave dispute, Svavar Gestsson, signs deal with British
and Dutch officials.
Autumn 2009. Icesave deal mets fierce opposition, not least from former CBI Governor Oddsson.
Parliament accepts deal, with preconditions. British and Dutch negotiators reject preconditions.
30 December 2009. Second Icesave deal, with little changes from first one, accepted by Parliament.
6 March 2010. Second Icesave deal overwhelmingly rejected in national referendum after President
refuses to sign it into law: 98% against, 2% for.
12 April 2010. Special Investigation Commission on bank collapse delivers Report, finding three
former government ministers, three former CBI governors and IFSA Director to have been negligent.
18 September 2010. CBI sells FIH Bank to consortium of investors and pension funds. New owners
subsequently wind up bank.
28 September 2010. Narrow majority of Parliament decides, on basis of SIC Report, to charge former
Prime Minister Geir H. Haarde for gross negligence before specially convened Impeachment Court.
8 December 2010. Chief negotiator in Icesave dispute, Lee Buchheit, signs third Icesave deal with
British and Dutch officials.
9 April 2011. Third Icesave deal rejected in national referendum after President refuses to sign it into
law: 60% against, 40% for.
23 April 2012. Impeachment Court acquits former Prime Minister Haarde of all major charges, only
upholding charge he had not put pending bank crisis on agenda at cabinet meetings.
18 June 2012. After thorough investigation, FSA finds no particular fault with KSF management.
28 January 2013. EFTA Court delivers judgement in Icesave dispute, finding for Iceland.
27 April 2013. Social Democrats and Left Greens suffer heavy losses in parliamentary elections.
Progressives and Independence Party form government under Sigmundur D. Gunnlaugsson.
9 October 2015. Iceland repays IMF in full, ahead of schedule.
End of 2015. Agreement between creditors of fallen banks and Icelandic government: Most Icelandic
assets of banks relinquished to government, while creditors receive exemption from capital controls.
End of 2015. Composition agreements with creditors of fallen banks. Total accepted claims €65.1
billion. Depositors receive 100%, other creditors 26%. Mean recovery of all claims 48%.
January 2016. Final, and full, payment to British depositors in Landsbanki’s Icesave accounts.
March 2016. Recovery rate for Heritable estimated 98 pence in the pound.
29 October 2016. Parliamentary elections, after which Independence Party Leader Bjarni
Benediktsson forms coalition government with two small centre parties.
January–December 2016. Icelandic economy grows by 7.5%, having in 2015 grown by 4.5%.
March 2017. Capital controls, in place since the bank collapse, in effect abolished.
May 2017. Recovery rate for KSF estimated 87 pence in the pound.
28 October 2017. Parliamentary elections, after which Left Greens Leader Katrin Jakobsdottir forms
government with Independence Party and Progressives.
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Chapter One

The Findings of the Special Investigation
Commission (SIC)

After the 2008 bank collapse, the surprised and shocked Icelandic nation turned to a
Special Investigation Commission, SIC, for explanations. Its report, often regarded as
the most authoritative analysis of the various factors in the collapse, domestic and
foreign, cannot be ignored in an investigation of foreign factors in the bank collapse.
1. The SIC’s Main Explanation: Over-sized, Reckless Banks
After confidential negotiations, on 12 December 2008 the political parties in
Parliament unanimously voted for a law stipulating the appointment of a Special
Investigation Commission on the bank collapse. The SIC should consist of three
members, a Supreme Court judge who would chair it, the Parliamentary Ombudsman,
and an economist, or a certified accountant or another expert with special knowledge
on the economy or about financial markets. The SIC received wide-ranging powers to
require confidential documents which otherwise would not have been available, to
summon people to testify before it and to grant immunity to possible informants.
People could not complain to the Parliamentary Ombudsman if they thought that
proper procedures had not been followed by the SIC or its members. The SIC should
deliver its report no later than 1 November 2009.1 On 30 December the Presidency of
the Parliament appointed the three SIC members: Supreme Court Judge Pall
Hreinsson, Parliamentary Ombudsman Tryggvi Gunnarsson and financial expert Dr.
Sigridur Benediktsdottir, an economics lecturer at Yale University. After the SIC had
operated for a year, it received at the end of 2009 full legal immunity for itself:
People could not sue the SIC or its individual members, even if they believed that the
SIC or its members had violated their rights.2
The SIC published its Report on 12 April 2010, almost six months behind schedule. It
concluded that the explanations “for the collapse of Glitnir Bank hf., Kaupthing Bank
hf. and Landsbanki Islands hf. are first and foremost to be found in their rapid
expansion and their subsequent size when they tumbled in October 2008.”3 The
banks’ rapid growth was made possible, the SIC explained, by Iceland’s good credit
ratings and by the access of the banks to the European markets, on the basis of
Iceland’s membership since 1994 in the European Economic Area, EEA. The SIC
identified three main business groups operating in the Icelandic economy and named
each of them after its most important or visible company, Baugur led by Jon Asgeir
Johannesson, Exista, an investment company with a lot of shares in Kaupthing, and
Landsbanki, consisting of the two major shareholders in Landsbanki, Bjorgolfur

1

Law No. 142/2008. https://www.althingi.is/altext/stjt/2008.142.html
Law No. 146/2009. https://www.althingi.is/altext/stjt/2009.146.html
3
SIC Report, Vol. 1, Ch. 2, p. 1 (in English). http://rse.hi.is/wpcontent/uploads/2014/10/RNAvefKafli2Enska-1.pdf
2
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Gudmundsson and his son Thor Bjorgolfsson. The development of the total debt to
the banks of the three groups in 2005–2008 is shown in Figure 1.

The SIC criticised the main owners of the banks, in these three groups, for using their
positions to borrow far more from the banks than could be regarded as prudent, thus
creating special risk in the form of large exposures. Moreover, the same groups which
borrowed heavily within one bank also did so from the other banks, adding to the
risk:
For that reason the systemic exposure risk attributed to the loans became significant.
The clearest example is Baugur Group and affiliated companies. The group’s
outstanding liabilities to the three banks amounted to EUR 5.5 billion, when at their
highest level, which was at the time about 11% of total lending by the parent
companies of the banks and about 53% of their aggregated equity base.4

This is essentially the same criticism that then CBI Governor David Oddsson had
directed against the banks in a speech shortly after the collapse:
The anger that is seething just below the surface of our society and can be aimed in
various directions is seething largely because the public have received so little
information about what is happening. Why are they not being told that a single party
owed one trillion Icelandic kronur to the domestic banking system?5

Oddsson’s number was close to that of the SIC: In November 2008, €5.5 billion was
equivalent to 957 billion Icelandic kronur. In his speech, Oddsson had asked how any
4

Ibid., p. 3 (in English). http://rse.hi.is/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/RNAvefKafli2Enska-1.pdf
Speech to the Icelandic Chamber of Commerce 18 November 2008 (English translation),
http://www.cb.is/lisalib/getfile.aspx?itemid=6604
5
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one party had been able to accumulate such enormous debt, around one trillion
Icelandic kronur or €5.5 billion, in the Icelandic banks: “How in the world could this
happen? What sort of stranglehold did this party have on the banks and the whole
system?”6
However pertinent this question may have been, the SIC did not take it up. While it
documented in detail the maneuvers or perhaps manipulations by the banks during
the credit expansion, and in trying to survive during the credit crunch, it obviously
regarded it as its chief task to allocate responsibility to various Icelandic authorities
regarding the bank collapse. The SIC found three government ministers, Prime
Minister Geir H. Haarde, Finance Minister Arni M. Mathiesen and Business Affairs
Minister Bjorgvin G. Sigurdsson, to have shown negligence “during the time leading
up to the collapse of the Icelandic banks, by omitting to respond in an appropriate
fashion to the impending danger for the Icelandic economy that was caused by the
deterioriating situation of the banks.” The SIC also found four high officials, IFSA
Director Jonas Fr. Jonsson, and the three CBI governors, David Oddsson, Eirikur
Gudnason and Ingimundur Fridriksson, to have shown negligence “in the course of
particular work during the administration of laws and rules on financial activities, and
monitoring thereof.”7
The conclusions of the SIC Report were received with great interest in Iceland, and
also elsewhere. In a book about the international financial crisis, Chancellor Alistair
Darling commented on the SIC: “It examined the relationship between politicians,
bankers and business people. Its report makes grim reading.”8 However, some of the
politicians and high officials whom the SIC investigated and eventually found to have
shown negligence, uttered several criticisms of its composition and procedures when
interviewed for this report.9 They took exception to the original stipulation that
people who thought that they had not received fair treatment by the SIC could not
complain to the Ombudsman, who was indeed one of the SIC members, and also to
the stipulation added later that people who believed their legal rights had been
violated by the SIC could not refer the matter to the courts. Under the Rule of Law,
they argued, such a possibility would normally be regarded as an important safeguard
against abuse of power.
Moreover, some of those investigated by the SIC held that it had been unwise to
appoint a committee of Icelanders instead of international experts, because Iceland is
a tiny society where people could sometimes find it hard to be impartial, not least if
they belonged to any of the invisible networks of friends, families and allies which
might be even stronger in Iceland than most other countries (as many commentators

6

Op. cit.
SIC Report, Vol. 1, Ch. 2, p. 18 (in English). http://rse.hi.is/wpcontent/uploads/2014/10/RNAvefKafli2Enska-1.pdf In both cases, the SIC referred to negligence
“within the meaning of Article 1(1) of Act No 142/2008”, which was the law passed by Parliament on
the SIC and its investigation, after the collapse. By this, arguably the SIC used a retroactive rule.
Interview with Jonas Fr. Jonsson in Reykjavik 6 October 2016.
8
Alistair Darling, Back from the Brink (London: Atlantic Books, 2011), p. 138.
9
Interviews with Eirikur Gudnason in Kopavogur 25 October 2011, with Geir H. Haarde in Reykjavik
1 October 2013 and by phone 13 November 2017, with David Oddsson in Reykjavik 7 October 2013
and 5 October 2017, and with Jonas Fr. Jonsson in Reykjavik 6 October 2016.
7
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on Icelandic affairs indeed had pointed out).10 One illustration of how tiny Iceland is
can be gathered from the fact that two of the three SIC members declared themselves
to have connections to people involved in the bank collapse, as they were required to
do by the law on the SIC.11 Also, both former CBI Governor David Oddsson and
former IFSA Director Jonas Fr. Jonsson criticised comments about the bank collapse
made by one of the SIC members, Sigridur Benediktsdottir, shortly after her
appointment. These comments suggested, according to them, that Benediktsdottir had
already reached the conclusion that the CBI and the IFSA were largely to blame for
the collapse.12 The other two SIC members held, however, that by these comments
Benediktsdottir had not become unfit to serve on the Commission.13
Some of those investigated and eventually reprimanded by the SIC also felt that it
had not provided a level playing field. The individuals giving testimony to the SIC
were quoted verbatim in the report, at the discretion of the SIC and without
permission: They did not have any opportunity to correct themselves or to improve
on the formulation of their answers, as is the case for example in printed transcripts
of the sessions of the Icelandic Parliament. The objections of those accused were not
printed with the report, just made available online. Again, not only were the
individual SIC members granted legal immunity, but they also decided not to make
their hearings public, let alone to allow live coverage of them, as is the tradition in
the US and, to some extent, also in the UK.14 Thus, the activities of the SIC became
much less transparent than they should have been, according to some. Moreover, after
the SIC had presented its report, the evidence given to it was locked up instead of
being made available to the public.15
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Anne Sibert, Undersized: Could Greenland be the new Iceland? Should it be? Voxeu.org 10 August
2009. http://www.voxeu.org/article/could-greenland-be-new-iceland Also, Baldur Thorhallsson and
Peadar Kirby, Financial crises in Iceland and Ireland: Does European Union and Euro membership
matter? Journal of Common Market Studies, Vol. 50, No. 5, pp. 801–18. http://ams.hi.is/wpcontent/uploads/2014/03/j.1468-5965.2012.02258.x.pdf
11
SIC Report, Preliminary, Nefndin [The Commission]. https://www.rna.is/eldri-nefndir/addragandiog-orsakir-falls-islensku-bankanna-2008/nefndin/
12
SIC Report, Online Addenda, No. 11. From Oddsson, http://rse.hi.is/wpcontent/uploads/2017/11/RNAvefVidauki11-5DO.pdf, and Jonsson, http://rse.hi.is/wpcontent/uploads/2017/11/RNAvefVidauki11-12JFJ.pdf. In their responses, Governors Eirikur
Gudnason, http://rse.hi.is/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/RNAvefVidauki11-7EG.pdf, and Ingimundur
Fridriksson, http://rse.hi.is/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/RNAvefVidauki11-6IF.pdf, declared
themselves to be in agreement with Oddsson’s criticism of Benediktsdottir’s comments.
Benediktsdottir had commented that she felt the collapse was “a result of extreme greed on the part of
many and reckless complacency by the institutions that were in charge of regulating the industry and
in charge of ensuring financial stability in the country.” Eileen Shim, Iceland seeks help of Yale
professor. Yale Daily News, 31 March 2009. http://yaledailynews.com/blog/2009/03/31/qa-icelandseeks-help-of-yale-professor/
13
SIC Report, Online Addenda, No. 12. Initially, the other two SIC members had concluded that by
these comments Benediktsdottir had become unfit to serve on the Commission, but she refused to
resign, and subsequently they reversed their initial position. Magnus Halldorsson, Vildu Sigridi ur
nefnd [Wanted Benediktsdottir to Quit], Morgunbladid 12 June 2009, p. 6.
http://timarit.is/view_page_init.jsp?pageId=5254897
14
For example, former Prime Minister Tony Blair’s testimony to the Committee of Inquiry on the Iraq
war was broadcast live and is available on Youtube.
15
Interviews with Eirikur Gudnason in Kopavogur 25 October 2011, with Geir H. Haarde in
Reykjavik 1 October 2013 and by phone 13 November 2017, with David Oddsson in Reykjavik 7
October 2013 and 5 October 2017, and with Jonas Fr. Jonsson in Reykjavik 6 October 2016.
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2. The Impeachment Case Against Geir H. Haarde
After the SIC delivered its report to Parliament in April 2010, a parliamentary
commmittee was appointed to respond to its findings. A majority in the committee
recommended bringing charges of negligence against four former government
ministers, Prime Minister Geir H. Haarde, Foreign Minister Ingibjorg S. Gisladottir,
Finance Minister Arni M. Mathiesen and Business Affairs Minister Bjorgvin G.
Sigurdsson, before a special Impeachment Court which had never been convened but
whose task under the Constitution was to judge government ministers in special cases
outside the scope of normal legal procedures.16 A narrow majority of Parliament
eventually voted for the proposal to bring a case against Haarde alone before the
Impeachment Court. In the ensuing trial, one of the main problems with the
conclusions of the SIC could be observed: how people could be held legally
responsible for a course of events mostly beyond their control. One witness after
another testified that Haarde’s options were very limited after the beginning of the
international credit crunch.17 While it may be true that he did not actively respond to
repeated warnings by the CBI governors about the precariousness of the banks,18 it is
difficult to see what he could have done, even if he may have taken these warnings
quite seriously.19 Usually, after meetings with the CBI governors he summoned the
bankers and they repeatedly reassured him that everything was in order and that their
banks were fully financed. Moreover, the bank accounts were audited by well-known
international audit firms. In addition, Haarde faced two political constraints: the
bankers and their main clients were popular and influential and they enjoyed the
support of many politicians, both in his own party and among his coalition partners
sine 2007, the Social Democrats.20
Before the trial, the Impeachment Court already had dismissed two charges against
Haarde: that he had shown gross negligence by not responding adequately to signs of
a great and impending danger; and that he had neglected to commission an analysis
16

The report of the parliamentary committee is found (in Icelandic) on the Parliament website.
https://www.althingi.is/altext/pdf/138/s/1501.pdf
17
Landsdomur [Impeachment Court], No. 3/2011, 23 April 2012, p. 359.
https://www.landsdómur.is/media/skyrslur/nr.-3-2011-Domur-a-vef.pdf
18
In the SIC Report, some meetings between the CBI governors and leading government ministers
where warnings were uttered are documented. Meeting 13 January 2008: Vol. 6, Ch. 19, pp. 102–103.
Meeting 7 February: Vol. 6, Ch. 19, p. 120. Meeting 1 April: Ch. 18 (in English), p. 11,
http://rse.hi.is/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/RNAvefKafli18Enska1.pdf and Ch. 21 (in English), p. 57,
http://rse.hi.is/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/RNAvefurKafli21Enska.pdf. Meeting 16 April: Vol. 6, Ch.
19, pp. 163–164, Meeting 7 May: Ch. 18 (in English), p. 12, http://rse.hi.is/wpcontent/uploads/2014/10/RNAvefKafli18Enska1.pdf. Meeting 8 July: Ch. 21 (in English), p. 73,
http://rse.hi.is/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/RNAvefurKafli21Enska.pdf. Meeting 30 September (a full
cabinet meeting): Vol. 7, Ch. 20, pp. 68–78. In addition, it is on record that CBI Governor David
Oddsson as early as November 2005 told the two leaders of the then government coalition parties,
Halldor Asgrimsson and Geir H. Haarde, that he thought the banking sector might collapse. Styrmir
Gunnarsson, Umsatrid [The Siege] (Reykjavik: Verold, 2009), p. 72. Moreover, in late 2007 Oddsson
met with three leading government ministers from the Independence Party, expressing grave concerns
about the future of the banking sector. Interviews with David Oddsson in Reykjavik 5 October 2017
and with Geir H. Haarde by phone 8 November 2017.
19
Former Finance Minister Arni M. Mathiesen insists that both he and Haarde took the warnings by
the CBI very seriously, not least because they knew and trusted Governor David Oddsson. Interview
with Mathiesen by phone 8 September 2017.
20
In 2005, 86% of those interviewed by Gallup thought the bank expansion abroad was good. SIC
Report, Vol. 8, Online Addenda, No. 2, p. 281.
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of the financial risks for the Icelandic Treasury from an eventual collapse. The two
charges were considered to be too general in nature. One of the judges wanted to
dismiss all charges.21 The remaining charges against Haarde were that he had
neglected to ensure that a Consultative Group on Financial Stability formed in 2006
produced results; that he had neglected to ensure that the banking sector would be
reduced; that he had neglected to undertake measures to transfer Landsbanki’s
popular Icesave online accounts in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands from a
branch to a subsidiary; and that he had not held cabinet meetings about warnings by
the CBI governors, especially those issued 7 February and 1 April 2008, and about
currency swap deals 15 May with the Scandinavian central banks, whereas the
Icelandic Constitution prescribed cabinet meetings about important matters.
The fifteen judges of the Impeachment Court unanimously acquitted Geir H. Haarde
of the three main charges. They concluded that the prosecutors had not been able to
prove that Haarde could have done anything significant, from the time he must have
become aware of the danger to the banking sector, about the operations of the
Consultative Group on Financial Stability, or the reduction of the banking sector, or
the transfer of the Icesave accounts from a branch to a subsidiary. The majority of the
judges, nine out of fifteen, only found Haarde guilty of negligence in that he had not
held cabinet meetings on a possible bank crash, whereas the Constitution prescribed
cabinet meetings about important matters.22 He did not receive any punishment and
his legal costs were assigned to the state.23 The minority of six judges wanted to
acquit Haarde on this as well as on the other counts.24 They argued that the
constitutional prescription about cabinet meetings was mainly designed to ensure that
important matters were adequately reported there before they were settled in the
Council of State (with the President) and also to ensure that the Prime Minister
accepted the request of individual government ministers to bring up important matters
in cabinet: after all, the Ministry of Business Affairs was formally in charge of the
commercial banks.25
Even if the decision of the Impeachment Court could be seen as a victory for Haarde,
as he was acquitted of all major charges, not punished and awarded legal costs, he
referred it to the European Court of Human Rights which in November 2017—after
deliberating for more than five years—found that his rights had not been violated in
the process. He had been acquitted of almost all the charges, the Court emphasised,
and in the relatively minor case where he had been found guilty as charged, the letter
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Landsdomur [Impeachment Court], No. 3/2011, 3 October 2011. https://www.landsdómur.is/domarog-urskurdir/nr/8
22
The majority consisted of four Supreme Court judges, one representative of Reykjavik District Court
and four people appointed in 2005 by Parliament, all from the then-opposition parties, the Social
Democrats, the Liberal Party and the Left Greens.
23
Landsdomur [Impeachment Court], No. 3/2011, 23 April 2012, pp. 339–385.
https://www.landsdómur.is/media/skyrslur/nr.-3-2011-Domur-a-vef.pdf
24
The minority consisted of one Supreme Court judge, one representative of the Law Faculty of the
University of Iceland and four people appointed in 2005 by Parliament, all from the then-government
parties, the Independence Party and the Progressive Party.
25
These points were also stressed by Arni M. Mathiesen who had served in government for ten years,
as Fisheries Minister 1999–2003 and Finance Minister 2005–9. He found it extraordinary that the
majority of the Impeachment Court could ignore the testimony of many government ministers about
accepted practices at cabinet meetings. Interview with Arni M. Mathiesen in Reykjavik 6 August 2015.
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of the law had been followed: It was true, and indeed uncontested, that he had not put
the pending bank crisis on the official agenda at cabinet meetings.26
The Court of Human Rights however largely ignored the political aspects of the case,
unlike Pieter Omtzigt, a Member of the Dutch Parliament, who commented on it in a
report for the Legal Affairs Committee of the European Council:
It was indeed the new majority in parliament which decided, along party-political
lines, to initiate criminal proceedings for the failure to avoid the banking crisis only
against the former Prime Minister and not against the ministers who had been directly
in charge of banking issues within the same (coalition) government but who belonged
to parties forming part of the new majority. It would indeed appear that the new
majority’s objective was to somehow “criminalise” their predecessors’ choice of
economic liberalism that had contributed to the rise and fall of the Icelandic banks.27

Omtzigt’s report was adopted with all votes in the Legal Affairs Committe except
that of an Icelandic Member of Parliament from the Left Greens, who previously had
voted for Haarde’s impeachment alongside other members of her party.28
3. Strictures Against Other Government Ministers
Arguably, the conclusions of the SIC on the alleged negligence of two other
politicians, Finance Minister Arni M. Mathiesen and Business Affairs Minister
Bjorgvin G. Sigurdsson, were rejected by the majority of Parliament when it decided
not to bring a case against them before the Impeachment Court. It is indeed difficult
to see what exactly the two of them could have done, at least on their own, and what
therefore they had neglected to do. Mathiesen did not even have any authority over
the banks: The CBI was by law the concern of the Prime Minister, and the affairs of
the banks, as well as of the IFSA, were supposed to be dealt with by Business Affairs
Minister Bjorgvin G. Sigurdsson. In its strictures against Mathiesen, the SIC also
ignores the important, even crucial, fact that Iceland was virtually debtless when the
international credit crunch which had started in late 2007 hit her with immense force
in 2008. It is fair to say that the two measures which made the bank collapse bearable
for the Treasury, and thus for the Icelandic nation as a whole, were that the Treasury
by then had paid up almost all public debt and that by an Emergency Act passed by
Parliament on 6 October 2008 depositors’ claims were directed against the estates of
the fallen banks and not against the Treasury.29 Geir H. Haarde, Finance Minister in
26

European Court of Human Rights, Application No. 66847/12.
http://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/CP_Iceland_ENG.pdf
27
Pieter Omtzigt, Keeping political and criminal responsibility separate, Report for the Parliamentary
Assembly of the European Council, 28 May 2013, p. 6.
https://www.ecoi.net/file_upload/1226_1369820122_xrefviewpdf.pdf See also Omtzigt’s more
personal memorandum on the case, 25 September 2012.
http://www.assembly.coe.int/CommitteeDocs/2012/ajdoc28_2012.pdf
28
Ibid., pp. 22–24.
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Besides the three CBI governors, Sturla Palsson, CBI Director of Treasury and Market Operations,
and Ragnar Onundarson, member of the Special Liquidity Crisis Task Force, apparently played an
important role from 30 September to 6 October in designing the ring-fencing plan contained in the
Emergency Act. In the final stages, the bill passed by Parliament as the Emergency Act was drafted by
officials at the CBI and in the Ministry of Business Affairs. Interviews with Eirikur Gudnason in
Kopavogur 25 October 2011 and with Sturla Palsson in Reykjavik 11 July 2014. Also email to Hannes
H. Gissurarson from Ragnar Onundarson 20 September 2017.
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1998–2005, and Mathiesen, Finance Minister in 2005–9, were mainly responsible for
these two measures. Some would argue that for this they deserved praise rather than
blame.
Formally, Business Affairs Minister Sigurdsson was in charge of the banking sector
and of the IFSA, so that he rather than the Prime Minister should have brought up in
cabinet the matter of the banks, before the collapse. But apparently information
repeatedly provided by the CBI governors on the dire situation was mostly withheld
from him by the leader of the Social Democrats, Foreign Minister Ingibjorg S.
Gisladottir. For example, Sigurdsson was not summoned to the important meeting on
7 February 2008 where CBI Governor David Oddsson briefed three government
ministers about the negative impact of the international credit crunch on the banks.30
Again, on 28 September 2008, before the final decision to recapitalise Glitnir was
made, Sigurdsson was excluded from the deliberations. In interviews for this report
the CBI governors said that they were astonished to hear this.31 Governor Oddsson
told Prime Minister Haarde that he wanted to hear this directly from Foreign Minister
Gisladottir. At the Ministry of Finance, where Haarde, Mathiesen and Oddsson were
meeting, Haarde called Gisladottir to New York and after a brief conversation handed
the receiver over to Oddsson. Gisladottir confirmed to Oddsson that she wanted
Industry Minister Ossur Skarphedinsson, and not Sigurdsson, to participate in the
decision-making process on behalf of the Social Democrats.32 It seems somewhat
unfair to accuse Sigurdsson of neglecting to respond to a crisis about which he
received little information until it was too late to do anything about it.
The parliamentary committee appointed to respond to the SIC Report decided to add
former Foreign Minister Ingibjorg S. Gisladottir to the list of government ministers
who should be charged for negligence, even if this proposal eventually was rejected
by Parliament.33 It would seem that Gisladottir, as leader of the Social Democrats,
shared with Haarde, leader of the Independence Party, the political responsibility for
government actions or non-actions in the sixteen months leading up to the bank
collapse. Moreover, the chain of events preceding the collapse was to a great extent
about Iceland’s relations with other countries, so it is an implausible response that as
Foreign Minister Gisladottir had no formal say in the matter. Critics said that as
Foreign Minister, Gisladottir did little to repair the weakening links between Iceland
and the US nor to maintain traditional links between the UK and Iceland.34 During
her tenure as Foreign Minister in 2007–9 she seemed to focus on the ultimately
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unsuccessful attempt by Iceland to be elected to a seat in the UN Security Council.
Again, in government, Gisladottir appeared at times to be the strongest supporter of
the banks, as late as 4 September 2008 publicly urging them to continue their
controversial deposit collection abroad.35 These considerations do not necessarily
imply that the SIC should have condemned Gisladottir for negligence, but they may
strenghten the position that the parliamentary committee on the SIC Report took
against treating her differently from her three government colleagues, Haarde,
Mathiesen and Sigurdsson.
4. Strictures Against the CBI Governors
While the SIC in its Report confirms many of the unequivocal warnings that the CBI
governors uttered in confidential meetings with government ministers in the year
preceding the bank collapse, in its general discussion it faults one of them, David
Oddsson, for being a former politician so that old political opponents tended to
dismiss his advice. The SIC complains of “a certain degree of distrust and
cooperation problems” between Oddsson and leading Social Democrats.36 But
whether or not Oddsson distrusted the Social Democrats as much as they may have
distrusted him seems of little relevance because the issue was that he was warning
them and that they were ignoring his warnings. It was not that they were proposing
something which he was dismissing for his own personal reasons. The fault therefore
should have been found not with Oddsson, but with his old political opponents who
apparently could not set aside old grievances in the face of an approaching danger for
the Icelandic nation of which he was warning them. The clearest example of this is a
dramatic cabinet meeting on 30 September 2008, which Oddsson asked to attend in
order to warn of an imminent bank collapse. Some of the government ministers
present seemed to be preoccupied with the fact that it was Oddsson who was issuing
the warnings, but not with the imminent collapse itself and how to respond to it.37
The SIC should have criticised them, some would argue, and not Oddsson.
In the second place, this criticism by the SIC also may be regarded as a formal error:
There were three CBI governors, in addition to Oddsson Eirikur Gudnason and
Ingimundur Fridriksson. If Gudnason and Fridriksson, both of them economists with
long experience in central banking and not with any known political affiliation, had
disagreed with Oddsson, then he would not have been able to speak on behalf of the
CBI. But the two other CBI governors had become convinced, with Oddsson, of the
imminent danger.38 If old foes of Oddsson did not want to listen to him because of his
past political career, then they should at least have taken his two colleagues seriously.
Be that as it may, even if the SIC in its report certainly uttered criticisms of the CBI’s
policies and actions, it did not adopt some charges made in the Icelandic debate after
the collapse against the CBI governors: about their rejection of a request by Glitnir
35
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for an emergency loan shortly before the collapse, advising the government instead to
recapitalise the bank; or about allegedly inflammatory statements by Governor
Oddsson in a television interview on 7 October 2008;39 or about the CBI having
lowered the reserve requirements for the banks in 2003 and early 2008;40 or about the
CBI not having increased sufficiently the foreign exchange reserves;41 or about the
CBI having in 2008 extended loans to the banks against mere ‘love letters’, resulting
in large losses after the collapse.42 The reason why the SIC in effect dismissed these
charges would seem to be that it was presented with what it found to be adequate
explanations for the measures taken or not taken by the CBI governors in these
matters.43
The SIC found the three CBI governors to have shown negligence on two counts.
First, in August 2008, after the British Financial Services Authority, FSA, had set
strict conditions for a possible transfer of Landsbanki’s British online accounts from
its London branch to a British subsidiary and after Landsbanki had requested a credit
facilitation of £2.5 billion from the CBI, the governors, before they rejected
Landsbanki’s request, should have verified both the reasons for FSA’s demands and
Landsbanki’s financial position.44 Second, in September 2008 the CBI governors
should have consulted with specialists before rejecting Glitnir’s request for an
emergency loan, instead advising the government to recapitalise the bank.45 It should
be emphasised that the SIC did not criticise the two decisions themselves by the CBI
governors—rejecting in August a credit facilitation for Landsbanki and in September
an emergency loan for Glitnir—but only what it saw as a proper process of arriving at
these decisions.
The CBI governors strongly disputed these two charges. Against the first one, they
pointed out that, unlike the IFSA, the CBI was not the bank regulator. It did not have
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authority to request sensitive financial information from the banks and no power to
discipline or punish them even if it felt that they were straying from their role or
breaking the rules. The three governors were not the only central bankers finding
themselves with limited information and powers in the period leading up to the crisis.
The Chairman of the US Federal Reserve Board, Ben Bernanke, wrote about his
worries during the summer of 2007:
We were hampered because we had no authority to obtain confidential data from
investment banks (like Bear Stearns), which were regulated by the Securities and
Exchange Commission, or over foreign banks not operating in the United States (like
IKB), or over hedge funds, which were largely unregulated.46

Moreover, the Icelandic legal tradition was one of a strict interpretation of the
authority and power of institutions, as two SIC members repeatedly had stressed, Pall
Hreinsson in scholarly publications and Tryggvi Gunnarsson in legal opinions as
Ombudsman.47 This very point was made in a report Kaarlo Jännäri, former Director
of the Finnish Financial Supervisory Authority, wrote on the collapse, at the initiative
of the International Monetary Fund, IMF:
Iceland, like the other Nordic countries, is a nation where the actions of the authorities
must be based on law. Discretionary powers are strictly limited. In retrospect, it is easy
to assert that the Icelandic banks’ expansion abroad should have been restricted, but in
the European Single Market framework and with the European Passport, this was
simply not something that could be readily accomplished within the existing legal
environment.48

In their responses, the CBI governors also emphasised that the amount requested by
Landsbanki, £2.5 billion, was enormous by Icelandic standards and that SIC actually
agreed that they had acted correctly by turning down the request, as it would have
created a great risk for the CBI and also probably been illegal. At this time several
tasks were more urgent than to verify the obvious, they said.
Against the second allegation, the CBI governors pointed out, again, that the CBI did
not have any authority to request sensitive financial information from the banks. The
governors had to rely on the information provided by Glitnir when in September 2008
it made the request for an emergency loan. Based on that information alone it was by
no means prudent to extend the loan to the bank: In the near future the bank faced
more big loans maturing, with no guaranteed refinancing of them; and the collateral
eventually offered apparently was not sufficiently solid. Further information,
becoming available later, only served to strengthen the reasons for the rejection of
Glitnir’s request by the CBI governors. Moreover, the decision on the request had to
be made within a weekend, before the markets opened. There was no ‘right’ price for
46
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the bank which could be found by calculations or consultations with experts. The
price eventually set was found by a simple reasoning: The bank needed €600 million.
The government needed to buy a controlling stake while it did not want to write too
much down the shares of the existing owners. Therefore it bought a 75% controlling
share in Glitnir for €600 million. In the circumstances, this seemed to many to be a
perfectly appropriate process.49 At the time, Paul Krugman wrote: “Notice, by the
way, that it was an equity injection rather than a purchase of bad debt; I approve.”50
In making the second allegation, on the lack of paperwork preceding the advice to the
government to buy a controlling stake in Glitnir, the SIC has been criticised for not
fully taking into account the reality of the financial markets all around the world as
the credit crunch intensified in 2008.51 Then, for example, the US Secretary of the
Treasury, Hank Paulson, was making many and much larger decisions about the life
and death of financial firms in a matter of a few hours, even minutes, over the phone,
without any paperwork, simply because in the desperate situation in which he found
himself decisions had to be made quickly.52 It took the FRB of New York only a few
hours to decide extending $30 billion in credit facilities to Bear Sterns, so that it
could be taken over by JP Morgan Chase which initially offered $2 a share for it, and
then suddenly, to avoid controversy, raised its offer to $10 a share.53 On the same
weekend as the decision was made about Glitnir, the British government was dealing
with Bradford & Bingley. Chancellor Alistair Darling gave himself forty-eight hours
to resolve the issue.54 When the US investment banks Goldman Sachs and Morgan
Stanley decided to transform themselves into commercial banks in order to obtain
assistance from the Federal Reserve Board, they did so overnight: The requirement of
a 30-day waiting period for such applications was simply waived.55
Be that as it may, while finding that the three CBI governors had, as public officials,
shown negligence on these two counts, the SIC did not see fit to report them to the
Public Prosecutor for such negligence or for violations in their exercise of their duties
as officials, as it could have done under its brief.56 Perhaps it is also significant that in
2013, at the initiative of the CBI, now under new leadership, Parliament amended the
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law on the CBI, giving it explicit authority to request from banks and other financial
companies all financial information it deemed relevant.57
5. Strictures Against the IFSA Director
The SIC dealt with IFSA Director Jonas Fr. Jonsson in the same way as the three CBI
governors: While finding that he had, as a public official, shown negligence, it did
not see fit to report him to the Public Prosecutor for such negligence or for violations
in his exercise of his duties as an official. It is indeed hard to see what Jonsson could
have done to stem the tide, especially with the two constraints under which he was
operating, the strong public and political support for the banks and for some of their
main debtors and the doctrine of strict legal authority of which two SIC members,
Tryggvi Gunnarsson and Pall Hreinsson, had been prominent adherents. Indeed,
Parliamentary Ombudsman Gunnarsson was quoted as telling lawyers of financial
firms in May 2007 that they could always complain to his office if they thought that
the IFSA was not treating their companies fairly and that IFSA was bound not only
by written statutes, but also by the unwritten rules of public administration law.58
Here, as in other cases investigated by the SIC, it is important to keep in mind the
written and unwritten rules and conventions in force in the years leading up to the
financial collapse and not to refer to rules invented after the collapse against those
involved. Under Icelandic law, there is a certain accepted interpretation of negligence
in one’s exercise of one’s duties as a public official. The SIC did not use it in its
report, replacing it with its own and wider concept of negligence which was
essentially that officials should have reacted more forcefully and quickly to dangers
of which there was little reliable evidence at the time: It included “incorrect
assessment of available information and decision-making based on inadequate
assumptions.”59 The SIC’s allegations of negligence against Jonsson were not based
on any comparison with similar supervisory agencies in other EEA countries,
operating under an almost identical legal and statutory framework, let alone on a
comparison with previous practices in Iceland.
Indeed, Jonsson became Head of the IFSA only in mid-2005 when the banks had
already grown considerably, perhaps beyond a point of return, and after important
decisions and non-decisions had been made about them by the IFSA.60 One example
of an important non-decision was not to undertake any disciplinary action against
those who, in 1998, during the privatisation of the investment bank FBA, had
collected share subscriptions in the names of various people and thus had thwarted
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the government’s stated objective of dispersed ownership.61 Another example was not
to follow up on an internal report from 2004 about a hidden risk resulting from
Kaupthing and Landsbanki not counting together, in their estimates of large
exposures, various companies controlled by Jon Asgeir Johannesson.62
The SIC offers two specific examples where Jonsson and the IFSA should have
intervened more decisively: They should have insisted on counting the liabilities of
the medical company Actavis as a part of the large exposure of Landsbanki’s major
shareholder Thor Bjorgolfsson; and they should have taken action regarding a bond
issued by Landsbanki’s other major shareholder, Bjorgolfur Gudmundsson, in 2005
and bought by Landsbanki. But the SIC’s position which led it to regard Actavis and
Bjorgolfsson as parts of the same large exposure, was rejected by the Icelandic
Supreme Court in a different case in 2011.63 The other example, of Gudmundsson’s
bond, has not given rise to a criminal charge or even to an administrative fine. In
general, the appropriate comment may be that of Kaarlo Jännäri in his
aforementioned report on the Icelandic bank collapse:
The supervisors were too timid and lacked legal authority in their efforts to intervene
in these developments, but the overall national pride in the success of the banks would
probably have made it futile even to try while the going was good and success
followed success.64

In all fairness though, what some would consider timidity, others would call
cautiousness and strictness in interpreting the law.
6. The Limited Options of Decision Makers
The problem which the SIC largely ignored in its strictures (even if occasionally
noting it) and which was clearly brought out in the case against Geir H. Haarde was
that of limited options, succinctly captured in the old adage: ‘You are damned if you
do; you are damned if you don’t.’ Such dilemmas, well-known in game theory, are
also often described as Catch-22 situations after a well-known novel on the Second
World War: You are exempted from carrying out a dangerous duty if you are mad;
but if you apply for an exemption on this ground, you thereby show that you are not
mad.65
The CBI governors, convinced that a great danger lay ahead, faced a dilemma. If they
publicly uttered warnings against the rapid expansion of the banks and their possible
collapse, or even if they were seen as preparing for such a collapse, then they almost
61
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certainly brought it about. If they kept silent, then they risked to be held responsible
for not taking appropriate action, as indeed happened.66 Bound by Iceland’s strict
legal tradition and the sensitivity of their situation, they had to convey information to
leading politicians at confidential meetings and to make suggestions rather than issue
orders to the bankers. This is precisely what the so-called Rangvad Commission,
appointed to study the financial crisis in Denmark, found about the Danish central
bank. “Nationalbanken has no way of effectively controlling the financial
institutions’ lending. Consequently, Nationalbanken could not have halted the growth
in lending during the years before the crisis even if it had considered there to be a
need to do so.”67 Iceland, having been a Danish dependency for centuries, shared
many traditions with Denmark, even if the SIC took a different stance to that of the
Rangvad Commission.
Leading politicians, at least Prime Minister Geir H. Haarde and Finance Minister
Arni M. Mathiesen, faced another dilemma. Public opinion was strongly in favour of
the banks and of business tycoons, not least the banks’ biggest debtor Jon Asgeir
Johannesson, who doubled as a media mogul and who many times had demonstrated
both his power and his readiness to use it.68 If Haarde and Mathiesen chose to take
the CBI governors seriously, then they seemed to be faced with what was essentially
a choice between a quick and a slow political suicide. The quick way out of politics
would have been to challenge the dominant business groups in the economy and to
try and reduce the size of the banks by any means at their disposal, including taking
the initiative in measures which would then have been implemented by the CBI and
the IFSA. The slow way out was, on the other hand, to do nothing, count one’s
blessings and hope that the deluge would not arrive.
This was less of a problem for leading Social Democrats because they tended to
dismiss the warnings of the CBI governors: They were “one man’s venting”, as
Foreign Minister Ingibjorg S. Gisladottir wrote.69 She also later asserted that two
economists from whom she often sought advice, Professor Robert Wade of the LSE
and Professor Thorvaldur Gylfason of the University of Iceland, never warned her
against an imminent bank collapse or of any danger of such an event.70 Neither did
economists Willem Buiter and Anne Sibert, with whom she had discussions in the
spring of 2008, predict a bank collapse, according to her.71 In all fairness, it should
also be recalled that against the numerous warnings by the CBI governors, based on
informed guesses rather than hard evidence, government ministers could not but
recognise the facts that the banks had been audited by respected international
accounting firms, rated by acknowledged rating agencies and applauded by
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international organisations like the IMF. Later, the Independent Evaluation Office of
the IMF was to point out that in 2007, surprisingly, the massive size of the banking
sector “was not highlighted as a key vulnerability that needed to be addressed
urgently” by the IMF. As late as August 2008, the IMF published an Update to its
regular 2008 report on Iceland, on which the Independent Evaluation Office
commented: “Strangely, the tone of the Update was relatively reassuring.”72
The Icelandic bankers faced their own dilemma. Most of them knew that they had
overreached themselves.73 But if they tried to sell assets, then they risked not only a
loss on the sales and a corresponding reduction in the registered value of remaining
assets, perhaps below zero, but also the automatic cancellation of credit lines which
were often dependent by contract upon no or little change in their reported financial
positions. As Kaarlo Jännäri observes in his report, “many of the covenants in the
Icelandic banks’ funding arrangements would have been breached had the banks
retrenched rapidly. Breach of covenants would have led to early redemption demands
for an important part of the banks’ funding; thus the banks were faced with a kind of
Catch-22 situation.”74
This does not mean that the bankers were only hapless victims of the bank collapse.
Apart from desperate rescue attempts in the few months and even weeks before the
collapse, some of which may have been illegal,75 in retrospect two moves by the
bankers may be regarded as grave mistakes, especially as they should have known
better and perhaps then still had some room to maneuver:76 1) an attempt by
Kaupthing in August 2007 to buy the Dutch bank NIBC which eventually had to be
abandoned 2) and the decision by Landsbanki in May 2008 to start collecting online
deposits in the Netherlands through a branch, and not a subsidiary, which increased
the aleady existing hostility of European central bankers to the Icelandic banks.
Prominent Icelandic businessman Thor Bjorgolfsson, before the collapse a major
shareholder in Landsbanki, holds that a third crucial mistake made by all three banks
was to allow one business group, that of Jon Asgeir Johannesson, to accumulate
enormous debt.77 Again, an old adage seems appropriate: If you owe the bank a
million, then you have a problem. But if you owe the bank a trillion, then the bank
72
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has a problem. As the SIC noted, the total debt of Johannesson’s group to the three
Icelandic banks was a little less than a trillion kronur, or a staggering €5.5 billion.
7. The SIC’s Incomplete Explanation
It may seem remarkable after dozens of lawyers and economists had been digging for
more than a year, with a generous budget and full access to all documents, and
probably under great pressure to find something compromising for the former powers
to be, that they could not come up with any complaint against the Prime Minister
which would eventually be sustained by the Impeachment Court. The only charge
which the Impeachment Court accepted—that Geir H. Haarde had failed to put the
banking crisis on the official agenda at cabinet meetings—was not derived from the
SIC Report: It was added on the advice of legal experts when a parliamentary
committee was deliberating on the response to the SIC Report.78
No less remarkable may it seem that after all this digging the SIC and its numerous
staff could only come up with two formal complaints against the three CBI
governors: that they had not asked for sufficiently many expert opinions, reports and
value estimates when making two decisions which nevertheless in themselves were
deemed to be prudent and reasonable. Moreover, even if the facts on which these
three complaints—one against Haarde and two against the CBI governors—are based
would be undisputed, none of them would have made any difference for the 2008
bank collapse. It would have occurred irrespective of what was put on the agenda at
government meetings and of which memoranda the CBI governors could have had
written.
The most relevant criticism of the SIC is, however, that it did not really provide a full
explanation of the banking collapse, even if its report is a mine of information,
especially about the operations of the banks and about the legal aspects of deposit
collection abroad. The main conclusion of the SIC was that the collapse occurred
because the banks were over-sized relative to the CBI and Icelandic Treasury. But the
relatively large size of the banks was a necessary and not a sufficient precondition for
their collapse. It is almost a tautology to say that the Icelandic banks fell because they
were vulnerable (prone to fall, in other words), and then to go on and list all their
vulnerabilities. It is like saying that glass breaks because it is breakable or that opium
puts people to sleep because of its sleeping power, an idea ridiculed by Molière in
The Hypochondriac: An arrogant doctor asks a pretentious student why opium causes
sleep, and the student replies that opium has ‘virtus dormitiva’ which is simply Latin
for sleeping power.79
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In general, the SIC Report has been criticised for focusing overly on domestic rather
than international aspects of the crash.80 Its authors do not take much into
consideration that the Icelandic banks encountered an international financial crisis in
2007–9 which brought down many banks around the world, large investment banks
like Bear Sterns, Lehman Brothers and Merrill Lynch in the US and small and large
commercial banks like Roskilde Bank in Denmark, Northern Rock and Bradford &
Bingley in the UK, Anglo Irish Bank in Ireland and Washington Mutual in the US.
Again, the crisis almost brought down many other banks hitherto considered almost
invulnerable, such as UBS in Switzerland, RBS in Scotland and Danske Bank in
Denmark.81
The real explicandum in the Icelandic case would therefore seem to be why the banks
were not saved from abroad, like RBS, UBS and Danske Bank. If they had been
saved there would not have been a collapse (although there would certainly have been
a deep recession with whose likes Icelanders are used to cope). Kaupthing’s Armann
Thorvaldsson wrote in his book on the collapse:
I always believed that if Iceland ran into trouble it would be easy to get assistance from
friendly nations. This was based not least on the fact that, despite the relative size of
the banking system in Iceland, the absolute size was of course very small. For friendly
nations to lend a helping hand would not be difficult.82

What turned a predictable crisis into a collapse of the banking sector was that into an
already vulnerable situation, partly created by the Icelandic banks themselves and
partly the result of circumstances to which everybody would have reacted in a similar
way, entered five decisions taken abroad, none of them explored, alas, in any detail
by the SIC: 1) hedge funds betting against Iceland; 2) European central banks
refusing to provide liquidity to Icelandic banks or to make currency swap deals with
the CBI; 3) the US Federal Reserve Board refusing to do dollar swap deals with the
CBI; 4) the UK Labour government closing down British banks owned by Icelandic
banks; 5) and the same UK government invoking an Anti-Terrorism Act against not
only an Icelandic bank, but also, briefly, against the CBI and the IFSA. In the
following chapters, these five decisions will be explored.
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Chapter Two

Hedge Funds Bet on Icelandic Collapse
One foreign factor in the Icelandic bank collapse was the relentless and concerted
betting by hedge funds against both the Icelandic banks and the currency, krona, from
2005 to the end. In other jurisdictions, hedge funds had engaged in similar bets,
sometimes successfully, as against the UK in 1992, sometimes unsuccessfully, as
against Hong Kong in 1998.1
1. The Drobny Conference in Santa Monica 2003
Hedge funds—private and largely unregulated investment companies that typically
compensate management in proportion to annual profits and that engage in active
trading of financial instruments—are relatively recent phenomena.2 They are
however by no means insignificant in the world economy: In 2007, it was claimed
that the total value of assets managed by them amounted to 2.1 trillion dollars.3 In
addition to their own equity, owners of hedge funds often manage assets of pension
funds, endowed colleges and wealthy individuals. Probably the best known hedge
fund manager is the Hungarian-American George Soros, who incidentally worked as
a young man at Singer & Friedlander, the forerunner of the Icelandic-owned British
bank KSF, Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander. He became world-famous when he in
1992 bet against the British pound and won: The pound was devalued, and he
pocketed a profit of £1 billion, while the British Treasury made a loss of £3.3 billion.4
Iceland came to the attention of hedge funds in early 2003, around the same time as
two government banks were privatised, Landsbanki and Bunadarbanki (which
subsequently merged with Kaupthing and eventually took on its name). Since the
spring of 2002, a group of hedge fund managers had been attending the semiannual,
by-invitation-only Drobny Global Conferences. These conferences are organised by
investors Andres and Steven Drobny (who are not related despite sharing a surname).
At the conferences, discussions are completely confidential: While hedge fund
managers like to ‘hunt’ in a pack, like wolves, and are therefore comfortable with
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sharing some trade secrets with a selected few of their competitors, they do not want
outsiders to know anything about their investment plans.5
At a Drobny Global Conference in Santa Monica in the spring of 2003, Jim Leitner
drew the attention of his colleagues to Iceland. Leitner who had for a while worked
for Soros, but was now running his own company, Falcon, had first visited Iceland in
1989.6 He pointed out that Iceland had a strong economy, with the trade deficit
turning into a surplus, a krona which was rapidly recovering from a previous plunge
and a big aluminium factory about to being built. The Icelandic index-linked housing
bonds yielded around 5% in real terms, well above the next highest index-linked
yield offered in New Zealand at below 4%. They were guaranteed by government and
freely circulating, with a decent volume of around $4 billion in total. At the moment
it was profitable to buy them, Leitner said, but they might be offered on the European
financial market which might push down the yield on them. “In the meantime, you
earn very nice carry waiting for these events in an economy with excellent
fundamentals,” Leitner observed. (In the financial world, it is called a carry when
someone borrows money at a low interest rate and invests in an asset with a higher
rate of return.) Leitner informed his colleagues that he was financing half of his
purchases by Icelandic credit, with carry of 1.5%, and the other half by US credit,
with carry of 6%.7 Apparently, a few hedge fund managers followed Leitner’s advice
and made some profit.
2. The First Bets Against the Banks
In 2004 and 2005, the newly privatised Icelandic banks borrowed extensively on the
international markets and expanded rapidly. However, in the summer of 2005,
financial journalist Ian Griffiths of The Guardian wrote about persistent rumours that
they were connected to the Russian mafia.8 In his book about the bank collapse,
journalist Roger Boyes writes: “The British activated a secret agent in Iceland—not
in the embassy or attached to it—in 2005 with a brief to watch cash flows between
Russia and Iceland.”9 Nothing was in fact found to substantiate the rumours, and they
faded away.
5
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Shortly thereafter, in the autumn of 2005, Iceland came to the attention of hedge fund
managers. A financial analyst at the Petroleum Fund of Norway, Herleif Håvik,
decided to bet against Kaupthing, even if the Fund did not own a single bond issued
by the bank. Håvik noticed that Barclays and Kaupthing had outstanding bonds
traded at the same premium, 20 basis points over Libor. The crucial difference
between the two banks was however, as Håvik realised, that in difficult times the tiny
Icelandic state could hardly back up Kaupthing whereas Barclays was a British bank
which could presumably expect support from local authorities. Therefore, Håvik sold
a CDS (Credit Default Swap) protection on Barclays and bought one on Kaupthing,
enabling him to accumulate an almost costless ‘short’ on Kaupthing. (In the financial
world, it is called a short when someone sells bonds which he or she does not own,
but typically borrows, with the obligation to repurchase them later, gambling on
profiting from a price decrease in the meantime.) In other words, Håvik could bet on
Kaupthing’s loss in value at negligible cost. The result was that the Kaupthing’s CDS
spread—which expresses the markets’ belief in the possible default of the company—
went up to about 40 points above Libor. Soon thereafter, in late November 2005,
negative reports about the Icelandic banks appeared in the international press.10
Jim Leitner wrote a piece on Iceland 8 February 2006 which was circulated to
Drobny Global Conferences participants. He noted that three years earlier a good
profit had been made by buying Icelandic index-linked housing bonds and then
selling them. Now the price of the bonds had gone down. But the real danger for
Iceland lay in the krona. Leitner said that it would be increasingly difficult for the
CBI to maintain its value, for two main reasons. First there was a big current account
deficit, close to 15% of GDP. Second, Icelandic pension funds and local investors
were investing their growing assets abroad, 15% of GDP in 2005. In other words,
there was little inflow of foreign currency into the economy. Leitner pointed out that
the three Icelandic banks borrowed aggressively in 2005, issuing $20 billion of bonds
internationally, in a country with a GDP of $15 billion. “If they are not able to issue
at similar terms to the past, and in vast amounts, there is nothing to feed the local
credit bubble. That should lead to a big correction in the currency,” Leitner said.11
It seems that many ‘Drobnites’ took his advice and bet against the krona which
depreciated, while the CDS spread on Kaupthing widened, going up to 67 above
Libor on 21 February 2006, when Fitch Ratings changed Iceland’s outlook from
“stable” to “negative”. The report of the agency mentioned some of the points also
made by Leitner such as the current account deficit and the immense borrowing by
the banks abroad.12 Merrill Lynch published a report 7 March 2006 by Richard
Thomas under the title “Icelandic Banks—Not What You Think”. Thomas argued
connected to it, and that the British Ambassador to Iceland at the time, in 2004–8, Alp Mehmet, read
the manuscript of his book. In Wikileaks, files are also to be found on Bjorgolfur Gudmundsson and
Bjorgolfur Thor Bjorgolfsson, although it is unknown who opened those files (possibly the US
Embassy in Reykjavik). https://file.wikileaks.org/file/landsbanki-dossier-2009.pdf But the files reveal
nothing about any mafia connections: they are only about a legal battle for ownership of a brewing
company which Gudmundsson and Bjorgolfsson controlled in St. Petersburg.
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that the systemic risk in Iceland had been underestimated by ratings agencies. The
banking sector was most similar to that of an emerging country, he said, with
concentrated ownership, cross ownership and cross lending. Therefore, the Icelandic
banks should be shorted. The report had an almost immediate impact, the CDS spread
of Kaupthing going 13 March 2006 up to 100, as can be seen in Figure 2.
Incidentally, Merrill Lynch was one of the prime brokers of the hedge funds betting
against Iceland; Petroleum Fund of Norway.13 It was at least clear that in March some
hedge funds were shorting the Icelandic banks. A number of negative news reports
about Iceland appeared.14 It is difficult to say whether some of these reports were
written with the help of hedge funds.

From its foundation in 1886, Iceland’s first bank, Landsbanki, had done business with
Denmark’s biggest bank, Danske Bank (or its forerunners). Suddenly, however, in
late March 2006 Danske Bank cancelled all credit lines to Iceland, and on 21 March
it published a report predicting a financial crisis in Iceland that would however not
much affect the outside world. It would, the report’s main author, economist Lars
Christensen, said, be similar to the crises in Thailand in 1997 and Turkey in 2001.15
The following week was difficult for the Icelandic banks whose managers asked for
an emergency meeting at the home of CBI Governor David Oddsson on the night of
Sunday 26 March 2006. He advised them to stay calm and wait and see what would
happen. While the bankers fully expected that other banks would follow the example
13
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of Danske Bank and cancel credit lines to Iceland, to their great relief nothing of that
sort happened when the markets opened Monday 27 March.16
However, the hedge funds were still observing Iceland. A participant in the Drobny
Global Conferences, Hugh Hendry, manager of Eclectica, sent out a report on 31
March 2006 that he was engaged in a short against the Icelandic krona: About onefourth of his fund was used in the short. Later Hendry told the British press that he
wanted to be ‘known as the man who bankrupted Iceland’, comparing himself to
George Soros who had broken the Bank of England in 1992.17
Danske Bank published a note on 20 April 2006 where they said the Icelandic
economy was collapsing even faster than they had forecast, and recommended
shorting the Icelandic krona. Now, the Scandinavian banks joined the hedge funds in
shorting the krona—selling kronur which they had obtained at a certain price, and
with a repurchase agreement to buy them back later when they had become cheaper.
It so happened that 20 April was a public holiday in Iceland. The next day, hedge
funds and the Scandinavian banks bet relentlessly against the krona. But now the
Icelandic banks were prepared. They had joined forces with pension funds, fishing
firms and others and accumulated a lot of currency reserves so each sales offer was
met. The krona held its value during the day. The Scandinavian banks made heavy
losses, and most of the Drobnites abandoned their attempts at shorting the krona.
Moreover, Iceland’s Prime Minister, Halldor Asgrimsson, complained to his
Norwegian colleague about the CDS shorts that the Petroleum Fund of Norway had
accumulated against the Icelandic banks. The Norwegian government intervened, and
Håvik left the Fund.18
3. Negative Publicity in Denmark
In January 2005, Jon Asgeir Johannesson and his associates completed a purchase of
the shares in the parent company of Magasin Du Nord, a well-known and upscale
department store in Copenhagen. Subsequently, they went on a buying spree in
Denmark. In July 2005, Johannesson, again with associates, bought a little less than
30% of the Danish real estate company Keops.19 In August 2005, Johannesson and
his associates bought 80% in the prestigious department store Illum, located on
Copenhagen’s main shopping street, Strøget, and specialising in expensive designer
goods. Johannesson and his associates had previously controlled 20% of Illum
through their ownership of the parent company of Magasin Du Nord.20 In September
2005, Johannesson and two of his associates bought the Danish retail chain Merlin
operating 48 stores in Denmark, specialising in consumer electronics.21 In November
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2005, Johannesson and a Danish partner bought 22% in the company Nordicom
which specialized in commercial housing.22 In January 2006, one of Johannesson’s
companies bought Denmark’s biggest real estate company, Atlas Ejendomme. Later,
when Johannesson had gained control of the bank Glitnir, he bought out some of his
partners and merged his real estate companies into one, Landic Property.23
It generated much publicity when Johannesson announced 15 February 2006 that his
media company would launch a Danish newspaper, Nyhedsavisen, which would be
distributed free of charge.24 The new free paper would be different from other free
Danish papers which were mainly distributed to commuters: It would be a real
newspaper challenging the three traditional Danish dailies, Berlingske Tidende,
Jyllandsposten and Politiken. It would be distributed to all households in Denmark,
relying on a distribution network which could then also be used to deliver other kinds
of advertising material to potential customers. This announcement came only a month
before Danske Bank severed all ties to Icelandic banks and published its negative
report on them. Predictably, Johannesson’s announcement did not create any
enthusiasm in the traditional Danish dailies which decided on a counter-attack,
publishing their own free newspapers. For a while, it seemed that Johannesson would
have to abandon his ambitious plan. But he was adamant that he would see it through:
“And we intend to put money in, as and when it becomes necessary. Whether it is a
question of 350 or 600 million [Danish kroner], it does not matter,” he said.25
Nyhedsavisen finally appeared 5 October 2006. It was published for fourteen months,
at a huge loss. Apparently, Johannesson spent 450 million Danish kroner ($88
million or £49 million) on it, getting only a fraction back. Johannesson’s Danish
partners also made huge losses.26
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Johannesson’s buying spree in Denmark and his costly media adventure did hardly
instil in Danish financial analysts much respect for the Icelandic banks which seemed
for quite a while to be ready to lend him as much money as he wanted. Many articles
critical of Johannesson and reporting on his legal battles in Iceland appeared in the
Danish press. Some Icelanders however came to Johannesson’s defence. Thorsteinn
Palsson, Iceland’s Ambassador to Denmark, publicly suggested that the negative
attitude towards Johannesson of Berlingske Tidende in Denmark was an echo of the
critical attitude towards him of Morgunbladid in Iceland.27 Palsson who had been
Justice Minister in Oddsson’s two first governments, in 1991–9 (after Oddsson had
ousted him as Leader of the Independence Party), returned to Iceland in 2006 and
became editor of Johannesson’s Frettabladid, while his new employer continued his
legal battles.
4. Hedge Fund Managers Visit Iceland
The Icelandic banks survived the ‘Geyser Crisis’ in the spring of 2006, as can be seen
from Figure 2. The CDS spreads on them fell, and in the latter half of 2006 the krona
started to climb upwards and seemed to become overvalued. Hedge funds still kept an
eye on Iceland. The Drobny Global Conference was held in Reykjavik 12–13 October
2006. One of the participants was hedge fund manager Hugh Hendry who had
previously spoken about his dream to bankrupt Iceland.28 In late January 2007,
George Soros and another famous hedge fund manager, Bruce Kovner of the large
Caxton fund, in New York, looked at shorting the Icelandic krona, and discussed the
idea with Icelandic financial analysts. Eventually, they decided not to place bets
against the krona.29 Their decision turned out to be prudent, because the krona held
steady for most of 2007. If some hedge funds tried to short it, then they must have
made a considerable loss.
Nevertheless, hedge funds had not averted their gaze from Iceland. At the end of
March 2007, Barclays Capital and UBS brought a group of asset managers to Iceland.
When they visited the biggest bank, Kaupthing, a presentation by the CEO, Hreidar
M. Sigurdsson, turned into a shouting match, with some of the guests interrupting
with exclamations like, “This is not a bank but a hedge fund!” Armann Thorvaldsson
comments: “With its big banking system and small Central Bank, Iceland had clearly
been singled out by the hedge funds.”30 According to economist Barry Eichengren,
the experience of this trip to Iceland in March 2007 led “a group of fifty macro hedge
funds organized by Drobny Global Advisors of Manhattan Beach, California” to start
shorting the Icelandic currency and the Icelandic banks.31
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At the end of January 2008, the time came for another trip to Iceland. Then Bear
Sterns organised a tour of hedge fund managers. They did not hide their negative
attitude towards the Icelandic banks. “All the people in this party are shorting
Iceland, except me,” one of the participants said to an Icelandic observer, adding that
these people thought Iceland would become “a new financial Armageddon.”32 The
funds represented, in addition to Bear Sterns, were DA Capital Europe, King Street
Capital Management, Merrill Lynch GSRG and Sandelman Partners. Ironically, in
March 2008 Bear Sterns itself became the victim of hedge funds and had to be
rescued by the US Federal Reserve Board and taken over by JP Morgan Chase. “The
hedge funds had claimed their first victim. The search for the next one began. Iceland
stayed in the firing line,” Thorvaldsson observed.33
5. Betting Against the Banks and the krona, 2008
As the English economist Professor Richard Portes—who had written a report on the
Icelandic financial sector—explained to journalists, a hedge fund would play Iceland
by simultaneously shorting both the currency and the equity markets. This forced the
CBI to raise interest rates which in turn pushed down the equity markets. Portes also
observed that the CDS market was highly distorted, governed by small amounts of
trade and rumour-mongering.34 In early 2008, the krona started a rapid slide
downwards. The Daily Telegraph asked in a headline: “Is Iceland headed for
meltdown?”35 By now, some London hedge funds were shorting the Icelandic banks,
and Icelandic bankers expressed their suspicion that these funds were the sources of
negative reports in the British press on the banks in late March 2008, for example that
a run had begun on Landsbanki’s Icesave accounts and Kaupthing’s Edge accounts,
both online.36 A Kaupthing economist writes: “Icelanders were convinced the story
had been planted, but it took a phone call with a friendly UK journalist to confirm
that a number of ‘helpful’ hedge funds had voluntarily provided the press with
information about Icelandic banks.”37 Sigurdur Einarsson, Kaupthing’s Chairman of
the Board, went so far as to name four hedge funds that, he said, were betting against
the Icelandic banks and spreading false rumours about them: Trafalgar Funds,
Cheney Capital, Lansdowne Fund and Ako Capital. The funds either did not respond
or denied Einarsson’s charges of rumour-mongering.38
At the end of March 2008, financial analyst Richard Thomas of Merrill Lynch wrote
a comment on the Icelandic banks:
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When clients ask us why the Icelandic banks are considered to have a higher risk
profile than their other European peers, one does not have to search hard for answers:
rapid expansion, inexperienced yet aggressive management, high dependence on
external funding, high gearing to equity markets, connected party opacity. In other
words: too fast, too young, too much, too short, too connected, too volatile.39

While some took offence at Thomas’ remarks, others found a ring of truth in them,
including privately the CBI governors.40 It provided little comfort to the Icelandic
bankers that in fact Merrill Lynch went down before them, being acquired by Bank of
America Sunday 14 September 2008. Merrill Lynch had suffered enormous losses
because of subprime loans.
It was around this time, in the spring of 2008, that Professor Portes received a phone
call from the senior partner of a hedge fund, asking him why he was not more
negative about the Icelandic banks. “Are you shorting Iceland?” Portes asked the
caller. The next day he reported the conversation to Icelandic authorities, on the
grounds that it might constitute market manipulation.41 The British magazine
Spectator published a story that a partner of an unnamed hedge fund telephoned at
least two people with market influence and helpfully informed them that the Icelandic
banks were about to tank. “He suggested that the famous Landsbanki IceSave and
Kaupthing Edge internet savings accounts, currently beloved of British savers, were
vulnerable to run if Northern Rock-esque trouble were revealed—as, he suggested,
inevitably it would be.”42 In the spring of 2008, economic commentator Paul
Krugman openly wondered whether a similar attack was being organised against
Iceland as in August 1998 against Hong Kong, when several major hedge funds
shorted both the city state’s stock market and its currency, ultimately unsuccessfully
because the Hong Kong Monetary Authority met them on both fronts.43 But if the
Icelandic monetary authority, the CBI, was to be able to meet hedge funds in the
same way, then it needed help from European central banks and possibly also from
the US Federal Reserve Board. On their own, the Icelandic banks could hardly
survive the international credit crunch. The hedge funds watched their moves as
closely as a pack of hyenas would a herd of wildebeest.
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Chapter Three

The Role of European Central Banks

The Icelandic banks had come to the attention of alert hedge fund managers as early
as in the autumn of 2005. But when they responded to funding problems in 2006–7
by starting to collect deposits abroad and by obtaining credit in the European Central
Bank, ECB, through their foreign subsidiaries, they came to the attention of European
central banks whose subsequent refusal to provide liquidity to them through the CBI
certainly was an important foreign factor in the Icelandic bank collapse.
1. CBI Requests for Currency Swap Deals
After the 2006 Geyser crisis the Icelandic banks had started to collect online retail
deposits abroad, Landsbanki in its branches under the name ‘Icesave’, starting in
October 2006, and Kaupthing mostly in its subsidiaries under the name ‘Edge’,
starting in November 2006. The branches of the Icelandic banks were regulated by
the IFSA and the deposits in them insured by the Icelandic Depositors’ and Investors’
Guarantee Fund, IDIGF, whereas the subsidiaries of the banks were regulated locally
and the deposits also insured locally. Since the Icesave and Edge accounts were
electronic, they were much cheaper to operate than regular accounts at ‘High Street’
bank offices. The Icelandic banks could therefore offer higher interest rates than
many of their competitors. “Icesave looks like a hot deal,” British journalists wrote.1
The Icesave and Edge accounts certainly became quite popular: At the end of
September 2008, a total of €5.4 billion were kept in Kaupthing’s Edge accounts in
Europe, thereof €4.2 billion in subsidiaries. At the end of June 2008, a total of £3.6
billion were kept in Landsbanki’s Icesave accounts in the UK.2
The collection of deposits in the Icesave and Edge accounts caused however
resentment by competitors of the Icelandic banks. “I am fairly confident that this
annoyed the big banks in these countries no end. They had the large costs associated
with their branch network and would never have been able to compete with us on
pricing,” Kaupthing’s Armann Thorvaldsson writes.3 Now, the Icelandic banks also
came to the attention of European central banks, preoccupied with the international
credit crunch starting in late summer 2007. At a meeting of central bankers in Basel
in March 2008, Axel Weber, Governor of the Central Bank of Germany, argued that
one of the greatest threats to to the stability of the banking system was the
irresponsible intrusion into deposit markets and the break up of the deposit-guarantee
schemes. It was clear to CBI Governor Oddsson who was present at the meeting that
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Weber was referring to the Icelandic banks.4 The European central bank governors
worried about deposits in both the branches and subsidiaries of the Icelandic banks. If
they were in branches, then they were insured in tiny Iceland, where the IDIGF
clearly did not have the means to meet its obligations in case of failure. If the deposits
were in subsidiaries, then they were insured locally, by the guarantee funds of each
host country, putting strain on them.
In early 2008, the international credit crunch was hitting hard the already vulnerable
Icelandic banks. The CBI could print kronur, but it could not on its own provide
dollars, euros or pounds. When the CBI governors started to try and obtain currency
swap deals with European central banks and the US Federal Reserve Board, they
found their foreign colleagues wary of the Icelandic banks. CBI governors David
Oddsson and Ingimundur Fridriksson met on 3 March 2008 in London with Governor
Mervyn King of the Bank of England and Sir John Gieve, the Deputy Governor, the
Financial Stability Department. The CBI governors were enquiring whether the Bank
of England was prepared to make currency swap deals available to the CBI. Governor
King and Sir John expressed misgivings about the Icesave accounts. They believed
that the deposits raised in the UK had been used mostly to fund lending to Icelandic
companies. They were also preoccupied with the possible consequences on a run on
the Icelandic banks, including Landsbanki in London, and the arrangement of deposit
guarantees.5
Sir John Gieve later said that it had added to their concerns about Iceland that they
had observed highly leveraged buyouts in England by Icelandic businessmen. There
was a lingering suspicion that the Icelandic banks were controlled by a small group of
businessmen who used them for their own purposes. The banks might be not only
bust, but also rotten. Sir John Gieve had also heard about a cross-border crisis
management exercise the Nordic and Baltic states held in September 2007 where the
Icelandic participants did not take a position at the end of the exercise on whether the
authorities would save the banks in the case of a grave liquidity crisis.6 A Bank of
England official, Andrew Gracie, had overseen the exercise and had in February 2008
written a report for the CBI pointing out the danger of a bank collapse in Iceland the
following October. Oddsson had quietly passed on the report to Prime Minister Geir
H. Haarde.7
Two weeks after the meeting at the Bank of England, CBI Governor Fridriksson on
17 March 2008 sent an informal request for a currency swap deal to the Bank of
England. Talks began, in a friendly manner, but without any tangible results. In early
April the CBI also contacted the ECB, European Central Bank, the US Federal
Reserve Board and the Scandinavian central banks with similar requests. CBI
Governor Oddsson spoke several times with Timothy Geithner, President of the FRB
of New York, requesting a dollar swap deal of perhaps $2–3 billion. Oddsson
4
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explained, as he had done in discussions with European central bankers, that the
Icelandic banks were suffering from the perception that they had no lender of last
resort and that the CBI was trying to make currency exchange deals with central
banks as a trust-building measure. It would not be the goal to draw on credit lines so
created, but rather to demonstrate to the markets that there were sufficient currency
reserves available to the banks. Oddsson mentioned to Geithner that he was also
trying to obtain such deals with European central banks which estimated the need to
be about €3–4 billion.8 Geithner promised Oddsson that he would look into this. The
Federal Reserve Board had already in late 2007 when the credit crunch began opened
swap lines with the ECB and the Swiss central bank.9
2. The IMF Preliminary Assessment
When CBI Governor Oddsson spoke with ECB Governor Jean-Claude Trichet about
a possible currency swap deal, he was told that the precondition for any help from the
ECB would be the participation of the IMF, in some kind of a programme. The next
time Oddsson met with Geithner, he told Geithner that Trichet had insisted, to his
surprise, that Iceland had to enter into a programme with the IMF. “Ah, he offered
you the Kiss of Death,” Geithner said. His analysis, with which Oddsson agreed, was
that an announcement that Iceland would be seeking assistance from the IMF would
strengthen suspicions about the weaknesses of the Icelandic banks and could
therefore provoke a run on them, with their inevitable collapse.10 When Oddsson told
Bank of England Governor King that Trichet insisted on Iceland entering an IMF
programme, King responded that this would not be necessary. What Iceland only
needed to do, King said, was to get an IMF assessment of the state of the banks and
the economy. Thereupon Governor Oddsson called IMF Director Dominique StraussKahn and explained the situation to him. Strauss-Kahn was very friendly and reacted
swiftly. He sent some staff members almost immediately to Iceland to write an
assessment report.
At the IMF Spring Meeting in Washington DC 11–13 April 2008, CBI Governor
Ingimundur Fridriksson and his staff met with several central bankers to discuss
possible currency swap deals. Friday 11 April they met with the governors and staff
members of the Scandinavian central banks. Governor Stefan Ingves of Sweden
expressed concern about the Icelandic banking sector and the Icelandic economy as a
whole and told the Icelanders that possibly the Scandinavian central banks would set
some preconditions for currency swap deals. Nevertheless, it was agreed that
Riksbanken staff would prepare a draft for a currency swap deal between the
Scandinavian central banks and the CBI.11 In Washington DC, CBI Governor
Fridriksson and his staff met with Bank of England Governor King Saturday 12
April. The meeting was friendly and it was Fridriksson’s impression that it was more
rather than less likely that the Bank of England would make a currency swap deal
with the CBI. However, Governor King stressed that a plan had to be in place on how
to use a possible credit line from the Bank of England.
8
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On their way back to Iceland, CBI Governor Fridriksson and his staff met on 14 April
in New York with FRB of New York President Timothy Geithner. It came out that
before Geithner met the Icelanders, he had discussed the proposal of a dollar swap
deal with the governors of the Bank of England, ECB and the Swedish central bank
and also with the BIS Director. They were all, as was he, sceptical about it. Geithner
told the Icelanders that in order to build trust, they needed much more than they had
previously had in mind, a dollar swap deal of at least $10 billion. Otherwise the
markets would interpret this as a sign of weakness. He added that he did not want
completely to rule out a possible deal despite his doubts about the whole strategy.12
The same day as Geithner had the meeting in New York with the Icelanders, a
confidential IMF ‘Preliminary Assessment’ appeared which had been specially
commissioned by the CBI for the central bankers to enable them to evaluate the
request for currency swap deals. “Broadly, the conclusion of the IMF was that the
position of the Icelandic banks was tight but manageable,” CBI Governor Ingimundur
Fridriksson writes, “and it endorsed the strategy of the Icelandic authorities, i.e. to
negotiate swap agreements with other central banks in order to enhance confidence
and allow the government to subsequently tap the international capital market to
further strengthen its external liquidity position.”13 According to the Assessment, it
was crucial that the safeguards of a loan facility were credible, inducing the banks to
reduce the size of their balance sheets and thereby increase confidence in the system.
Each of the three banks should be required to prepare a plan on how they would
downsize; they should stop paying dividends in the near future, to improve their
liquidity position; they should present plans on how quickly they could raise liquidity
by selling assets, if needed; and finally, the granting of licenses to open branches
abroad should be restricted.14
3. CBI Request Turned Down in London
The next day, on 15 April, CBI Governor Oddsson sent a formal request for currency
swap deals to the ECB, Bank of England and the three Scandinavian central banks. In
his letter and attachments to it, it is emphasised that this strategy was intended mainly
to show the markets that the CBI could provide liquidity if necessary; it was a trustbuilding measure. A possible collapse of the Icelandic banks might pose a danger to
banks in other countries, not only because of the obligations of the banks, but also
because it might prove contagious. A week later, on 22 April 2008, Governor
Oddsson sent a personal letter to Bank of England Governor King, telling him that
currency swap deals were being negotiated with the Scandinavian central banks and
that he hoped that King could respond positively to his earlier request.15
King replied the next day, in a long letter, where he explained why he was turning
down the request by the CBI:
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It is clear that the balance sheet of your three banks combined has risen to the level
where it would be extremely difficult for you effectively to act as a lender of last
resort. International financial markets are becoming more aware of this position and
increasingly concerned about it. In my judgement, the only solution to this problem is
a programme to be implemented speedily to reduce significantly the size of the
Icelandic banking system. It is extremely unusual for such a small country to have such
a large banking system.

King went on:
The amount of money is very small relative to the potential need for funds should a
problem arise with one or more of your banks. Indeed, the announcement of a swap,
especially if restricted to a group of countries with which Iceland has good political
relations, might well trigger concern in financial markets about the extent to which you
and ourselves perceived a problem in the Icelandic banking system, and then attention
would be drawn to the inadequate scale of financial resources available to you to deal
with the problem. The swap might look rather like a political gesture rather than a
credible financial strategy.

King added that he and Stefan Ingves, governor of the Swedish central bank, would
initiate a discussion about Iceland’s problems at the dinner of the G-10 central bank
governors in Basel 4 May.16 Privately, British central bankers told Oddsson that they
were also apprehensive about some of the bank owners.17
The same day as Governor Oddsson received Mervyn King’s letter, he responded,
saying:
I remain convinced that a swap arrangement with several central banks would indeed
help and very significantly reduce the likelihood of a serious occurrances. In fact, I
have grave concerns that the absence of a swap arrangement in the current
circumstances could have very severe consequences. I must emphasise my belief that
this is not an isolated Icelandic concern. Difficulties in Iceland could have serious
contagious effects in other countries.

Oddsson said that he believed that currency swap deals of the magnitude being
sought by the CBI would be sufficient to make the situation manageable. Moreover,
the international ratings agencies all thought that such currency swap deals would
improve the position of Iceland. Oddsson’s letter brought no response from the Bank
of England.18
Perhaps two pieces of news about the Icelandic banks in the last week of April did
not much mollify European central bankers, already concerned about the
sustainability of the Icelandic banks and irritated over their deposit collection. First,
the ECB, European Central Bank, found out that the Icelandic banks, through their
subsidiaries in Luxembourg, had increased collateralised loans at the ECB from €1
billion to almost €4 billion, and, to make matters worse from the ECB’s point of
view, partly against securities that they had issued to one another and without any
16
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other collateral: Kaupthing had used securities for €200 million from Glitnir and
€425 million from Landsbanki for this purpose; Landsbanki had used securities for
€500 million from Glitnir and €580 million from Kaupthing; and Glitnir had used
securities for €100 million from Kaupthing and €235 million from Landsbanki.
In the early afternoon of 25 April 2008, ECB Governor Jean-Claude Trichet called
CBI Governor Oddsson. Clearly upset, he said that a part of the securities used as
collateral by the Icelandic banks were “artificial”. Trichet angrily demanded a
meeting between the Luxembourg central bank and representatives of the three
Icelandic banks, the CBI and the IFSA. Later in the same day, Central Bank of
Luxembourg Governor Yves Mersch, called Oddsson, telling him that the
collateralised loans from the central bank to the Icelandic banks now amounted to
almost 10% of all such loans, whereas their subsidiaries were only 1.7% of the
Luxembourg banking sector. It was decided to hold a meeting three days later in
Luxembourg between the Central Bank of Luxembourg and representatives of the
Icelandic banks, the CBI and IFSA. Even if the Icelandic banks had not violated any
ECB rules, they informally agreed to limit their issuance of the securities to one
another to no more than 40% of all their collateralised loans.19 However, the banks
continued to obtain collateralised loans at the ECB, mostly against asset-based
securities, and at the end of June, their collateralised loans at the ECB amounted to
€4.5 billion.20
Five days after the angry complaint from ECB Governor Trichet about the behaviour
of the Icelandic banks, Landsbanki announced that it would be offering Icesave
accounts in euros in four to five European countries by the end of the year.21 It
opened a branch in the Netherlands in May 2008. The Icesave accounts proved very
popular there, and after four months they amounted to over €1.5 billion. In talks with
Icelandic bankers and with CBI Governor David Oddsson, Central Bank of the
Netherlands Governor Nout Wellink expressed grave concerns about Landsbanki’s
deposit collection through its branches. It was clear, he observed, that the IDIGF
could not cover its obligations in the case of Landsbanki’s failure. Wellink told
Oddsson that the Icelandic bankers were irresponsible and that they had to be
stopped. When Oddsson said that they were only doing what they were allowed to do
under EEA law and regulations, Wellink retorted that it would not be a problem to
find support in European regulations for stopping them. He added that he was not
only expressing his personal opinion, but that this was also “the common
understanding” all over Europe”.22
4. A Fateful Dinner in Basel
When Governors Mervyn King and Stefan Ingves brought up the case of the
Icelandic banking sector at the dinner of the G-10 central bankers in Basel Sunday 4
May 2008, not only were they themselves sceptical about the sustainability of the
19
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sector, but they were also faced with at least two angry critics of the Icelandic
bankers, ECB Governor Jean-Claude Trichet and Central Bank of the Netherlands
Governor Nout Wellink. At the Basel meeting, Ingves could also present a report on
Iceland which analysts at the Swedish central bank had delivered to him a few days
earlier. In the report, they pointed out that the Icelandic banks were profitable and
held good assets, but that their main problem was how to survive a liquidity crisis.
Even if the CBI managed to increase its exchange reserve fund considerably, from
€1.9 billion to €3–4 billion, it was not certain that this would suffice. The Swedish
experts added, however, that swap deals between the CBI and other central banks
might be a good way to increase confidence in the Icelandic banking sector.23
While discussions at the dinner of the G-10 central bankers in Basel Sunday 4 May
were strictly confidential, the position of the major central banks towards Iceland
evidently hardened there. It became clear then that the CBI could not expect any
liquidity assistance from the Bank of England or the ECB. There were probably
several reasons for this decision by the G-10 central bankers to deny assistance to the
CBI. The Icelandic banks, even if relatively small, were regarded as aggressive and
intrusive, posing a danger to the whole European system of deposit insurance. Behind
the scenes, local competitors to the banks must also have encouraged the central
banks in their respective countries to put a stop to this unwelcome challenge. Again,
the European central bankers may have been worried about the strain which the
newcomers put on the deposit insurance schemes in host countries; and they may
have taken the high interest rates that the Icelandic banks offered as signs of an
underlying weakness rather than strength.24 The central bankers were not oblivious,
either, to the negative publicity the Icelandic banks and businessmen had generated in
various countries, perhaps with the encouragement of hedge funds betting against
Iceland. Recent developments, such as the unwelcome increase in the collateralised
debt of the Icelandic banks at the ECB and Landsbanki’s announcement of the
extension of deposit collection to the eurozone, certainly did not reduce their
reluctance to help the Icelandic banks.
But the main reason the central bankers had for their adamant refusal to make
currency swap deals with the CBI were probably that they had become convinced that
the Icelandic banking sector was not sustainable on its own and that it would not
matter much to the whole European banking sector if it collapsed. Iceland was
expendable. It was too small to save. The European central bankers did not seem to
find important the fact that most of the Icelandic banks’ operations, both in accepting
deposits and in providing credit, took place in Europe itself, so that they could be
considered European rather than Icelandic banks. As the saying goes: Cross-border
banks are international in life, but national in death.25
Even Iceland’s traditional friends in the Nordic countries were now considering
abandoning her. Central Bank of Sweden Governor Ingves turned against completing
the currency swap deals between the Scandinavian central banks and the CBI that had
23
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already been drafted. He argued that the unclear ownership of the Icelandic banks and
their rapid growth had led a dangerous situation that the Icelandic government did not
seem fully to comprehend.26 His Danish colleague tended to agree with him whereas
the governor of the Norwegian central bank was more inclined to make the deals. At
a meeting of central bank governors of the Nordic countries 14 May 2008 in Oslo,
CBI Governor Oddsson had to use all his persuasive powers to bring his reluctant
Scandinavian colleagues to accept the deals. In the midst of one of their meetings, he
even went so far as to call the Icelandic Prime Minister, Geir H. Haarde, and to hand
the phone over to Ingves. In the conversation with Ingves, Haarde promised to exert
pressure on the banks to reduce the overall size of their balance sheets and on the
labour unions to show moderation in coming wage settlements, to restructure the
Housing Finance Fund and to maintain fiscal prudence. The CBI and the government
also made a commitment not to draw on the deals for the purpose of intervening in
markets or of capitalising the banks. The next day, a memo to the three Scandinavian
central banks was signed by Haarde, Foreign Minister Ingibjorg S. Gisladottir,
Finance Minister Arni M. Mathiesen and the three CBI governors. The currency swap
deals were signed and announced 16 May, enabling the CBI to draw on each of the
three banks €500 million, if necessary.27 The announcement had an immediate impact
on the markets: The CDS spread narrowed, as can be seen on Figure 3, and the hedge
funds withdrew for a while. Their managers were not certain whether a bet against
the Icelandic banks could be met with sufficient currency reserves.
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5. Increased Hostility Towards the Icelandic Banks
In late May 2008, the CBI, with the help of consultants from Barclays, JP Morgan
and Lehman Brothers, explored possibilities of increasing its exchange reserve fund
by borrowing. It turned out that the only loans available would be with a large CDS
spread. The consultants were unanimous in advising against borrowing on such
terms, arguing that such an offer from the CBI could by itself create a run on the
banks. Instead, the CBI started to issue short-term bonds; it also managed to obtain
for the Treasury a loan of a €300 million from a German bank. The CBI requested
from the IMF a FSAP (Financial Sector Assessment Program) Update on the report
from 14 April. It was conducted in June, the IMF team reaching broadly the same
conclusions as in the spring: While vulnerable, the banks met minimum requirements
on financial strength. The IMF recommended, given the significant size of crossborder activities, continued and strengthened cooperation with host supervisors, such
as the FSA in the UK.28
Two CBI governors attended the 29–30 June 2008 BIS Annual General Meeting in
Basel, David Oddsson and Eirikur Gudnason. They felt a strong hostility there
towards the Icelandic banks which was transferred over to them personally so they
were treated almost as untouchables: For example, Stefan Ingves refused to
acknowledge or greet Governor Gudnason, an old acquaintance from many visits to
Iceland. It was only when the two of them happened to be together in an elevator that
he gave Gudnason the hand, and then it was the left one.29 Later, Ingves admitted that
he had been rude to the Icelanders at the Basel meeting, but that was, he said, nothing
personal, only anger that the Icelandic authorities had not done any of the things that
they had promised to do when the Scandinavian central banks had made the currency
swap deals with the CBI in mid-May.30
This was however not necessarily a fair judgement of the situation. The restructuring
of the Housing Financing Fund was linked to changes being requested by the EFTA
Surveillance Authority and they required some time. Any fiscal measures were linked
to the budget which was to be presented in the autumn of 2008. Market conditions in
the spring and summer of 2008 did not allow the government or the CBI to increase
liquidity by borrowing except in relatively limited amounts in the short-term market.
In the circumstances it had also become very difficult for the banks to downsize, as
was recognised in the reports by experts from the IMF and the Swedish central
bank.31
The Basel meeting in June 2008 produced more unpleasant surprises. When
Governor Oddsson was introduced to Governor Yves Mersch of the Central Bank of
Luxembourg at the first session, he started to make polite talk, only to be interrupted
abruptly: “Your banking system—as it is called—is in serious trouble.” Oddsson
asked him to explain what he meant and the next morning, a meeting was organised
28
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with Oddsson, Mersch and the governors of the Nordic central banks. There, Mersch
said that nobody wanted to do business with the Icelandic banks any more; they were
treated as lepers by the financial community. It was decided that Mersch would go to
Iceland and speak directly to the managers of the Icelandic banks.32
In the subsequent meeting in Iceland 4 July 2008 with CBI and IFSA people,
Governor Mersch expressed great concern about the Icelandic banking sector: “I have
talked with our Nordic colleagues and know that this is not a feeling that I have
alone—that either the banks are not liquid or do not want to restructure.” Mersch
pointed out that there was no plausible lender of last resort to the Icelandic banks. He
also described the ever-hardening position of the ECB towards Iceland: “Then we
have the board—I feel a sense of toughness within the system against Iceland right
now. If you [the CBI] say—we are taking over—then that would be a solution. If you
cannot take over, then we have a serious problem.”33
Mersch criticised the Icelandic bankers for their way of doing business with the
Central Bank of Luxembourg and the ECB. His complaint was essentially the same
as Trichet made in April: Despite Trichet’s admonitions, they had continued to use
the credit facilitites of the ECB through their Luxembourg subsidiaries and the
Luxembourg Central Bank to obtain collateralised loans in euros. As collateral they
had sometimes offered only securities that they had issued to one another, the ‘love
letters’ as Oddsson called them. Sometimes they had issued asset-based securities
that the ECB had no way of evaluating, even involving currency exchange swaps
which might imply that the ECB would end up with kronur instead of euros. Now
they had borrowed a total of €5 billion from the ECB. “Our exposure is far beyond
the capital of the lender of last resort,” Governor Mersch said. He was, as Governor
Trichet before him, unpersuaded by the argument of the Icelandic bankers that they
were not violating any rules, and that this was done by other European banks,
responding: “They may respect the letter, but not the spirit.”34
According to Mersch, it was however an over-simplification always to speak about
the Icelandic banks as one whole. They were different. He said that he had been
informed that some of the Icelandic bank owners were in a weaker position
financially than the others and that they might be transferring money to themselves.35
There is little doubt that Mersch was referring to Jon Asgeir Johannesson, the major
shareholder in Glitnir.36
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After the meeting with the CBI and IFSA people, Mersch met separately with the
managers of the three Icelandic banks, explaining to them that they had to reduce
their borrowing at the ECB. He told the banks that before 15 July the collateral at the
ECB that they had issued on one another had to go down to 25% of all their
collateral, and then they had gradually to disappear. “The ECB’s reservations were
not exclusive to Iceland’s activity, though; many European banks were also
improvising ways to obtain central bank funding,” Asgeir Jonsson and Hersir
Sigurgeirsson write. In fact, from August 2007 to July 2008 collateralised loans to
Spanish banks from the ECB increased from 4% of the total to 10.5%, and to Irish
banks from 4.5% to 9.5%. Apparently, some of the collateral was in risky financial
structures. UK banks, outside the eurozone, used subsidiaries to obtain credit from
the ECB.37 Jonsson and Sigurgeirsson comment, however: “But the Icelanders’ style
was especially bothersome and unpopular. Their banks behaved like motherless
lambs, stealing milk from other ewes and being kicked back.”38
6. Consensus in Europe Against the Icelandic Banks
In its report, the SIC states that by early July at the latest, “foreign governors of
central banks had evidently discussed the Icelandic situation in their meetings and
drawn the conclusion that the Icelandic economy was under serious threat.” This was
also the opinion which the three CBI governors expressed at the time. In meetings
with Prime Minister Haarde and Foreign Minister Gisladottir as well as with high
officials, 4 and 8 July, Governor Oddsson said “that his feeling was that a consensus
had been reached at the European Central Bank and the Nordic Central Banks that it
would be better to let the Icelandic banks go into bankruptcy than to allow them to
jeopardise the deposit-guarantee schemes of Europe.”39 Hedge funds that had been
waiting in the shadows were quick to realise this. They began again to bet against the
Icelandic banks. They observed that no further currency swap deals seemed to be in
the making with European central banks.
The Icelandic central bankers were taken aback by the sudden hostility which they
felt from European financial leaders. In its 2008 Financial Stability report, the CBI
pointed out that Iceland had joined the EEA on the assumption that she would be a
full participant in the internal market:
There has been encouragement to engage in cross-border trade and enhance crossborder operations. Nowhere had it been suggested that the banking systems of
individual countries should be subjected to size limitations, and protests have been
made against preventing foreign investors from acquiring domestic banks. There are
examples of countries whose banks are largely headquartered abroad—for instance, the
Baltic nations—and of the reverse, countries whose domestic banks are active in other
markets—such as Iceland, Luxembourg, Holland, Great Britain, Denmark, and
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Ireland.40

Nevertheless, the CBI governors emphasised, in meetings with the Icelandic bankers
in mid-July 2008, that they had to accommodate the ECB and reduce their debt in
collateralised loans to it. Even if the banks had not broken any ECB rules, they
accepted the demand by Governor Yves Mersch on behalf of the ECB to repay all
their ‘love letters’, or mutually collateralised loans, and they had done so by the end
of July 2008.41 They also reduced their total debt to the ECB by €1.3 billion from
€4.6 billion in the beginning of July to €3.3 billion in the beginning of September.42
Landsbanki and Kaupthing used some of the money they had at their disposal through
deposit collection for this purpose.43 But ironically they then switched from one cause
of irritation for the European central bankers to another one: While the ‘love letters’
disappeared from their accounts with the ECB, they continued to collect deposits.
They were sailing between Scylla and Charybdis, uneasily navigating between two
hazards.
At the end of July, William R. White, a deputy director of the Bank of International
Settlements, BIS, in Basel was in Iceland on a private visit. Governor Oddsson
invited him to dinner on 31 July. White told him that the outlook in the international
financial markets was bleak, but that authorities were wary of rescuing financial
companies. Such bail-outs with taxpayers’ money had been severely criticised. He
concluded, according to Oddsson: “I think that in the next few months one
investment bank will be allowed to go under, and I predict it will be Lehman
Brothers. I also think that in the next few months one small European small European
country will be allowed to go under, and I predict it will be Iceland.”44
When Lehman Brothers fell 15 September 2008 (as White had predicted), the
international credit crunch turned into a major crisis and ordinary banks joined hedge
funds in taking positions against Icelandic banks. Danske Bank which had in 2006
cut all ties to Icelandic banks and consistently warned investors against them, refused
to agree to changes in loan covenants necessary for Glitnir’s sale of a Norwegian
bank, so the Icelandic bank found itself with no money to repay loans soon maturing.
When the US Federal Reserve Board announced dollar swap deals with the three
Scandinavian banks 24 September 2008, Iceland was conspicously absent. Whatever
the merit in April of Bank of England Governor Mervyn King’s argument against a
currency swap deal with Iceland that “the announcement of a swap, especially if
restricted to a group of countries with which Iceland has good political relations,
might well trigger concern in financial markets about the extent to which you and
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ourselves perceived a problem in the Icelandic banking system”,45 it did not apply in
September. Now the absence of a swap deal was perceived as a grave problem. Credit
lines were cancelled, ‘haircuts’ were demanded, deposits were withdrawn: A bank
run started. Finance experts agree that without support, hardly any bank can
withstand a run.46
7. The ECB Moves Against the Icelandic Banks
Without any advance notice, a dramatic step was taken by the ECB on the evening of
Friday 3 October. Then it suddenly issued margin calls or ‘haircuts’ on outstanding
loans to Landsbanki, amounting to €400 million, and to Glitnir, amounting to €640
million. This had to be paid before the banks opened on Monday 6 October.
Previously, Landsbanki had borrowed €1.5 billion from the ECB against collateral
with an estimated market value of €2.6 billion. The bank had therefore planned to
borrow up to €400 million more from the ECB. The sudden margin call therefore
meant that the bank had €800 million less liquidity than expected.47
The alleged reason for ECB’s margin calls on Landsbanki and Glitnir was that the
Icelandic state had been downgraded by all three main ratings agencies, Standard &
Poor, Moody and Fitch. The ECB staff were of course fully aware of the problems of
the Icelandic banks. They knew that the banks were only able to meet those margin
calls if they defaulted on other obligations. It should be noted that the ECB was
making those margin calls at the same time as it was busy rescuing banks in Europe,
also banks outside the eurozone. For example, while Sweden is outside the eurozone,
since December 2007 the Swedish central bank had had a secret swap deal with the
ECB of €10 billion. The deal was only disclosed in June 2009 when the Swedish
central bank found it necessary to boost confidence in its ability to help Swedish
banks facing difficulties in the Baltic countries.48 Again, while the ECB now moved
against the Icelandic banks, it left alone UK banks which, like the Icelandic banks,
used their subsidiaries in the eurozone to obtain credit.
During the hectic weekend of 3–5 October 2008, the CBI staff were told in no
uncertain terms that margin calls from the ECB were irrevocable. “News of these
margin calls spread widely as reflected in phone calls to the Central Bank of Iceland
over the weekend,” CBI Governor Ingimundur Fridriksson recalls.49 Then, in the
evening of Sunday 5 October, the ECB suddenly withdrew its margin calls. It is not
likely that in the course of two days, from Friday 3 October to Sunday 5 October, the
ECB had come into possession of information that would have lessened its worries
about the financial positions of the Icelandic Treasury or the Icelandic banks. The
decision to revoke the margin calls must have been political. But that means, of
course, that the original decision to make the margin calls must have been political
too. Otherwise, it would indeed have been irrevocable, as the ECB staff had told the
CBI staff. It is of course also a possibility that the reason for the inconsistent
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behaviour of the ECB was sheer chaos. The ECB staff simply may have been
overwhelmed by events. Be that as it may, in the midst of their predicament, the
Icelanders, to their surprise and bitter disappointment, saw their longtime ally, the
United States, standing idly by.
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Chapter Four

The Role of the US Federal Reserve Board

An important foreign factor in the Icelandic bank collapse was that Iceland could no
longer rely on the support of the United States, her traditional ally and protector. The
reason was simple: The country had lost its strategic importance. Iceland had become
expendable. This was reflected in the repeated refusals by the US Federal Reserve
Board to provide liquidity through the CBI to the Icelandic banks.
1. An expendable, remote island
During the Second World War and the Cold War, Iceland was a valued ally of the
United States. The North Atlantic island was strategically important, an ‘unsinkable
aircraft carrier’. But when the Soviet Union collapsed in 1991 and the Cold War
abruptly ended, Iceland’s strategic importance greatly diminished, almost overnight.
The US government promptly initiated moves to reduce its military presence in the
country. Warning and control military planes were promptly removed and the number
of fighter jets reduced from 12–18 to only 4. The David Oddsson government
demonstrated its commitment to close US-Icelandic relations in March 2003 when it
declared its support for the US intervention in Iraq, risking some domestic trouble.
However, two months later, just before parliamentary elections, suddenly and
unexpectedly US authorities told Oddsson that the remaining fighter jets would be
withdrawn from the US military base in Iceland within a month. An American
scholar observed that while Iraq demonstrated that it did not pay to be an enemy of
the US, Iceland showed that perhaps it did not pay either to be a friend of the US.1
Oddsson kept the message from the US strictly secret and used his warm personal
relationship with US President George W. Bush to have this decision—apparently
made in the Pentagon by Defence Secretary Donald Rumsfeld—revoked for the time
being.2
In 2006, after Oddsson had left politics, the US authorities finally implemented their
long-standing decision of shutting down their military base in Iceland, after 55 years
of security cooperation with Iceland. Oddsson’s successor, Prime Minister Geir H.
Haarde, did not follow Oddsson’s advice of abrogating the Defence Treaty in case the
US left the sparsely populated North Atlantic island defenceless. This was a true
watershed in Icelandic history whose implications became only too clear in the bank
collapse. Now, Iceland’s ‘American Age’ which had started in 1941 when the US
assumed responsibility for the defence of this North Atlantic island seemed to be
coming to an end.
1
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In Washington DC, Iceland was almost treated like a joke. For example, at a meeting
of the Federal Open Market Committee 27 March 2006, Dino Kos, Executive Vice
President of the New York Federal Reserve Board and Head of its Markets Group,
reviewed market trends, including carry trade in some currencies. Showing a graph of
how select foreign currencies were performing against the dollar, he included the
Icelandic krona and said:
Now let me confess that I hesitated to include this chart. The previous Chairman
chided me once for showing a similar chart that included the New Zealand dollar—the
currency of a country with a mere 4 million residents. Well, I am probably skating on
very thin ice with the new Chairman, now that the kiwi has returned with that
powerhouse the Icelandic krona, the currency of a country with about 250,000
residents or roughly one-tenth the size of Brooklyn. The point is not to suggest that
Iceland is on the verge of joining the G7 but rather that the search for yield went to
some pretty distant and unlikely places—as we are now discovering.3

A member of the Federal Reserve Board, Donald Kohn, asked whether the fall in the
value of the krona was only because the carry trade was unwinding. He mentioned a
recent report by Danske Bank “about problems in the Icelandic banking system”.4
Ben Bernanke, Chairman of the Board, interrupted him: “We’d like a full report on
the Icelandic …” which was greeted with laughter. Then Kos said: “I thought that the
Committee’s patience might be limited. Yes, there was a downgrade by one of the
rating agencies of Iceland. There were some concerns about some of the Icelandic
banks, and so that seemed to be part of the story.” When he promised to give a full
report about New Zealand and Iceland at the next meeting, the audience laughed
again.5 At the next meeting, he just noted briefly that the krona had gone down and
then up again.6
2. CBI Turned Down by the US Fed
The Icelanders had not only lost their defence force, but also a powerful protector and
ally, the United States. The exchange at the Federal Open Market Committee in 2006
showed that in Washington DC the country was perceived as a distant and unusual
place, almost a laughing matter. This was clearly brought home to the Icelanders
during the financial crisis of 2008–2009. Like the Bank of England and the ECB, the
Federal Reserve Board turned down the request for currency swap deals made by the
CBI in mid-April. Another request was made after the Scandinavian banks in midMay 2008 reluctantly had made currency swap deals with the CBI. Governor
Oddsson wrote FRB of New York President Geithner a letter 6 June 2008 repeating
the request for a dollar swap deal:
Also, as demonstrated by the Nordic facility, the size of the arrangement is not
necessarily a decisive issue at this juncture. In my view the perception of strong allies
3
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is more important. An arrangement with the Fed would therefore be of monumental
significance.7

Again, however, Geithner turned down the CBI request.
The reason may be found in the minutes of a meeting of the Federal Open Market
Committee in Washington DC 28–29 October 2008, where the criteria on which
dollar swap deals with other countries were discussed.8 Nathan Sheets, Director of
the US Federal Reserve Board’s Division of International Finance, said that the
Board’s staff used three criteria about countries with which such deals were made: 1)
that their economies were large and systematically important; 2) that they had
pursued sensible policies and seemed just to be influenced by contagion; 3) and that
the swap deals might make a difference. Sheets added:
Now, let me just give you a concrete case of the third criterion because that’s a little
more abstract than the first two. Iceland came to us and requested a swap line of
approximately $1 billion to $2 billion, which would have been 5 to 10 percent of
Iceland’s GDP—so it was fairly large relative to the size of the country. But the
liabilities of the banking system were on the order of $170 billion, and the underlying
problem was really that there was a loss of confidence in its banks. We came to the
conclusion that a $1 billion swap line was very little ammunition to use against a
potential loss in confidence in this $170 billion financial system. For that reason, we as
the staff recommended against a swap line for Iceland.9

At the meeting, Geithner commented that some of the countries which did not meet
the three criteria outlined by Sheets could go through an IMF programme without too
much of a stigma.10
In his account of the international financial crisis, Federal Reserve Board Chairman
Ben Bernanke made a similar point as Sheets:
Some small countries with large banks simply lacked the resources to go it alone. For
example, tiny Iceland, with its 300,000 people, was also home to three large banks
with operations extending to other Nordic countries, Britain and the Netherlands. By
early October [2008], all three banks had collapsed, wiping out their shareholders
(mostly domestic) and bondholders (mostly foreign). We had declined Iceland’s
request for a currency swap line, as did the European Central Bank and Bank of
England. Iceland’s financial institutions had few ties to U.S. financial institutions, and
their problems were in any case too severe to be solved by currency swaps.11

It should be noted that it was not entirely correct that bondholders were wiped out by
the collapse of the Icelandic banks, even if depositors’ claims were by law given
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priority over bondholders’ claims. The recovery rate for general claims was 30.2% on
Glitnir, 30% on Kaupthing and 14.4% on Landsbanki (because so many of the claims
on Landsbanki were priority depositors’ claims).12 When general creditors to the
banks agreed to compositions in late 2015, they were mostly hedge funds which had
bought claims on the banks from original creditors at hefty discounts.
More importantly, it is by no means obvious that the repeated refusals by Ben
Bernanke and Timothy Geithner to make dollar swap deals with the CBI should be
taken at face value. First, to make this a ‘professional decision’, based on the
evaluation of the staff of the Federal Reserve Board, was in itself a political decision,
with a foreseeable outcome, because Iceland, after the end of the Cold War, had
simply become expendable. When Iceland received double the Marshall aid per
capita than war-ravaged Netherlands, it was a political, not a ‘professional’ decision:
The US government then regarded Iceland as strategically important.13 When the UK
showed uncommon restraint in using her powerful Navy against the Icelanders in the
fisheries disputes of 1952, 1958, 1972 and 1975, it was a political decision: Iceland
had a powerful protector and ally in the US. It is true that the Americans did not want
to take sides, since the UK was after all their closest European ally, but they would
never have allowed the UK to use full force against the Icelanders, if that meant
driving them out of NATO. When the US provided the Icelanders in the 1950s with
generous loans on good rates, bypassing all kinds of rules, it was a political decision;
also when Loftleidir got concessions in the US so it could offer cheap transatlantic
flights through Iceland.14
In the second place, Bernanke, Geithner and Sheets were not necessarily right that a
dollar swap deal with the CBI would not have made a difference. The announcement
in mid-May 2008 of the currency swap deals with the Scandinavian central banks
immediately brought down the CDS spreads. It should be noted that the original
request for a deal of $1–2 billion was made under the assumption that European
central banks would make similar deals so that the total liquidity provided to the CBI
would be significantly greater. If $10 billion was needed, and not only $2 billion,
why did the FRB of New York not simply make it $10 billion? The hedge funds
hesitated: If they had witnessed a $10 billion dollar swap deal between the FRB of
New York and the CBI, they would probably have abandoned their attack on the
Icelandic banks and the CDS spreads would have gone down. Then, perhaps, the CBI
would not have had to draw on the swap line. “It was never the intention of the
Central Bank to use funds potentially available under swap agreements to intervene
in the foreign exchange market nor to strengthen the capital position of the banks,”
CBI Governor Ingimundur Fridriksson writes.15 This was also emphasised in letters
from Fridriksson’s colleague Oddsson to Geithner and other central bankers. Whereas
it was small change for the Americans, a $10 billion dollar swap line would have
been crucial for the Icelanders.
Thirdly, and closely connected to the second point, Bernanke correctly notes that
Iceland’s financial institutions had few ties to US financial institutions. But that was
12
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because they had close ties to European financial institutions. Bernanke’s remark
therefore highlights the fact that even if the Icelandic banks had reinvested in Europe
most of the money they had borrowed in Europe, both from financial firms and
depositors, European central banks refused to provide liquidity to the CBI. They
could at least not use Bernanke’s stated reason for rejecting the request by the CBI.
Fourthly, to take one of the criteria mentioned by Sheets, Iceland had on the whole
pursued prudent fiscal and monetary policies since 1991, although the government
probably should have exercised more fiscal restraint in the last few years before the
crash. Even if the liabilities of the Icelandic banks certainly were immense relative to
Iceland’s GDP, the economy was essentially sound. And against the liabilities
mentioned by Sheets came assets, not only in Iceland, but also, and indeed mostly, in
other European countries. The conclusion is that it would have been perfectly
reasonable for the FRB of New York to make the dollar swap deal with the CBI, even
one of $10 billion, on all other criteria than the first one: Iceland was not systemically
important. It was distant, tiny, expendable—sinkable rather than an unsinkable
aircraft carrier.16
3. Iceland Out in the Cold
Indeed, so expendable was Iceland that when the minutes from the 28–29 October
2008 meeting of the Federal Open Markets Committee were eventually published, the
editors crossed out the names of several countries that unsuccessfully tried to obtain
dollar swap deals with the US—but not the name of Iceland. The names were crossed
out with reference to a stipulation in the US Freedom of Information Act, sect. 552,
(b)(4), that it does not apply to “trade secrets and commercial or financial information
obtained from a person and privileged or confidential”. It so happens, however, that
the identities of those countries are known from other sources. In a study of the
‘global liquidity safety net’, Professor C. Randall Henning discusses the dollar swap
deals the Federal Reserve Board made during the international financial crisis with 14
other central banks, amounting at one point to more than $580 billion, one-quarter of
the Fed’s balance sheet:
The Federal Reserve board of governors considered the “boundary” question at length,
torn between opening itself up to additional demands for coverage from emerging
markets and creating stigma against those left outside the safety net. Fed officials used
economic size and connections to international financial markets as the main criteria for
selecting Brazil, Mexico, Singapore and South Korea. Chile, Peru, Indonesia, India,
Iceland and likely others also requested swaps but were denied. The governors wanted to
deflect requests by additional countries to the IMF, which coordinated its announcement
of the SLF [Short-term Liquidity Facility] with the Fed’s announcement of the
additional swaps at the end of October 2008. Governors and staff saw in this tiering a
natural division of labour that coincided with the resources and analytical capacity of the
Fed and IMF.17
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It is somewhat surprising if Federal Reserve Board officials used economic size as a
criterion for separating the sheep from the goats that they declined requests from
India, the world’s 6th largest economy, and from Indonesia, which has an economy
almost as large as that of Switzerland and Sweden combined.18 While those officials
would probably vehemently deny it, political considerations may have played a part
in counting Brazil, Mexico, Singapore and South Korea among the sheep and Chile,
Peru, Indonesia and India—not to forget Iceland—among the goats.
Having repeatedly turned down requests by the CBI for dollar swap deals, the Federal
Reserve Board announced on 24 September 2008 that it had made such deals with the
three Scandinavian central banks, in amounts up to $15 billion with the Swedish bank
and in amounts up to $10 billion each with the central banks of Denmark and
Norway.19 Of course, the markets immediately noticed the absence of Iceland,
traditionally regarded as a part of the Nordic countries. (Finland, as a member of the
eurozone, was not included.) The same day, 24 September 2008, CBI Governor
Oddsson wrote a letter to FRB of New York Governor Geithner, repeating his request
for a dollar swap deal with the CBI: “The announcement this morning of the new
currency swaps appears to have enhanced confidence for the participating countries.
However, given the perception that the Nordics are one, including Iceland, the new
agreement may appear to the markets as having left us in the lurch.”20
The next day, 25 September 2008, Oddsson called Geithner to follow up on his letter.
“You must see that we are the odd people out,” he said to Geithner who replied: “No,
you are not. The Scandinavians need dollars; you do not need dollars.” Oddsson then
said: “But you have to realise that we are regarded as a part of the Nordic community.
If we are not included, then people will assume that we are excluded.” Geithner
replied: “We are by no means precluding an eventual deal.” The next day, 26
September 2008, Geithner called Oddsson, saying that he regretted having to tell him
that his bank was not prepared to make such a deal at present: It could not be
justified, neither to the FRB of New York nor the CBI. The help from the FRB of
New York would only be a drop in the ocean.21 Accordingly, the same day the CBI
released an announcement that it had had discussions with the US Federal Reserve
Board in the last few weeks. It had been decided not to enter into an agreement
between the two parties, but it was not ruled out that such an agreement might be
made later.22
The crisis in Iceland intensified, not least because the markets realised what Oddsson
had mentioned in his letter to Geithner—that the Americans had left Iceland in the
lurch. This was made even clearer on 29 September when the Federal Reserve Board
announced that it had increased the swap lines of the Scandinavians, to $15 billion
18
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each for the Danish and Norwegian central banks and to $30 billion for the Swedish
central bank.23 The hedge funds moved against Iceland, banks cancelled credit lines,
depositors withdrew their money, while the FSA in the UK and the ECB made
increased demands on the Icelandic banks. Increased liquidity was desperately
needed. Oddsson called Geithner again on 2 October 2008 to ask him whether he had
reconsidered his decision not to make a dollar swap deal with the CBI. Geithner
asked for more information on the situation. Subsequently, the CBI staff sent emails
later in the day to William Dudley, Executive Vice President of the Markets Group at
the FRB of New York, and to other Federal Reserve people. But yet again, the
Americans turned down the requests by the CBI for liquidity assistance. Dudley
called Oddsson in the afternoon of 3 October and told him this. The main reason was,
Dudley said, that the Icelandic banking sector was simply too big. If Iceland entered
an IMF programme, however, it was possible that the FRB of New York would
participate in it, especially if the ECB was also participating.24
4. The Russian Loan Offer
The only brief flicker of interest in Iceland by the US was shown in early October
when it looked as if Russia might step in. Confidential negotiations had been held
between the Prime Minister’s economic adviser Tryggvi Thor Herbertsson and
Russian representatives about a possible loan from Russia. Most likely, the
intelligence agencies of the US and the UK and perhaps of other countries learned
about the talks. It was apparent in a phone call from the IMF staff made to the CBI
staff Friday 3 October 2008 that they were aware of rumours about the involvement
of some countries in Iceland.25 Only two days later, Sunday 5 October, a five member
team from the IMF suddenly arrived in Iceland.26 In the evening of the same day, UK
Prime Minister Gordon Brown in a call to his Icelandic colleague Geir H. Haarde
strongly advised Iceland to seek help from the IMF, without of course mentioning the
Russian option. In the evening of Monday 6 October 2008, David H. McCormick,
Under-Secretary for International Affairs at the US Department of the Treasury,
made an urgent phone call to Finance Minister Arni M. Mathiesen who was then
participating in the parliamentary debate about the Emergency Act. McCormick
asked Mathiesen whether the Americans could help in any way. Mathiesen replied
that they could do what Iceland had repeatedly requested and they always turned
down, making the dollar swap deals with the CBI. McCormick did not ask about any
Russian option, but it was Mathiesen’s strong impression that he knew something
about the talks with the Russians and that he was trying to assess the situation.27
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Tuesday 7 October, early in the morning, Russian Ambassador Victor I. Tatarintsev
woke up CBI Governor David Oddsson with a phone call to his home and told him
that the Russian government was ready to extend a loan of €4 billion to Iceland for 3–
4 years, with reasonable interest rates, 30–50 points above Libor. Tatarintsev also
said that Oddsson was free to make a public announcement about the loan, a crucial
move if a full-scale bank run was to be avoided. After his conversation with Oddsson,
Ambassador Tatarintsev called the Prime Minister’s Adviser Herbertsson and
suggested that they should celebrate at the first convenient point in time. “We need,
not a bottle of Vodka, but a whole case,” he said.28 After his conversation with
Tatarintsev Oddsson spoke with Prime Minister Haarde who agreed with him that the
offer should be made public. Consequently, the CBI made an announcement about
the Russian loan which immediately seemed to change the situation.
Then suddenly, in a matter of a few hours, something happened which caused the
Russians to reconsider their offer. This something could be that they became aware,
possibly through their intelligence service, or possibly through a leak from the IMF
or Icelandic officials, of the talks between the Icelanders and the newly arrived IMF
team about a possible rescue plan. The Russian were not interested in participating in
an IMF programme: They wanted to establish a political and strategic presence in
Iceland.29 Another likely possibility which by its nature will probably never be
confirmed, or refuted, is that some representatives of the Western powers, such as
French Finance Minister Christine Lagarde—then chairing the Economic and
Financial Affairs Council of the EU—contacted the Russians and firmly told them to
stay away from Iceland. The EU had the same attitude towards Iceland as the UK
traditionally had adopted: Even if it had limited interest in undertaking to protect her,
it did not want anyone else to do so.30
The decision to accept the unsolicitated offer by the IMF to send a team to Iceland on
5 October 2008 thus may have weakened Iceland’s bargaining position. The
Russians, now knowing of the IMF involvement and facing staunch opposition from
the West, abruptly changed course. Just a few hours after Ambassador Tatarintsev
had told Governor Oddsson that the Russian had made the offer, he urgently
contacted him again and asked him to send out another and more tentative
announcement which Oddsson duly did, knowing however that his many critics
would use this against him.31 Oddsson’s main priority was to keep the Russian option
open. Nothing came however out of the following negotiations with the Russians who
had lost interest. The Icelanders were hindered in ‘playing the Russian card’, as they
had done for example in 1952 when they started trading with the Soviet Union after
British trawler owners—in one of the disputes about Iceland’s extension of her
fishing zone—had imposed a landing ban in the UK on fresh fish from Iceland.
28
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5. Yet Another Rejection
In a period of three days, 6–8 October 2008, the Icelandic banks fell, one after
another. Finance Minister Arni M. Mathiesen went to Washington DC on 9 October,
both to attend the joint IMF and World Bank autumn meeting and to hold talks with
US officials. “There was no help to be had from the US,” he later wrote. “After the
War, the Icelanders and the Americans had been close allies, but now, and without
any explanations offered, they had turned their back on us. Probably there are several
explanations for this, but somehow a line had simply been drawn and we ended up at
the other side: Ef something went wrong, then the UK and the EU were supposed to
help us resolve it.” Mathiesen pointed out that the US did no longer view Iceland as
strategically important and that possibly American leaders also accepted the tacit
agreement in Europe not to rescue Iceland, while they made dollar swap deals with
the three Scandinavian central banks.32 As Kaarlo Jännäri wistfully observes, “After
all, Iceland is a very small country in the far reaches of the cold North Atlantic, and it
has few friends in high places outside the Nordic countries.”33
After the bank collapse and the failure of talks with the Russians, the beleaguered
Icelandic government decided to seek assistance from the IMF. Accordingly, CBI
Governor Oddsson—who had personally opposed IMF involvement—on 24 October
sent yet another letter to New York FRB President Geithner, telling him of the
decision and recalling their earlier conversations about a possible dollar swap deal:
As you explained to us, the main reasons for the Federal Reserve not wishing to enter
into a swap arrangement with the Central Bank of Iceland were the relative size of the
Icelandic banking system and then in September discussions the absence of an IMF
arrangement. As you are no doubt well aware of, the Icelandic banking system has
now shrunk significantly. Additionally, as mentioned at the outset, the Government has
announced an agreement with the IMF on a standby arrangement. For it to succeed,
financing beyond that provided by the IMF will be necessary. I hereby request
participation from the Federal Reserve Bank in the financing of the economic
program.34

US Ambassador to Iceland Carol van Voorst sent a cable to the State Department on
29 October recommending a positive response to this request for several “long-term
national interests”. They included, 1) Iceland’s strategic importance to US security.
2) A well-positioned friend in the High North; 3) Clean energy partner and economic
investment. Ambassador van Voorst concluded:
The Icelanders take fierce pride in their flawless history of paying back their debt.
Whatever the financial turmoil and uncertainty of the moment, it's a good bet that this
economy of highly-educated, imaginative, and sophisticated people will take off again.
And when it does, and when the competition in the High North really gets underway, it
may be more important than we can yet suppose to have the Icelanders remember us as
the kind of friend who stands by in fair weather and foul.35
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But again, the Federal Reserve Board refused to extend any help to Iceland. It did not
participate in the loan package put together by the IMF, the four Nordic countries,
Poland and the Faroe Islands.
6. US Help to Other Countries in the Crisis
Iceland was out in the cold. Some other countries were not. In 2007–2008, the US
Federal Reserve Board approved swap deals with 14 other foreign central banks,
those of Australia, Brazil, Canada, Denmark, the UK (Bank of England), Japan,
Korea, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Singapore, Sweden, Switzerland and the
ECB.36 The central banks then lent the dollars thus obtained to banks and other
financial firms in their respective jurisdictions and assumed the risk. The two parties
to the swap then reversed the exchange at a future prearranged date. The ECB
received the largest amount of dollars under the swap line arrangements, about 80%
of the total. Four central banks did not draw on their dollar swap lines, those of
Brazil, Canada, Singapore and New Zealand. The use of the dollar swap lines is
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: The US Fed’s Dollar Swap Lines, 2007–2012
Central Bank
ECB
Bank of England
Switzerland
Japan
Denmark
Sweden
Australia
South Korea
Norway
Mexico
Total

Transactions
271
114
81
35
19
18
10
10
8
3
569

$ Aggregate transactions
8,011,000,000,000
919,000,000,000
466,000,000,000
387,000,000,000
73,000,000,000
67,000,000,000
53,000,000,000
41,000,000,000
30,000,000,000
10,000,000,000
10,057,000,000,000

% of total
79.7
9.1
4.6
3.9
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.1
100

Source: Federal Reserve System, Report, p. 205, Table 24.

For example, the Danish central bank drew 19 times on the swap line from the
Americans, for an aggregate of $73 billion. Denmark was hit hard by the international
financial crisis, especially her largest bank, Danske Bank, which between 1998 and
2008 had grown sixfold under the ambitious and aggressive Peter Straarup, acquiring
banks in Ireland and Northern Ireland. In early October 2004, members of the Danish
parliament were hastily convened to a closed emergency meeting where they were
told that if nothing was done, the Danske Bank cards, Dankort, would not function
the next Monday morning. As a first measure, the Danish government guaranteed all
bank obligations.37 Later, it provided credit to banks and other financial firms of up to
36
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100 billion Danish kroner ($6 billion), thereof 24 billion to Danske Bank.38 62
Danish banks, mostly small, went under in the crisis. The total write-downs of
financial institutions in 2008–11 amounted to 147 billion Danish kroner (about $8.6
billion).39
It is worth noting that Danske Bank which played a large role in the Icelandic bank
collapse—not only in 2006 by a negative but influential report and cancellation of
credit lines to Iceland nor by working in 2006–8 with hedge funds on bets against the
Icelandic krona and the Icelandic banks, but also by its refusal in 2008 to facilitate
the sale of Glitnir’s Norwegian bank to Nordea—has had some serious legal
problems. Some of its staff in Estonia seem to have violated laws against money
laundering. Danish journalists have found that members of the staff actively assisted
businessmen, some of whom may have been criminals, from Russia and other former
Soviet countries, including Azerbaijan, in transferring large sums of money to various
destinations, possibly illegally.40 The findings of the journalists have been confirmed
by a team of Danish lawyers investigating the bank on its own initiative: It was
discovered, for example, that Danske Bank ignored warnings about its Estonian
operations uttered as early as 2007 and that the amount of transfers was much greater
than previously envisaged, about $230 billion.41 Danske Bank is also accused of
being involved in the so-called Magnitsky case.42 After revealing massive tax fraud
by people close to the Russian administration, Sergei Magnitsky died under
mysterious circumstances in a Russian prison. His friend and business associate
William Browder took up his case in a best-selling book, Red Notice, and
subsequently, the US passed a “Magnitsky Act” to freeze funds belonging to and to
ban entry for several powerful Russians believed to be responsible for Magnitsky’s
death. At least two other countries, Canada and Estonia, have passed similar laws.43
The US Federal Reserve Board also did extensive dollar swap deals with Sweden and
Switzerland—two countries which have never been allies of the US, unlike Iceland.
The Swedish central bank drew 18 times on the swap line, for an aggregate of $67
billion. Swedish banks, especially Swedbank, SEB (Stockholms Enskilda Bank) and
Nordea, had large operations in the three Baltic countries which were hit hard by the
international financial crisis. The Swedish central bank made currency swap deals
38
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with Estonia and Latvia and lent kronor and dollars to Swedish banks.44
The Swiss central bank drew 81 times on the swap line, for $466 billion. The US
authorities noted that the dollar swap deal enabled the Swiss central bank to provide
special emergency assistance to the largest bank in the country, UBS: It used the
dollars to purchase up to $60 billion of illiquid assets from UBS.45 In the preceding
years, UBS—established 1998 in a merger of two Swiss banks—had grown rapidly
under the ambitious and aggressive Marcel Opel. It held assets almost fivefold the
Swiss GDP. Having heavily invested in subprime loans, UBS felt the credit crunch
already in August 2007 and required an immediate massive liquidity injection by the
Swiss central bank. The difficulties continued, and in April 2008, Director Ospel left
UBS in disgrace. Besides the $60 billion purchase of illiquid assets, the Swiss central
bank provided UBS with a capital injection of 6 billion Swiss francs. It may therefore
be somewhat disingenuous to contrast the Swiss banks to the Icelandic ones, as some
economists have done, on the ground that the former had “a long experience of
international banking”.46 This “long experience” did not hinder them, at least UBS
(and the other large bank, Credit Suisse, was also in great trouble) in almost
collapsing, to be rescued with dollars from the US Federal Reserve Board.
For US authorities, perhaps it was of particular interest that this “long experience of
international banking” included trying to destroy records about assets belonging to
Jews in Nazi Germany. In 1998, UBS and Credit Suisse settled lawsuits against them
in the US by paying $1.25 billion to Jewish victims and their representatives.47
Ample evidence has also been provided about the leading Swiss banks helping
wealthy foreigners to evade taxes and hide assets and also about their participation in
rigging Libor, the interbank interest rate.48 The US assistance to Switzerland came at
a price, however. In February 2009, the Swiss authorities had to relax their formerly
strict rules on bank secrecy, long a cornerstone of the Swiss banking sector, and to
order UBS to disclose customer data sought after by US authorities. Switzerland also
had to qualify the traditional differentiation under her law between tax fraud and tax
evasion and to accept the intervention by American administrators into banking
matters.49 The decision to help Switzerland was a political decision, just like the
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decision not to help Iceland. The Swiss banks survived, not because of their “long
experience of international banking”, but because they were rescued by the US
Federal Reserve Board.
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Chapter Five

The Role of the British Government

While the concerted, relentless bets by hedge funds against Iceland and the refusal
both of European central banks and the US Federal Reserve Board to provide any
liquidity through the CBI to the Icelandic banks greatly weakened Iceland’s position,
this was not what brought about the collapse of her banking sector. It was the
decision of the UK government to close down two Icelandic-owned British banks.
1. ‘The Arc of Prosperity’
In late 20th century, despite conflicts about Iceland’s four extensions of the fishing
limit in 1952–1975, in general relations between the UK and Iceland were good. The
two countries were allies in NATO, British leaders realising as clearly as the
Americans the strategic importance of Iceland in the Cold War. The UK was also one
of Iceland’s most important trading partners. Culturally and socially, in the post-war
years Iceland moved closer to the three Anglo-Saxon powers on the North Atlantic,
the US, Canada, and the UK. Glasgow was only an hour and a half away by
aeroplane, London two and a half hours. English replaced Danish as the first foreign
language in Icelandic schools. Icelandic newspapers and radio and television stations
covered current affairs in the UK in much more detail than those in Scandinavia.
Margaret Thatcher and Tony Blair became household words in Iceland. But the
European country closest to Iceland was of course Scotland. When Iceland started to
prosper after comprehensive economic reforms were implemented from 1991
onwards, not least because of her sustainable and profitable quota system in the
fisheries,1 Scottish nationalists watched with interest. At the same time, Ireland was
having success in attracting business by low taxes, while Norway was becoming
wealthy as a result of her oil reserves.
In 1999, a Scottish Parliament was re-established, and the SNP, Scottish National
Party, which craved for Scottish independence became the second-largest party, after
Labour. In the 2007 elections the SNP became the largest party in Scotland, forming
a minority government. This was a significant change in Labour’s fortunes: Scotland
had long been their stronghold. Without it, they could hardly hope to govern the UK.
The SNP had great ambitions and high hopes. In a speech in Edinburgh 19 December
2007, Alex Salmond, SNP leader and Scottish First Minister, said:
We have the assets, skills, knowledge and ideas to match and overtake our closest
neighbours. By that I don’t just mean the rest of the UK, but also the small,
independent countries, Iceland, Norway, Ireland and Denmark, that form an arc of
prosperity around our shores. These small independent nations have shown that in the
21st century, what matters most isn’t size or geography. It’s the flexibility of an
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economy to respond to new opportunities. Its capacity for innovation. Its stock of
human capital.2

The slogan ‘arc of prosperity’ was much-used by the Scottish nationalists for the next
ten months.
The Scottish nationalists, and not only them but also their political rivals in the
United Kingdom, could also observe the Icelanders nearby. The Icelandic expansion
abroad after the bank privatisations was not least in the UK. Landsbanki bought
Heritable Bank—a Scottish bank, even if based in London—already in 2000, and
started operating its own London branch in 2005. Kaupthing began operating a
branch in London in 2003 and bought Singer & Friedlander in 2004–5, changing the
name to KSF, Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander. However, as KSF manager Armann
Thorvaldsson writes: “The man who was to become the face of the Icelandic business
community abroad was Jon Asgeir Johannesson.”3 In August 2002, Johannesson had
come close to buying a controlling share in the UK clothing giant Arcadia, which ran
Topshop, Burton’s and Dorothy Perkins, but when his British partners heard of a
police investigation against him, they bought him out for £165 million and he
returned to Iceland where he found it easy, despite his legal problems, to find
business partners and creditors and to start building up a media empire, by Icelandic
standards. After a while, however, Johannesson was back in the UK, where in August
2003 he bought the toy retailer Hamleys and in November 2003 the women’s fashion
retailer Oasis. In June 2004, Johannesson merged Oasis with the fashion firm Karen
Millen and created Mosaic Fashion. In late 2004, he bought Big Food Group and split
it up into the wholesaler Booker, the frozen food retailer Iceland and a real estate
company.
Johannesson had his eyes on retail giant Somerfield and was about to make a bid for
it, with the help of Barclays and Kaupthing, when he was in July 2005 charged after
the police investigation which had started in 2002. The charges included
embezzlement and bookkeeping irregularities. Barclays made it clear that they would
not work with someone charged with embezzlement, and Johannesson had to leave
the consortium of bidders, albeit selling his shares with profit. Again, Johannesson
returned to Iceland where he did not find it difficult, despite his legal problems, to
find sympathisers, business partners and creditors.4 Unlike Barclays, Kaupthing was
unmoved by the charges against Johannesson. It helped Johannesson and his business
partners gain control of Glitnir in 2006–7.5
While criticism of the profligacies of the new moguls was relatively muted in
Iceland, possibly because they controlled most of the media, resentment was brewing
against them, as came out in two books which were published during and after the
bank collapse about how they had transformed Iceland, for the worse according to the
2
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authors.6 Abroad people watched the Icelandic moguls in astonishment. Iceland
began to gain some unwelcome attention, even notoriety. Economic commentators
wondered wherefrom all the money came.7 There were some perfectly plausible
explanations, such as the profitable quota system in the fisheries, and the financially
strong pension system, but the fact remained, as the SIC pointed out in its Report,
that the Icelandic banks, using the good reputation Iceland had established in 1991–
2004, borrowed heavily in the international markets in 2004–2005 and lent
aggressively to Icelandic businessmen.
2. Concerns in London about Landsbanki
While negative publicity about Icelandic businessmen and warnings by English
experts about problems in the Icelandic banks certainly did not help the CBI in its
endeavour to obtain a currency swap deal with the Bank of England, neither of those
two factors probably were crucial in what followed. The main reason why the Bank
of England refused on 23 April 2008 to make a currency swap deal with the CBI
seems to be, as Governor Mervyn King wrote in his letter that day to CBI Governor
David Oddsson,8 that its leadership agreed with other European central bankers that
the Icelandic banks had grown too big and that their aggressive deposit collection was
upsetting the European scheme of deposit insurance. The central bankers were also
influenced by reports from the Swedish central bank and the IMF about the basic
vulnerability of the Icelandic banking sector, with no plausible lender of last resort.
The Bank of England staff viewed Iceland as first and foremost a Nordic country.9
A further possible reason for the refusal, and indeed for the Bank of England’s
general scepticism about the Icelandic banks, came to light in 2015 when minutes
from the regular meetings of the Bank’s non-executive directors in 2008 were
released. At a meeting on 15 October 2008 the following discussion took place:
The number of smaller countries that promoted themselves as centres for financial
services ought to reduce. Iceland was a very telling example. It was noted that the
Icelandic central bank had visited the Bank at the beginning of the year and had been
told that they should sell their banks now. Iceland’s balance sheet was far too large. It
was stated that the Bank would be supportive of efforts to constrain the use of tax and
regulatory havens. It was noted, however, that there was a legacy of Foreign &
Commonwealth Office advice, which had encouraged former dependencies to enter
financial services as a means of reducing their reliance on commodity products.10

In other words: While British authorities had actively encouraged places like the
Cayman Islands and Bahamas, not to speak of Guernsey, Jersey and the Isle of Man,
6
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and for that matter London as well, to be competitive in providing financial services,
Iceland had to be barred from that field. It is likely that these concerns about financial
centres were shared by other European central bankers.
While the very next day after the Bank of England’s refusal Prime Minister Gordon
Brown promised his Icelandic colleague Geir H. Haarde to take up the matter with
Governor Mervyn King, nothing came out of it. Brown had his own reasons to be
uneasy about the Icelanders. Having been Chancellor of the Exchequer since 1997, he
had become Prime Minister and Leader of the Labour Party in June 2007. Both he
and his successor as Chancellor, Alistair Darling, came from Scotland. Brown and
Darling were bound to see the SNP as a grave threat to their political fortunes. As
Brown later recalled:
For a time, nationalists posited an alternative view, the ‘arc of prosperity’, arguing that
the Nordic states, with Ireland and Iceland, offered us a model of small northern states
whose island status, long coastlines and ability to innovate, be flexible and access
resources let them to perform well beyond expectations.11

When Brown and Darling received reports about the Icelandic banks in difficulties, it
must have strengthened their misgivings about the ‘arc of prosperity’ promoted by
Scottish nationalists.
Apparently, the Prime Minister began to take direct interest in the Icelandic banks in
the beginning of July 2008, after questions were raised about them in the House of
Lords.12 One problem was Landsbanki’s deposit collection. While Kaupthing
collected deposits in its Edge accounts through its UK subsidiary KSF and was
therefore regulated by the FSA and under the British FSCS, Financial Services
Compensation Scheme, Landsbanki’s Icesave accounts were based in its London
branch,13 regulated by the IFSA and under a combination of the Icelandic deposit
guarantee scheme, operated by the Icelandic Depositors’ and Investors’ Guarantee
Fund, and the UK deposit protection fund operated by the UK authorities. But if
Landsbanki failed and the depositors had to be compensated, the total amount in
Icesave accounts, in billions of pounds, was clearly far beyond the capabilities of the
Icelandic Fund.
Already in March 2008 the FSA had discussed transferring the Icesave accounts in
the UK from Landsbanki’s London branch to its subsidiary, Heritable Bank. But the
FSA had requested that against the accounts which were of course obligations,
Landsbanki transferred assets amounting to 20% of the total assets of the Icelandic
parent company and the London branch to Heritable Bank. The FSA was
unpersuaded by Landsbanki’s protests that such a huge transfer was problematic for
legal reasons and also because it could trigger credit covenants. In late May the FSA
11
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reiterated its view that the transfer was desirable. Subsequently, it revoked the
liquidity concession that Landsbanki previously had enjoyed and demanded that the
Landsbanki London branch should always hold, in an account at the Bank of
England, a cash reserve of 5% of the total instant access accounts.
Immediately after the issue of deposit insurance had been raised in the House of
Lords, the FSA on 2 July 2008 turned its former suggestion to Landsbanki into a
formal request with the end of the year as deadline. The FSA also requested
Landsbanki to limit the total amount of Icesave deposits to a maximum of £5 billion
and to avoid its Icesave instant access accounts being included in so-called ‘best-buy’
tables on interest rates. Landsbanki was reluctant to agree to this. But later in July,
the FSA raised its demand for the cash reserve from 5 to 10% of the total amount in
instant access accounts. In August 2008, the FSA rejected two requests by
Landsbanki. One was for an exemption on rules on large exposures. Landsbanki
faced the problem that in the credit crunch, the value of the bank’s assets, mainly its
loan portfolio, had gone down. The other request was that of the 20% of its total
assets required to be transferred from the Icelandic parent company to the UK
subsidiary against the transfer of the accounts, Landsbanki could in 2008 transfer
10% and in 2009 the remaining 10%.14 In support of the latter request, Landsbanki’s
chief managers pointed out to the FSA that about half of the Icesave accounts were
fixed-term deposits which would only be accessible in 2009 for the depositors.15
Not only did the FSA reject the two requests by Landsbanki, but it also hardened its
stance. In mid-August it presented Landsbanki with a new set of demands: It should
reduce its instant access deposits; stop marketing Icesave; notify the FSA of all
changes in interest rates; increase the cash reserve to 20% of the total amount in
instant access accounts; and present a plan on how to repay fixed-term deposits when
they matured. The FSA staff must have realised that it was nearly impossible for
Landsbanki to meet those demands. In an internal memo, CBI members of staff
commented: “The FSA’s action seems destined to bring about the chain of events that
it sets out to avoid.”16 Landsbanki’s chief managers decided to seek the help of the
Icelandic Minister of Business Affairs, Bjorgvin G. Sigurdsson, who came from
Labour’s Icelandic counterpart, the Social Democrats. Could he influence his British
soulmates? Sigurdsson asked for a meeting with Chancellor Alistair Darling.
3. Darling’s Misconceptions about Iceland
The British Chancellor had already formed a negative opinion of the Icelanders, as
clearly comes out in the book he subsequently wrote about the international financial
crisis. For example, Darling writes:
By 2008, it was clear, too, that Iceland itself was rapidly becoming insolvent. Earlier in
the year Gordon [Brown] had spoken to the Icelandic prime minister, who had
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formerly been governor of their central bank, and urged him to go to the IMF. He was
reluctant to do so, preferring to seek out Russian loans to tide the country over.17

Iceland was not becoming insolvent, as Darling alleges. The state was almost debtless
and the economy was robust, based on the profitable quota system in the fisheries,
ample supplies of energy, both hydroelectric and geothermal, tourism, and a welleducated workforce. This should not be confused with the possible insolvency of the
banking sector, unless, of course, it was assumed that the obligations of Icelandic
banks were also the obligations of the Icelandic state.
Darling’s information about the Icelandic Prime Minister was not correct, either. Geir
Haarde had not been CBI Governor before he became Prime Minister.18 Darling’s
comment that Prime Minister Haarde was reluctant to go to the IMF, “preferring to
seek out Russian loans to tide the country over”, is also highly misleading. A possible
loan from Russia was not being discussed when Brown met Haarde in April 2008.
The reason the Icelandic government in the beginning of October explored the
possibility of a loan from Russia was that they had been refused credit lines and
currency swap deals by its traditional Western allies. “We have not received the kind
of support that we were requesting from our friends,” Haarde explained to journalists.
“So in a situation like that one has to look for new friends.”19 A loan from Russia was
certainly never the first preference of the Icelandic government.20
In his book on the financial crisis, Darling writes of Landsbanki’s operations in
London:
Over the years it funded a range of investments, many of which are, in 2011, being
investigated by the criminal authorities. Along the way, quite a few Icelandic citizens
seemed to get very rich. Some were even able to make handsome donations to the
British Conservative Party.21

Darling’s statement about criminal investigations is not correct. No investments
funded by Landsbanki’s London branch were in 2011 being investigated by the
criminal authorities in the UK. None have actually to this day been investigated by
any criminal authorities, neither in the UK nor in Iceland.22 Darling was probably not
referring to several investigations of the banks and their customers launched in
Iceland after the collapse: They were mostly about possible market manipulations in
the last year before the collapse when Icelandic bankers and businessmen were
desperately trying to stay afloat, and had nothing to do with investments which
Landsbanki funded in the UK prior to its collapse.
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It is most likely that here Darling is confusing Landsbanki with Kaupthing and its UK
subsidiary KSF. Some investments in the UK funded by Kaupthing and KSF were
indeed under much-reported investigation in 2011 when Darling was writing his
book. The investigation was launched in 2009 in response to information provided by
the FSA and the Icelandic authorities. The SFO, Serious Fraud Office, in March 2011
arrested the two brothers Robert and Vincent Tchenguiz and searched their premises.
The brothers—who were subsequently released on conditional bail—were big
Kaupthing and KSF customers, especially Robert who was not only Kaupthing’s
biggest single debtor, but also a shareholder.23 This investigation ended however
disastrously for the SFO. Serious flaws in it were revealed, the search warrants were
set aside, the investigation was discontinued, and those officers responsible for it had
to leave the SFO.24 The SFO had to settle for paying Vincent Tchenguiz damages of
£3 million and Robert Tchenguiz damages of £1.5 million and to apologise to both of
them.25
Darling’s statement about donations from Icelanders to the Conservative Party is also
unfounded. When he was later asked what evidence he had for it, he referred to press
reports after the bank collapse.26 No prominent Icelandic businessman or banker has
however acknowledged any financial support to the Conservative Party.27 More
importantly, donations to political parties are on public record in the UK, and no
Icelandic businessman is found on lists available of donors to the Conservative Party.
However, there is a likely source for Darling’s remark. In the spring of 2011, while
he was writing his book, the SFO raided the Luxembourg premises of Kaupthing
Luxembourg, a subsidiary of Kaupthing in Iceland. In July 2009, after the collapse,
the subsidiary had been sold to British property developer David Rowland and his
family and renamed Banque Havilland. A well-known supporter of the Conservative
Party, Rowland had donated almost £3 million to it. He was widely expected in 2010
to become Party Treasurer, although he eventually declined to take up the post. The
2011 raid in Luxembourg was in connection with an investigation into the operations
of Kaupthing before its 2008 collapse, and had nothing to do with Rowland and his
family. Nevertheless, newspaper headlines implicated Rowland in the investigation.
One said: “SFO raids Tory donor David Rowland’s bank over Kaupthing.” Another
said: “SFO raids offices in Luxembourg over failed Icelandic bank Kaupthing.”28 It
appears that not only did Darling again confuse Landsbanki and Kaupthing, but that
he also assumed an Icelandic connection with the donations of Rowland to the
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Conservative Party, simply because Rowland had bought the remnants of a subsidiary
of a failed Icelandic bank.
4. Darling Meets the Icelanders
It was not surprising, given Chancellor Darling’s hostility towards the Icelanders, that
the meeting on 2 September 2008 between him and Icelandic Business Affairs
Minister Bjorgvin G. Sigurdsson about Landsbanki’s problems did not go well.
Darling had already made up his mind that Landsbanki was likely to fail and that then
the Treasury would temporarily have to compensate the British depositors, whereas
the Icelanders should pay the final bill. He bluntly asked Sigurdsson and his
entourage whereto he should send that bill.29 In his book, Darling recalls the meeting.
He says that the FSA had been anxious that he should meet with the Icelanders
because it was “making no headway in trying to persuade Landsbanki to put more
money into its activities in the UK. But if the FSA thought the Icelandic delegation
had come to show some contrition and eagerness to respond to the British regulation,
it was in for a rude shock.”30 Darling says that he was struck at what seemed like an
unusually large delegation from Iceland. According to him, both Minister Sigurdsson
and the chief regulator, Jon Sigurdsson—neither of whom he mentions by name—
spoke volubly.31 “I was told that considerable national pride was invested in
Landsbanki. It occurred to me that if they did not realize just how bad a state
Landsbanki was in, they did not know what they were doing. Alternatively, they did
know.” Darling says that this meeting coloured his subsequent dealings with
Icelandic ministers. He had expected the Icelanders at the meeting to stick up for their
country. But he had also expected them to be straightforward, “and this simply was
not the case, as we were soon to find out.”32
Chancellor Darling has confirmed that the negative impression that he formed at this
meeting influenced his later decisions on the Icelandic banks.33 He said that the
Icelandic government minister had not had good command of English and that he had
not created trust.34 While Darling is possibly right that Business Affairs Minister
Sigurdsson was not fully aware of the great danger facing the Icelandic banking
sector, he may be somewhat unfair to the Icelandic politician. In his book, Darling
does not explain what he meant by the “bad state Landsbanki was in”. Indeed, it is
true that in the case of failure the Icelandic deposit-guarantee scheme could not cover
Landsbanki’s obligations. But the point of the talks was to try and facilitate the
transfer of the Icesave accounts to the UK where they would be regulated by the FSA
and insured by the British guarantee scheme.
Landsbanki’s real problem was that in the midst of an international credit crunch
many of its loan covenants had stipulations that they could be cancelled in an event
29
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such as the transfer of assets from the parent company to a subsidiary. Therefore the
transfer had to be gradual. But the FSA rejected all requests by Landsbanki for a
gradual transfer of assets with the accounts, while it kept raising its demands to
Landsbanki about liquidity. It is not apparent that Darling had special information
about Landsbanki’s equity and assets, or the lack thereof, which the Icelandic
authorities did not have.
Perhaps the Icelandic Business Affairs Minister was as unaware of the precariousness
of the Icelandic banks as Darling himself then was of the precariousness of the two
big Scottish banks, RBS, Royal Bank of Scotland, and HBOS, Halifax Bank of
Scotland. Or, as the leader of Darling’s own party, Prime Minister Gordon Brown,
later wrote about the financial crisis: “It is true we were not prepared for what was
happening—or for what was going to happen in the coming months. No one was.”35
Certainly, the FSA did not soften its approach to Landsbanki after Chancellor
Darling’s meeting with Sigurdsson. Quite the contrary. An impasse followed where
Landsbanki could not, and the FSA would not, modify their respective positions. On
8 September 2008 Landsbanki sent a detailed proposal to the FSA about the transfer
of accounts to Heritable Bank and a gradual transfer of assets against them, roughly
half in 2008 and half in 2009. The FSA turned down this proposal giving the reason
that until 2009 no collateral would be provided from Landsbanki to Heritable Bank
for half the total amount, about £2.4 billion.36 To bring this amount of money into
perspective, it should be pointed out that the building society and bank Alliance &
Leicester had in November 2007 received a secret £3 billion credit line from the
Bank of England to prevent insolvency and a run on the bank. If the objection is
made that Alliance & Leicester was a British bank, then it may be added that it was
sold to the Spanish bank Santander in July 2008.37 In September 2008, at the same
time as the FSA steadily increased its pressure on Landsbanki, Chancellor Darling
secretly authorised the provision by the Bank of England of liquidity to three ailing
banks, HBOS, RBS and Bradford & Bingley, in the case of RBS amounting to £14
billion.38 Bradford & Bingley had received £3 billion in liquidity from the Bank of
England before it was sold to the Spanish bank Santander Monday 29 September.39
Five days earlier, on 25 September, the FSA had sent a letter to Landsbanki warning
it that it was not complying with liquidity requirements in the UK and asking it to put
an end to this irregular situation.40
After the Icelandic government’s recapitalisation of Glitnir which was announced 29
September 2008—the same day Bradford & Bingley was sold to Santander—had
failed to recreate trust in the Icelandic banking sector, not least because of the media
campaign against the action by Glitnir’s largest shareholder, but also because of the
35
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refusal, obvious to the markets, by the US Federal Reserve Board to make the same
dollar swap deals with the CBI as it had done with the Scandinavian central banks,
Landsbanki saw a reduction in wholesale deposits and cancellation of credit lines, as
well as an outflow from the Icesave accounts where the total balance fell from £4.7
billion to £4.2 billion. Nevertheless, 2 October 2008 at the request of FSA,
Landsbanki transferred £200 million from its CBI account to its account with
Barclays in the UK to meet possible further outflows from the Icesave accounts.41
In the days after the recapitalisation of Glitnir, Kaupthing’s UK subsidiary, KSF, also
saw a considerable outflow of deposits from its Edge accounts, even though they
were protected by the British deposit insurance scheme. Tuesday 30 September alone
the net outflow was £37 million. KSF managers also began to get indications that the
parent company in Iceland was having liquidity problems. KSF could not draw on the
credit line that it had with Kaupthing. KSF manager Armann Thorvaldsson gave
immediate notice of the difficulties to the FSA. Thursday 2 October they sent in a
team of liquidity specialists that went through the KSF books. In the evening, the
KSF managers were summoned to a meeting at the FSA headquarters where officials
told them that the FSA was becoming worried about developments in Iceland. On
Friday 3 October, it was made clear to Thorvaldsson that the FSA would close down
KSF if Kaupthing would not improve the liquidity position of its UK subsidiary. The
same day Kaupthing transferred £100 million to KSF.42
5. Darling’s Phone Call to Haarde
The British authorities were now moving in against both Landsbanki and Kaupthing.
In the early afternoon of Friday 3 October 2008, Chancellor Alistair Darling made a
phone call to Prime Minister Geir H. Haarde, which he describes thus in his book:
Meanwhile, the situation in Iceland was deteriorating. The FSA told me that
undertakings given by the Icelandic authorities that sufficient money would be put into
Landsbanki had not been honoured. It had been agreed that Gordon would speak to the
prime minister, Geir Haarde, but he had to go to Paris to meet President Sarkozy,
Chancellor Merkel and Silvio Berlusconi, so I was deputized to make the call instead.
The Treasury and the FSA had already concluded that it would not be long before
Landsbanki and Kaupthing failed. We were ready, if necessary, to use the new powers
we had acquired at the time of Northern Rock to transfer their UK undertakings to
another bank.

Darling goes on:
I told the Icelandic prime minister that it appeared that large sums of money had been
taken out of the UK from the Kaupthing branches, which was a serious breach of FSA
regulations. The FSA had to find out by the end of the afternoon whether or not that
breach had taken place. If it had, they would close the bank. He asked whether the
money was needed today and how much it was. I said it was about £600 million, small
beer for us but a huge amount for him. It was urgent, I said, that he look into it
immediately. His response rang alarm bells. He asked if there was any chance that the
amount could be negotiated down. I said there was no chance and that the money had
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to be returned before the end of the weekend. I suspected we would end up having to
close the banks the following week.43

Subsequently, the FSA required KSF to keep all deposits received on 2–3 October in
a special account at the Bank of England.44 In discussions between FSA officials and
KSF managers, it was made clear that KSF had to increase its liquidity by the
required £1.6 billion by either selling assets or obtaining money from its parent
company.45
Darling’s description in his book of the state of affairs is however highly misleading,
both regarding Landsbanki and Kaupthing. The Icelandic authorities had never given
any undertakings “that sufficient money would be put into Landsbanki”. The talks
earlier in 2008 on the possible transfer of online deposits from Landsbanki’s UK
branch to a subsidiary had been between Landsbanki and the FSA and they had
reached an impasse because of the unwillingness of the FSA to allow a gradual
transfer of assets from Iceland to the UK against the online deposits.46 It should also
be noted that in the phone call from Darling to Haarde, apparently Landsbanki was
not mentioned, only Kaupthing. Yet again, it seems that Darling did not make a
proper distinction between Landsbanki and Kaupthing.
Fourthly, and most importantly in this context, Prime Minister Geir H. Haarde
strongly denies having tried, on this occasion, to negiotiate down any amount of
money that would have to be transferred from Iceland to the UK in order to avoid the
close-down of KSF, Kaupthing’s UK subsidiary.47 According to Haarde, upon
receiving Chancellor Darling’s accusations, he immediately talked to the Kaupthing
managers about them. They assured Haarde that these accusations were not true and
that this had to be some kind of misunderstanding that ought to be easily corrected.
The Kaupthing managers then proceeded to contact both the FSA directly and the
IFSA and came back to Haarde assuring him that everything would be in order on
Monday morning.
Indeed, the extensive investigation of Kaupthing after the collapse did not reveal any
unusual or illegal large-scale money transfers from the UK to Iceland before the
collapse. What it showed was that the Icelandic parent company had, since the spring
of 2008, made a running loan agreement with its subsidiary, KSF, by which it lent
£1.1 billion to KSF for three months at a time while KSF lent the same amount of
money to the parent company for a day at a time. This meant that this amount of
money was registered in the KSF books as liquidity, whereas in fact no money had
43
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been transferred from either the UK to Iceland or from Iceland to the UK. Also, KSF
had paid margin calls abroad to the amount of £500 million for the parent company
(KSF had, in other words, provided increased collateral to foreign creditors of the
parent company). While those dealings were perhaps not above criticism, they were
not illegal and did not constitute transfers from the UK to Iceland. Moreover, Armann
Thorvaldsson and other members of the KSF management team did not try to hide
any of this from the FSA. In fact, the FSA had been told of the running loan
agreement when it was made.48
6. A Crucial Document: The First Supervisory Notice to Landsbanki
Friday 3 October 2008 the British authorities moved on other fronts against the
Icelanders, as the FSA issued a so-called First Supervisory Notice to Landsbanki. In
the saga of the Icelandic bank collapse, this is a crucial document. Landsbanki was
ordered to put in a UK bank account, with the Bank of England or another approved
bank, no less than 10% of its UK retail instant access deposits, or around £200
million. At this time, Landsbanki’s London Branch had deposits of £1.92 billion in
instant access accounts. But this amount of money required by the FSA had to
increase to no less than 20% of the instant access deposits by Monday 6 October, or
to another £200 million. Landsbanki also had to put all the money that had been
deposited on 2 and 3 October in a UK bank account and all the money which would
be deposited there subsequently. Furthermore, Landsbanki was prohibited from
taking any action or entering into any arrangement in respect of any of its assets
located in the UK 3 October
i) which has, or may have, the effect of transferring the assets to a location outside the
United Kingdom; or ii) which has or may have, the effect of creating any charge,
security interest or other similar economic interest over the assets, unless you have
given the FSA at least 3 days’ written notice of the proposed action and the FSA has
confirmed, in writing, that it has no objection to those proposals.49

Landsbanki had to ensure that the Icesave instant access deposits were not in any
‘Best Buy’ tables in the United Kingdom. It also had to ensure that there was no
change to interest rates on the Icesave fixed rate products without notice to the FSA.
The bank had to cease all marketing of Icesave instant access deposits by 10 October
and to reduce to £1 billion the overall level of such deposits. It had to ensure that
deposits of all types did not at any time exceed £5 billion. It was to submit by 17
October a plan to repay the Icesave fixed term deposits which would mature between
now and the end of June 2009. At this time, Landsbanki’s London Branch had
deposits of £1.93 billion in fixed term deposits. Finally, it had to report its asset
position on a daily basis to the FSA. The main reason given for these drastic
measures was that the FSA was of the opinion that Landsbanki had contravened, or
was likely to contravene, its liquidity requirements.50 In effect, this meant that
Landsbanki was supposed to come up with £400 million in the next few days. The
FSA probably knew that the same day the ECB issued what was in effect a margin
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call on Landsbanki, a demand for increased collateral, or alternatively the repayment
on outstanding loans, of no less than €400 million.
7. Brown’s Phone Call to Haarde
It is noteworthy that in the midst of the gravest financial crisis that the UK authorities
had experienced for almost eighty years, government ministers found time to call
their Icelandic colleagues about amounts of money which for them must have seemed
almost negligible—“small beer for us” as Chancellor Darling put it—and that their
allegations turned out, on investigation, to be wrong. On Sunday 5 October, in the
evening Prime Minister Gordon Brown called his Icelandic colleague Geir H. Haarde
and told him that the illegal transfers from KSF to Kaupthing did not amount to £600
million as Chancellor Darling had stated two days earlier, but to £1.6 billion. When
Haarde replied that he had asked the bankers about this and that they had assured him
that this was not correct, Brown replied that he took his word for it and that he would
not pursue that matter further in their conversation. Brown also suggested that Iceland
should seek the assistance of the IMF. The same day an IMF team arrived in Iceland:
There seemed suddenly to be some interest abroad in Iceland, possibly because of the
rumour of a loan from Russia.51 The IMF staff were not oblivious, either, to the
possibility of playing a more important role because of the international financial
crisis than they had done for some time. Meanwhile the FSA suddenly lowered its
demand to Landsbanki for an immediate transfer of money from £400 million to £200
million, while the ECB withdrew its marginal call. On Sunday night, Landsbanki’s
managers had a teleconference with FSA Director Hector Sants where they discussed
the possibility of a fast transfer of the Icesave accounts from Landsbanki’s London
branch to Heritable Bank. Sants did not rule it out, if money was transferred to
Landsbanki’s London branch, but did not commit himself.52
On Monday 6 October 2008 the Icelandic government had finally decided, after some
hesitation, to follow the CBI advice of ‘ring-fencing’ Iceland—which meant that
government would ensure continued operations of the domestic part of the banking
sector, but if necessary put the foreign part in resolution. This was done with the help
of an expert, Marc Dobler, sent from the Bank of England after a conversation on
Saturday 4 October between CBI Governor David Oddsson and Governor Mervyn
King.53 When Chancellor Alistair Darling learned about this proposed measure, he
tried to reach Prime Minister Geir H. Haarde, but Haarde was occupied at Parliament
House seeing through the Emergency Act already mentioned. Haarde sent a message
to Darling that he could call Finance Minister Arni M. Mathiesen in the morning. The
same day, the FSA prohibited Landsbanki’s London branch from invoking the terms
of its contracts with depositors which would have enabled it to limit withdrawals for
up to 60 days.54 This meant that the bank could not avert the run on it which was
already taking place. In the evening in Reykjavik, as Landsbanki did not get an
emergency loan it had requested from the CBI, its management decided to hand over
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control to the IFSA. Meanwhile in London, the same night, on the suggestion of the
FSA, the KSF management team explored the possible acquisition of KSF by
Barclays. But it turned out that Barclays was only prepared to do a quick asset
purchase at a big discount—as it had done with the core operations of the failed
Lehman Brothers three weeks earlier—so the idea was abandoned.55
8. Darling’s Phone Call to Mathiesen
In his book, Chancellor Darling writes at length about events on Tuesday 7 October
2008. In the early morning, he was attending a meeting of EU finance ministers in
Luxembourg:
As I left Downing Street before dawn, arrangements were being made not only to
monitor what happened when the markets opened but to keep a close eye on what was
going on in Iceland. We knew we were not being told the whole story there and it was
inevitable that difficult decisions, which might wrongly be interpreted as hostile acts
by the Icelandic government, would have to be taken in the next day or so.56

It is not clear to whom Darling is referring by his complaint that he had not been told
the full story: Who would intentionally have been witholding information? The
Icelandic authorities? Or the Icelandic banks operating in the UK? And information
on what? The lack of liquidity which was common knowledge? Whereas the
Icelandic banks to the bitter end may have tried to appear less vulnerable than they
really were, as would other banks in the same circumstances, no evidence has been
presented showing that the Icelandic authorities were intentionally giving misleading
information to the British authorities. It should also be noted that immediately when
KSF manager Armann Thorvaldsson realised that the Icelandic parent company had
liquidity problems, while there was a net outflow from the Edge accounts, he gave
notice about this to the FSA. The passage quoted reveals however that Darling had
already in the early morning of 7 October decided to make “difficult decisions”
which might be “interpreted as hostile acts by the Icelandic government”.
While describing his arrival in Luxembourg, Chancellor Darling states that British
government ministers are normally scrupulous about taking scheduled flights to and
from meetings abroad, adding: “I was often struck by the ranks of private jets sitting
at the airports at international gatherings and I noted that the smaller the country, the
bigger the jet.”57 Darling goes on to say that on this particular day he decided that
chartering a flight was justified. “As we touched down, Geoffrey Spence, my special
adviser, pointed out two Icelandic jumbo jets parked on the runway. We taxied
alongside them in our Spitfire-sized plane.”58 But if two Icelandic jumbo jets (Boeing
747) were found at Luxembourg airport on this day, then they could not be there in
connection with the meeting which Darling was attending: Iceland was not a member
of the EU, and her finance minister did not attend the meeting. Moreover, the only
Icelandic company possessing jumbo jets in 2008 was Air Atlanta which had
operated such jets as cargo planes since 1993, long before the Icelandic credit
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boom.59 Operating in Luxembourg, Air Atlanta was a successful air transport
company which specialised in cargo, but also did some chartered flights. Darling’s
suggestion that “the smaller the country, the bigger the jet” at international gatherings
seems in this case both misleading and irrelevant. It is yet another example of the
hostility towards Iceland repeatedly expressed by Darling.
The meeting in Luxembourg turned out to be dramatic, as Darling kept getting news
of RBS shares collapsing. He left the meeting several times to take calls on the
situation, including one from RBS Chairman of the Board Tom McKillop. Darling
asked how long the bank could keep going. He replied: “A couple of hours,
maybe.”60 Darling rang his Treasury officials and instructed them to tell Bank of
England Governor Mervyn King to put as much money into RBS as was necessary to
keep it afloat during that day. He also called Prime Minister Brown who concurred
with him. As Darling was getting out of the meeting to return to London, he rang
Icelandic Finance Minister Arni M. Mathiesen, asking him what the Icelandic
government would do about Landsbanki’s online accounts in the UK, as the bank was
collapsing.61 Mathiesen responded that the Icelandic government would do what it
could to resolve the problem, but that he could not make any promises. In the
beginning of the conversation, Darling thought that he was talking to Business
Affairs Minister Bjorgvin G. Sigurdsson, whom he had met in September, but
Mathiesen corrected him on that point.62
Tuesday 7 October 2008, the FSA closed down Heritable Bank in London, stating
that it did not meet liquidity requirements.63 The night before, the staff at the FSA
had suddenly realised that they had to deliver legal papers to Scotland where
Heritable was registered, in time for a court case. “All courier delivery firms had
stopped for the night, so an FSA official jumped into his own car with the paperwork
and drove through the night to Edinburgh.”64 Landsbanki’s London branch had been
closed down the night before, like the parent company in Iceland, and legally the
bank was now in the hands of a resolution committee appointed by the IFSA. In the
evening of the same day in Reykjavik, 7 October, Glitnir’s management in Iceland
decided to hand over control to the IFSA. The same evening in London, KSF
managers frantically explored the possibility of selling the bank subsidiary to the
investment company JC Flowers for only 10% of its book equity value, but the talks
failed.65
8. All British Banks But Two Rescued
Political leaders in the UK were as surprised as everyone else at the events unfolding
on the financial markets. Prime Minister Gordon Brown’s special adviser Damian
McBride spent the evening of Tuesday 7 October with him at 10 Downing Street.
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Brown looked “ravaged by the intensity of the work, running on a massive overdose
of adrenalin.” He closed the door to his office and said in almost a whisper to
McBride that there was a serious danger of mass panic in the UK for which he had to
be ready. People might try to storm the banks: “We’d have to think: do we have
curfews, do we put the army on the streets, how do we get order back? I’d have to
resign but I couldn’t go if there was just carnage out there, someone would have to be
in charge.”66 Brown went to bed on midnight with a mobile phone next to him in case
of a disaster. When he got up the next morning he told his wife that she would have
to be ready to pack their things for a sudden move out of Downing Street. He would
have to resign if the situation continued to deteriorate.67
In the morning of Wednesday 8 October, Brown and his fellow Scotsman Chancellor
Alistair Darling held a joint press conference, where they announced a rescue
programme for British banks, the close-down of the two British banks owned by
Icelanders and the use of an Anti-Terrorist Act against Landsbanki and certain
Icelandic institutions. Brown made the following comment:
And as people will now know, we are taking legal action against the Icelandic
authorities to recover the money lost to people who deposited in UK branches of this
bank. The Chancellor is saying today that he will stand behind the deposits of these
customers.68

In the midst of a crisis so serious according to Brown himself that he considered
imposing curfews and putting troops on the streets in order to avert “carnage”, he
found time to comment on the Icelandic bank collapse, threatening “legal action
against the Icelandic authorities” because of deposits in Icelandic banks. However,
eventually the UK government proved unwilling to let courts resolve whether or not
the Icelandic government was responsible for the deposits in Landsbanki’s Icesave
accounts. Moreover, the Prime Minister assumed, without any argument, that the
money deposited in the UK branches of Landsbanki was lost. The Landsbanki
management always maintained that the bank had assets at least to meet all claims by
depositors—whom the Icelandic Parliament had given priority over other creditors—
and they were eventually proven right.
It should also be emphasised that the British authorities at least contributed to the
problems of the Icelandic banks. By closing down Kaupthing’s subsidiary in the UK,
they caused the fall of the parent company. By invoking the Anti-Terrorism Act
against Landsbanki, they made an orderly process of bank resolution very difficult. If
Brown wanted to provide “security for depositors”, the best way of doing this in the
case of Kaupthing’s UK subsidiary, KSF, would have been to include KSF in the
£500 billion rescue package for British banks announced at the same news
conference, on 8 October. To survive, KSF would only have needed a fraction of that
money. Since Landsbanki operated from a branch and not a subsidiary, its case was
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more complicated. But some kind of assurance to depositors from the British
authorities, followed by close cooperation between them and the Icelandic authorities
in managing the Landsbanki estate, would have been more helpful for depositors than
the actions undertaken by the British authorities, and also more helpful for the staff
employed by Landsbanki and employees of firms partly or wholly owned by
Icelandic companies or individuals, probably close to 100,000 people at the time.
Darling’s Inaccurate Account of His Dealings with the Icelanders
The same morning, Wednesday 8 October 2008, Chancellor Darling echoed Prime
Minister Brown when he said in an interview with a breakfast television channel: “I
am very aware of the fact Iceland has, sadly, chosen to default on its obligations here.
We are pursuing Iceland and we will pursue it vigorously to make sure that we get
the money due to us back.”69 Darling also said in a BBC radio interview: “The
Icelandic government have told me, believe it or not, have told me yesterday they
have no intention of honouring their obligations there.”70 Unbeknownst to Darling,
the conversation with Finance Minister Mathiesen to which he was referring was
recorded, and when it was published it became apparent that Darling had not told the
truth.71 Nowhere in the conversation did Mathiesen say that the Icelandic government
had no intention of honouring its obligations. The question was precisely which
obligations it had under English, Icelandic and international law. Later, the House of
Commons Treasury Committee explored this matter and concluded: “In the published
transcript Mathiesen did not state that Iceland would not honour its obligations.
Rather, he explicitly indicated that Iceland planned to use its compensation scheme to
try to meet obligations to British depositors.”72
Unsurprisingly, therefore, in his book three years later Darling gives a different
account of his conversation with Mathiesen:
I was desperate now to get out of Luxembourg, but had to take a call first from a
minister in Iceland. I wanted an assurance that they would compensate British
investors in Icelandic banks. He said, yes, they would. I came off the call and told my
officials, ‘They won’t stand behind it’.73
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While this is the opposite of what Darling said to the press on 8 October 2008, it is
not entirely accurate, either.
First, it was Darling who called Mathiesen, not the other way around. This is
noteworthy given the circumstances: In the midst of the financial crisis, when he was
preparing a rescue package of £500 billion, Chancellor Darling found time to call the
Icelandic finance minister, worrying about a fraction of that sum, “small beer for us”
as he said himself.
Second, Mathiesen had not uttered the assurances which Darling now ascribes to him
(contradicting his previous account). The Icelandic Finance Minister had been
unwilling to make any promises on behalf of the government, while pointing out that
Iceland had a compensation scheme for depositors. Mathiesen also tried to explain to
Darling that the Emergency Act gave claims of all depositors, including British
owners of Icesave accounts, legal priority over other claims, whereas the Icelandic
government had, like many other European governments, announced that it would
guarantee domestic deposits. Therefore there had been no discrimination by law
between British and Icelandic depositors.74
Wednesday 8 October 2008, at approximately 12:30, Chancellor Darling made the
following statement in the House of Commons:
I want to say something about the three Icelandic banks; Landsbanki, its UK
subsidiary, Heritable, and Kaupthing, which was put into liquidation within the last
hour. The Financial Services Authority decided yesterday that Heritable could not
continue to meet its obligations and today it has taken exactly the same decision for
Kaupthing. I have therefore used the special powers that I have under the Banking
(Special Provisions) Act to transfer most of their retail deposits to ING, the Dutch
bank, which is working to secure business as usual for its customers to protect its
savers’ money. The rest of those Icelandic businesses have been put into
administration. On icesave, we are expecting the Icelandic authorities to put
Landsbanki, which owns icesave, into insolvency. Despite the fact that this is a branch
of an Icelandic bank, I have in the exceptional circumstances that we see today
guaranteed that no depositor loses any money as a result of the closure of icesave and I
am taking steps today to freeze the assets of Landsbanki in the UK until the position in
Iceland becomes clearer.

Darling added:
I have to tell the House that getting information out of Iceland is proving to be quite
difficult. That country obviously has severe difficulties, and that is why I decided that I
had to intervene. It would have been quite wrong to say to people covered by the
Icelandic scheme, “Sorry, you’ve got to go to Reykjavik and try to get your money
there.” That is especially true when it is not clear to me whether the Icelandic scheme
can be funded. So we have taken steps to freeze the assets of the bank involved
74
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(Landsbanki], and I hope that we will be able to recover some of those assets in order
to offset the money that we will have to provide to help people in the meantime.75

Darling was not entirely accurate about Landsbanki: Its board had already in the night
of Monday 6 October handed the bank over to the IFSA which had appointed a
resolution committee. The Chancellor was however plainly wrong that Kaupthing’s
UK subsidiary, KSF, Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander, had already been put into
liquidation (or rather resolution) by British authorities. This happened later in the
day, at approximately 14:50. It was therefore not a direct consequence of any
decision made by the FSA in the afternoon that the Chancellor transferred most of
KSF’s retail deposits to one of its competitors, the Dutch bank ING. He had already
done that in the morning. Indeed, when the Chancellor was making his announcement
in the House of Commons, the managers of KSF and Kaupthing believed themselves
to be participating in negotiations with the FSA on how to relieve the pressure on
KSF.76
It should be noted that the most important part of Chancellor Darling’s announcement
in the House of Commons on Wednesday 8 October was that the British government
was providing an immense rescue package of £500 billion for all British banks—
except for two, Heritable Bank and KSF. They were both British banks, both owned
by Icelandic banks and both still liquid, and as it turned out, both definitely solvent at
the time. When Darling was later asked why RBS was saved, but not KSF, he replied
that RBS was a British bank. But so was KSF. When this was pointed out to Darling,
he replied that unlike KSF, RBS was systemically important.77 But one of the banks
which received help from the British government was Bradford & Bingley which
could by no means be called systemically important to the UK banking sector and
whose branches and deposits were actually sold to a Spanish bank a week before the
Icelandic-owned banks in the UK were closed down. And certainly KSF was
systemically important to the Icelandic banking sector: Its demise brought about the
fall of the last remaining Icelandic bank and thus the collapse of the Icelandic
banking sector. It should not be forgotten, also, that its demise affected the many
British citizens who worked for Icelandic-owned companies and also British
depositors and creditors, even if they eventually recovered most of their money.
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Chapter Six

The Use of an Anti-Terrorism Act
Against Iceland

By two actions which UK Chancellor Alistair Darling announced on Wednesday 8
October 2008, to put the Icelandic-owned British bank KSF into liquidation, while
other British banks were bailed out, and to issue a Freezing Order under an AntiTerrorism Act against Landsbanki and certain Icelandic authorities, the British
government made any kind of a rescue of the Icelandic banking sector impossible.
1. Haarde’s Phone Call to Darling
As a result of KSF’s close-down, Kaupthing in Iceland was forced into liquidation,
because its credit was contractually dependent on the position of its subsidiaries. The
Freezing Order against Landsbanki and certain Icelandic authorities immediately
made all transfers of money to and from Iceland almost impossible and therefore all
negotiated solutions to the many problems arising in a couple of days in the Icelandic
banking sector.1 Needless to say, the Icelandic authorities were stunned by these two
actions. As soon as Prime Minister Geir H. Haarde realised what the UK government
had done, he tried to contact UK Prime Minister Gordon Brown who was however
not available.
Haarde was put through to Chancellor Darling who later described their conversation
which took place Thursday 9 October, as Darling was preparing to leave for an IMF
summit in Washington DC:
I had spoken to the prime minister [Geir H. Haarde] on the previous Thursday morning
to tell him a letter outlining our plans to save UK depositors’ money was on its way.
We would need to work together, I told him, and I offered to send a Treasury team to
Iceland to see if matters could be resolved and something salvaged from the wreckage.
He would issue a statement, he said, putting on record his appreciation of the help the
UK government was giving depositors—as well he might. His gratitude had been
short-lived. Landsbanki, with its UK subsidiary and Kaupthing, would be put into
liquidation later in the day. We were going to use the Northern Rock legislation to
transfer Kaupthing’s UK subsidiary operations to the Dutch bank ING. But I saw no
alternative to freezing the assets of Landsbanki, or Icesave as it was known here.2

It so happens that this conversation was recorded. However, the transcript is not
needed to observe and correct some errors in Darling’s account, the least of which is
that the conversation took place in the early afternoon—not in the morning, as he
says—of Thursday 9 October 2008.
In his account of the conversation with Prime Minister Haarde, Chancellor Darling
1
2
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reverses the sequence of events. He speaks as if Landsbanki and its UK subsidiary
Heritable Bank and Kaupthing were put into liquidation “later in the day”, after his
conversation with Haarde. But both the Landsbanki UK branch and Heritable Bank
had been closed down in the evening of Monday 6 October, as a result of the IFSA
taking Landsbanki in Iceland over and appointing a resolution committee for the
bank. As a British (indeed Scottish) bank, Heritable Bank had been put formally into
resolution by the FSA Tuesday 7 October. The UK Treasury had then, in the morning
of Wednesday 8 October, issued the Freezing Order against Landsbanki based on the
Anti-Terrorism Act. The British bank owned by Kaupthing, KSF, was put into
resolution by the FSA in the afternoon of Wednesday 8 October, after Darling had
already announced it in the morning.3 All this had happened before Prime Minister
Haarde spoke to Chancellor Darling on Thursday 9 October.
The transcript of the conversation reveals that Prime Minister Haarde told Chancellor
Darling that Paul Myners, the Financial Services Secretary, had called Icelandic
Finance Minister Arni M. Mathiesen the previous day to try and explain the use of
the Anti-Terrorism Act against Iceland and that they had agreed that things had to be
calmed down and put into proper channels. Mathiesen had suggested that the UK
authorities send some people to Iceland to see for themselves how the situation was.4
It was not Darling, as he somewhat haughtily says himself, who “offered to send a
Treasury team to Iceland to see if matters could be resolved and something salvaged
from the wreckage”. Haarde said to Darling that he had issued a statement expressing
his appreciation for the concerns which the UK government had about depositors in
the Icesave accounts.5 But he added: “I have had to make some strong statements in
the news here about your acting on authority and legislation against terrorism in our
case. We don’t think that’s very friendly, but …”6 Then, Darling interrupted him,
repeating what he had said earlier in the conversation that the UK government had
had to use the powers it had. Haarde returned to the use of the Anti-Terrorism Act
against Iceland, expressing the hope that it would not affect the good relations
between Iceland and the UK, continuing: “But I was forced to use some strong
language about this application of the terrorism law. We are not terrorists.” Darling
replied: “I know you’re not, whatever else you are.”7 The last remark cannot be said
to be gracious, in a conversation with an understandably shaken representative of a
small nation who had ample reason to fear the collapse of the whole economy of his
country and her international isolation.
2. There Was an Alternative to the Freezing Order
The crucial point is that Chancellor Darling is mistaken in his assertion that there was
no alternative to issuing the Freezing Order under the Anti-Terrorism Act against
Landsbanki and certain Icelandic institutions, such as the CBI and the IFSA. The
3
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confidential Supervisory Notice which the FSA had issued on 3 October 2008 to the
Landsbanki UK branch had expressly prohibited all transfers of the bank’s assets out
of the UK without the written permission by the FSA, after a written advance notice
of at least three days. Such supervisory notices are issued to a target bank if it is
deemed to be in breach of a rule or if it is regarded as a risk. They are usually only
issued to the target bank concerned and are strictly confidential because otherwise
those doing business with the bank might decide to reduce exposure to it or even
cease to trade with it.8 It seems that the FSA also informed Barclays about the
Supervisory Notice because that bank handled payments for the Icesave accounts.
Since Barclays knew about the Supervisory Notice issued on 3 October, it imposed
restrictions on Landsbanki’s UK branch before the Freezing Order was issued on 8
October by the Treasury.9 A British banker with thorough knowledge of the
Landsbanki operations in the UK comments: “The Freezing Order, in my opinion,
was like using a sledge hammer to crack a nut. I don’t think it should have ever been
issued. The same result could have been achieved through the medium of an
upgraded Supervisory Notice.”10
In his book on the crisis, Darling comments on the Freezing Order: “Unfortunately,
this legislation was contained in an anti-terrorism measure passed in 2001. Because
of that, our action was open to the mistaken impression that we regarded
Landsbanki—or, even worse, Iceland—as a terrorist organization.”11 The fact
remains, however, that immediately after the Freezing Order was issued on 8 October
2008, Landsbanki, the CBI, and the IFSA were put on the list of terrorist
organisations the UK Treasury maintains on its website. The CBI and other Icelandic
institutions were quickly removed from the list, but on 10 October 2008 the list was
the following under the headline “Current Regimes” which were subject to financial
sanctions:
Al-Qaeda & Taliban
Belarus
Burma Myanmar
Democratic Republic of Congo
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia & Serbia
Iran
Iraq
Ivory Coast
Landsbanki
Lebanon and Syria
Liberia
North Korea (Democratic People’s Republic of Korea)
Sudan
Terrorism and terrorist financing
Zimbabwe

Landsbanki remained on this list until 22 October 2008 when a special section was
created for it on the website below the regular list of organisations subject to financial
8
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sanctions under the Anti-Terrorism Act. This change was not made on a British
initiative, but at the request of Icelandic authorities.12 The British authorities amended
the Freezing Order several times, but showed great reluctance to cancel it. In fact, it
was only cancelled after the British and the Icelandic government reached an
agreement in June 2009 about the reimbursement by Iceland of the compensation
paid by the UK government to Icesave depositors—an agreement which was later
voted down by the Icelanders, even if the Freezing Order was not then reimposed.
Two other facts about the Freezing Order based on the Anti-Terrorism Act are also
relevant. First, whereas both Prime Minister Gordon Brown and Chancellor Alistair
Darling had prior to it phoned Icelandic ministers expressing grave concern about
possible illegal transfers of money from the UK to Iceland, no evidence could be
found of any such transfers or even any attempts to make them, after thorough
investigations both in the UK and Iceland where the investigators had a strong
incentive to try and find such evidence.
In the second place, soon after British officials had gone into Landsbanki’s UK
branch, they found out that many assets could be saved from losing much of their
value in a possible fire sale if the bank branch was provided with some liquidity. On
12 October 2008, therefore, the Bank of England lent £100 million to the Landsbanki
branch: It illustrates the absurdity of the situation that British authorities were thus
giving a big loan to a company branded as a terrorist organisation and put on a list
with Al-Qaeda and the Taliban on the Treasury’s website.
3. Brown’s Hostile and Inaccurate Comments about Iceland
Whereas Chancellor Darling and Prime Minister Haarde politely agreed in their
telephone conversation on 9 October that their two nations should try to resolve the
Icesave issue without sacrificing their traditionally good relationship, the same day
Prime Minister Brown made some aggressive comments. On the television station
Sky he said that it was very unusual that a whole country like Iceland was basically
bankrupt.13 He added: “The issue is basically this. The Icelandic banks have
collapsed, the Icelandic authorities have to take some responsibility for it. They
cannot just default and say that they’re going to take on none of the responsibility for
what has happened.” Brown also said: “But the responsibility for this lies fairly and
squarely with the Icelandic authorities, and they have a duty in my view to meet the
obligations that they owe to citizens who have invested from Britain in Icelandic
banks.”14
In an interview with BBC the same day, 9 October 2008, Brown said:
What happened in Iceland is completely unacceptable. I’ve been in touch with the
Icelandic prime minister. I said that this is effectively illegal action that they have
12
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taken. We are freezing the assets of Icelandic companies in the United Kingdom where
we can. We will take further action against the Icelandic authorities wherever that is
necessary to recover the money.

He added: “But this is fundamentally a problem of an Icelandic-registered company,
Icelandic-registered financial services authority — they have failed not only the
people of Iceland, they have failed people in Britain.”15
There is some evidence that it was Prime Minister Brown who made the ultimate
decision to invoke the Anti-Terrorism Act against Iceland.16 He showed no less
hostility towards Iceland than his Chancellor. But Brown’s comments to the press on
9 October are misleading or inaccurate on several counts.
First, Iceland as a country was not bankrupt. The four pillars of her economy
remained sound despite the collapse of the banking sectors: profitable fisheries,
ample energy sources, a booming tourist industry, and considerable human capital.
In the second place, Brown seemed to assume, without argument, that the obligations
of private companies were also the obligations of the Icelandic government—just as
if losses incurred by a US company operating abroad, for example Citibank, were
somehow to be transferred on to the US government. Certainly, the Icelandic
authorities were responsible for passing the relevant laws and regulations required by
membership in the EEA, and for regulating the Icelandic financial market in a proper
way. But this is quite different from asserting that there was a legally binding
government guarantee of deposits in the Icelandic banks. No such guarantee could be
deduced from the laws and regulations in force at the time, as lawyers argued at the
time and as courts eventually concluded.17
Thirdly, Brown had only been in contact with Prime Minister Haarde once during the
crisis, Sunday 3 October, about a possible illegal action by Kaupthing, which was
supposed to be a transfer of an immense amount of money from the UK to Iceland.
Haarde had told him that the bank managers maintained that this was a
misunderstanding, as it turned out to be: KSF had not transferred any money to
Iceland, whereas it had paid some margin calls for its parent company and not been
able to draw on a swap agreement with it of which the FSA staff had been informed
long before. In fact, in the first days of October, some money had been transferred in
the opposite direction, from Iceland to the UK.
Fourthly, Brown said that the British authorities were freezing “assets of Icelandic
companies in the UK” wherever possible. This was not in accordance with the
Freezing Order, which was directed against Landsbanki on the one hand and certain
Icelandic authorities on the other hand. After a conversation between the Icelandic
Ambassador to the UK, Sverrir H. Gunnlaugsson, and the Prime Minister’s adviser
15
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on International Economic Affairs and Europe, Jon Cunliffe, the Ambassador
received a letter 11 October 2008 where Cunliffe stated that the government had not
taken action against Icelandic companies other than Landsbanki.18 But this letter was
not made public, and in practice almost all Icelandic companies doing business in the
UK, and in many other places, in the next few months felt the severe repercussions of
Brown’s words.
4. Brown Reveals British Pressure on the IMF
Prime Minister Gordon Brown continued to criticise Iceland. At a press conference
on 12 November 2008, a reporter asked about the Icelandic banks:
During the days that all this was happening, and they were collapsing, you talked about
illegal action [sic] of the government. I would like if you could clarify that. Also, why
was it necessary to use terrorist legislation against one bank when there was another
legislation used against another bank? The fact that we have got this terrorist stigma
has greatly aggravated the problems in Iceland and possibly brought down the value of
the bank, which of course is counter to UK interests. And lastly, is the UK government
in some way trying to boycott the IMF loan to Iceland?19

Brown replied:
The answer to the last question is no, to the first two questions is we did everything
completely appropriately. First of all there was an issue about money that had been
taken out of London and returned to Iceland and we wanted back in London and it was
right and proper that that should happen. Secondly, it was right that in conditions
where there were huge debts owed in London, we could take powers to control the
assets of the bank in London. We did everything properly by the book and within the
law of our country.20

Here again, Brown’s statements are misleading or inaccurate. First, he did not really
respond to the request made by the reporter that he would clarify previous comments
about illegal actions taken by the Icelandic government.
Two other inaccuracies have already been pointed out: Brown simply repeated his
earlier allegations that money had been illegally transferred from the UK to Iceland
and that this was one reason for the use of the Anti-Terrorism Act. He also assumed
that the British government needed to invoke the Anti-Terrorism Act in order to
control possible transfers from the UK to Iceland at the London branch of Landsbanki
whereas the FSA had already issued a First Supervisory Notice which made such
transfers impossible.
At his 12 November press conference, Brown categorically rejected the allegation
that the UK was trying to block the implementation of an IMF programme for Iceland
until Iceland had given in to British demands in the Icesave dispute. The facts of the
matter are different. On 24 October 2008, an IMF staff mission and the Icelandic
18
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government reached an agreement about an economic recovery programme for
Iceland, including a $2.1 billion loan facility.21 But the IMF Executive Board several
times postponed putting this agreement on its agenda. It was an open secret that the
delay was because at the IMF the British and the Dutch governments refused to
accept the agreement until the Icelandic government had given in to their demands in
the Icesave dispute. Finally, the Icelandic government announced on 17 November
2009 after consultations in Brussels with EU institutions and member states, that “All
parties concluded that the Deposit Guarantee Directive has been incorporated in the
EEA legislation in accordance with the EEA Agreement, and is therefore applicable
in Iceland in the same way as it is applicable in the EU Member States.”22 Even if
somewhat ambivalent, this announcement could be interpreted as recognising a
government guarantee of the obligations of the IDIGF regarding the Icesave deposits.
Only two days after the Icelandic government had agreed to these so-called “Brussels
Guidelines,” the IMF Executive Board accepted the recovery programme for Iceland.
Staff members of the IMF indirectly admitted the connection to the Icesave dispute
when they explained that the delay by the IMF Executive Board in accepting the
agreement was because some countries contributing to the recovery programme had
set the precondition that Iceland should recognise the British and Dutch claims in the
Icesave dispute.23 Be that as it may, Prime Minister Brown was clearly not telling the
truth when he denied that the British government was blocking the IMF loan to
Iceland. It was doing so, behind the scenes, with diplomatic pressure on the IMF,
Iceland and the IMF member states contributing financially to the recovery
programme. The four Nordic countries bowed to the pressure, but neither the Faroe
Islands nor Poland.24
In fact, Prime Minister Brown admitted in the House of Commons on 6 May 2009
that the UK used the IMF to put pressure on Iceland in the Icesave dispute. He was
asked by a Conservative MP why nothing was being done about a hospital in the
north-west of England, Christie, which stood to lose £6 million pounds in the
Icelandic bank Kaupthing. Brown replied:
The fact is that we are not the regulatory authority and that many, many more people
had finances in institutions regulated by the Icelandic authorities. The first
responsibility is for the Icelandic authorities to pay up, which is why we are in
negotiations with the International Monetary Fund and other organisations about the
rate at which Iceland can repay the losses that they are responsible for. However, we
have also agreed that we will look at the particular case of the Christie and see what we
can do to understand how we can meet its need. We and the hon. Gentleman have to
accept the fact that many more people who were affected by the Icelandic regulatory
21
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authority lost money as a result, which means that certain precedents would be set. We
have to look at the matter in the round, and we will do so.25

Several things should be noted about this exchange.
First, when Brown said that “we are not the regulatory authority”, he was plainly
wrong. The hospital in question was a Kaupthing depositor. Kaupthing in the UK
operated through a subsidiary, KSF, and was thus regulated by the FSA and fully
covered, as much as an English bank was covered, by British law and the UK
guarantee scheme. If there was a problem for some depositors there, then it was
caused by the refusal of the British authorities to include KSF in their rescue package,
announced the same day as they closed down KSF. Landsbanki operated however
mostly through a branch and was therefore regulated by the Icelandic authorities.
Brown did not make, or chose to ignore, the crucial distinction between the
operations of Kaupthing’s subsidiary and Landsbanki’s branch in the UK.
In the second place, Brown’s statement that the UK government was “in
negotiations” with the IMF and other organisations how Iceland should pay up, went
against the nature and role of the IMF which certainly was not set up as a debt
collector for one member state against another one. It was also in contradiction to his
flat denial at the press conference 12 November 2008 of the allegation that the British
government was using its influence on the IMF to force the Icelanders to recognise
the British claim in the Icesave dispute.
Thirdly, the Prime Minister’s statement that the Icelanders had to “repay the losses
that they are responsible for” was wrong, as already noted. As the EFTA Court
eventually decided, ordinary Icelanders were in no way responsible for the business
exchanges between individual depositors who wanted high interest rates and a private
bank which offered such high interest rates.
5. The Brutal Treatment of the Icelanders in a European Perspective
In retrospect, the harsh treatment of Iceland, both her banks and her institutions, by
Prime Minister Gordon Brown and Chancellor Alistair Darling seems extraordinary
and inexplicable on their own premise which was to protect British depositors in
Icelandic banks. All their accusations in several phone calls to Icelandic government
ministers about illegal transfers turned out to be unfounded. The two Labour
politicians needlessly closed down the two British banks owned by Icelanders both of
which turned out to have been solvent at the time; and they needlessly invoked an
Anti-Terrorism Act against an Icelandic bank as well as against Icelandic authorities
whereas adequate measures had already been taken to hinder any illegal transfers
from the UK. While Brown accused the Icelanders of illegal actions, his government
refused to refer the Icesave dispute to the courts, and both he and Darling almost
consistently confused the two Icelandic banks operating in the UK, one of which was
directly regulated by UK authorities.
Brown and Darling were also wrong in asserting that the Emergency Act passed by
the Icelandic Parliament Monday 6 October implied illegal discrimination between
25
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Icelandic and British depositors. What the Act really did was to discriminate between
all depositors on the one hand and other claimants, such as bondholders, on the other
hand. The announcement made by government ministers at the same time that the
Icelandic State would guarantee all domestic deposits was similar to announcements
made in several other European countries at the height of the financial crisis, for
example in Ireland, Denmark, Germany and Greece; it was designed to reduce
tension and was not in any way legally binding.
An indication of how unusually harsh the treatment of Iceland by the UK Labour
government was can be found by comparing it with Germany’s response to the
Icelandic crash. In fact, German banks, being the main creditors of Icelandic banks,
stood to lose much more money than any British citizens from the Icelandic bank
collapse and by the Emergency Act, whereby depositors, including British depositors,
gained priority over all other creditors, including German banks. It is estimated that
of the total $46 billion wholesale debt of the Icelandic banks, $21 billion, or almost
half, was owed to German banks.26 Many of the German banks extending credit to
the Icelandic banks were states banks, Landesbanken, located in the various states of
the German Federal Republic and usually partly owned by those states. They had
traditionally enjoyed guarantees from their respective states, but at the insistence of
the European Commission, they lost this privilege in mid-2005.27 But in the heyday
of cheap credit, they had been willing lenders to the Icelandic banks. Moreover,
Germany’s largest bank, Deutsche Bank, had often worked on projects with
Kaupthing Bank. Just before the credit crunch started, in 2007, Deutsche Bank had
also financed a leveraged buyout of a drug company by one of Landsbanki’s two
main shareholders, Thor Bjorgolfsson. During the crisis, it was stuck with this debt, a
hefty €4 billion, which was indeed its largest single exposure.28
In Germany, Landsbanki had not started any deposit collection into its Icesave
accounts, but the Kaupthing Edge accounts offered in Germany were operated from a
branch, not a subsidiary, so that they were covered by the IDIGF, Icelandic
Depositors’ and Investors’ Guarantee Fund, just like the Icesave accounts in the
United Kingdom.29 At the end of September 2008, the total amount in Edge accounts
in Germany was €532 million.30
Thus, both Germans banks and German depositors had ample cause to worry about
the Icelandic bank collapse. But unlike Brown and Darling, German government
ministers did not make hostile comments about Iceland as a country, let alone close
down Icelandic companies or use an Anti-Terrorism Act against the CBI, the IFSA
and an Icelandic bank. There was also a great difference between the refusal, in April
to September 2008, of European central banks (including the Bank of England) and
the US Federal Reserve System to provide liquidity to Icelandic banks and the actions
directly undertaken against the banks, in early October, by the British Labour
26
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government with the apparent aim of bringing them down. Not helping someone who
is struggling to keep herself afloat is not tantamount to actively pushing her down.
6. Political Motives
It seems that the actions taken by Prime Minister Gordon Brown and Chancellor
Alistair Darling against Iceland were politically motivated, even if the two of them
would probably never admit to this and even if it perhaps could never be conclusively
proved, only deduced from ‘the logic of the situation’ in Karl Popper’s sense.31
Brown and Darling may have had several intertwined motives. One could be to divert
attention from the fact that those two Scottish politicians were using taxpayers’
money to rescue two big and not very popular Scottish banks, the RBS and HBOS.32
The rescue package which Brown and Darling presented Wednesday 8 October 2008
was really aimed at those two banks because they were the ones in grave difficulties.
The other big or systemically important British banks, Lloyds, HSBC and Barclays,
were much sounder, even if Lloyds came to suffer from having to take on HBOS, at
the initiative of the government.
A related motive may have been to demonstrate to the many Scottish voters who had
been abandoning Labour for the Nationalists that independence certainly could have
its own costs. Both Brown and Darling mentioned, in their books already quoted, the
slogan coined by the Scottish nationalists of ‘an arc of prosperity’ reaching from
Ireland through Iceland to Norway, in which Scotland should be included. Brown
commented: “It is an idea that has been fatally undermined by events in Ireland and
Iceland.”33 Darling wrote: “Iceland, along with Ireland, was part of what Scotland’s
nationalist first minister, Alex Salmond, liked to refer to as an ‘arc of prosperity’, to
which he yearned to attach Scotland. It was now an arch of insolvency.”34 The slogan
‘arc of insolvency’ was actually used immediately after the bank collapse by
Labour’s Scottish secretary Jim Murphy. “Look at this arc of prosperity, what some
commentators are now calling calling the arc of insolvency: Iceland, Ireland and
Norway,” Murphy told a Sunday newspaper. “Iceland as a country is on the verge of
bankruptcy. Ireland is officially in recession. Ireland [sic] and Norway are trying to
borrow from the US and Russia. That’s not Scotland’s destiny. Scotland isn’t Iceland
and it shouldn’t be Iceland and as long as I’m doing this job, I don’t want Scotland to
be Iceland.”35 A headline in Financial Times is particularly revealing: “Smoked
Salmond; There is less sense than ever to an independent Scotland.”36
The Icelandic bank collapse in early October 208 was water on Labour’s mill in
Scotland. Less than a month later, a by-election was held in the Scottish constituency
31
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of Glenrothes in Fife, on 6 November 2008. The seat had fallen vacant when the
previous MP had died on 13 August. Glenrothes, located next to Prime Minister
Brown’s constituency of Kirkcaldy and Cowdenbeath, had long been a Labour
stronghold. Shortly before, however, in July 2008, Labour had lost a traditionally safe
seat in East Glasgow to the SNP. Labour’s margin in the last election had been higher
in East Glasgow than in Glenrothes. Brown, apparently expecting another defeat, had
set the election day unusually late, after the conferences of the main political parties
and the Trade Union Congress.37
The election campaign was bitterly fought between Labour and the SNP. In the midst
of the campaign, the political correspondent of the Guardian, Michael White,
described the issues thus:
Alex Salmond, the first minister, has cited the so-called northern ‘arc of prosperity’ —
from Ireland to Finland via Iceland and Norway as all small countries doing well: we
can too, he says. Now things look different. Iceland has gone bust, Ireland has cut
spending and raised taxes to pay for its unilateral bank bail-out. Even Norway’s
famous oil fund has shrunk as stocks, as well as oil prices, tumble. After a Scots
columnist coined the phrase ‘arc of insolvency’ Jim Murphy, the new and keen
Scottish secretary, adopted it.38

The result of the by-election was a surprise: While the SNP had been expected to win
the seat, Labour retained it, albeit with a reduced margin. This was widely seen as a
triumph for Prime Minister Brown. A political commentator, Alex Massie of the
Spectator, wrote: “Salmond’s unfortunate past praise for Iceland came back to make
him seem foolish in the extreme, while the government bailouts of HBOS and, in
particular, the national champion, RBS dented the idea of Scotland and Scottish
success—the kind of tartan brio that was supposed to float all boats upon a nationalist
tide.”39
Four years later, in 2012, Alistair Darling, now former Chancellor, officially
launched the ‘No’ campaign before the 2014 Scottish independence referendum, and
he was one of its leading figures. One of the principal issues in the referendum was
the economy. In May 2013, the UK Treasury published a report where much was
made of the 2008 bank rescue. It was pointed out that the size of the Scottish banking
sector was around 12 times the GDP of Scotland, whereas the size of the Icelandic
banking sector before the collapse had been almost 9 times the GDP of Iceland. In the
report it was recalled that the UK government spent £45 billion recapitalising RBS,
and that in addition the bank received £275 billion of state support in the form of
guarantees and funding. This would have been 211% of Scotland’s GDP. “Scotland
would not have been to afford such interventions alone. Other countries such as
Ireland, Iceland and more recently Cyprus were unable to absorb the implications of
the financial crisis on their own.” By contrast, it was also pointed out that the total
interventions across the whole banking sector were £1,200 billion or 76% of the
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whole UK GDP.40
Thus, the Icelandic bank collapse proved to be very useful to Labour politicians
trying to counter the strong SNP challenge in Scotland: They could demonstrate the
danger for a small nation of not having access to credit facilities in crises. In addition
to the ‘Scotland factor’ a ‘Falklands factor’ may also have been at play. By hitting
Iceland hard, Prime Minister Brown and Chancellor Darling achieved the double goal
of placating worried depositors and demonstrating their toughness, with the
advantage that there were almost no political risks or costs attached. This was clearly
seen at the time. Journalist Adrian Gill who visited Iceland for the Sunday Times
during the collapse, commented:
The act that tipped the last Icelandic bank off the edge of the cliff was delivered by
Gordon Brown. … The Icelanders mind that—they’re hurt by that. You see, they
always imagined they were one of us, not one of them. But Gordon needed to do
something cheap to look competent, so he beat up a smaller kid. Not just a bit of a slap,
but a vicious kicking. Showing off to impress the girls. He would never have started it
if the banks had been German or French, or even from Liechtenstein.41

It is at least safe to say that if the Prime Minister had had any inkling that a US
financial firm collecting deposits in the UK had been or was transferring money to
the US in an irresponsible and possibly illegal way, he would not have spoken and
behaved in the same way to the US Treasury and the US Federal Reserve as he did to
the Icelandic authorities. Indeed, the support for Labour temporarily increased in the
midst of the financial crisis and after the harsh measures taken against Iceland.42
A fifth possible motive behind the treatment of Iceland by the two Scottish Labour
leaders may be discernible, in addition to those of diverting attention from the rescue
of the two big Scottish banks, demonstrating to the Scots the perils of monetary
independence, placating worried depositors and showing firmness at little political
risk. This was to improve the bargaining position of the UK against Iceland in the
Icesave dispute. The use of the Anti-Terrorism Act was very costly and difficult for
Icelandic companies, even if formally it was only directed against Landsbanki and
certain Icelandic institutions. This view is supported by the fact that the UK
government did not repeal the Freezing Order until the first Icesave deal had been
made and signed in June 2009. If there ever had been any risk of illegal transfers
from the UK to Iceland, then surely it had disappeared long before that. For example,
the UK government ignored a plea jointly made by all foreign minister of Nordic
countries in early January 2009 to repeal the Freezing Order.43 Finally, whatever
motives drove Prime Minister Brown and Chancellor Alistair Darling in their
dealings with the Icelanders, their use of the Anti-Terrorism Act at least showed a
40
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great distrust of the Icelandic authorities: The premise in invoking the Act was that
even the CBI, the IFSA and the Icelandic Ministry of Finance possibly could be
assisting Icelandic banks in transferring assets illegally out of the UK.
7. Voices in Protest
It should be noted, however, that a few voices were raised protesting against the
treatment of Iceland by the British Labour government. Privately, Bank of England
Governor Mervyn King expressed his view to government ministers that it was
demeaning for the United Kingdom to behave in this way to a tiny neighbour.44
Labour MP Austin Mitchell wrote a personal letter to his party leader, Prime Minister
Brown: “The immediate response of criticising Iceland, invoking anti-terrorist
legislation and seizing assets was, in my view, heavy handed, counterproductive and
excessive.”45 Dr. Eamonn Butler of the Adam Smith Institute in his Daily Telegraph
blog strongly criticised the measures taken against Iceland.46 Perhaps the most public
and impassioned protest came in an article in The Times by MEP Daniel Hannan who
argued that the government clearly had abused its powers in its attack on Iceland,
“until last week perhaps the most Anglophile country in Europe”.47
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Chapter Seven

Sale of Bank Assets in Norway,
Finland and Sweden

After the bank collapse, in Norway, Finland and Sweden assets of the fallen Icelandic
banks were quickly sold, sometimes for a fraction of their real worth, with local
businessmen in some cases apparently receiving special favours from the authorities.
1. Icelandic Investments in the Nordic Countries
When Kaupthing and the other two Icelandic banks, Landsbanki and Glitnir, started
expanding abroad in the early 2000s, they sought to define themselves as Nordic
rather than Icelandic banks.1 This was perhaps not surprising because the four other
Nordic countries, Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Finland, are in many ways much
closer to Iceland than other European countries: Iceland originally had been settled
mostly from Western Norway, and briefly it had been a tributary of the Swedish king,
and for centuries a Danish dependency. From the 1870s to the beginning of the First
World War, the three Scandinavian countries (and Iceland as a part of the Danish
realm) formed what was for most purposes a common market with a single currency,
as the three Scandinavian countries maintained a monetary union with
interchangeable and equivalent “Crowns” (kroner, kronor or kronur), all based on the
gold standard. Danish, mutually intelligible with Norwegian and Swedish, was long
the first foreign language in Icelandic schools, and many Icelanders were educated or
had worked in the three Scandinavian countries.
While the five Nordic countries each went her own way during the Second World
War and while the three Scandinavian countries could not agree on establishing a
defence alliance after the War, the Nordic Council, a symbol of shared values and
common aspirations and mostly a forum for cultural cooperation, was set up in 1952,
with Finland joining in 1955. More importantly, from the Icelandic bankers’ point of
view, all five Nordic countries were members of the European Economic Area, EEA,
which was supposed to be an internal market governed by the same rules, “on the
basis of equality and reciprocity,” irrespective of the nationality of individual
businesses, even if Norway and Iceland, unlike Sweden, Denmark and Finland,
remained outside the European Union, EU.2
The rapidly expanding Icelandic banks were received coolly in the other four Nordic
countries, however. Even if they brought considerable amounts of money into the
1
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local economies, they were regarded by many as upstarts or even intruders. “Their
aggressive tactics, most akin to American broker-dealers, were bound to stir
resentment in Scandinavia,” Kaupthing’s Chief Economist Asgeir Jonsson says.3
When the Icelandic banks started also to collect retail deposits in the Nordic
countries, the hostility of local competitors increased, although the money was
mainly invested in local businesses. Be that as it may, the idea of an internal market
governed by the same rules, with no discrimination between businesses in terms of
nationality, was put severely to the test during the Icelandic bank collapse. Then the
Icelanders suddenly discovered that they were treated differently than local
businessmen, at least in Norway, Finland and Denmark, with the foreseeable result
that assets of the Icelandic banks were sold at very low prices, a fact which was then
used against the Icelandic bankers to demonstrate their foolhardiness.
Interesting moral questions arise in such a situation: Would the banks and financial
firms in the Nordic countries owned by Icelandic banks have survived if they had
received similar help as local companies could expect? When local authorities
favoured local businesses over the Icelandic ones, were they acting in the spirit of the
EEA Agreement? Were local businessmen playing by the rules, and just acting as
alert entrepreneurs, when they seized the opportunities to capture the assets of the
Icelandic banks at bargain prices? Some guidance to answering these questions may
be sought in the works of the philosophers St. Thomas Aquinas, Friedrich A. Hayek
and Robert Nozick, discussed in Chapter 10. In this and the following chapter, the
facts of the matter are set out.
2. The Sale of Glitnir Bank in Norway
In Norway, Icelandic Glitnir had a strong presence. Glitnir’s Norwegian subsidiary,
Glitnir Bank ASA, had come into being by the purchase and subsequent merger of
two Norwegian banks, BNbank in Trondheim and Kredittbanken in Ålesund. Those
two banks had been bought by Icelandic Glitnir for NOK 3.4 billion in total. In
September 2008, Norwegian Glitnir had book value of equity amounting to NOK 3.1
billion. As a subsidiary, it was regulated by Norwegian authorities and paid taxes in
Norway. When Icelandic Glitnir collapsed on 7 October 2008, the NOK 2 billion
credit line which Norwegian Glitnir had from it was closed. The management of
Norwegian Glitnir contacted the Norwegian Financial Supervisory Authority, NFSA
(Kredittilsynet), to inform it that it anticipated liquidity problems. The Norwegian
central bank, Norges Bank, refused a request by Norwegian Glitnir to extend an
emergency credit line to it and referred it instead to the Norwegian Depositors’ and
Investors’ Guarantee Fund, NDIGF (Sikringsfondet). The NDIGF steering board
came from Norwegian financial firms. The NFSA informed the NDIGF board that it
considered Norwegian Glitnir solvent and recommended that the NDIGF support it
until the time a “structural solution” could be found.
The NDIGF board decided on 8 October 2008 to provide a credit line of NOK 5
billion to Norwegian Glitnir and to push for a ‘structural solution’ before 19 October
2008. The credit line was financed by Norges Bank and guaranteed by claims which
Norwegian Glitnir had on two of its Norwegian subsidiaries, dealing in household
and commercial mortgages considered very solid. To avoid possible problems arising
3
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out of Norwegian Glitnir’s existing loan covenants, the credit was not in the form of a
loan or an overdraft facility with collateral: It was the nominal purchase by the
NDIGF of Norwegian Glitnir’s safest assets with a repurchase option. According to
the minutes of the NDIGF board, “The board was also concerned that bank assets
would not be reduced in value by selling some parts of the bank in the meantime.”4
Apparently, Glitnir’s Icelandic resolution committee also received a clear message
from the NDIGF that the credit line would not be extended.5
From 8 to 19 October 2008, outflow from Norwegian Glitnir amounted to NOK 1.5
billion, less than one third of the total credit provided. When the NDIGF board met
again 19 October 2008, it concluded that the credit line was sufficient in amount. It
was extended to 22 October. At the 19 October 2008 meeting chairman of the board
Finn Haugan recused himself, since he was leading a consortium of savings
associations which in the meantime had made an offer for the bank. The board
decided to recommend accepting Haugan’s offer. There was another tentative offer,
from another Norwegian consortium of savings associations and mutual insurance
companies, but to prepare a final version of it was supposed to require more time.
The sale was concluded 21 October, with the consent of the Icelandic Glitnir
resolution committee. Haugan’s Sparebank 1 SMN bought 25% of the bank and other
members of the consortium the remaining 75%. The total price paid for the bank was
NOK 300 million, less than 10% of book value of equity. The sale was not handled
by Glitnir’s resolution committee in Iceland, but by a Norwegian company, Arctic
Securities ASA, led by Jon Gunnar Pedersen. Apparently, potential buyers were told
that they would only get the consent of Norwegian authorities to buy the bank if they
could guarantee 15 billion Norwegian kroner, the total sum of securities claims on
the bank which could be cancelled in the case of a change in ownership.6
After the sale, the credit line from NDIGF was extended to 5 November and then to
30 November. The new owners hastened to change its name to that of one of its
forerunners, BNbank. Three months later, in January 2009, they announced that the
bank was valued at NOK 2 billion. When interviewed by an Icelandic newspaper on
this extraordinay increase in value over such a short time, Finn Haugan pointed out
that he had recused himself from decisions in the NDIGF about the credit line to
Glitnir and asserted that he had had no information about how long it was to be in
force, only that it was to be for a limited period of time. “Everybody could make a
bid for the bank, and some did. The biggest offer was 300 million.” He thought there
was nothing wrong with the price. “Glitnir in Iceland was in trouble and could not
support the Norwegian subsidiary. The Norwegian subsidiary was however perfectly
4
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sound, and everybody knew that. But as the mother company could not support its
subsidiary, the subsidiary had to be sold.”7 A Norwegian business magazine called
the purchase “a real bargain”.8 The chairman of the board of Haugan’s company said
to the magazine: “The purchase of Glitnir Bank was a very good strategic move. It
was one of the cheapest bank purchases in the whole of Europe, and it was done by
the savings associations with Haugan as the leader.”9 However, Arni Tomasson,
chairman of Glitnir’s resolution committee, told an Icelandic newspaper that neither
he nor anyone else on the committee had known that Finn Haugan had been both
chairman of the NDIGF board—the body which in effect forced the quick sale of the
bank—and leader of the consortium that bought the bank. Tomasson added that the
resolution committee had tried to avoid at all cost that the Norwegian subsidiary
would go into receivership because then a £600 million loan from the Icelandic
mother company to this Norwegian subsidiary which was due in the summer of 2009
would perhaps not have been paid.10
3. The Sale of Glitnir Securities and Other Activities in Norway
Another Norwegian subsidiary of Icelandic Glitnir was Glitnir Securities. Its book
value of equity was about NOK 200 million in early October 2008, when Glitnir
collapsed. Immediately afterwards, Sveinung Hartvedt, Executive Vice President of
Glitnir Markets, formed a management team offering to buy the company. Hartvedt
told a Norwegian newspaper that the price would be “fair” and applauded Glitnir’s
resolution committee in Iceland for its “flexibility”.11 The group under Hartvedt’s
leadership bought Glitnir Securities on 12 October for NOK 50 million, one fourth of
the company’s book value of equity. Glitnir’s Icelandic resolution committee thought
that it had no option but to sell: In the circumstances the managers could simply leave
the company and take with them the major clients and the knowledge of the
company’s operations.12 Eight days later, the new owners sold 50,01% of the
company to the investment company RS Platou ASA for NOK 50 million.13 In other
words, the management team that bought the company ended up with paying nothing
for owning half of a sizeable Norwegian financial firm. According to Norwegian
sources this had been the plan all the time.14 The two companies were merged into a
company under the name of RS Platou Markets ASA. It probably facilitated the two
deals that Glitnir Securities and RS Platou ASA both were located in the same
building, Haakon VII’s gate 10, in Oslo so the staff had had ample opportunities to
get acquainted. Only a few months after the merger, Hartvedt sold his shares in the
7
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company and started his own brokerage.
The two other Icelandic banks also had a presence in Norway. Both Kaupthing and
Landsbanki had initiated deposit collection in their Norwegian branches, although
only Kaupthing had started it in its Edge accounts. Since deposits in the Edge
accounts were collected in a branch, they were guaranteed by the Icelandic
Depositors’ and Investors’ Guarantee Fund, IDIGF, up to the EEA minimum
requirement of €20,887, while there was an additional guarantee by the Norwegian
fund, NDIGF, up to NOK 2 million (so-called topping up). At the end of September
2008, deposits in Kaupthing’s Edge Accounts in Norway amounted to a total of €239
million or almost NOK 2 billion.15 When Kaupthing collapsed 9 October, the
NDIGF, backed by the Norwegian government, guaranteed all deposits, also that part
of them nominally covered by the Icelandic Fund which in the circumstances was
seen as unable to fulfil its obligations. Kaupthing’s Norwegian branch was put into
administration. Most deposits were transferred to other banks and others were paid
out. In March 2009, the Icelandic Kaupthing estate had paid back all outlays by the
NDIGF. The Director of the NFSA, Bjørn Skogstad Aamo, publicly contrasted the
successful cooperation between the Norwegian and Icelandic authorities with the
heavy-handed treatment of Iceland, including the use of an Anti-Terrorism Act, by
the British authorities.16
Aamo and other Norwegian officials and politicians seem however to have been
under the same mistaken impression about the Icelandic Emergency Act of 6 October
2008 as UK Chancellor Alistair Darling: They thought that foreign depositors were
being discriminated against by the Act, whereas it in fact expressly established the
priority of their claims, whether Norwegian, British or Icelandic, over those of other
creditors such as the CBI and bondholders.17 Aamo suggested, also, that after the
collapse “the Icelanders” were busy transferring assets from other countries to
Iceland. The truth of the matter was rather that local authorities in some countries,
including Norway, were bringing about the transfer of Icelandic-owned assets in their
countries at very low prices to well-connected local businessmen.
4. The Sale of FIM in Finland
Glitnir Bank and Glitnir Securities were not the only Nordic examples of real
bargains for local businessmen as a result of the Icelandic bank collapse. Such
examples could also be found in Finland. In February 2007 Icelandic Glitnir had
bought Finnish investment services group FIM for €341 million.18 The name was
changed to Glitnir Corporation, while the firm remained Finnish, subject to Finnish
law, paying taxes in Finland and being covered by the Finnish deposit-guarantee
scheme. The book value of equity of Glitnir Corporation was €108 million at the end
15
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of 2007 (much less than its price earlier in the year, which means that an Icelandic
bank had been pumping €233 million into the Finnish economy). Finnish Glitnir
faced the same liquidity problem after the 7 October 2008 collapse of the mother
company in Iceland as other subsidiaries and branches of Icelandic banks. A week
after the collapse, 14 October 2008, the Finnish Financial Supervisory Authority,
FFSA—a unit within the Central Bank of Finland, CBF, with some independence—
practically forced the Glitnir resolution committee to sell Finnish Glitnir to a
consortium of the firm’s employees for €3,000.19 They changed the name back to
FIM, and at the end of 2008, the book value of equity was €43 million, less than half
the book value of equity at the end of 2007, but of course much higher than the price
of €3,000 for which the staff had bought the bank.20
One of the first actions of the new owners of FIM, the former Glitnir Corporation,
was to obtain permission publicly to use a certificate that the company was truly
Finnish.21 At the end of 2009, the book value of equity had increased to €49.8
million, and at the end of 2010 to €50.6 million.22 The value of the bank continued to
increase as the international financial markets recovered. In May 2013, the owners—
the employees who bought the firm 14 October 2008—sold the firm to the Finnish
bank S-Pankki, the bank of Finland’s cooperative movement, for €200 million.23 This
was an enormous profit in only four and a half years, more than €199 million. The
FFSA refused to answer any enquiries for this report about these transactions.24
5. The Sale of Other Icelandic Assets in Finland
Three other financial firms in Finland were owned by Icelandic banks. In 2007, the
investment bank Straumur-Burdaras bought eQ Bank for €260 million, a price far
above the book value of equity which was in 2007 €71 million.25 Again, this meant
that an Icelandic bank had been pumping money into the Finnish economy. As a
subsidiary and not a branch, eQ Bank was regulated by the FFSA. It specialised in
internet brokerage and asset management for retail clients.26 Landsbanki had a small
Finnish branch which mostly did securities intermediation. Already in 2001,
Kaupthing had moved into Finland when it bought the investment company Sofi,
paying with its own shares worth €23 million.27 In 2003, it bought a controlling share
19
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in another Finnish investment company, Norvestia, also paying with its own shares
worth 62 million.28 Kaupthing Bank Oyj received its licence and started operating as
a subsidiary in 2004, but in 2008 it merged with the parent company and became its
Finnish branch. Kaupthing’s Finnish branch provided investment services and from
November 2007, while still a subsidiary, it also started collecting deposits into Edge
accounts. Since the deposits were collected by a branch and not a subsidiary, they
were mainly covered by the Icelandic guarantee scheme and only partly by the
Finnish one. At the end of September 2008, these deposits amounted to a total of
€134 million.29 They were all invested in Finland.
Monday 6 October 2008, with the mounting crisis in the Icelandic banking sector, the
FFSA prohibited Glitnir Bank, Kaupthing Bank Branch and eQ Bank from
transferring assets out of Finland to their parent banks or to foreign subsidiaries of
their parent groups. On 9 October 2008, in the morning, Finnish depositors in
Kaupthing’s Edge accounts could not access them, as the parent bank had closed
down its online banking connection. Consequently, the FFSA suspended the
operations of the Kaupthing Finnish Branch, with the consent of the IFSA. On 20
October 2008 the Kaupthing Finnish Branch started again providing investment
services, but the deposits remained inaccessible. The Finnish authorities—the FFSA,
the Central Bank of Finland, the Finnish Finance Ministry and the Finnish Deposit
Guarantee Fund—considered two options for the retail activities of the Kaupthing
Finnish Branch, to have recourse to the Finnish deposit-guarantee scheme or to
ensure branch liquidity with a loan guaranteed against branch assets.
The conclusion was that the three largest Finnish commercial banks, OP-Pohjola
Group, Nordea Bank Finland and Sampo bank, organised a loan of about €100
million which was used to pay out all deposits other than those of other financial
institutions. Total claims, or deposits with accrued interest, amounted to about €115
million. Of guaranteed deposits, about €67 million would have fallen within the
Icelandic deposit-guarantee scheme and about €3 million within the Finnish scheme,
because the IDIGF covered deposits up to €20,887, and the Finnish scheme covered
deposits up to €25,000.30 As security, the three banks received the Kaupthing Finnish
Branch’s loan portfolios and other asset items. The banks committed themselves to
bearing the financial risks of the loan issuance, in case the assets did not fully cover
the loan repayment. The Finnish government guaranteed however that they would not
have to bear the legal risks, if there was a successful challenge to this action. This
meant that if some amounts of money, for legal reasons, were claimed back from
depositors (for example from other creditors of the bank, such as bondholders), the
Finnish government would reimburse those depositors. At the end of October 2008,
full reimbursement was paid out to depositors, with interest. Of course, neither
Finnish Kaupthing’s deposits or assets vanished into thin air. It seems that this
resolution of the problem implied, or at least facilitated, the transfer of Finnish
Kaupthing’s deposits and its assets to the three largest Finnish commercial banks.
28
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They gained new customers, both depositors and borrowers.
The investment services of Kaupthing’s Finnish branch were performing well. They
were run efficiently and profitably by a staff of seventeen. In 2007, this unit looked
after 12% of the total assets managed by Kaupthing which then registered a total
profit of ISK 7.511 million or €82 million.31 The 2007 profit of the asset management
unit in Finland alone would presumably therefore have been around €10 million. An
individual company generating that amount of net income would probably be worth
about €100 million, to use a rule of thumb. But this was of course in the midst of the
bubble. At the end of October 2008, the asset management portfolio was sold to
Finnish savings bank Aktia Bank Plc for an undisclosed price. The seventeen
employees in the asset management division became partners in Aktia Institutional
Services, continuing for a while as an independent group and later being integrated
into Aktia Asset Management. A part of Kaupthing’s loan portfolio was also sold.
The remainder of the loan portfolio was transferred to the parent company in Iceland.
The branch was closed down at the end of January.32 It is fair to assume that
Kaupthing’s asset management division might have been worth at least half what
Kaupthing paid for Sofi and Norvestia, or around €42 million. It is also fair to
assume, even if the price paid for the unit was not disclosed, that it was not much
above the price the staff paid for Glitnir Corporation in Finland, or €3,000. Therefore,
this seems to have been yet another real bargain for local businessmen.
Another bargain was offered to them in March 2009, when the IFSA took over
Straumur-Burdaras Investment Bank. Two months later, the bank’s Finnish
subsidiary, eQ Bank, was sold to Nordnet for €37 million, or about 15% of the price
which Straumur-Burdaras had paid for it.33 It should be noted that if that proportion
of the original purchase price had been paid for Kaupthing’s asset management unit,
the combined price for Sofi and Norvestia, then this would have amounted to about
€12–13 million.
6. The Sale of Icelandic Assets in Sweden
The treatment of the subsidiaries and branches of Icelandic banks by authorities in
Sweden was somewhat different from that in Norway and Finland. In 2000,
Kaupthing started operating a subsidiary in Stockholm. A year later, it bought a small
securities company, Aragon, for SEK 230 million. In 2002, it merged that company
with JP Nordiska Bank, becoming in return its biggest shareholder, with 28% of the
shares. Subsequently Kaupthing took the bank over, paying with its own shares, but
offering a nominal price which was 40% above the current market price of shares in
JP Nordiska. It paid SEK 720 million for the 72% it did not already own. The new
bank was called Kaupthing Sverige. For the take-over, Kaupthing was fiercely
criticised, not least after the JP Nordiska director and some of his staff were fired by
the new owners. One investor objected to the Icelandic take-over on the ground that
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the Swedish stock market was “not a fish market”.34 Over the next five years, the
bank’s balance sheet increased from 2 to 20 billion SEK. In December 2007,
Kaupthing started in Sweden to collect deposits in its Edge accounts, but through its
local branch, not its subsidiary. The deposits were therefore covered by the Icelandic
rather than the Swedish guarantee scheme. At the end of September 2008, these
deposits amounted in total to €262 million.35
In early October 2008, Kaupthing’s subsidiary and branch experienced liquidity
problems which their parent company in Iceland was unable to resolve. Both the
Swedish Financial Services Authority, SFSA, and the Swedish central bank,
Riksbanken, determined that the Swedish operations of Kaupthing were essentially
sound. Unlike their Norwegian and Finnish counterparts, Riksbanken decided to
provide Kaupthing with liquidity, consisting in a credit line of up to SEK 5 billion.
Riksbanken took collateral in Kaupthing’s assets in Sweden.36 Thus the Swedish
authorities did not force a fire sale of the assets. It may have helped that at the same
time, the Riksbanken had to provide another Swedish bank, the struggling Carnegie
Investment Bank, with liquidity, also consisting in a credit line of up to SEK 5
billion. Unlike Carnegie Bank, however, Kaupthing Sverige was liquidated.
Depositors in the Edge accounts were compensated, and in December 2008
Kaupthing’s Swedish subsidiary was sold to Ålandsbanken, or rather its 20,000
personal customers, whereas the more risky business customers were transferred to
the parent company. Ålandsbanken paid SEK 388 million for it, or a little less than
half the book value of equity which was then SEK 832 million. This was a much
higher proportion of book value of equity than Icelandic-owned assets had been sold
for in Norway and Finland. The credit extended from the Riksbanken to Kaupthing
Sverige was promptly paid back: It had only needed SEK 1.5 billion of the 5 billion
provided.37
Glitnir also operated in Sweden. In 2006, it bought the brokerage Fischer Partners for
34
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SEK 425 million and changed its name to Glitnir Sverige. Anders Holmgren was
hired as CEO. Almost immediately after the bank collapse in Iceland in early October
2008, Glitnir Sverige was put up for sale. While it had a book value of equity of SEK
190 million, it was sold to HQ Bank for SEK 60 million, or less than one third of
book value of equity. HQ Bank registered an almost instant profit of SEK 84 million
by taking over Glitnir, as its CEO, Mikael König, publicly acknowledged. If the
company had not been acquired, then HQ Bank would have made a hefty loss in the
last quarter of 2008.38 König also said that the deal had been reached in cooperation
with the staff at Glitnir.39 It must have facilitated the deal that Glitnir Sverige’s CEO,
Anders Holmgren, was the brother-in-law of Mats Qviberg, one of the two chief
owners of HQ bank (which was named after him and his business partner Sven
Hagströmer). Qviberg is however unapologetic about his relationship with Holmgren:
“So far as a decision is businesslike and for the benefit of the shareholders, I would
defend nepotism to the end. A person to whom one has a relationship and who is also
competent—I cannot see anything wrong with that.”40 But now the old adage ‘Easy
come, easy go’ seemed to apply. HQ Bank was seen as taking on far too much risk,
and in August 2010 the Swedish FSA revoked its licence. It was then acquired by
Carnegie Bank which had been recapitalised after temporary difficulties.
7. Help to Local Banks in the Nordic Countries
At the same time as authorities in the Nordic countries refused to provide Icelandicowned local banks or financial firms with liquidity, they undertook several measures
to increase the liquidity of other local banks, with the assistance of the US Federal
Reserve Board and the ECB. Norway was not as vulnerable to the international
financial crisis as the other Nordic countries because of her vast oil fund and
relatively small banking sector. Nevertheless, in the last quarter of 2008, Norges
Bank had to provide Norwegian banks with liquidity in foreign currency, $9.9 billion
and €4.8 billion. In the first quarter of 2009, Norges Bank had to provide the banks
with $8 billion.41 It also increased its liquidity provision to banks in terms of quantity,
maturity (extending the loan period) and relaxation of rules on collateral.42
Finland, the only Nordic country using the euro, also felt the credit crunch. In
November 2008, Finnish authorities announced a temporary bank liabilities guarantee
scheme of up to €50 billion which was extended and amended several times. The
European Commission commented: “In particular, the scheme provides for nondiscriminatory access as it will be open to all solvent Finnish deposit and mortgage
banks, including Finnish subsidiaries of foreign banks.”43 By this time, Finnish
Glitnir, a subsidiary of a foreign bank, and solvent by all accounts, had of course
been sold to staff members for a pittance. The Finnish guarantee scheme turned out to
38
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be insufficient, however, and in May 2009, Finnish authorities announced a capital
injection scheme for Finnish banks of up to €4 billion.
Sweden also had to deal with the financial turmoil. At the end of October 2008,
Swedish authorities announced a guarantee scheme for Swedish banks of up to €150
billion. In February 2009, Riksbanken announced a recapitalisation scheme for
Swedish banks. As already noted, Riksbanken provided direct liquidity assistance to
two banks in Sweden, Swedish Kaupthing and Carnegie, practically taking them over
and later selling them off. While Riksbanken in October 2008 refused to implement
the currency swap deal it had made with the CBI, it made and implemented currency
swap deals of SEK 10 billion with the Estonian central bank and of €375 million with
the Latvian central bank (of a total €500 million swap deal made between the
Swedish and Danish central banks on the one hand and the Latvian central bank on
the other hand).44 In the international financial crisis of 2007-8, Estonia and Latvia
had, by rapid growth sustained partly by heavy borrowing, encountered similar
problems as Iceland. Swedish and Danish banks had a significant presence there.
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Chapter Eight

Sale of FIH Bank in Denmark

In Denmark, the most significant Icelandic-owned asset was Kaupthing’s FIH Bank.
As this Danish bank was used as collateral for an emergency loan from the CBI to
Kaupthing during the bank collapse, its value has been an issue of some controversy
in Iceland.1 Therefore a more extensive discussion is required about it than about the
other Nordic cases.
1. Kaupthing Buys FIH Bank
In 1958, FIH Bank had been founded as ‘Finansieringsinstituttet for Industri og
Håndværk A/S.’ Its main purpose was to issue medium- and long-term loans to
industrial companies with collateral in their machinery. Its founders were the Central
Bank of Denmark (Danmarks Nationalbank), the Confederation of Danish Industries
and Danish pension funds and insurance companies. In 1988, stocks in FIH Bank
were first listed on the Copenhagen Stock Exchange. In 1999, the Swedish bank
Svenske Förenings-Sparbanken (Swedbank) became a majority stockholder through
the company FI-Holding. Consequently, in 2000, FIH Bank withdrew its listing from
the stock exchange. In the spring of 2004, it became clear that Swedbank wanted to
sell its shares in FIH bank. The management team of the Icelandic investment bank
Kaupthing had not even been alerted to this, but as soon as they heard about the
imminent sale, they set their eyes on it. “FIH was a high-quality operation and we
saw various possibilities in expanding its business, both by adding new services to
the Danish clientele and by using FIH as a platform to consolidate our Nordic
operations,” Kaupthing’s Armann Thorvaldsson explained.2 This would however be a
very big acquisition for a company like Kaupthing, then quite small.
Morgan Stanley handled the sale process for Swedbank. At the end of April 2004
Kaupthing made an initial bid for DKK 8–8.5 billion (£700–750 million). Many
bidders participated in the initial process. The FIH management team was keener on
the bid from Iceland than on those from Danish financial institutions which would
probably not expand the operations of the bank, but rather merge them with their own
operations. In early June 2004 Kaupthing submitted a bid, after due diligence, for 8.3
billion DKK (£730 million). Morgan Stanley contacted the Icelandic negotiation team
and told them that Kaupthing could buy FIH Bank for DKK 8.5 billion (£750
million); and the two parties agreed on that price with handshakes at a meeting. But a
few days later, Morgan Stanley told the Kaupthing team that they had unexpectedly
received a higher bid for the bank. The Kaupthing people soon found out that the new
bidder was another Icelandic bank, Landsbanki. Morgan Stanley now offered the
shares to Kaupthing for DKK 9.5 billion (£850 million, or €1.4 billion), which was
For example, Stefan Olafsson, Kaupthingslanid — Svorin sem vantar [The Kaupthing Loan: The
Unanswered Questions]. Blog 23 February 2015.
http://blog.pressan.is/stefano/2015/02/23/kaupthingslanid-svorin-sem-vantar/
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slightly lower than the Landsbanki bid, and the Kaupthing people felt that they had
no choice but to accept this offer. It later turned out that the Landsbanki people had
had no idea that they had been bidding against Kaupthing.3
The DFSA, Danish Financial Services Authority, set strict ‘ring-fencing’
preconditions for accepting the deal: The operations of FIH Bank would be
independent of those of the Icelandic parent company and that it would continue as a
mainly Danish bank.4 On 14 June 2004 Kaupthing bought FIH Bank from Swedbank
for €1.4 billion. (In the deal, minor stockholders were also bought out.)5 It was a
significant step for Kaupthing. That year, the balance sheet or total lending of FIH
Bank amounted to €7,137 million, and its book value of equity was €671 million.
Kaupthing therefore bought the company for more than double the book value of
equity. Lars Johansen continued as the bank’s director. The bank had in total 165
employees. In the next four years, the bank grew considerably and was profitable. It
expanded from its traditional corporate lending into investment banking, establishing
two business units, Capital Markets and Corporate Finance. In 2008, its total lending
amounted to €9,746 million, and the book value of equity was €1,048 million.6 In the
beginning of 2008, the bank had in total 335 employees,7 many of whom were then
laid off as a result of the financial crisis.
2. FIH Bank Provided with Liquidity
After the Icelandic banks started their rapid slide towards collapse in late September
2008, they all asked the CBI for emergency loans in foreign currency. In discussions
between Prime Minister Geir H. Haarde and CBI Governor David Oddsson it came
out that Oddsson personally thought Landsbanki might be the least bad option in the
circumstances. But when Oddsson asked Landsbanki’s Managing Director Sigurjon
Th. Arnason how far a large loan in foreign currency to the bank would take it,
Arnason admitted that quite soon the bank might need additional liquidity.8
Kaupthing, as the largest Icelandic bank, was another, and to some a more plausible,
option. It informed the CBI that it urgently needed €500 million, mainly to meet
demands by the British FSA for increased liquidity in its UK subsidiary, KSF.9 As
collateral, it offered its shares in FIH Bank. After the Kaupthing managers told the
CBI governors that it was the will of the government to try and save Kaupthing by an
emergency loan, Governor Oddsson called Prime Minister Haarde who confirmed
that he thought this was worth trying. Oddsson told Haarde that he believed that the
3
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situation was hopeless and that the loan to Kaupthing would never be repaid, but that
the CBI would take good collateral against it.10 Kaupthing’s Armann Thorvaldsson
writes: “Through pressure from the Prime Minister, the Central Bank agreed on the
Monday to lend €500 million against the shares in FIH, our Danish subsidiary.”11
Governor Oddsson called his Danish counterpart, Nils Bernstein, and asked him
whether FIH Bank would be acceptable as a collateral for a loan of €500 million to its
parent company, Kaupthing. Governor Bernstein said that he thought so, but he
wanted to check this with the Danish Financial Supervisory Authority
(Finanstilsynet), DFSA. Soon thereafter Bernstein called Oddsson back with the
message that this was indeed a sound collateral, which should not be surprising, as
the FIH Bank book value of equity at that time was more than €1 billion. Oddsson
then made sure that the collateral taken by the CBI in FIH Bank was general: This
implied that it was a collateral against all legitimate potential claims by the CBI on
Kaupthing. The two other CBI governors agreed with him that in the circumstances,
and since the government wanted this, Kaupthing should be given a chance. As
Oddsson explained on television the day after, Tuesday 7 October, the three
governors did not want the largest Icelandic bank to be seen falling for the sole
reason that the CBI was being too inflexible.12
In the afternoon of Monday 6 October, staff members at Kaupthing and the CBI
worked on the deal. Kaupthing’s lawyer contacted the Danish Business Registry staff
and informed them that FIH had been taken as a general collateral for a loan to
Kaupthing. In the CBI, the necessary paperwork for the collateral was finished in the
afternoon of Monday 6 October 2008. The loan was for four days, bearing an interest
of 9.4%.13 Governor Oddsson also asked the officials preparing the Emergency Act
then about to be laid before Parliament to insert into the bill a clause about a general
permission for the CBI to take over and operate financial firms. While this was not
specifically prohibited by law, he thought that it would be advisable to be able to rely
on such a clause, if the CBI had to take FIH Bank over. However, there was political
resistance to such a general permission for the CBI (most likely rooted in the Social
Democrats’ antagonism towards Oddsson), and in the draft of the Emergency Act,
prepared at the Business Affairs Ministry, there was only a clause that the CBI was
permitted to own FIH Bank. Governor Oddsson insisted that this clause should be
removed: an individual company like that should not be named specifically in a legal
10
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act. But the officials then took out also the general permission for the CBI to own
financial firms.14
Monday 6 October 2008, in the late afternoon, the €500 million emergency loan to
Kaupthing was paid out in three transfers from the CBI’s account in New York to
Kaupthing’s account with Deutsche Bank in Frankfurt. At the time, Kaupthing was
trying to reach an agreement with the British FSA which had threatened to close
down the Kaupthing subsidiary KSF unless more liquidity was provided. When, in
the morning of Wednesday 8 October, the FSA closed down KSF and transferred its
online accounts to a Dutch competitor, without warning or consultation, Kaupthing
decided to use the money to try and maintain operations in other countries. It used
€200 million to pay back a loan from the Swedish Central Bank, and the remainder to
strengthen the financial position of individual subsidiaries and branches, in
Luxembourg, Finland, Norway and elsewhere.15 As a result of the fall of KSF in
London, Thursday 9 October Kaupthing was taken over by the IFSA and could not
pay back the €500 million loan to the CBI. Hence, the Kaupthing Resolution
Committee took possession of FIH Bank, but in close cooperation with the CBI. FIH
Bank was then the fifth largest bank in Denmark in terms of its balance sheet,
employing 450 people.16
3. The CBI Sells FIH Bank
It was from the beginning the intention of the CBI to sell the bank at a favourable
moment. FIH Bank manager Lars Johansen publicly expressed the hope that the bank
could be sold for about the same price that Kaupthing bought it for, €1.4 billion;
whereas financial commentators in Denmark expected that it could be sold for its
book value of equity, for around €1 billion.17 The CBI hired JP Morgan to try and
start a selling process.18 But in the circumstances, in the midst of the international
financial crisis, FIH Bank did not have a lot of potential buyers, at least not for a
reasonable price for the seller. Since 2007, Denmark’s biggest pension fund, the
Labour Market Supplementary Pension Fund, ATP (Arbejdsmarkedets
Tillægspension), had provided the bank with liquidity, a credit line of DKK 15 billion
($2.6 billion or £1.6 billion), upon which in the present difficulties it had to draw.19
FIH bank was also included in the rescue packages offered by the Danish government
to the banks in the financial crisis. For FIH Bank this meant a capital injection of
DKK 1.9 billion (€256 million) in 2009 and a government guarantee of the bank’s
obligations amounting to about DKK 48 billion (€6.5 billion) at the end of 2010.20 In
mid-2009, Lars Johansen who had been at the helm of FIH Bank for eleven years,
retired. He was replaced by Henrik Sjøgreen who had worked in the bank since 1992.
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Hans Skov Christensen remained chairman of the board. He played a central role in
the Danish business community as managing director of the Confederation of Danish
Industries.21 Skov Christensen was closely tied to the Conservative National Party
(Konservativ Folkeparti), the junior partner in a long-lasting coalition government
with the conservative-liberal Left Party (Venstre).22
Having provided FIH Bank with liquidity, ATP had an interest in gaining control of
the bank. The Danish government also wanted to transfer control of the bank from the
Kaupthing Resolution Committee and the CBI to Danish companies. ATP informed
the government however that if it was to participate in a bid for the bank, the Danish
law prohibiting a pension fund from owning more than 50% of a financial company
had to be changed. The government duly obliged.23 In the autumn of 2010, attempts
to sell FIH Bank were resumed. The international capital fund Triton, with the
participation of five Danish pension funds, expressed interest in FIH Bank which
meant that there were at least two potential buyers.24 In Denmark, FIH Bank was
widely seen as an attractive investment. The bank had lost money in 2009 because of
massive write-offs related to the crisis, but it was expected to make a decent profit in
2010. More importantly, FIH Bank had a book value of equity of almost DKK 8
billion (€1.1 billion) minus the loan from the CBI of half that amount, or DKK 4
billion.25
What complicated the sale process was that the government guarantee to the bank of
up to DKK 50 billion was only valid until 30 September 2010, and after that there
were fears of a run on the bank, according to the Danish press, as indeed on other
Danish banks, if the guarantee would not be extended. The government agency
overseeing the bank guarantees, the Financial Stability Company (Finansiel
Stabilitet), put pressure on the CBI and the Icelandic government, now led by new
people, Governor Mar Gudmundsson at the CBI, Prime Minister Johanna
Sigurdardottir and Finance Minister Steingrimur J. Sigfusson. An anonymous source
told Danish business newspaper Børsen: “The Icelandic government has simply
received an ultimatum: FIH has to be sold before the bank guarantee from Bank
Package One runs out 30 September this year. The Danish government does not want
to participate any longer in a lottery where Danmark takes the risk of a gigantic bill
and massive problems if FIH Bank will take a turn to the worse.”26
The deadline for delivering bids on FIH Bank was set to 16 September 2010, with the
Danish Financial Stability Company reserving the right to veto any potential buyer,
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by refusing to extend government guarantees.27 The CBI, under Mar Gudmundsson,
and the Danish authorities decided that the bank should be sold to the consortium led
by ATP. According to Danish journalists, the Kaupthing Resolution Committee
preferred the other bid, by Triton and its partners, but the CBI overruled it, certainly
with the consent of the Danish authorities.28 The deal was apparently concluded at the
Copenhagen Airport Hilton in the afternoon of 16 September 2010 and announced on
18 September 2010. The price was nominally DKK 5 billion (€670 million).
However, only DKK 1.9 billion (€255 million) was paid out to the Icelandic seller.
The rest, up to DKK 3.1 billion (€414 million), was to be determined by the loss
which FIH Bank might make on its balance sheet from 30 June 2010 to 31 December
2014. This total loss would be subtracted from the price, whereas a possible profit of
FIH from owning Axcel III fund would be added to the price.29 The Triton bid was
for a lower total price, but for a higher bonus if FIH Bank would turn out to be
profitable in the long run.30 Of the shares, ATP bought about half, the holding
company PF I A/S bought the other half, while a tiny fraction of shares was being
held by the FIH director. PF I A/S was a holding company for two pension funds,
PFA in Denmark and Folksam in Sweden, each with 40% of the shares, and for a
Danish venture capitalist, Christian P. Dyvig, with 20%.31 JP Morgan advised the
CBI on the deal, along with the Danish law firm Kromann Reumert and the Icelandic
Lex.
4. The Controversial Strategy of the New Owners
“The buyers used the oldest trick in the book,” former Kaupthing board chairman
Sigurdur Einarsson says. “This was a time of uncertainty, but in order to knock down
the price, they vastly exaggerated the number of bad assets which the bank possessed
and the risks involving in buying it. The CBI people were deceived. It was in essence
a sound bank. Dyvig knew what he was doing.”32 The Danish venture capitalist
Christian Dyvig who bought 10% of FIH Bank in 2010 was a well-known
businessman. Born in 1964, he graduated in law from the University of Copenhagen
in 1987. He then was an attorney for Reumert & Partnere (later Kromann Reumert)
for a few years, whereupon he studied business administration, graduating from the
IMD Business School in Switzerland in 1992. He then worked for Morgan Stanley,
first in London as an investment banker, then in mergers and acquisitions in
Frankfurt. In 2003, Dyvig moved again to Denmark, becoming manager and partner
of Nordic Capital until 2009. Making successful investments in the years preceding
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the financial crisis, he amassed a personal fortune.33 Dyvig had from the beginning
been interested in FIH Bank. Already in the spring of 2009 he had gone to Iceland
and had a secret meeting with acting CBI Governor Svein Harald Øygaard about a
possible purchase of the bank. His rival bidders for the bank only learned at the last
stage of the sale process about his trip to Iceland, to their surprise and dismay.34
The new owner team took possession of the bank on 6 January 2011. It did not waste
any time. The deputy director of ATP, Bjarne Graven Larsen, immediately became
co-director of the bank with Henrik Sjøgren. Together, they set about implementing a
new strategy for the bank which was to reduce its balance sheet, to liquidate risky
engagements and to write off bad loans. Lars Rohde, director of ATP, made the new
owners’ agenda quite clear publicly. It was to realise all possible credit losses in the
bank during the period from 30 June 2010 to 31 December 2014. Therefore, the bank
started to liquidate mortgages in the bank. The liquidation process was called “brutal”
by the Danish press. Rohde was unrepentant, however: “We act on market terms. We
are expected to protect the short-term and long-term interests of pensioneers. This is
the background for what we do. ATP is not a charity organisation. And the Icelanders
have a ‘first right of refusal’. This means that they can take the mortgages over if they
think we are too tough. So there is no open gap there.” 35 When Danish journalists
asked Finance Minister Steingrimur J. Sigfusson and Steinar Thor Gudgeirsson,
chairman of Kaupthing’s Resolution Committee, for comments, they had nothing to
say.36 It was however the CBI which had most at stake. Not only did it have to try
and recover more of its €500 million loan to Kaupthing than the €255 million already
paid by the new owners, but its collateral was also a general one, extending to other
possible debts owed to it by Kaupthing. However, the CBI had not asked for
representation on the FIH Bank board, or for any control over its operations; and now
it did not even protest. Many FIH Bank customers were unhappy about their
treatment by the bank.37 Some commentators also found it ironic that Rohde should
speak about “market terms” in light of the fact that FIH Bank had received strong
government support in the form of a government guarantee and a credit line during
the financial crisis and a special permission for ATP to own more than 50% in a
financial institution.38
In 2011, new kinds of shares in FIH banks were issued specially designed for the two
directors, Graven Larsen and Sjøgreen. Essentially, the owners of the new shares
would be entitled to all extra dividend after an annual dividend of 8% had be paid out
to existing shareholders. Graven Larsen and Sjøgreen each bought shares for DKK 9
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million.39 The well-known businessman Fritz Schur was also given the opportunity to
acquire these kinds of shares, and he did so, buying about 0.5% of the shares, for
about DKK ten million.40 Very much an insider in Danish society, with ties to the
Royal Family, Schur was not only board chairman of Christian Dyvig’s investment
company, but also of SAS Group, operating the Scandinavian airline, and of
Postnord. For a long time, Schur also led a forum of businessmen who supported the
Danish conservative-liberal party Venstre financially.41
5. The Liquidation of FIH Bank Assets
Banks hold many kinds of claims against their debtors, with different risk levels; and
risks can depend on time, as different asset prices between booms and bust illustrate.
Obviously, if a bank goes aggressively after some of its claims in a short period, it
will incur losses which it might have avoided if it had been more patient or
accommodating. The new owners of FIH Bank had a clear agenda, as Lars Rohde had
explained: It was not to minimise long-term losses, but to clear out all possible losses
in the period from 30 June 2010 to 31 December 2014. In 2012, Christian Dyvig
became chairman of the FIH Bank board, replacing Hans Skov Christensen and
forcefully implementing the new agenda. FIH Bank’s main problem if it was to stay
liquid was its commercial mortgages. After liquidating as much of them as it could in
the first fourteen months of the new ownership, in the spring of 2012 it negotiated a
deal with the Danish Financial Stability Company. This involved FIH Bank
transferring mortgage portfolios worth about DKK 17.1 billion (€2.3 billion) to the
Financial Stability Company, while continuing to manage the portfolios for a fee. The
deal which had a complex structure was announced on 2 March 2012. In Denmark it
was called “Bank Package Five”.
While the European Commission approved the deal temporarily, it decided that it
constituted state aid and that it might unduly favour FIH Bank and thus distort
competition in the financial sector. Therefore it initiated an investigation procedure
against the Danish government. In the next twenty months, FIH Bank responded in
many ways. In 2012, it reduced its balance sheet from €11.3 billion to €8.1 billion. In
2013, the bank repaid its capital injection of DKK 1.9 billion from the Danish state
and also outstanding government-guaranteed bonds. In December 2013, in order to
comply with the reservations of the EU Commissions about the deal, FIH Bank and
Danish authorities decided that FIH Bank would pay the Financial Stability Company
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DKK 425 million, 310 million in a cash transfer and the remainder by forgoing
administration fees from the Financial Stability Company.42
However, many were taken by surprise on 21 May 2014, when FIH Bank announced
that it had sold two thirds of its operations to a bank in Northern Jutland, Spar Nord.
The transaction meant that portfolios of about 900 customers, mostly small or
medium-size manufacturing companies, were transferred from FIH Bank to Spar
Nord, which took in effect over the FIH bank branches in Aarhus, Fredericia and
partly in Copenhagen. At the same time, 25 FIH Bank employees were laid off. As a
result, the balance sheet of the bank shrunk by about DKK 4 billion. It was also
announced that the rest of the bank would be slowly liquidated, with the exception of
the Corporate Finance Division which would be maintained.43 On 2 June 2014, FIH
Bank announced that it had transferred the portfolios of its 24 biggest customers to a
large Copenhagen bank, Nykredit Bank. As a result, the balance sheet of the bank
shrunk by another DKK 4 billion. In only eleven days, the bank had reduced its
balance sheet to less than half what it had been in 2012.44
In these two transactions, the bank did not transfer any of its book value of equity,
and it was expected that the remainder of its operations would not include heavy
losses. The bank had already paid back the loans which it had received from the
Danish government during the financial crisis and written down bad debt. In 2014,
also, FIH Bank also benefited from its investment fund Axcel III selling its shares in
the cosmetic firm Pandora, realising a profit of about DKK 180 million. In 2014, the
FIH Bank’s ownership of shares in other companies went down from DKK 813
million to 91 million.45
The Danish media noted that these transactions meant that the members of the
consortium which had bought FIH Bank in the autumn of 2010 would, in a few years,
enjoy a very good return on their investments, as they would probably be able to
realise most or all of the book value of equity, DKK 5,739 million ($870 million, or
€769 million) at the end of 2014.46 Christian P. Dyvig, having bought 10% of the
bank in 2010 for DKK 190 million, could expect to get in return 10% of the book
value of equity, or about DKK 570 million, and thus to make a profit of almost DKK
400 million. The two FIH directors, Bjarne Graven Larsen and Henrik Sjøgreen, also
could anticipate great benefits. They had each bought shares for about DKK 9
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million, and could expect to get a return each of about DKK 27 million.47 Again,
Fritz Schur who had bought the same kind of shares as the two directors for about
DKK 10 million would see a handsome net profit, about 20 million Danish kroner.
The team who bought FIH Bank from the CBI enjoyed an enhanced reputation in
Denmark as a result of their success. In 2013, Lars Rohde was appointed Chairman of
the Board of Governors in the CBD, the Central Bank of Denmark (Danmarks
Nationalbank). In 2015, Christian Dyvig made his first appearance on a list of the 100
richest people in Denmark, owning, according to reporters, DKK 1.1 billion.48
The owners of FIH Bank brought a case against the European Commission after the
Commission decided in March 2014 that while the 2012 transfer of mortgages from
FIH Bank to a Danish government agency had indeed constituted state aid, it was
compatible with the internal market in the light of the restructure of FIH Bank and its
commitments. After the European Commission decision, FIH Bank wanted back the
money it had repaid the Financial Stability Company in 2013.49 In September 2016,
the FIH owners won the case before the European Court which meant that the Danish
state had to return to them DKK 310 million, or €42 million, which they had paid the
Financial Stability Company.50 The outcome of the whole process was widely
criticised in Denmark. Commentators pointed out that the owners had not
recapitalised the bank, as they were expected to do. Instead, the Danish state had in
effect taken on most of the risk. Little or no mention was made however in Denmark
of the fact that the CBI had in October 2008 lent Kaupthing €500 and taken FIH
Bank, then with a book value of equity over €1 billion, as a general collateral for this
and other potential debts. When FIH bank had been sold in the autumn of 2010, the
buyers had only paid €255 million in cash, agreeing to an additional price of €414
million on the condition that there were no hidden losses in the bank. By aggressively
liquidating customers, the new owners had more or less reduced this additional price
to zero, while maintaining most of the bank’s equity. Thus, the team buying FIH
Bank had outwitted the representatives of both Danish and Icelandic taxpayers.
6. Help to Danish Banks
In the international financial crisis, Denmark was perhaps the most vulnerable of the
four other Nordic countries. Already in July 2008, the CBD had had to provide aid to
Roskilde Bank, Denmark’s 8th largest bank. Subsequently, in August the bank was
liquidated. The cost of the operation for the authorities is estimated to have been €1.4
billion.51 On 8 October 2008, the Danish government issued a blank guarantee of all
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financial firms in Denmark, not only for depositors, but also other creditors such as
bondholders. Four further bank rescue plans were eventually implemented. Individual
banks were also rescued or taken over. In May 2009, Danish authorities provided
Fionia Bank with a credit line of €685 million and a capital injection of €134 million.
The rescue effort failed, and Fionia Bank was eventually liquidated. In February
2011, Danish authorities took over Amagerbanken and the Faroese Eik Banken and
put them into liquidation. In October 2011, they took over Max Bank, a small bank in
south Zealand. In April 2012, two banks in Jutland, Vestjysk Bank and Aarhus Lokal
Bank, were merged with a €1.2 billion support from the Danish authorities.52 As
noted earlier, the Danish government provided credit to banks and other financial
firms of up to 100 billion Danish kroner (€13.5 billion), thereof 24 billion to Danske
Bank which was in grave danger of failing.53 In fact, 62 Danish banks, mostly small,
went under in the crisis. The total write-downs of financial institutions in 2008–11
amounted to 147 billion Danish kroner (€19 billion).54
The report of a 2012 investigation commission into the Danish financial crisis reads
in some places just like a description of the Icelandic bank crash. “On balance, the
pre-crisis years saw a large increase in risk-taking among the Danish financial
institutions. Lending rose sharply, also from an international perspective.” The
commission pointed out that “the financial sector attributed great importance to the
fact that regulation in Denmark was not stricter than abroad (‘level playing field’)”.
Indeed, the commission complained that the Danish “FSA adopted a relatively
‘mechanical’ approach to its review of the banks’ compliance with the legislation.”
As already pointed out, the commission found that the Danish central bank had rather
limited powers. “Nationalbanken has no way of effectively controlling the financial
institutions’ lending. Consequently, Nationalbanken could not have halted the growth
in lending during the years before the crisis even if it had considered there to be a
need to do so.” The situation was quite similar in Iceland, even if the SIC, Special
Investigation Commission, did not take this much into account. The Danish
commission also concluded that the risk created by the rapid growth of Denmark’s
largest bank by far, Danske Bank, mostly abroad, had been unacceptable.55
Banks in other Nordic countries were rescued or liquidated in an orderly process so
they did not have to suffer fire sales, like the Icelandic banks. In six of the seven
cases from the Nordic countries discussed here, potential losses from fire sales of
Icelandic-owned assets were suffered by the estates of the fallen banks and thus in
fact by the banks’ creditors, not least German banks. But in one case, that of FIH
Bank, the loss was incurred by the CBI and thus indirectly by the Icelandic taxpayers.
It is not easy to estimate the loss. It is clear however that if the CBI had done exactly
like the Danish buyers of FIH bank did, wound it down and then seized the remaining
book value of equity—since FIH Bank served as a general collateral to all debts by
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Kaupthing to the CBI—it would not have received €225 million as it did, but
something approaching at least €769 million, the book value of equity at the end of
2014.
7. Possible Other Scenarios for FIH Bank
In hindsight, it is perhaps surprising that the financially strong Icelandic pension
funds, with a lot of foreign assets, did not step in and buy FIH Bank or at least part of
it: This would have been the same profit opportunity for them as it was for the
Swedish pension fund, Folksam, which participated in the 2010 purchase of FIH
Bank. One explanation for this lack of initiative was probably that the bank collapse
came as such a shock to most Icelanders that for weeks and even months most
political and business leaders in Iceland were almost paralysed.
Other possibilities to recapture at least partly the losses incurred by the CBI from its
dealings with Kaupthing would have included a tentative deal explored in midOctober 2008 by former Kaupthing Chairman of the Board Sigurdur Einarsson, on
behalf of the Kaupthing Resolution Committee, whereby the SEK, Stockholm
Enskilda Banken, would buy all Kaupthing’s operations in the other four Nordic
countries for about €1 billion. It was clear from talks between Einarsson and Annika
Falkengren, the managing director of SEK, that SEK had genuine interest in FIH
Bank: They knew as well as Lars Rohde and Christian Dyvig that it was a solid
bank.56 But when it became known in Iceland that Einarsson was undertaking a task
for the Resolution Committe, the Committee immediately disavowed him.
It is also surprising that the CBI seems never to have considered accepting the
challenge made by Lars Rohde in his candid interviews with the Danish press: to
continue to operate the bank and to provide it with liquidity. Instead of keeping the
loans from the IMF dormant, while bearing a high interest, in a New York bank
account, the CBI could have cooperated with the Danish authorities and put in some
cash. At least the CBI could have tried to monitor the situation more closely, by for
example having a representative on the board during the time when the potential
buyers owed them almost two thirds of the price for the bank.
The problem with these scenarios about FIH Bank is that the CBI, and perhaps the
Icelandic pension funds as well, would probably not have enjoyed the same repeated
support from Danish authorities as the well-connected local businessmen, backed by
Danish and Swedish pension funds, received. The credit line from the state would not
have been extended, the government guarantee would have been revoked, and the
Danish Financial Stability Company would not have taken on the riskiest part of FIH
Bank’s portfolio, the commercial mortgages. It would have taken a strong political
initiative from Iceland in 2009 or 2010 to bring about anything like what the new
owners did; and this initiative was never made and probably never even
contemplated, let alone discussed.
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Chapter Nine

Moral Issues in Fire Sales
of Bank Assets

The buyers of Icelandic assets at prices far below their real worth would say, of
course, that there is no such thing as real worth, only a certain price in a certain
situation and that they were simply doing business. How cogent is that argument?
1. Cases of Insider Trading?
Of the seven cases from the Nordic countries discussed and analysed here only one
seems to have been handled professionally, that of Kaupthing Sweden which received
liquidity support from the CBS and was subsequently sold for almost half the book
value of equity—in the midst of a financial crisis perhaps an acceptable price. Three
other cases may possibly have involved unequal treatment by public authorities of
Icelandic and local financiers, thus going against at least the spirit, if not the letter, of
the EEA Agreement on an internal market governed by the same rules: Norwegian
and Finnish Glitnir both being denied liquidity support during the Icelandic bank
collapse from their respective central banks, despite being local companies, albeit
owned by Icelandic banks, and FIH Bank in Denmark, initially receiving liquidity
support, but then being denied it unless sold within a short period of time by the
Icelandic owners. At first sight, the three remaining cases may seem to be examples
of alert entrepreneurs seizing opportunities at the right time: when Glitnir Securities
in Norway was sold to the staff, when Finnish Kaupthing’s asset management unit
was sold to Aktia and when Swedish Glitnir was sold to HQ Bank. But this may not
be altogether a correct description of what happened: In all three cases the staff, with
at least some insider knowledge, was involved, while the Glitnir Resolution
Committee was well aware of the danger which must have been made clear to it that
the staff, if denied the deal, would simply walk out and sell their contacts and special
knowledge to Glitnir’s competitors.1 In certain circumstances, an offer can be a
threat. Thus, these may have been examples of groups using (or abusing) their
temporary strategic advantages to capture assets at bargain prices
Moreover, it is not certain that in more normal situations the financial services
authorities of the Nordic countries would, in these three cases, have permitted what
looks like insider trading in the traditional sense of the word: A week after the staff of
Glitnir Securities bought the firm for NOK 50 million, they sold half of it for the
same amount of money to a company with its headquarters in the same building in
Oslo; in the course of only one week in October 2008, they made a profit of NOK 50
million. Swedish Glitnir was sold to a company partly owned by the brother-in-law of
its CEO; in the last quarter of 2008, the buyer could register a profit of SEK 84
million. The staff of Kaupthing’s asset management unit became partners in a unit of
Aktia Bank in a deal whose details have never been disclosed. It is an intriguing
1
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question why these deals were permitted and apparently even encouraged by the
respective regulators.
This does not imply that something is necessarily wrong with insider trading and that
it should be illegal. Milton Friedman and other economists have presented cogent
arguments for allowing insider trading. It encourages those with special knowledge to
reveal it in market exchanges; for example, those insiders who know that something
is wrong in a company sell their stock and thus bring down its price, and vice versa.
Insider trading is also hard to detect, not least when it consists in not doing anything
about a situation; this makes coherent enforcement of laws against it difficult, or well
nigh impossible. Thirdly, insider trading seems to be a victimless crime; nobody is
worse off as a result of it because others, lacking the special knowledge which the
insiders have, do what they would otherwise have done.2 What has been observed
here just implies, given the fact that insider trading is illegal in the Nordic countries,
that sometimes regulators move against insider trading and sometimes they do not.
When insiders in the four other Nordic countries captured assets of the fallen
Icelandic banks at very low prices, the regulators did not move.
2. Voluntary and Involuntary Market Transactions
While in six of the seven cases discussed here, the fire sales of Icelandic-owned
assets can be attributed to actions or non-actions of public authorities, the general
question remains whether there is anything morally wrong with using one’s strategic
advantage to close a profitable deal. Even if Finn Haugan in Norway and Lars Rohde
in Denmark may have been somewhat disingenuous in defending their maneuvers in
terms of market forces when they were in fact availing themselves of government
support, there is a long tradition in liberal Western countries that outcomes of
voluntary exchanges (at least between consenting adults) should be presumed to be
morally acceptable. It may therefore be instructive to consider two famous examples
of market exchanges under such duress that some might argue that they are not
voluntary and therefore unjust.
St. Thomas Aquinas discusses the first example, originally introduced by Stoic
philosophers, according to the Roman lawyer Cicero. There has been a famine on
Rhodos. A merchant from Alexandria arrives in a ship heavily laden with wheat. He
expects more merchants to be on their way to the island as he could see their sails on
the distant horizon. The question is whether the merchant has to reveal this to the
islanders. It would definitely deprive him of the chance to sell his wheat at a much
higher price than would otherwise be the case. In antiquity, opinion on this question
was divided. Diogenes from Babylon argued that the merchant was obliged to inform
his customers of known defects of the good he was selling, but that he was permitted
to try and get the highest price possible for it. Diogenes made a distinction between
concealing something about a good from others and not taking the initiative of
informing them of something which might change their evaluation of it. The
merchant was not forcing the islanders to buy his wheat, Diogenes pointed out. They
did so only if they wanted and needed it. Antipater of Tarsus disagreed. The merchant
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was a member of the same moral community as the islanders and thus he had an
obligation to them not to take advantage of the situation.3
While Cicero himself concurred with Antipater, St. Thomas Aquinas disagreed with
both of them:
The defect in a thing makes it of less value now than it seems to be: but in the case
cited, the goods are expected to be of less value at a future time, on account of the
arrival of other merchants, which was not foreseen by the buyers. Wherefore the seller,
since he sells his goods at the price actually offered him, does not seem to act contrary
to justice through not stating what is going to happen. If however he were to do so, or
if he lowered his price, it would be exceedingly virtuous on his part: although he does
not seem to be bound to do this as a debt of justice.4

St. Thomas makes a crucial distinction here between justice and generosity. He points
out that the merchant is not selling a defective good; he is not cheating his customers,
even if he may be lacking in generosity. Although the philosopher-saint does not
explicitly make the argument, it seems that he relies on uncertainty about the future:
Whereas the merchant has seen the sails of other merchant ships on the horizon, he
cannot be sure that they will arrive safely in Rhodos. He is not bound to lower the
price others are willing to pay him, on the basis of educated guesswork. Another
argument which could strengthen Diogenes’ and Aquinas’ case is from selfownership: If people own themselves, then they presumably also own the knowledge
which they have acquired without violating any moral or legal rules. It is theirs, and
theirs alone, to choose whether or not tehy reveal it in negotiations with others.
Friedrich A. Hayek and Robert Nozick discuss the second example of market
exchanges which may be involuntary and unjust even if no force is used or
threatened. In a desert oasis, suddenly all springs but one dry up. The inhabitants who
settled there on the assumption that water would be available at a reasonable price,
are now totally dependent on the owner of the one remaining spring. Can he charge
them whatever he wants or even, out of malice or superstition, withhold ‘his’ water
altogether from them? If he uses the opportunity to charge an extortionary price, then
Hayek considers this a clear case of coercion. The exchanges are only voluntary in
name because the owner of the sole spring, the extortionist, is a monopolist who has
complete control of the other inhabitants’ means of existence.5
Nozick agrees on the conclusion, but with a different reasoning. His precondition for
a justly acquired property right to natural resources such as the spring is the Lockean
proviso that other are not made worse off as a consequence of the initial
appropriation. It is Nozick’s empirical contention that in a system of private property
and free trade, because of its enormous creative powers, the Lockean proviso in most
cases may be fulfilled: Even if some possibilities to utilise resources are removed
from some by others appropriating them, in the process many other possibilities are
3
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created, as can be seen from the fact that an immigrant to America in 2017—when
almost all natural resources have been appropriated—enjoys many more
opportunities to better his conditions than an immigrant in, say, 1617. Nozick argues
that the owner of the sole spring is not morally entitled to charge an extortionary
price, even if all the other springs have dried up. “This unfortunate circumstance,
admittedly no fault of his, brings into operation the Lockean proviso and limits his
property rights.”6
Although St. Thomas Aquinas holds that property rights are important, he agrees:
Nevertheless, if the need be so manifest and urgent, that it is evident that the present
need must be remedied by whatever means be at hand (for instance when a person is in
some imminent danger, and there is no other possible remedy), then it is lawful for a
man to succor his own need by means of another’s property, by taking it either openly
or secretly: nor is this properly speaking theft or robbery.7

David Hume, while providing a penetrating analysis of private property rights, also
agrees: In a pressing emergency, the rules of justice, including those of private
property, are suspended. In this context, Hume mentions a shipwreck and a city
besieged.8
3. The Spring Owner or the Alexandrian Merchant?
Adherents of strict private property rights—who should perhaps be called
propertarians rather than libertarians—have however presented cogent arguments
against Hayek and Nozick, and, for that matter, against St. Thomas and Hume. If the
owner of the sole remaining spring in the oasis significantly raises his price for the
water as a result of sudden scarcity, then it can perhaps be regarded as a natural
response to a change. It is a signal to the other inhabitants that the oasis has become a
less suitable place for them. It tells them that they have to ration their consumption of
water. Moreover, it is unclear what constitutes a reasonable price if it is not that
which the owner offers and the consumers accept, however grudgingly. Certainly,
when water becomes more scarce, its price should go up. But how far could the
owner of the sole spring go without abusing his position and becoming an
extortionist? People settling in a place may have expectations about future conditions
there, but this does not mean that they have legitimate claims on others about
satisfying those expectations. This does not apply only to the hypothetical spring in
the oasis, but also when a coal mine near a mining village in Wales is exhausted, or
when a fish stock disappears after having been harvested by the inhabitants of a
fishing village in Iceland over decades: Then, people have to move to more suitable
places. They have suffered a misfortune, not injustice. The implicit assumption in the
example of the oasis is that people cannot leave, but this is not necessarily the case
(although in Hume’s examples of the shipwreck and the city besieged this premise
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may apply). It should also be noted that if the price of water is raised substantially, a
motive is created for trying to discover new springs in or near the oasis.9
Despite these cogent and relevant arguments, the fact remains that those who take
liberty as their moral lodestar regard property as a means rather than an end, so that
they will probably agree with Hayek and Nozick (and St. Thomas and Hume) that
when there is a clear choice between the two, property has to yield to liberty. There
are situations, however rare and unusual, in which people may be abusing their
position and coercing others although they are not seemingly using brute force or
making threats.10 The owner of the suddenly sole spring in the oasis using his
position to charge extortionary prices is one of those people. The crucial distinction
between him and the merchant from Alexandria charging the highest price he can is
that the Alexandrian is offering a service, making the effort of sailing all the way to
Rhodos with wheat, whereas the owner of the sole spring finds himself in a situation
of sudden scarcity and takes advantage of it.
Certainly, those Nordic businessmen who used the situation during the Icelandic bank
collapse to capture assets of the fallen banks at bargain prices spoke as if they were
following in the footsteps of the merchant from Alexandria. Finn Haugan and Lars
Rohde in effect both said: ‘We are making you an offer that you can refuse. Take it or
leave it. This is just another market exchange.’ But in reality, they were more like the
owner of the remaining spring in the oasis after all the other springs had dried up.
During the financial crisis, all sources of liquidity had dried up for the Icelandic
banks. Haugan and Rohde however had access to sources of liquidity, and they took
advantage of it to strike a bargain. (For argument’s sake, it is left aside here that most
of the liquidity they offered was in fact provided by government, which makes their
case even less persuasive.) In some of the other examples (Glitnir Securities, Finnish
Glitnir, the asset management unit of Finnish Kaupthing), little or no liquidity was
provided: The staff simply seized the companies, for a fraction of what they knew
they were worth, with the help of local businessmen and the acquiescence of the
authorities.
In most of the seven cases discussed here (only excepting the sale of Swedish
Kaupthing and possibly the sale of Kaupthing’s asset management unit, of which
little is known), the buyers may therefore have acted unjustly and therefore
immorally. It is true that these were not issues of life and death, like Hume’s
shipwreck and the city besieged, but they were certainly important for the Icelanders
who in the autumn of 2008 seemed to be in a similar situation as the inhabitants of
the oasis in the desert. Many thought, with British Prime Minister Gordon Brown,
that Iceland was bankrupt. The Icelanders live on the margin of the habitable world,
as Julian Huxley once pointed out.11 For a while, the outlook for Iceland as a
sustainable country seemed bleak, as can be seen by doubts then frequently expressed
9
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about its struggle for independence. There was a nagging fear that Iceland as a whole
would be in the situation of a Welsh mining village after the mine had been
exhausted, or as a fishing town in the Western Fjords of Iceland after the fish stock
traditionally harvested had disappeared. But the treatment of Icelandic-owned assets
in the other four Nordic countries perhaps illustrates that Iceland is not the only
Nordic country tainted by nepotism and favouritism. The analysis presented here also
shows that when push came to shove, Iceland was excluded from the Nordic moral
community, just as it was excluded from the talks in 1948 between the three
Scandinavian countries about a defence alliance.12 It did not really belong; it was too
far away, too small, expendable. If solidarity is a prevalent virtue in the other four
Nordic countries, then it does not seem always to extend to Iceland.
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Chapter Ten

The Sale of Bank Assets in the UK

The two Icelandic-owned British banks closed down by the British government in
October 2008, Heritable and KSF, both turned out to be fully solvent, not least
because they were put into an orderly resolution process. It is highly relevant to an
investigation of foreign factors in the Icelandic bank collapse to compare the
treatment of them to that of Icelandic-owned assets in the Nordic countries.
1. Solvent and Law-Abiding Icelandic-Owned Banks
While the British government may have acted ruthlessly, even brutally, in closing
down the subsidiaries and branches of Icelandic banks in the UK, in imposing an
Anti-Terrorism Act on Icelandic companies and authorities and in insisting on a
reimbursement by the Icelandic government for its outlays concerning the Icesave
accounts, after the collapse it, unlike some Nordic authorities, apparently did not
actively help local businesses to capture Icelandic-owned assets at bargain prices.
The fact that the two Icelandic-owned banks in the UK, Heritable Bank and KSF,
Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander, turned out to have been solvent—with recovery
rates of 98 and 87 pence on the pound, respectively—is significant in at least four
ways.
First, it suggests that perhaps many of the financial firms owned by Icelandic banks
in the Nordic countries also may have been sound. The great losses incurred by them
may have been partly because they did not go through a proper resolution process
like the financial firms owned by Icelandic banks in the UK.
In the second place, the deposits collected in the UK were mostly invested in the UK:
In 2006, for example, of the 100,000 people working for Icelandic-owned companies
abroad, 70,000 were based in the UK.1 In a meeting that year with Icelandic Foreign
Minister Geir H. Haarde, UK Foreign Secretary Jack Straw expressed his delight that
the Icelanders were investing heavily in the UK: Indeed, then more British residents
worked for companies from Iceland than from Switzerland.2 After the bank collapse,
the London branch of international auditing firm Deloitte was commissioned by
Landsbanki’s Resolution Committee to investigate how the Icesave money had been
used. The conclusion was that it had mostly been used to refinance loan deals by
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Landsbanki and its main customers. It had not been used, as sometimes alleged, for
direct loans to the main shareholders in Landsbanki.3
Thirdly, no illegal or abnormal last-minute transfers of money from the UK to
Iceland were found despite extensive investigations both in Iceland and the UK. As
noted earlier, if the measures undertaken by Icelandic authorities in response to the
bank collapse indirectly brought about assets transfers from one group to another in
other countries, then they were from German banks to British depositors.
Fourthly, at the same time as solvent Icelandic-owned British banks were closed
down with sleight of hand, putting unsecured British deposits and British jobs at risk,
all other British banks were rescued, even if some of them turned out to be in much
worse condition than British authorities had envisaged.
2. Heritable Bank and Landsbanki’s London Branch
Heritable Bank was founded in Glasgow in 1877 and incorporated in Scotland 6
January 1887 as Heritable Investment Bank. From 1945 to 1987 it was known as
Heritable and General Trust Ltd, from 1987 to 1989 as Heritable & General
Investment Bank Ltd, and from 1989 as The Heritable and General Investment Bank
Ltd. In 1950 it moved its headquarters from Glasgow to London, 8 Hill Street, just
off Berkeley Square in the West End. In 1956–1983 it was family-owned, after which
foreign investors took it over. It specialised in advising on and financing property
acquisitions.4 At the end of 1999, the total value of Heritable’s assets was £55
million, and the profit after tax was £848,000.5 The major shareholder at that time
was the First Union Bank in the US, later called Wachovia, with 70%, while the
management team owned 30%.6
On 18 July 2000 it was announced that Landsbanki had bought 70% of the bank, 50%
from First Union/Wachovia and 20% from the management team. Landsbanki paid
partly in its own shares so First Union/Wachovia became the owner of 4.25% in
Landsbanki. With this purchase, Landsbanki intended to provide financial services in
the UK to its customers, not least to affluent Icelanders.7 John Quitter, a financial
expert with ties to the Icelandic business community, had pointed out Heritable Bank
to Landsbanki, and he accepted a seat on the new board, whereas Landsbanki director
Halldor J. Kristjansson became chairman.8 Martin Young remained as bank director.
3
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While relatively small, with only 32 employees in 2001, Heritable Bank was quite
profitable. In February 2002, Landsbanki bought the remaining Wachovia shares in
Heritable Bank, as it was now called, and became owner of 95% of its shares. In
2002–2003, Landsbanki bought the 5% which the management team had owned.9 In
total, Landsbanki paid £25.9 million for Heritable Bank.10
When Martin Young retired in 2002, after 25 years with Heritable Bank, since 1997
as director, he was replaced by Mark Sismey-Durrant who had been a senior manager
at the HSBC in the UK and at Sun Life Financial in Canada and most recently CEO
of a mortgage and savings bank in Stevenage, Hertfordshire, Sun Bank Plc (later,
after a takeover by Portman Building Society called the Mortgage Works). In the
years after Landsbanki took control of Heritable Bank, it gradually expanded into
other fields while maintaining its traditional role of advising on and financing
property developments, both residential and commercial, in the form of senior and
mezzanine debt (all priority debt, secured by collateral). In 2003, Heritable Bank
started to accept wholesale deposits where typical customers were local authorities,
building societies, corporations and universities. In 2004, Heritable Bank started to
accept retail deposits, offering competitive returns on savings accounts. In 2004, also,
Heritable Bank entered the mortgage lending business, specialising in buy-to-sell,
self-certified and status mortgages where lending is mainly based on the income and
creditworthiness of customers. In 2005, Heritable Bank acquired Key Business
Finance Corporation, which concentrated on short-term financing to law firms. With
this acquisition, Heritable Bank’s balance sheet had grown from about £175 million
at the time Landsbanki took control, to about £450 million.11 Heritable Bank’s total
assets at the end of 2004 were evaluated at about £355 million (ISK 43 billion), more
than sixfold what it had been five years earlier.12 In 2006, Heritable Bank launched
an Asset Finance business, focused on financing small items such as vehicles and
industrial equipment for small and medium sized businesses in the UK. Eventually
Heritable Bank’s balance sheet amounted to £1.2 billion which was financed by a
combination of retail and wholesale deposits, equity and subordinated debt from its
parent company, Landsbanki.13
In March 2005, Landsbanki also set up a branch in London, located first in
Heritable’s Mayfair offices and then at Beaufort House at 15 St. Botolph Street, in
the City of London. First, the Landsbanki London branch mainly participated in
leveraged loan financing, but later it also started to originate leveraged loans. In late
2006, the branch launched an Asset Backed Lending Unit, staffed with a core group
of experienced bankers, working with teams in London, Birmingham, Manchester
9
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and London. In October 2006, the branch started to collect deposits into online
savings accounts, under the brand name ‘Icesave’. The idea came from Mark SismeyDurrant and the Heritable Bank team as a means of enabling Landsbanki to fund its
UK lending in a manner similar to Heritable without the alternative dependence on
wholesale debt funding for the London branch. The idea was to fund lending in the
UK through deposits collected in the same country.14 This was initially achieved
through the purchase by Landsbanki of Cheshire Guernsey from Cheshire Building
Society (renamed Landsbanki Guernsey) and then through the launch of Icesave.
While the management team of Heritable Bank used their experience to manage the
Icesave accounts, back-office operations were outsourced to the Newcastle Building
Society. In October 2007, the Landsbanki London branch launched a Capital Markets
Products Unit. Its aim was to offer customers advice and financial products. The
branch was operated separately from Heritable Bank, except for the administration of
the Icesave accounts. An Icelandic banker, Larus Welding, was branch manager in
London until 2007 when he moved back to Iceland as CEO of Glitnir. He was
succeeded by Baldvin Valtysson.
3. The Close-Down of Heritable Bank and Landsbanki’s London Branch
The London Landsbanki branch was regulated by the Icelandic Financial Supervisory
Authority, IFSA, whereas Heritable Bank, being a British bank registered in
Scotland, was regulated by the UK Financial Services Authority, FSA. The
relationship between Heritable Bank and the FSA was excellent throughout the time
of Landsbanki’s ownership. However, the start of the credit crunch in late 2007 raised
concerns about Landsbanki’s liquidity and, consequently, about the instant access
Icesave online accounts and the sterling deposits raised through Landsbanki
Guernsey. The Icesave accounts were only partly covered by the British deposit
insurance scheme in the case of Landsbanki’s failure. In Chapter 4 of this report a
brief account was given of the inconclusive talks between Landsbanki and the FSA
about a possible transfer of the Icesave accounts from the Landsbanki London branch
to Heritable Bank: The FSA kept toughening its requirements of Landsbanki to the
point where the FSA staff must have known that Landsbanki could not meet them.
During the weekend of 4–5 October 2008, the FSA made the final demand that
Landsbanki would transfer £53 million to Heritable Bank and £200 million to
Landsbanki’s London branch before the end of the next working day, Monday 6
October. Otherwise, the FSA would close down both the UK authorised Heritable
Bank and Landsbanki’s London branch.15
Monday 6 October 2008, the Landsbanki management team in Iceland told Heritable
Bank’s Sismey-Durrant that they could not provide Landsbanki Guernsey or
Heritable Bank with more cash. For Landsbanki Guernsey this was critical, for
Heritable it was not immediately so. The Guernsey regulatory authorities were
notified when promised transfers from Landsbanki were not made. Sismey-Durrant
was in continuous dialogue with the FSA staff, but it appeared to him that their
intentions were unclear, as they seemed to be tied to the situation with the requested
transfers to Heritable Bank from Landsbanki. Early in the morning of Tuesday 7
14
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October, the UK Board of Heritable Bank were summoned to meet with FSA staff at
the London offices of the law firm Slaughter and May and informed that steps had
been taken to place the Bank in default. At 9:30 in the morning, the FSA publicly
declared Heritable Bank to have been placed into administration. The UK regulatory
authorities had used its powers in conjunction with the UK Treasury to effect the
transfer of the majority of Heritable Bank’s retail depositor accounts to the Dutchowned bank ING DIRECT.16 Apparently the Dutch-owned company had been
approached by Treasury officials some days earlier to see whether it would be
interested in taking on the accounts of its two UK competitors, the Icelandic-owned
Heritable Bank and KSF.17 The balance of accounts thus transferred from Heritable
Bank was about £547 million. The transfer was financed by a loan from the Bank of
England. In an oversight by the authorities, a small number of depositor accounts
administered in-house needed to be covered by the FSCS, Financial Services
Compensation Scheme.18 Apparently, the Dutch-owned bank did not pay anything for
the new customers from Heritable Bank.
In Iceland the same Tuesday, in the morning, a resolution committee had taken over
Landsbanki. The British authorities did not have the same powers regarding the
branch of a foreign bank, now under the control of a Resolution Committee, as they
had regarding a subsidiary: The branch was an Icelandic company, the subsidiary a
British one. The FSA team that turned up at Landsbanki’s branch on Tuesday were
therefore somewhat unsure of their role.19 But on Wednesday 8 October the Treasury
issued the freezing order against Landsbanki and certain Icelandic authorities under
the Anti-Terrorism Act.20
Since Heritable Bank was registered in Scotland and subject to Scottish law, the
Court of Session in Scotland appointed administrators for it. They came from the
Glasgow office of the accounting firm Ernst & Young LLP. The administrators
immediately started to try and sell off the bank’s main assets, such as the Structured
Property Finance book and the mortgage books. But they soon concluded that this
should be postponed until the market had improved. At the date of administration,
Heritable employed 125 staff. More than half of them were made redundant over the
next few months. The Director, Mark Sismey-Durrant, and many of his team
continued to work with the administrators, Sismey-Durrant until 2011. “The
administrators who took over the bank came in expecting to find a lot of problems.
They soon discovered that the bank was in much better shape than they had expected,
that it was a sound and well-run business and that nothing illegal seemed to have
taken place. Their resolution strategy consequently changed,” says Sismey Durrant.
One of the main challenges initially was to get a functioning payments capability as
the UK Direct Debit system had not been updated to reflect the current insolvency
law; hence, UK banks suddenly would not process payments for a bank in
16
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administration. This took about six months to resolve and was very costly. This also
had an impact on immediate liquidity, so the administrators secured a short-term loan
facility of £20 million from Austrian bank BAWAG P.S.K. (Bank für Arbeit und
Wirtschaft). Because of market conditions, fees and interest rates were exceptionally
high. The loan was repaid as soon as possible, in April 2009.21
By July 2009, all secured creditors were fully repaid. Assets were recovered in the
normal course or slowly sold off and creditors were paid. By August 2015, while
Heritable Bank remained in administration, as some issues between it and its former
clients were still unresolved, all usual claims and payments had been settled. By then,
all non-preferential creditors had been paid. The recovery currently stands at 98
pence in the pound. The total cost of administration and legal fees amounted to £43
million, while a sizeable fund has been kept in reserve for further legal costs and
administrative expenses, so that further dividends are likely.22 This is indeed
remarkable. It means, in essence, that Heritable Bank assets had been sufficient to
cover its liabilities: the bank with net capital resources of €130 million had been
solvent in October 2008. It faced a potential liquidity challenge owing to the plight of
its parent company Landsbanki, which was ultimately why it was declared to be in
default by the FSA. The involvement of the management and staff of the Bank in the
continued operations was a significant factor in the high recovery rate.
The UK Treasury, the FSA and the Bank of England seem to have made a huge
mistake, or an egregious error, when those authorities closed down Heritable Bank in
the manner they employed. Evidently, temporary liquidity support would have
ensured its continuing operations while a new home could be found for it. However,
its depositors had already been transferred to ING DIRECT before it was declared in
default: Its depositors were replaced by the UK Treasury as principal creditor and
hence it no longer had a viable future. By law, the FSCS was not supposed to pay
claims for compensation unless it was “satisfied that the firm (in this case Heritable
Bank) is unable to pay back money it owes to its customers”.23 In this case, it turned
out that the firm was indeed able to pay back money it owed to its customers, even if
the cost of resolution was at least £43 million. It therefore seems reasonable to concur
with the two Landsbanki managers who claimed that the real value of Heritable Bank
as an ongoing operation destroyed by measures undertaken by the British authorities
in October 2008 was about £200–250 million.
The assets of Landsbanki’s London branch were formally in the hands of the
Landsbanki’s Resolution Committee in Iceland, but they were frozen until the British
authorities in June 2009 cancelled the Freezing Order of 8 October 2008. The staff at
the branch fully cooperated with the Treasury’s Financial Sanctions Unit which came
in after the Freezing Order had been issued. The Treasury staff and accountants that
were helping them initially were suspicious, but Manager Baldvin Valtysson and his
21
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Deputy Lilja B. Einarsdottir explained to them that the assets of the branch could be
quite valuable if the resolution of the branch was properly managed. At the time the
branch’s assets were estimated to be £1.5 billion, but in 2016 this had been adjusted
upwards to £2.6 billion.24 The UK Treasury team decided on 12 October to extend a
loan of £100 million to the branch in order to avert fire sales and protect the impact
on the UK companies being financed by Landsbanki which were themselves at risk
witouth on-going finance. This £100 million facility was repaid in December from
cashflow received. After the close-down of the branch, several complicated matters
had to be resolved, including the legal liability of its staff who were after all working
for a company subject to financial sanctions. Until July 2010, the branch had to a
large extent to deposit liquid assets in an account with the Bank of England which
bore no interest.25 Gradually the operations of the branch were wound up.
4. Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander, KSF
Kaupthing Singer & Friedlander was the other British bank owned by an Icelandic
bank. Like Heritable Bank, it had a long history. Julius Singer founded a
stockbroking firm in London in 1907. Soon thereafter, Singer was joined by Ernst
Friedlander who came from a prominent Berlin family of bankers. During the First
World War, however, they were not able to operate on the London stock exchange,
because of their German roots, and therefore they turned to banking. In 1920, Singer
& Friedlander was incorporated as a partnership. As already mentioned, the wellknown investor George Soros started his career in finance at Singer & Friedlander.26
In 1957, the firm was listed on the London stock exchange. In the next three decades,
Singer & Friedlander had various owners, and established itself as a merchant bank in
the City of London. It set up offices in Birmingham, Bristol and Nottingham, and in
1971 it opened an offshore banking facility. It became an independent bank again in
1987, and for a while, controversial media magnate Robert Maxwell (Jan Ludwig
Hoch) owned a share in it.27 In 1994 Singer & Friedlander acquired a majority of
shares in the Swedish brokerage Carnegie Group. It sold its shares in 2001–2003, and
began to concentrate on its core activities, investment banking and merchant banking
operations.28 With the headquarters located at 21 New Street, Bishopsgate, in the City
of London, it had in 2003 a balance sheet of almost £3 billion. John Hodson who had
been with the bank since 1969 was its director and also board chairman.
In November 2002, Kaupthing had started to operate in London from the small office
of a company, Brask & Company, which the bank had acquired. In April 2003, one of
Kaupthing’s Icelandic managers, Armann Thorvaldsson, moved to London as the
manager of Kaupthing’s UK operations. He soon came into contact with British
investors and entrepreneurs like Robert Tchenguiz and Kevin Stanford, while
24
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maintaining a relationship with Icelandic investors such as retail magnate Jon Asgeir
Johannesson and the Bakkavor brothers, Lydur and Agust Gudmundsson, producers
of various kinds of food. By the end of 2003, Kaupthing had 10 people working in
the office, by Christmas 2004 the number had grown to 18, and a year later to 40.29
However, in 2003 Kaupthing began to accumulate shares in Singer & Friedlander,
after concluding that they were undervalued. In February 2004, Kaupthing owned
40% of the shares, and in early 2005 it approached Singer & Friedlander with an
offer to buy the whole bank. The idea was to merge it with Kaupthing’s existing
operations in London, under Armann Thorvaldsson. The negotiations were conducted
with Tony Presley Shearer who had replaced Hodson as director, and the Singer &
Friedlander board. Thorvaldsson recalls:
Tony Shearer, tall and dark haired, was a real character. He had changed his middle
name to Presley, to show his devotion to the King, and went to Memphis annually to
pay tribute. Tony Shearer had taken over as CEO only a few months before our
approach, and I believe he was not particularly happy with the takeover. After I got to
know the people at Singer, a few told me that the CEO job had been his dream
position. He seemed keen to continue as CEO, but unfortunately we didn’t plan to keep
him on. His attitude towards us changed very much when we informed him of our plan
that I would replace him.30

Later, Tony Presley Shearer was vocal in criticisms of the new owners of Singer &
Friedlander. He appeared both before the House of Commons Treasury Committee
and in an Icelandic television programme directed by Egill Helgason where he
strongly criticised Thorvaldsson.31 In neither case, Thorvaldsson was offered the
opportunity to respond.
The agreed purchase price for Singer & Friedlander was over £500 million which was
about a year’s profit for Kaupthing at the time. The agreement was signed 22 April
2005, and Thorvaldsson took over from Tony Presley Shearer as CEO in the
beginning of December 2005. In 2005–6 the Kaupthing London branch and Singer &
Friedlander were integrated. Some Singer & Friedlander people were made
redundant, while new people were hired for the new company. Singer & Friedlander
had had many subsidiaries, many of which were dormant, but now the structure of the
company was simplified. Information technology was modernised. A new Capital
Markets unit was set up. In the summer of 2006 the headquarters were moved from
the City to Hanover Street in the West End. In the first six months of 2006, the return
to equity was 16% whereas it had been about 6% when Kaupthing took over Singer
& Friedlander. KSF was not only successful, it also became quite visible. “Singer had
a Private Banking division whose clients included TV actors, film stars, and
supermodels. To this Kaupthing added the entrepreneurs. When we merged the two
and added a brokerage division, we could service wealthy individuals in many areas.
New clients came to us through word of mouth, as well as through social occasions
and holidays,” Thorvaldsson writes.32 Only one unit was not performing well, New
Bond Street Asset Management, jointly owned by Kaupthing and a management team
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led by Zoe Shaw. It invested in some subprime assets and was closed down at the end
of 2007.33
5. The FSA and KSF
The international credit crunch starting in the second half of 2007 affected KSF
adversely. Its Icelandic parent company was, like the other two Icelandic banks,
subject to much negative media reports and had high CDS (credit default swaps)
spreads (which reflected the fact that many investors were taking out insurance
against the possible default of the company). One way in which KSF dealt with the
sudden liquidity shortage was, in early February 2008, to start taking online deposits
under the brand name ‘Kaupthing Edge’. Unlike Landsbanki’s Icesave accounts, the
Edge accounts were based at a Kaupthing subsidiary, KSF, so they were regulated by
the FSA and fully covered by the UK deposit insurance scheme. FSA allowed the
operation of the Edge accounts provided KSF maintained a 95% liquidity on the
deposits. Also, KSF decided in February 2008 to shrink the balance sheet by more
than a billion pounds. One banking division was closed and £350 million of loans
were wound up, while two other divisions were merged, and the Asset Finance unit
was put up for sale. As a consequence, the liquidity position of KSF improved in the
first half of 2008.
By now, Kaupthing’s management team had decided that it had to move the bank
headquarters out of Iceland, as CBI Governor David Oddsson had suggested. One
idea explored was that Kaupthing’s Danish subsidiary FIH Bank would manage all
the Scandinavian operations, while KSF would take over all other international
operations, including Luxembourg. On 18 September KSF CEO Armann
Thorvaldsson met with FSA staff members to present the plan to move and received a
positive response. But at the same time the repercussions of the fall of Lehman
Brothers three days earlier were being felt. KSF had sold a part of its Asset Finance
unit for £100 million, and was close to selling the remainder for £600 million, but the
potential buyer, a subsidiary of RBS, Royal Bank of Scotland, backed out of the deal
at the last minute. RBS was then itself in dire straits.
At the same time as Glitnir was seeking assistance from the Icelandic government in
late September 2008, scepticism about the other two Icelandic banks, Kaupthing and
Landsbanki, increased greatly in the international financial markets, with ratings
firms downgrading them. KSF was subject to “haircuts” (demands for more valuable
collateral or reduction in loan value) from its traditional customers in the
international financial market, and deposits in the Edge accounts started to flow out.
Liquidity dropped in a matter of days by a few hundred million pounds. In response,
KSF tried to increase liquidity by selling off KSF’s leverage finance portfolio and by
demanding from the Icelandic and Luxembourg Kaupthing companies increased
margins in the securities financing unit. After the Icelandic government announced
Monday 29 September that it would take a 75% stake in Glitnir, Thorvaldsson
contacted his relationship people at the FSA and told them that KSF was very alert
because of the developments in Iceland and their possible effect on KSF. The bank
would now operate according to its liquidity contingency plan.
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From the beginning, KSF had had a good working relationship with the FSA. As the
Icelandic bank were collapsing, this was to change. On 1 October, the FSA asked for
a meeting with Thorvaldsson and his management team. The meeting took place in
the afternoon. The two FSA relationship people attended the meeting where
Thorvaldsson presented KSF’s emergency plan for increasing liquidity to £1.25
billion in the next ten days. It was the understanding of the KSF management team
that the FSA relationship people agreed with the plan. Then the FSA people asked for
another meeting which took place in the morning of Thursday 2 October. They were
accompanied by liquidity specialists who had worked for the US Securities and
Exchange Commission, SEC. The Americans were quite aggressive, even hostile.
Indeed, they were so aggressive that after they had left, the British relationship people
apologised for their behaviour.34 In the evening, Thorvaldsson and his management
team were summoned to the FSA headquarters in Canary Wharf where the FSA staff,
led by senior manager Sheila Nicoll, expressed great concern over KSF’s
deteriorating liquidity and the inability of the Icelandic parent company to assist it.
Thorvaldsson tried to explain to the FSA staff why more than a billion pounds
seemed to be missing in liquidity on the Edge accounts. First, in March 2008,
Kaupthing and KSF had made a liquidity swap deal according to which Kaupthing
lent KSF £1.1 billion for three months, while KSF lent Kaupthing back the same
amount of money, £1.1 billion, each day. This enabled KSF to count the £1.1 billion
loan from Kaupthing as liquidity in its books. The FSA had from the beginning been
fully informed of this liquidity swap deal.35 Thorvaldsson also tried to explain that
some of KSF’s reduced total liquidity had nothing to do with the Edge online
accounts: while the Edge account deposits had increased to £2.8 billion, wholesale
deposits in KSF had decreased by £1.5 billion. The outflow from other kinds of
deposits should not affect the requirement for a 95% liquidity on the Edge accounts.
In the third place, Thorvaldsson pointed out that the £500–600 million which the FSA
found wanting in addition to the 1.1 billion from the liquidity swap deal, was because
KSF had not aggressively implemented “haircuts” (demanded increased collateral or,
alternatively, the repayment of loans) from its parent company, Kaupthing. But to add
this to the £1.1 billion involved in the liquidity swap deal to arrive at the staggering
sum of £1.6 billion in default constituted, Thorvaldsson argued, some doublecounting. If Kaupthing had been able to provide the liquidity, then nothing would be
wrong with refraining from the “haircuts”.36 Nicoll asked if KSF could draw on the
liquidity swap deal with Kaupthing and get £1.1 billion to the UK. Thorvaldsson
replied that this was probably out of the question. Possibly, Kaupthing could provide
£300–400 million to KSF. “The sudden shift in tone began to ring alarm bells. At the
end of the meeting, it was clear that we were at the FSA’s mercy,” Thorvaldsson
recalls.37
6. The FSA Monitoring KSF
Friday 3 October 2008, early in the morning, an FSA team arrived at the KSF
headquarters to monitor operations. The same day, FSA imposed on KSF a number of
requirements, including the ring-fencing of customer deposits received during 2
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October and thereafter, placing them in a segregated trust account with the Bank of
England or another UK account provider approved for the purpose.38 During the day,
KSF CEO Thorvaldsson was in regular contact with Nicoll at the FSA and with the
Kaupthing management team in Iceland. Nicoll made it clear that the FSA would
close down KSF if more cash did not arrive from Iceland. Despite its difficulties,
Kaupthing transferred £100 million to KSF.
However, now the British authorities were apparently working on the hypothesis that
a huge amount of cash had been or was being transferred from the UK to Iceland and
that this was the explanation for the much less liquidity found in the KSF books than
the FSA staff had expected. As noted earlier, in the early afternoon of Friday 3
October, a little before 14:00, Chancellor Alistair Darling, standing in for Prime
Minister Gordon Brown who was in a meeting, called Prime Minister Geir H. Haarde
and told him that Kaupthing appeared to have illegally transferred £600 million from
its London subsidiary, KSF, to the parent company in Iceland. This money had to be
immediately returned to the UK. If not, the FSA would close KSF down that very
evening. When Haarde informed the Kaupthing management team of the call, they
were surprised and said that this had to be based on some misunderstanding. They
called the IFSA and asked it to contact the FSA to provide the relevant information.
They also called Thorvaldsson, who was then in a car on his way to a meeting with
the FSA.39 Thorvaldsson tried to convince the FSA people that there had been no
illegal cash transfer to Iceland and that there could be a way out for KSF, even if
KSF’s Icelandic parent company was in great trouble and could only provide limited
liquidity.
It was the understanding of the KSF management team that in talks on 3 October, and
over the weekend, from Saturday 4 to Sunday 5 October, KSF and the FSA reached
an agreement that KSF had two weeks to try and increase KSF’s liquidity according
to a plan, mainly by selling assets. The FSA people examined the plan presented by
Thorvaldsson and his team, and Julia Dunn from the FSA accepted it. Senior officials
in the Treasury had a different understanding of the talks. They said that the FSA was
prepared to allow KSF to stagger (in other words, to implement in an irregular
fashion) the payments it needed to receive in order to increase its liquidity, but on
condition that KSF started to receive funds from Monday 6 October.
Sunday 5 October 2008, in the late afternoon, Prime Minister Gordon Brown called
his Icelandic colleague Geir H. Haarde and told him that according to British
authorities KSF had illegally transferred £1.6 billion out of the UK. Haarde replied
that he had spoken to the Kaupthing management team, and that they had assured him
that they had reached an agreement with the FSA on how to resolve this issue.40 It
seems that this (extremely serious) allegation was not pursued any further by the
British authorities. Monday 6 October, FSA suggested to the KSF and Kaupthing
management teams to try and sell KSF or parts of it to Barclays. FSA director Hector
Sants sent an email to Kaupthing Director Hreidar M. Sigurdsson, asking him to
provide Barclays with all the necessary information. Sigurdsson replied that
Kaupthing would stand by its plan, but that he had nothing against Barclays taking a
38
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look at KSF’s British operations. Monday 6 October, in the afternoon, Julia Dunn at
the FSA sent an email to KSF’s Thorvaldsson, pointing out that KSF should be aware
of some formal requirements if the company were to be taken into administration.
Monday 6 October, Thorvaldsson contacted Jon Pain of the FSA and asked him
whether KSF could get liquidity from the Bank of England, pointing out that the bank
had assets of £3.7 billion which could be used as collateral. Pain immediately rejected
this idea (which he must already have been authorised to do). Thorvaldsson spent the
evening and into the night talking to people from Barclays. It turned out that they
were not interested in the bank itself or in any of its units, but rather in buying assets
cheaply. This was no more attractive to the FSA or the Treasury than it was to the
Kaupthing people, as it would have left the Edge deposits as liabilities without many
assets against them, so the idea of a Barclays takeover of KSF was quickly
abandoned.41
7. The Close-Down of KSF
Despite its difficult liquidity position, Kaupthing transferred £36 million to KSF
Tuesday 7 October 2008. But the same day, the close-down of Heritable Bank and
the Landsbanki London branch brought about a further outflow from the Kaupthing
Edge accounts. At noon, FSA Director Hector Sants sent an email to Hreidar M.
Sigurdsson, repeating the demand that KSF had to increase its liquidity if it wanted to
continue operating. Sigurdsson replied that Kaupthing and KSF were busy trying to
increase KSF’s liquidity. They had sold shares in some companies, and in the
evening, a team from the international investment firm JC Flowers would come to
KSF to look at the books. Hopefully, a deal could be struck with them. Tuesday 7
October, the net outflow from Kaupthing Edge was £95.5 million. In the late
afternoon, Jon Pain from the FSA wrote an email to Hreidar M. Sigurdsson where he
expressed concern that the outflow from the Edge accounts would continue. “We are
therefore of the view that there is a real risk that the subsidiary will not survive and if
that looks to be the case, we will have no choice but to put it into Administration.”
Pain added that the FSA would not make a final decision until the next morning, at
7.30, when it would be clear whether anything had come out of the talks with JC
Flowers. A confirmation of such an outcome had to reach the FSA no later than 6.30
in the morning. In the evening, Armann Thorvaldsson met with representatives of JC
Flowers. He offered to sell KSF for £50 million which was less than 10% of its book
value of equity. However, the JC Flowers people were not ready to make a quick
decision, and the deadline was next morning.
After midnight, Thursday 8 October, Hreidar M. Sigurdsson sent Hector Sants an
email telling him that the talks with JC Flowers had not led to anything as the
company had required more time to make a decision. Kaupthing was however ready
to stand by KSF and would provide liquidity in the next few days, by selling assets
and other measures. Sants replied the next morning, at 7.11, telling Sigurdsson that
KSF’s liquidity problem was becoming very serious and that further outflows from
the Edge accounts were to be expected. Therefore FSA requested a confirmation
before 9 am this same morning that £300 million would be transferred to KSF, with
an exact plan as to how Kaupthing would respond to the foreseeable outflows over
41
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the next ten days, and how Kaupthing would finance the repayment of £2.8 billion if
necessary and how the bank would in that case maintain an acceptable liquidity
position. Sants also wanted a confirmation from the CBI that these payments would
go through. Shortly before Sants sent his email, at 7 in the morning, the British
government announced a huge rescue package for British banks, amounting to £500
billion. Shortly afterwards, Hreidar M. Sigurdsson sent an email to Sants confirming
that Kaupthing was working on a plan as Sants had requested. He also asked whether
KSF, as a British bank, could participate in the government rescue package. Later in
the morning, at 8.19, Sigurdsson sent another email to Sants announcing that
Deutsche Bank had a full mandate to handle the sale of KSF and that Kaupthing was
working on transferring £300 million to KSF.
Wednesday 8 October 2008, at about 10 in the morning, the headlines of British
television channels were about Kaupthing collapsing.42 According to the television
reports, Chancellor Alistair Darling had transferred the Kaupthing Edge accounts to
internet bank ING DIRECT, owned by Dutch bank ING. This came as a complete
surprise to KSF’s Thorvaldsson who was in his office. He called his contact at the
FSA, Julia Dunn, and asked her what was happening. He and other members of the
KSF staff were busy working on raising £300 million for increased liquidity and a
teleconference with the FSA had been planned later in the day. Dunn was as surprised
at the news as Thorvaldsson. She called back after a while, telling Thorvaldsson that
if the £300 million were forthcoming, the bank could continue operating. However, at
11:30 in the morning,43 the FSA issued a First Supervisory Notice, requiring KSF to
refrain from accepting any deposits from 13:30 that day.44 After the FSA had issued
its Notice, in effect closing down KSF, the Treasury issued its formal order,
transferring KSF accounts to ING DIRECT, at 12.05. The order came into effect on
12.15.45 As had been the case with the Heritable Bank accounts, ING did not pay
anything for all these new customers.
At noon, KSF’s Armann Thorvaldsson and Kaupthing’s Hreidar M. Sigurdsson held
a teleconference with FSA director Hector Sants. The teleconference started with
Sants asking whether the £300 million that had been promised were on their way into
the KSF account. Sigurdsson told Sants that he was very disappointed with the
behaviour of the FSA. The deposits had been taken from KSF while the KSF and
Kaupthing people had been working according to a plan accepted by the FSA on
increasing KSF liquidity. Sigurdsson said that under these circumstances it was
pointless to transfer £300 million to KSF. He repeated his question to Hector Sants
about a possible participation by KSF, a British bank, in the huge recapitalisation
42
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scheme which had just been announced by the government. Sants’ answer was brief:
“Those funds are not for you.” He then requested KSF to be taken into administration
and asked the board to cooperate during that process. Thorvaldsson and Sigurdsson
agreed. They had no choice.46
At almost the same time, at 12:33, Chancellor Alistair Darling announced in
Parliament that “Kaupthing” had been put into liquidation “within the last hour” and
that he had used his powers to transfer most of its deposits to the Dutch bank ING.47
Obviously he meant KSF, but as noted earlier, KSF was not in liquidation when
Darling spoke in Parliament. The bank went into administration at 14:49 that same
day. Furthermore, Sheila Nicoll from the FSA later stated that one of the reasons KSF
was taken into administration was that most of its retail deposits had been transferred:
As a result of the events set out above, it is highly likely that there will be a loss of
confidence in the Bank; in particular those depositors who remain after the Transfer
Order takes effect are likely to wish to withdraw their funds immediately. Accordingly,
the Bank would be likely to face rapidly increasing demands for payments of its
liabilities, which it would be unable to fund.48

So, the Chancellor publicly said that he had transferred deposits from KSF because it
was in administration, while the FSA said that KSF was put into administration
because deposits had been transferred from it. This was obviously a game KSF could
not win.
8. The Court Case Against the Treasury
As a result of KSF’s fall, Kaupthing in Iceland could not survive: This event
triggered covenants in loan agreements. Kaupthing was therefore taken into
resolution in Iceland. Its Resolution Committee decided to bring the British Treasury
to court in England, claiming that the Chancellor had with his Transfer Order
regarding KSF overstepped the powers given to him in the Banking Act. The
Resolution Committee argued, on behalf of Kaupthing, that there had not been “a
serious threat to stability” if the order had not been made, as the Banking Act
required. Two High Court Judges, in the Administrative Court, Lord Justice Stephen
Richards and Justice David Maddison, heard the case. They came to the conclusion
that the Chancellor had acted within his powers. The argument made by the Treasury
was in their view cogent: KSF was most likely running out of funds and there was a
risk of a wider loss of confidence if people could not withdraw their deposits from
KSF.49
Irrespective of the legal merits of this decision by the High Court, it contained some
errors of fact and logic. First, Lord Justice Richards wrote: “On 6 October trading in
the shares of Icelandic banks was suspended and the Icelandic Government enacted
emergency legislation which included guarantees for depositors in Icelandic branches
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of the banks.”50 This is not correct. It is a minor error that it was not the government,
but the Icelandic Parliament which enacted the Emergency Act. A much more
important point is that the Act was about depositors, whether Icelandic or foreign,
gaining priority over other bank creditors. This should not be confused with a public
announcement made by Icelandic government ministers at the time, similar to that
then made in many other European countries, that the government would guarantee
deposits in domestic branches of the Icelandic banks. That announcement had no
legal validity and could most plausibly be regarded as a reassuring gesture.
In the second place, the Lord Justice stated that the FSA had issued a First
Supervisory Notice on KSF 3 October and a Second Supervisory Notice 8 October,
whereas the fact was that the First Supervisory Notice was issued 8 October.51 Prior
to that, KSF had fully cooperated with the FSA.
Thirdly, the Lord Justice rejected the witness statement of Gudni N. Adalsteinsson
from Kaupthing to the effect that an agreed plan had been in place between
Kaupthing and KSF on the one hand and the FSA on the other hand. This was, the
judge wrote, disputed by Clive Maxwell, a senior Treasury official. But surely a
Treasury official would not necessarily be the person to know, with any certainty, of
something that could be interpreted as an agreement between Kaupthing, KSF and the
FSA. Again, the judge wrote that Adalsteinsson’s witness statement was
“inconsistent” with an email sent from FSA 3 October, where demands for more
transfers of money from Iceland to KSF were made. But this is hardly relevant to a
plan which took shape and was possibly agreed on Sunday 5 October. The email was
also from a FSA senior staff member, Jon Pain, to the director of the IFSA, Jonas Fr.
Jonsson. Again, the judge found Adalsteinsson’s witness statement inconsistent with
information provided by Sheila Nicoll from the FSA. But that information was only
about transfers in and out of the KSF account over a few days and was not in any way
a refutation of a possible agreement between KSF and FSA.52
The most important point is however a logical one. Either KSF was systemically
important or it was not. If it was systemically important, then the Treasury had the
powers to rescue it or to close it down or to undertake other measures by a special
order in the interest of “maintaining the stability of the UK financial system in
circumstances where the Treasury consider that there would be a serious threat to its
stability if the order were not made”, as it was put in the relevant legal statute. If KSF
was not systemically important, then the Treasury presumably could not close it
down in order to maintain “the stability of the UK financial system”, even if it might
perhaps provide other reasons for doing so but they would be reasons irrelevant to the
case brought to the court. This point is clear in the answer by Chancellor Alistair
Darling to the question asked in preparation of this report why the UK government
rescued RBS, but not KSF. He said that it was because KSF was not systemically
important like the RBS.53 But if it was not systemically important, then it was not
necessary to close it down by a Treasury order. Darling’s answer is inconsistent with
the argument accepted by the court that the Treasury was acting within its powers in
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closing down KSF, because otherwise there was a “serious threat” to the stability of
the UK financial system.
9. The Resolution of KSF
The fact remains that KSF was closed down and put into administration. The
accounting firm Ernst & Young was appointed by the High Court in London to
administer it. The immediate task was to ensure a smooth transfer of the Edge
accounts to ING. At the date of Administration, there were about 170,000 Edge
deposit holders with total deposits of £2.6 billion. Other depositors were about 3,000,
holding a total of about £2.3 billion. Those were individuals, charities, corporate
customers, local authorities, building societies, banks, fellow KSF Group companies
and others. Against those liabilities there were assets, most importantly the KSF loan
book which was made up of three distinct portfolios, Private Banking, Property and
Corporate. KSF also had a large number of Treasury assets and investments such as
listed equities and holdings in investment trusts. Also, KSF owned some subsidiaries
and had cash in banks. The administrators maintained some of the staff to keep
operations going, but moved the headquarters from Hanover Street in West End to 21
New Street in the City, where Singer & Friedlander had originally been located: the
company still rented those premises.
In their first report, the administrators only stated that the recovery rate for unsecured
creditors should be a minimum of 50 pence in the pound.54 In May 2017, the
estimated recovery rate for non-preferential creditors had however become 87 pence
on the pound. In the period from 8 October 2008 to 7 April 2017, legal and other
professional fees amounted to £55 million and administrators’ fees to £81 million. In
the same period of time, distribution to unsecured creditors amounted to £3.8
billion.55 It is clear from these figures that KSF was by no means insolvent when the
Treasury and the FSA closed it down. It was a sound and profitable company,
probably worth about £500 million, as its director, Armann Thorvaldsson, says.56 It is
interesting that fees to accountants and lawyers which would have been avoided if the
company had not been taken into administration, were at least £136 million, or
amounting to one fifth of the probable total worth of the company.
10. Investigations of Kaupthing and KSF Managers
In the midst of a grave international crisis, unprecedented in recent times, both the
British Chancellor of the Exchequer and the Prime Minister had found reason to
make phone calls to Prime Minister Geir H. Haarde complaining about illegal
transfers from KSF to Kaupthing in Iceland. Then somewhat abruptly, they had gone
quiet about this matter, beginning to speak instead about Landsbanki’s Icesave
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accounts. Possibly this was because the Treasury and FSA staff quickly realised that
they should not have been surprised by the liquidity swap deal in force since
February 2008 between KSF and its parent company. It had been declared to the
FSA, and there was nothing illegal about it. But the sudden change of subject is yet
another indication that Chancellor Darling and Prime Minister Brown were not
providing a reason, but rather looking for an excuse, in closing down the Icelandic
banks.
After KSF was taken into administration, its director, Armann Thorvaldsson, and his
colleagues in Iceland, Sigurdur Einarsson and Hreidar M. Sigurdsson, were subject to
thorough investigations both by the FSA and the UK Serious Fraud Office. The FSA
concluded its investigation after three and a half years with a “Final Notice” where
the only censure they could make was the general one that the KSF management
team did not, between 29 September and 2 October 2008, “give proper consideration
to or properly monitor a special financing arrangement with its parent company in
Iceland under which it could draw up to £1bn at short notice if it needed to”. In the
Notice, it is admitted that Thorvaldsson immediately informed the FSA when the
financial crisis started in Iceland and that he instigated the special liquidity process in
place in KSF. In the Notice, it is also stated that the ultimate insolvency of KSF could
not be attributed to what the FSA termed the “failure to monitor promptly and
properly” the liquidity swap deal with the parent company. Moreover, it is stated that
Thorvaldsson cooperated fully with the FSA.57 On the basis of the Notice, the FSA
made an agreement with Thorvaldsson, Einarsson and Sigurdsson that they would not
hold senior positions in authorised financial firms in the UK for five years, counting
from October 2008 which implied that they could do so after eighteen months, in
October 2013.
The FSA Final Notice was a remarkable conclusion when it was definitely in the
interest of the FSA staff, after what had happened in October 2008, to find something
to fault in the management of KSF. A commentator on economic affairs, Paul
Murphy of the Financial Times, wrote ironically:
This is the final notice from the UK financial regulator after a three and a half year
investigation into Kaupthing Singer and Friedlander, the UK subsidiary of toxic
Icelandic bank Kaupthing. Essentially, the FSA has found that, between 29 September
and 2 October 2008, when the whole financial world looked to be imploding, Singer’s
management breached Principle 2 of the FSA’s Principles for Businesses, which
requires a firm to conduct its business with due skill, care and diligence. It seems they
failed to monitor a special £1bn financing arrangement between the Icelandic parent
and the UK sub, and then failed to tell the FSA immediately when it seemed the UK
firm might not have access to this funding line. While no regulatory breach has been
found, the FSA has naturally gone right ahead and issued an effective ban on two
former non-execs at Singer – Sigurdur Einarsson and Hreidar Mar Sigurdsson — along
with former chief executive Armann Thorvaldsson. You can almost hear the three men
say hvað sem [whatever in Icelandic].58
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The Serious Fraud Office which had 16 December 2009 opened an investigation into
suspected offences committed in the UK in relation to Kaupthing before its collapse,
discontinued the investigation 15 October 2012, stating that there was “insufficient
evidence to justify its continuation”.59 The allegations made by two prominent UK
government ministers against KSF turned out to be groundless; and the investigations
by the FSA and the Serious Fraud Office of KSF did not produce any tangible results.
In the process, however, perhaps £500 million—the potential market value of KSF—
were lost, and at least £136 million spent on lawyers and accountants.
11. The Irony of the Transfer to ING DIRECT
Ironies abound in the turn of events after the close-down of the two British banks
owned by Icelanders. An example is the unilateral transfer, without consultation or
compensation, of accounts in Landsbanki’s Heritable Bank and of Kaupthing’s Edge
accounts to a competitor, ING DIRECT, owned, like Heritable and KSF, by a foreign
bank, Dutch ING. Only two weeks later the Dutch parent company had itself to be
bailed out. On 21 October 2008 the Dutch government announced a liquidity
guarantee scheme for all financial institutions in the country. ING, Internationale
Nederlanden Groep, was by far the most important Dutch bank, with 85 million
clients in more than 40 countries, a workforce of 125,000 people and a balance sheet,
in 2008, of €1,322 billion. On 22 October ING received a capital injection of €10
billion from the Dutch government. It also received €12 billion of liquidity
guarantees under a Dutch liquidity guarantee scheme. This turned out to be
insufficient so in January 2009, the Dutch authorities took on a part of ING’s
portfolio of subprime loans, amounting to $28 billion. It was called an “illiquid asset
facility”. After some complications, the support for ING was accepted by European
authorities, as it was not regarded a distortion of competition.60 No mention was
made of ING’s two Icelandic competitors in the internal market of the EEA whose
online deposits had been transferred to ING DIRECT.
Another irony in choosing ING DIRECT to receive accounts from Heritable Bank
owned by Landsbanki—a company put on the UK Treasury’s list of companies and
countries subject to economic sanctions, alongside Al-Qaeda, the Talibans and the
governments of North Korea and Sudan—was that in 2012 the Dutch parent company
ING had to pay a record $619 million fine to US authorities for violating sanctions
against Cuba, Iran, Burma, Sudan and Libya. These violations of US law took place
from the 1990s to 2007. It should be emphasised that no Icelandic bank was ever
found guilty of similar violations.61
ING has become a profitable bank again and has repaid the Dutch government. A few
years after the Icelandic bank collapse, a former Icelandic banker met a senior ING
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manager. They greeted each other affably, as the man from ING had been invited by
an Icelandic bank to catch salmon in a river in Iceland. The ING man said to the
former banker: “Oh, the trip to Iceland was not the only thing I did not have to pay
you guys for. We also got all the deposits from you without having to pay anything
for them. We couldn’t believe our own luck.”62 It may be problematic to try and
estimate the value of deposits alone because they would normally be sold with assets
against them, and the assets would sometimes be of uncertain value. But one
comparison perhaps might be appropriate: In September 2007, US authorities closed
down Georgia-based Netbank and sold its online deposits from 104,000 customers, as
well as some loan assets, to ING DIRECT for $14 million, or 1% of total deposits
which then amounted to $1.4 billion.63 In the UK, total deposits in Heritable Bank
transferred to ING DIRECT amounted to £538 million: 1% of that would have been
£5 million. Total deposits in KSF’s Edge accounts transferred in the same way
amounted to £2.5 billion: 1% of that would have been £25 million. On these lines, the
total value of the online deposits in the two Icelandic-owned British banks transferred
to their former competitor ING DIRECT, with assets to match (in this case a loan
from the UK Treasury with collateral in the assets of the fallen banks), could then be
estimated to have been around £30 million, or $51 million. In one strike, ING
DIRECT acquired 160,000 customers from KSF and 22,200 customers from
Heritable Bank, and undoubtedly also many former owners of Icesave accounts. This
may explain why the ING people said to the former Icelandic banker that they could
not believe their own luck.64
Besides what amounted to a direct transfer from the two Icelandic-owned British
banks to ING DIRECT, these considerations possibly can be used to estimate the
total loss from terminating the online accounts of the Icelandic banks. Before the
collapse, in Kaupthing’s Edge accounts total deposits amounted to €5.4 billion and in
Landsbanki’s Icesave accounts to €5.2 billion (£3.6 billion in the UK and €500
million in the Netherlands).65 The total loss, or value destroyed, presumably was 1%
of €10.2 billion, or €102 million.
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12. No Losses for British Taxpayers
It is a remarkable fact that the two British banks owned by Icelanders, Heritable and
KSF, did not cost British taxpayers a penny. The same could not be said about those
British banks that were bailed out by the Labour government in 2007–9. In total,
British banks had been provided with £133 billion in cash and £1,029 billion—more
than one trillion pound sterling—in guarantees and non-cash support. Besides general
support for the banking sector, the sums in individual support schemes are staggering:
Lloyds received £276 billion, RBS £256 billion, Northern Rock £60 billion and
Bradford & Bingley £46 billion. In March 2017 outstanding support for the banks
amounted to £58 billion of which 12 billion were guarantee commitments and 46
million were cash outlays. The government then still had to get back £20 billion from
RBS, £7 billion from Northern Rock and £30 billion from Bradford & Bingley,66
although a month later, in April 2017, it received £11.8 billion from a sale of
Bradford & Bingley assets.67 While government has recovered its outlays on Lloyds,
RBS remains a problem. In 2015, the Treasury started trying to sell its shares in RBS.
It then made a loss of £1.1 billion, as shares were sold at a price below that which
government had paid for them.68 The Chancellor, Philip Hammond, has told British
MPs that they should be prepared for more losses: the price of a share was 502p when
the bank was bailed out, but in April 2017 the shares were trading at around 224p.69 It
is not unreasonable to assume that the net loss from the British 2007–9 bailouts will
eventually amount to about a half of the £46 billion support yet outstanding, or to £23
billion.
The close-down of the two British banks owned by Icelanders and the subsequent
collapse of most of the Icelandic banking sector claimed more immediate victims in
the UK and neighbouring countries. For example, in the UK, Landsbanki had in 2005
bought investment company Teather & Greenwood for £42.8 million. The same year,
in France Landsbanki had bought Kepler Equities whose worth was then estimated to
be €94 million. The same year, in Ireland Landsbanki had bought 50% in Merrion
Capital whose worth was then estimated to be €55.3 million, eventually acquiring
84% of the company. In 2007, Landsbanki bought another investment company in the
UK, Bridgewell, for £60.3 million, and merged it with Teather & Greenwood under
the name Landsbanki Securities.70 In the beginning of October 2008, Landsbanki
tried to save those assets by selling them to the Icelandic investment bank Straumur
for €398 million, but the bank fell before the transaction was completed. Merrion
Capital was then sold to management and staff for €30 million, about a third of its
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2005 price. Apparently, the buyers could finance the sale from the liquid assets of the
company.71 Kepler was sold to management and staff for €1, and a little less than half
of it was subsequently sold for €50 million.72 It has since become a well-financed
broker in the European market. After the bank collapse, Landsbanki Securities went
into administration and changed its name to Teathers. In late October 2008, it was
bought for an undisclosed sum by the Icelandic investment bank Straumur which
however failed in March 2009. Teathers went into liquidation and was formally
dissolved in 2017:73 Thus, a company which originally had been bought for more
than £100 million became worthless.
13. A Digression on Rescued Banks
The British banks rescued by the Labour government were no paragons of virtue in
comparison with the Icelandic banks. From 2001 under the leadership of Fred
Goodwin, RBS grew rapidly. As CEO, Goodwin gained a reputation for ruthlessness
in dealing with his staff, fierce determination to expand and, perhaps surprisingly for
a known economiser, lavish spending.74 RBS had a new £350 million headquarters
built at Gogarburn outside Edinburgh; Goodwin had at his disposal a £18 million
Dassault Falcon 900 private jet; a permanent suite at the Savoy Hotel in London was
kept for him; he and his co-directors used a fleet of 12 chauffeur-driven Mercedes
S600 cars, painted in the company’s dark blue; and RBS spent hundreds of millions
on endorsements from celebrities. Goodwin shared an interest in fast cars with
Iceland’s best-known businessman Jon Asgeir Johannesson: Against the advice of his
co-directors, in 2005 Goodwin decided that RBS should become the major sponsor of
the Williams F1 team in motor racing; one other big sponsor was the British company
Hamleys, controlled by Johannesson; in early 2008, Johannesson decided personally
to buy 10% of WilliamsF1 by the end of the year, even if that deal never became a
reality.75 Both Goodwin and Johannesson spent huge sums in Monaco at the Grand
Prix, the annual motor race in the Mediterranean principality. Enjoying a good
relationship with his fellow Scot Gordon Brown, Fred Goodwin was knighted in
2004, and the Queen opened the new headquarters in 2005.76 In a few years, Sir Fred
Goodwin completed 25 takeovers on boths sides of the Atlantic. “He had never seen a
deal he did not like and could not bear the prospect of letting one of his rivals’ banks
steal a perceived prize from under his nose,” financial journalist Alex Brummer
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remarked.77 The whole edifice collapsed Tuesday 7 October 2008 when the RBS
Chairman of the Board called Chancellor Darling telling him that the bank could only
keep going for a few hours more.
In a 2011 report, the FSA tried to explain the failure of RBS:
The failure of RBS can be explained by a combination of six key factors: significant
weaknesses in RBS’s capital position during the Review Period, as a result of
management decisions and permitted by an inadequate regulatory capital framework;
over-reliance on risky short-term wholesale funding; concerns and uncertainties about
RBS’s underlying asset quality, which in turn was subject to little fundamental analysis
by the FSA; substantial losses in credit trading activities, which eroded market
confidence. Both RBS’s strategy and the FSA’s supervisory approach underestimated
how bad losses associated with structured credit might be; the ABN AMRO
acquisition, on which RBS proceeded without appropriate heed to the risks involved
and with inadequate due diligence; and an overall systemic crisis in which the banks in
worse relative positions were extremely vulnerable to failure. RBS was one such
bank.78

This sounds very much like the criticisms of the Icelandic banks found in the SIC
Report. One of the worst blunders of the RBS management was the acquisition of
Dutch bank ABN Amro in October 2007. “With the benefit of hindsight it can now
be seen as the wrong price, the wrong way to pay, at the wrong time and the wrong
deal,” Sir Philip Hampton who replaced Sir Tom McKillop as RBS chairman said.79
It is worth noting that probably the worst blunder of Kaupthing was also the offer to
buy a Dutch bank, NIBC, made at the same time.
In the light of the two facts that Landsbanki was put on a list of organisations subject
to economic sanctions at the UK Treasury’s website and that in the midst of an
international crisis UK government ministers kept calling their Icelandic counterparts
to complain about illegal money transfers by Kaupthing (transfers that never took
place), it is interesting to take a brief look at RBS which is still mostly owned by the
British government. It certainly has had its cases of misconduct both before and after
it was rescued by British taxpayers. Indeed, some of them concerned anti-terrorism
laws in the UK and the US. In 2002, the FSA fined RBS £750,000 ($1,1 million) for
breaches of its money laundering rules.80 In 2010, the US Department of Justice fined
RBS $500 million for the activities of the former ABN Amro Bank. The bank had
“facilitated the movement of illegal money through the U.S. financial system by
stripping information from transactions and turning a blind eye to its compliance
obligations,” according to US officials. It had assisted sanctioned countries, including
Iran and Sudan.81 Subsequently, the FSA fined RBS £5.6 million ($8.7 million) for
77
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failing to ensure that its customers and their transactions were not involved in
terrorism. The bank’s negligence “resulted in an unacceptable risk that RBSG [RBS
Group] could have facilitated transactions involving sanctions targets, including
terrorist financing”, according to the FSA.82
The saga continued. In 2012, the FSA fined Coutts & Company, an RBS subsidiary,
£8.75 million ($13.7 million) for failing to establish and maintain effective controls
against money laundering by high-risk customers. “The failings at Coutts were
serious, systemic and were allowed to persist for almost three years,” the FSA
concluded after its investigation.83 In 2013, RBS had to pay $100 million to the New
York State Department of Financial Services for failing to comply with rules about
transactions with customers from countries subject to sanctions, including Iran and
Sudan.84 In 2016, the Monetary Authority of Singapore imposed a 2.4 million
Singapore dollar ($1.7 million) fine on Coutts & Company for violations of rules in
connection with a Malaysian money-laundering scheme. In 2017, the Swiss Financial
Market Supervisory Authority ordered Coutts & Company to pay back 6.5 million
Swiss francs ($6.5 million) in profits from this Malaysian scheme.85 In 2017, RBS
was facing questions over allegations that in 2010–14 it, and other British banks,
helped launder KGB-related funds out of Russia.86
RBS and its subsidiaries had not only violated laws against terrorism and moneylaundering in the UK, the US and other countries. In 2013, RBS was affected by the
LIBOR rate rigging scandal like some other British banks. In the beginning of the
year, the bank had to pay a total of $612 million to settle charges in the case. It paid
$150 million to the US Department of Justice in a plea agreement, admitting its
criminal conduct.87 The US Commodity Futures Trading Commission, CFTC, fined
RBS $325 million and noted that the misconduct had continued even after RBS
traders learning that an investigation had been started.88 The FSA fined RBS £87.5
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million ($136 million) for misconduct relating to the LIBOR.89 Then, in December,
the European Commission fined RBS the equivalent of $530 million (€391 million)
for similar offences.90 In November 2014, the CFTC fined it $290 million for
attempted manipulation of foreign exchange benchmark rates.91 For similar offences,
in the same month the UK FCA—which had now replaced the FSA—fined RBS
£217 million ($344 million).92 In 2015, RBS agreed to pay a fine of $395 million to
the US Department of Justice for conspiring with other banks “to fix prices and rig
bids for U.S. dollars and euros exchanged in the FX spot market in the United States
and elsewhere”. The bank was put on a three-year period of corporate probation. The
Federal Reserve System also fined it $274 million relating to these offences.93 RBS
would have been barred from the securities business in the US for these offences, if it
had not obtained a special waiver from the SEC, Securities and Exchange
Commission.94
If anything, the settlement payments and fines became higher. In 2016, RBS had to
pay a group of investors £800 million ($1 billion) for having misled them in its
fundraising efforts prior to the 2008 collapse.95 In 2017, RBS was negotiating with
other investors, trying to avoid a court case.96 In 2017, RBS made a deal with US
authorities to pay no less than $5.5 billion to US mortgage lenders Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac for mis-pricing risky mortgages prior to the collapse.97 Some less costly
scandals also occurred at RBS. In 2011, the FSA fined RBS £2.8 million ($4.5
million) for multiple failings in the way they handled customers’ complaints.98 In
2011, the FSA also fined Coutts & Company, the private banking unit of RBS, £6.3
million ($10 million) for abuses relating to the marketing of an investment fund.99 In
2013— five years after the bailout—the FCA, which as noted earlier had replaced the
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FSA, fined RBS £5.6 million ($8.7 million) for failing properly to report many
transactions.100 This list is by no means exhaustive.
Similar lists could be composed about the three other big British banks, Lloyds,
Barclays, and HSBC. It is worth adding, because after the bank collapse Kaupthing
managers were charged and convicted for having misled the markets about a
purchase by the al-Thani family of Kaupthing stock—a purchase that turned out to be
financed almost solely by Kaupthing itself—that Barclays managers have been
charged for various misdemeanours in connection with the purchase by the al-Thani
family and others of Barclays stock.101 In his memoirs, Gordon Brown—the very
man who rescued those banks and brought down at least Kaupthing, if not all three
major Icelandic banks—indeed advocates imprisoning “rogue bankers” before they
would cause another crash, mentioning Iceland as a model.102
To survive in October 2008, probably the two British banks owned by Icelanders—
operating in the UK alongside many other banks owned by foreign companies such as
Spanish Santander and Dutch ING—would only have needed cash of about £100–200
million and guarantees of about £2 billion, or 0.5% of what other British banks
received. And British taxpayers would have been fully repaid, as the results of the
resolution processes of the Icelandic-owned banks demonstrate. As British banks,
Heritable and KSF, paid taxes in Britain and provided jobs for people who lived in
Britain. Chancellor Alistair Darling and Prime Minister Gordon Brown chose to
overlook the fact that the Icelanders indeed moved money to Britain instead of taking
money out of it. Heritable and KSF were bought with hard cash from Iceland, at
market value. And the Icelanders invested in many other British companies,
providing services to customers, increasing competition, creating jobs and stimulating
growth. During the First World War, the founder of Singer & Friedlander, Julius
Singer, was barred from the London exchange because he was of German origin. A
hundred years later people were driven out of the British banking sector because they
were of Icelandic origin.
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Chapter Eleven

The Icesave Dispute, 2008–13
The Icesave dispute is relevant in an investigation of foreign factors in the Icelandic
bank collapse, because one of the motives of the British government for its harsh
treatment of the Icelanders may have been to improve its bargaining position in this
dispute. For a while, the Icesave case also seemed to have become one of the costliest
consequences of the collapse for the Icelandic nation.
1. The British and Dutch Demands on Iceland
Since the Icesave accounts were in a branch of Landsbanki, and not in a subsidiary,
the UK Treasury did not have legal authority to seize them and transfer them to ING
Direct as it did with accounts in Heritable Bank and in KSF. Landsbanki’s London
branch was strictly speaking not a British, but an Icelandic company. It was under the
supervision of IFSA and controlled, after Landsbanki’s collapse, by a Resolution
Committee appointed by the IFSA on 7 October. This was the alleged reason why the
UK Treasury used the legal authority which it had under the Anti-Terrorism Act to
freeze all Landsbanki’s assets. It was pointed out in Chapters 6 and 7 that this was a
pretext and not a reason, because the FSA had already taken steps which made it
impossible for Landsbanki to transfer money out of the UK, while authorities in other
countries, such as Germany and Sweden, did not take any such drastic actions, even if
deposits had been collected there by branches of Icelandic banks rather than by
subsidiaries.
What followed was a bitter dispute between Iceland on the one hand and the UK and,
to a lesser extent, the Netherlands on the other hand, and a fierce political battle in
Iceland for almost four years. Within days of closing down subsidiaries and branches
of the Icelandic banks the UK and Dutch governments unilaterally decided to
compensate Icesave depositors, then demanding full reimbursement from the
Icelandic government for that part of the deposits which should be covered by the
IDIGF. It was a hefty bill: £2.35 billion for the UK (€2.7 billion) and €1.3 billion for
the Netherlands, around 40% of Iceland’s GDP at the time. As noted earlier, the UK
and the Netherlands insisted, with the support of the Nordic countries, that it would
be a precondition of Iceland’s entry into any programme with the IMF that she would
recognise such an obligation to the British and Dutch treasuries.
Iceland’s beleaguered representatives compromised on 14 November 2008 by
accepting the so-called ‘Brussels Guidelines’, announced two days later.1 According
to them, the European deposit-guarantee scheme was “applicable in Iceland in the
same way as it is applicable in the EU Member States”. The negotiations ahead
should “take into account the unprecedented difficult situation of Iceland and
therefore the necessity of finding arrangements that allow Iceland to restore its
1
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financial system and its economy.” The Icelandic government undertook to cover
deposits of insured depositors in the Icesave accounts in accordance with EEA law
(which the Icelandic and British-Dutch representatives however interpreted
differently), while the UK and the Netherlands promised not to hold up Iceland’s
request for assistance from the IMF.2
Subsequently, on 19 November 2008 the IMF approved a loan of $2.1 billion in
several instalments to Iceland. It was to be used as a reserve fund, facilitating the
resumption of normal currency trade. Talks were held between representatives of
Iceland on the one hand and the UK and Netherlands on the other hand about the
Icesave issue in The Hague 2–3 December 2008, but further negotiations were then
put on hold as the political situation in Iceland became volatile, with protests and
even street riots, in late January 2009 finally driving out Haarde’s coalition
government of the Independence Party and the Social Democrats, whereupon
Johanna Sigurdardottir formed a minority government of her own Social Democrats
and the Left Greens, assuming power 1 February 2009.
2. Icesave I (the Gestsson Deal)
The new Finance Minister, Steingrimur J. Sigfusson from the Left Greens, turned to
an old comrade-in-arms, Ambassador Svavar Gestsson, the former leader of the
People’s Alliance, successor to the Icelandic Communist Party and forerunner of the
Left Greens.3 The appointment of an Icelandic negotiation committee under
Gestsson’s chairmanship was announced on 24 February 2009. Gestsson’s British
and Dutch counterparts were both financial experts, Gary Roberts from the UK and
Johan Barnard from the Netherlands. The negotiating teams from the three countries
met a few times in Copenhagen, where Gestsson resided as Ambassador to Denmark,
and in London. Gestsson initially explored the ‘Landsbanki option’ which was
essentially to pass the Landsbanki assets overseas on to the British and the Dutch
governments to cover their outlays.4 His British and Dutch counterparts rejected that
option: Their brief was obviously to persuade the Icelandic state to guarantee full
repayment of the loans (with interest) that their governments were prepared to issue
to the DIGF. But the talks only begun seriously after the general elections in Iceland
on 25 April 2009 when the Social Democrats and the Left Greens won a landslide
victory and formed a majority government.
On 5 June 2009 the three negotiation teams in the Icesave dispute signed an
agreement on behalf of their respective governments and subject to ratification by the
Icelandic parliament. The agreement contained five main points:
2
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1. The recognised ultimate debtor was the bankrupt estate of the old
Landsbanki. The Landsbanki Resolution Committee issued a bond payable to
the Icelandic DIGF with collateral in overseas assets of the old Landsbanki.
2. The DIGF took loans from the British and Dutch treasuries to cover the
maximum amounts in the Icesave accounts guaranteed under the European
Directive, and already paid out by the British and Dutch treasuries to the
depositors (up to €20,887 for each of them). The loans were with a guarantee
from the Icelandic state which would thus be liable for any difference between
what would be covered by the Landsbanki assets and what had been the total
outlays of the British and the Dutch treasuries.
3. The loans were at a maximum of £2,350 million in the UK and €1,329
million in the Netherlands. However, it was assumed that the sale of
Landsbanki assets would cover 75% of the value of insured deposits, i.e. 75%
of the principal.
4. The loans had a grace period of seven years (when no payments were due)
and a maturity of fifteen years.
5. From 1 January 2009, the loans bore a fixed interest rate of 5.55% which was
125 points above the minimum reference rate of the OECD for long-term loans
(4.3%).
6. The British authorities undertook to cancel from 15 June 2009 the standing
order, under the Anti-Terrorism Act, freezing Landsbanki assets.5
Originally, the full text of Gestsson’s Icesave agreement was kept secret, but it was
soon leaked to the press.
3. Controversy on the Gestsson Deal
From the outset, opinion in Iceland was sharply divided on the Icesave dispute. Some
argued for the ‘court option’, including most prominently former CBI Governor
David Oddsson. He argued—as he had done while Governor—that before Iceland
underwent financial obligations which could turn out to be immense, it had to be
known and certain that there was a legal basis for such obligations.6 Therefore this
dispute between Iceland and the UK and the Netherlands should be resolved in a
court of law. There was a simple way for the British and Dutch governments to
enforce their claims against the DIGF or the Icelandic government: It was to go to
court in Iceland. Oddsson observed that the Icelandic authorities had in their
possession a lot of documents which supported the additional Icelandic argument that
the difficult situation in which the country found herself was unprecedented. For
5
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example, a committee under the leadership of Jean-Claude Trichet—now ECB
Governor—had concluded that the European deposit-guarantee schemes did not
apply in the case of a total bank collapse. Moreover, in discussions with Icelandic
authorities officials of the Bank of England, most notably Governor Mervyn King,
had taken the position that the Icelandic nation should not pay for the Icesave
accounts. These had been business exchanges between depositors and a bank, and
they should have been made at their own risk. In these discussions, the Bank of
England officials had also recognised that there was no government guarantee behind
the Icesave accounts.7 Oddsson strongly criticised Prime Minister Sigurdardottir and
Finance Minister Sigfusson for helping Iceland’s opponents by accepting an
obligation by Iceland to pay for the Icesave accounts.8
Others opposed Gestsson’s Icesave deal on practical grounds. Attorney Ragnar H.
Hall argued that in effect the Icelandic team had signed away the Landsbanki assets,
if their value would turn out to be larger than what the DIGF owed British and Dutch
depositors for the maximum coverage under European and Icelandic law, the €20,887
per account.9 Economists Jon Danielsson and Kari Sigurdsson observed that even if
an obligation to pay was recognised, the British and the Dutch governments had
chosen, without consulting Icelandic authorities, to pay out the Icesave deposits in
December 2008. Now they were demanding interest from that point in time whereas
the normal procedure, according to European and Icelandic law, was that pay-outs to
depositors only needed to take place within a year after the failure of a bank.10 Most
critics however simply doubted the ability of the Icelandic state to pay interest, let
alone principal, on such a potentially gigantic sum of money. They pointed out that
the ‘Brussels Guidelines’ had provided for taking “into account the unprecedented
difficult situation of Iceland”, whereas no such considerations were to be found in the
Icesave deal negotiated by Gestsson’s team. It was not certain at which points in time
the assets of Landsbanki would be sold and if there was a delay, interest would
accumulate. Moreover, it was not certain how much of the principal or the interest
would be covered by the sale of those assets. Iceland might be mired in debt for
generations. These considerations motivated a grassroots movement, called
InDefence, which originally was organised to protest against the imposition of the
Anti-Terrorism Act on Iceland, but now began actively to campaign against the
Icesave deal.11
Some people argued however forcefully for the ‘deal option’ as a necessary evil.
Economics Professor Thorolfur Matthiasson said for example:
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If Parliament does not agree to a government guarantee of the Icesave loan, we could
end up with a war-like situation in the economy, Iceland would nowhere receive any
support, there would be massive bankruptcies, and we would occupy the same position
in the international community as Cuba and North Korea.12

It should perhaps be pointed out that the reason why North Korea was and is
internationally isolated and under economic sanctions is that she waged war on South
Korea and UN forces in 1950–3, that she has never accepted a peace treaty (there is
still only a armistice in force between North Korea and the UN Command), and that
she has committed numerous crimes against humanity according to UN reports, such
as abducting and murdering foreign citizens and torturing and starving to death her
own subjects.13 By contrast, Iceland’s only ‘crime’ would have been not to accept a
debt which she had never created, and which stemmed from private transactions for
profit.
Some people even supported the ‘deal option’ on moral grounds. Economics
Professor Thorvaldur Gylfason argued that even if Iceland might not have a legal
obligation to pay, she had a moral obligation, because her government had sold a
controlling share in Landsbanki to people with contacts in Bulgaria and Russia. “The
persistent rumour about Icelandic banks laundering money for Russian oligarchs
sounds different now than before.”14 Those Landsbanki people were friendly with the
Independence Party leadership, Gylfason claimed, and the bank had behaved as if it
had a state guarantee. Landsbanki’s customers in the UK were in good faith when
they thought their deposits were guaranteed by the Icelandic state. “Therefore, the
British and other may think that Iceland has a moral obligation to shoulder
responsibility for Landsbanki, irrespective of what the law says.”15 Sociology
Professor Stefan Olafsson pointed out that Landsbanki had been an Icelandic bank
and regulated in Iceland. “An Icelandic guarantee fund was supposed to guarantee the
deposits up to a limit. Icelandic authorities repeatedly have confirmed this
guarantee.” Therefore, Iceland had a moral obligation. Olafsson observed that now
David Oddsson and other people were supporting the court option. But in an eventual
court case, Iceland would have to argue that the deposit-guarantee scheme was only
for the Icelandic depositors, not the foreign one. “Does anyone believe that any court
would favour Iceland in such a case? Hardly. Much more likely, such an initiative
would have exposed our nation as a den of thieves.”16
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4. Icesave II (The Amended Gestsson Deal)
In the summer of 2009, the Icelandic Parliament debated the bill which Finance
Minister Steingrimur J. Sigfusson had introduced to ratify the Icesave deal negotiated
by Gestsson (often called Icesave I). Sigfusson and Prime Minister Johanna
Sigurdardottir stood firmly by the deal and, according to their critics, did not seem
overly enthusiastic about presenting Iceland’s position abroad. Perhaps one episode
illustrates this. In the beginning of August 2009, Norwegian-French Public
Prosecutor Eva Joly, who had been advising a special prosecutor in Iceland in cases
relating to the bank collapse, published an article simultaneously in Morgunbladid in
Iceland, Daily Telegraph in the UK, Aftenposten in Norway and Le Monde in France.
Joly argued that the demands by the British and Dutch governments in the Icesave
dispute were unjustified and that Iceland’s debt burden was becoming intolerable.17
The Assistant to Prime Minister Sigurdardottir, Hrannar B. Arnarsson, commented on
Facebook:
Does Eva [Joly] imagine that this article increases trust in Iceland abroad? Does she
not know that most of the foreign loans (almost all except Icesave) are taken to
strengthen the foreign currency reserves so that there are assets against them? I think
she should stick to advising the special prosecutor and leave economic affairs to
others.18

After a public outcry, Arnarsson retracted his comment.
In Parliament, meanwhile, a majority of MPs gradually formed itself, not solely on
party lines. This group wanted only to accept the Icesave deal subject to certain
preconditions of which five were the most important. First, no assets of the sovereign
Icelandic state, including assets of the CBI, should be subject to any legal challenges
as a result of the deal; they could neither be frozen nor seized. In the second place,
the deal should in no way hinder or limit the full sovereignty of Iceland over its
natural resources. Thirdly, the annual payment to the UK should not in 2017–23
exceed more than 4% of the growth of GDP in pound sterling, and to the Netherlands
more than 2% of the growth of GDP in euros. Fourthly, Iceland should retain her
right to have the legal dispute on state responsibility for bank deposits resolved in a
court of law. Fifthly, in the case that the sale of Landsbanki assets would generate
more money than would be necessary fully to reimburse the British and the Dutch
governments for their outlays to Icesave depositors, this surplus would be disposed of
under Icelandic bankruptcy law.19
While the largest opposition party, the Independence Party, worked with government
MPs on the preconditions, it distanced it from the Icesave deal itself. The bill
ratifying the Icesave deal was finally passed by Parliament on 28 August 2009 by 34
17
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votes to 14, while 14 abstained and one was absent. All government MPs voted for
the bill, whereas opposition MPs either voted against it or abstained.20 On 2
September 2009, President Olafur Ragnar Grimsson signed the bill, announcing that
he did so with special reference to the preconditions added by Parliament. However,
at a meeting in Copenhagen immediately afterwards, the British and the Dutch
negotiators categorically rejected the preconditions. Now, Indridi Thorlaksson, the
former Director of Iceland’s Revenue Service, had taken over from Ambassador
Gestsson as Iceland’s chief negotiator.21 In September, talks continued between the
negotiating teams of Iceland, the UK and the Netherlands. While the British
government had cancelled the use of the Anti-Terrorism Act against Icelandic
institutions and companies after the first deal was signed in June 2009, another way
of putting pressure on Iceland remained, through the IMF. The next instalment of the
IMF loan to Iceland was delayed, until a new deal had been negotiated. It was also
clear that this deal would be similar to the original one. In protest against the whole
process, Health Minister Ogmundur Jonasson from the Left Greens resigned 30
September. He had been told that either he would support the bill as a government
minister or the Prime Minister would resign.22
5. The Campaign Against Icesave II
A bill to ratify the new Icesave deal (often called Icesave II) was laid before
Parliament by Finance Minister Steingrimur J. Sigfusson on 19 October 2009. From
the beginning, it was heavily criticised. Attorney Larus Blondal and Law Professor
Stefan Mar Stefansson argued, for example, that the preconditions set by Parliament
in August had essentially been removed, leaving Iceland vulnerable in the case of
adverse economic developments. Full interest had to be paid on the British and Dutch
loans to the DIGF, guaranteed by the Icelandic state, irrespective of economic
conditions. The court option was also essentially barred: The deal would not
necessarily be invalidated if a court of law came to the conclusion that the Icelandic
state had no obligation in the case. Moreover, English law would apply in the case,
whereas the idea had been that Icelandic law would apply to the resolution of
Landsbanki and the sale of its assets.23
The highly motivated InDefence group campaigned hard against the new Icesave
deal, and 25 November 2009 it started collecting signatures on a petition to President
Olafur Ragnar Grimsson not to sign the bill ratifying the deal. Under the Icelandic
Constitution, this would mean that a national referendum would be held about the
bill. The InDefence initiative was very successful from the beginning: In two days,
about 5,000 people had signed the petition. Now Editor of Morgunbladid, former CBI
Governor David Oddsson led a campaign in his newspaper against the new deal. Now
as before, the bill’s supporters did not mince words. Prime Minister Johanna
Sigurdardottir said in Parliament: “I think that we would be creating a deep-freeze
20
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winter in the economy this following winter if we are going to do nothing about
this.”24 Public Administration Professor Sigurbjorg Sigurgeirsdottir joined her
colleagues Stefan Olafsson and Thorvaldur Gylfason in supporting an Icesave deal
for moral reasons. She claimed that the Icesave dispute was about democratic
responsibility. The Icelanders had to realise their own part in the bank collapse and
not simply blame it all on others. Iceland’s international reputation was at stake:
In happier times, the Icelanders used the freedom flowing from the EEA treaty without
shouldering the responsibility which is a necessary part of freedom. Now, in the midst
of the ruins, they do not seem either to want to shoulder the responsibility implied in
the treaty. Therefore Icesave is now an international conflict.

Sigurgeirsdottir added: “Abroad Iceland has many good friends. Iceland’s enemies
are closer by.”25
After a heated debate, the bill on the second Icesave deal was passed by Parliament
close to midnight on 30 December 2009, by 33 votes against 30. Now all MPs of the
opposition parties voted against the bill, and two defectors from the Left Greens. The
InDefence collection of signatures on the petition to President Olafur Ragnar
Grimsson had gained momentum during the parliamentary debate on the Icesave deal
and immediately after it. When Finance Minister Steingrimur J. Sigfusson presented
the bill to the President for signing, Grimsson said that he needed time to consider it.
On 2 January he received the spokesmen of InDefence who handed over to him the
petition signed by 56,089 people. Three days later, on 5 January 2010, Grimsson
announced that he would not sign the bill. The reason he gave was not that he
preferred the ‘court option’ to the ‘deal option’, but that the people of Iceland should
decide on such an important matter.26 Consequently, a national referendum on the bill
was scheduled 6 March 2010. Later it was discovered, in leaked documents, that the
day after the President’s announcement, on 6 January, the British chief negotiator,
Gary Roberts, briefed the economic counsel at the US Embassy in London about the
state of the dispute. He said that Iceland had to fulfil her obligations and that the
terms of the Icesave deal were generous. Roberts added that “it would be difficult for
the UK to support the next IMF review for Iceland if the decision on repayment were
still unresolved.”27
The British and the Dutch governments wanted to avoid a referendum. They
informally indicated to the Icelanders that they might consider better terms on the
loans, while they would continue to demand full payment of principal. They insisted
however that new talks would have be confidential and supported by the opposition
as well as by the government parties. Finance Minister Steingrimur J. Sigfusson
attended a confidential meeting in The Hague 29 January 2010 with Dutch Finance
Minister Wouter Bos and UK Financial Services Secretary Lord Paul Myners,
accompanied by the leaders of the two opposition parties, Bjarni Benediktsson from
the Independence Party and Sigmundur David Gunnlaugsson from the Progressive
24
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Party. They decided to try quickly to resolve the issue. Discreetly, US officials were
watching.28
On the recommendation of the Icelandic opposition parties, an American expert on
sovereign debt resolution, Lee Buchheit, was appointed Iceland’s chief negotiator,
and new talks were initiated. Buchheit’s approach was quite different from that of his
predecessors, Gestsson and Thorlaksson. He told his counterparts that he was not
there to renegotiate the old Icesave deal, but simply to explore whether new talks
could be started on new premises. He and his team stressed that there was no legal
obligation by the Icelandic state to guarantee deposit insurance over and above
establishing a depositors’ guarantee fund. He also told the British and Dutch
negotiators that the most important task was to find out how much of the uncontested
obligations of the DIGF could be met by the sale of Landsbanki assets, and if there
was a shortage, how it could be covered. He advised the Icelandic government
ministers and opposition politicians not to hurry too much; it might even be helpful in
the bargaining process to let the referendum go ahead.29 It became clear that a
mutually satisfactory deal could not be reached in the short time before the
referendum which consequently took place on 6 March 2010. The result was, as
expected, unequivocal: 62.7% of eligible voters had participated. Of them, 2,599
voted for the bill, 134,392 against it, and 7,240 ballots were blank or void. Of valid
votes, 1.9% had said yes, and 98.1% no.30
6. Icesave III (the Buchheit Deal)
The British and the Dutch negotiators tried hard to return to the previous Icesave
deals, with little modification, but Lee Buchheit and his team did not accept that.
After several meetings in London and Reykjavik, a new Icesave deal, the third one,
was signed in London on 8 December 2010. The main differences between the new
deal (Icesave III) and the two older ones (Icesave I and Icesave II) were the
following:
1. The new deal was more like a treaty between sovereign states to end a
dispute than a loan agreement. It provided for the DIGF to reimburse the British
and the Dutch governments for their outlays to Icesave depositors and to
receive in return the corresponding portion of their claims against the
Landsbanki estate. First, the DIGF was to use its existing funds, and then it
would make payments as the Landsbanki assets were gradually sold off.
2. The liability of the Icelandic treasury was limited to (a) payment of interest
as it accrued until June 2016, and (b) the portion which by then had not been
recovered from the bank’s estate.
3. The interest rate charged by the British and the Dutch creditors (which were
the entities corresponding to the Icelandic DIGF rather than the governments of
the two countries) was significantly lowered from previous deals. It was fixed
28
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until mid-2016. The interest on the Dutch loan was 3.0% and on the UK loan
3.3%. The average interest rate was approximately 3.2%. The interest on any
outstanding principal after mid-2016 was the appropriate CIRR, Commercial
Interest Reference Rates, without any interest premium. These interest rates
were generally the lowest in credit arrangements between public parties.
4. Two provisos about Iceland’s economic situation were recognised which
placed a ceiling on annual payments from the Icelandic treasury and extended
the terms of the loans automatically if the outstanding principal was higher than
a specified amount, in proportion to the amount remaining: (a) Annual
payments by the Icelandic treasury should not exceed 5% of the treasury’s
revenue in the preceding year; and if this turned out to be lower than 1.3% of
GDP, the maximum repayment should be based on this percentage of GDP. (b)
If the outstanding principal of the DIGF obligations amounted to less than the
equivalent of ISK 46 billion, then this was to be paid in full within 12 months,
in the latter half of 2016 and first half of 2017. If the outstanding obligation
turned out to be higher, then the repayment period was lengthened by one year
for each ISK 10 billion, although with the limit that the amount outstanding had
to be paid by the end of a 30-year repayment period beginning in 2016.
Iceland’s negotiators added, in their presentations, that it was unlikely that
these provisos would be tested.
5. Dispute resolution was transferred from jurisdiction of UK courts to that of
the Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague. If an issue was referred to
the Court, the two parties—Iceland on the one hand and the UK and the
Netherlands on the other hand—would each appoint their representatives and
the representatives then agree on a third arbitrator.
6. It was clearly stated that the Icelandic state would retain those rights of a
state which enjoy protection under the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic
Relations, those assets in Iceland which are vital to Iceland as a sovereign state,
and CBI assets. The same stipulation applied, as in earlier deals, on Iceland’s
natural resources.31
The opposition parties were quick to point out that the terms of this deal were much
more favourable for Iceland than the two previous ones. This implied that the two
earlier deals had really been huge blunders despite the great effort by the government
to have them accepted and the big words used by scholars in supporting them.
7. The Campaigns For and Against Icesave III
On 15 December 2010, Finance Minister Steingrimur J. Sigfusson introduced the bill
ratifying the new Icesave deal (often called Icesave III). The bill was passed by
Parliament 16 February 2011 by 44 votes to 16, with 3 abstentions. All MPs from the
two government parties voted for the bill, with the exception of two from the Left
Greens, both of them later resigning from the Party. Most MPs from the
Independence Party voted for the bill, but a few either voted against it or abstained.
31
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Most MPs from the Progressive Party voted against the bill.32 The strong resistance in
the general population to the ‘deal option’ in the Icesave case also remained. Many
Icelanders asked why the British and the Dutch governments did not simply go to
court to clarify whether there was a legal obligation or not. A new grassroots
movement, Let Us Vote (kjosum.is), collected signatures on a petition to President
Olafur Ragnar Grimsson to refer the bill ratifying the Icesave deal again to the nation.
More than 32,000 people had signed the petition on the day Parliament voted on the
bill, 16 February 2011. Grimsson announced 20 February 2011 that he had decided
not to sign the bill, stating the same reason as before for his decision, that the nation
had to decide on this important matter.33
Now, there was more vigorous support for the ‘deal option’ than before, both in the
business community and amongst academics: A common argument was that Iceland
would isolate herself if she was unwilling to resolve this dispute by negotiating.
Some continued, also, to support an Icesave deal on moral grounds. Philosophy
Professor Vilhjalmur Arnason wrote: “From a moral point of view the Icesave case
seems to be simple. The Emergency Act discriminated against Landsbanki’s
depositors in such a way that Icelanders were fully compensated, while foreigners
received nothing.” Arnason added: “The deal on which now we are now voting
distributes the cost fairly between the three nations which hold a stake.”34 Two
campaign groups were formed before the referendum, the Advice group against the
deal, and the Advance (“Afram” in Icelandic) group for it. On 9 April 2011, the
national referendum on Icesave III, the Buchheit deal, was held. Of the 232,460
voters eligible, 175,114 cast their vote, or 75.3%. The No received 103,207 votes,
and the Yes 69,462, while blank and void ballots numbered 2,445. This meant that
the Icesave deal was defeated by 59.8% against 40.2%.
Subsequently, the British and the Dutch governments gave up further negotiations,
joining instead a legal action brought before the EFTA Court by the EFTA
Surveillance Authority, ESA. The Authority was of the opinion that by its failure to
provide compensation to Icesave depositors, the Icelandic state was in breach of its
obligations under European law and directives. ESA had already issued a formal
notice in 2010, but the process was halted while negotiations went on. The formal
court case started on 15 December 2011. ESA was supported by the EC, the UK and
the Netherlands, while Norway and Liechtenstein submitted written observations in
favour of the Icelandic position.
8. Arguments before the EFTA Court
Before the EFTA Court, ESA argued that by failing to ensure payments of
compensation to Icesave depositors in Landsbanki’s branches in the UK and the
Netherlands within set time limits, Iceland had breached her obligations under
32
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European Directive 94/19. The Directive imposed an ‘obligation of result’ on EEA
states to ensure that a deposit-guarantee scheme was set up capable of guaranteeing
that, in the event of deposits being unavailable, deposits were covered up to the
minimum set by the Directive, and within a deadline. Iceland had not, ESA argued,
fulfilled all her obligations simply by transposing the Directive into national law and
setting up a deposit-guarantee scheme. Exceptional circumstances could not alter the
obligation to compensate depositors; it could only justify certain payment delays.
ESA also submitted that the principle of ‘force majeure’ (when legal obligations are
overridden or reduced by extraordinary circumstances) did not apply in the Icesave
case and did not, in any event, release Iceland from her obligations under the
Directive. ESA added that Iceland was also in breach of the prohibition of
discrimination in the Directive, and also in Article 4 of the EEA Agreement. The
Icelandic government had moved domestic deposits to new banks and covered them
in full. Meanwhile, foreign depositors had not even enjoyed the minimum guarantee
laid down in European Directive 94/19. The Icelandic state could not offer any viable
justification for this discrimination against foreign depositors.
Iceland responded that Directive 94/19 imposed no ‘obligation of result’ on an EEA
member state to guarantee the pay-out of a deposit-guarantee scheme in the event that
all else failed. The obligations of the state concerned were limited to ensuring the
proper establishment, recognition and supervision of a deposit-guarantee scheme, as
Iceland had done. Stipulations in the Directive made clear that the funding for
deposit-guarantee schemes would come from the banks. The ESA interpretation of
the Directive would convert it from a measure funded by the banks into a measure
that could impose huge liabilities on the state, Iceland argued. Only one article of the
Directive dealt with the possibility that a deposit-guarantee scheme might be unable
to pay duly qualified claims. But the solution there contemplated was an action
against the scheme and not against the EEA member state. Iceland submitted further
that the fact that the DIGF could not cope with the almost total failure of the
Icelandic banks did not show any failure by the Icelandic state to implement the
Directive properly. No deposit-guarantee scheme could have coped with such a widescale banking failure. Iceland noted that the EC was presently considering reforms of
banking supervision in order to strengthen the measures available. Again, even if the
Directive were to impose strict obligations upon a state to fund a deposit-guarantee
scheme in the event of a banking system collapse, the Icelandic state was prevented
from doing so by ‘force majeure’.
Iceland also contended that she was not in breach of the prohibition on
discrimination. In the case of a bank failure, an EEA member state might intervene to
rescue banks or branches necessary to the functioning of the banking system, even if
it was not required to do so. What was regarded by ESA as discrimination was really
different consequences flowing from the fact that the domestic branches of
Landsbanki were essential to the rescue of the Icelandic financial system. Iceland
noted that ESA had never argued that in the Icesave case foreign deposits could have
been treated as the domestic ones, by transferring them to a new bank. It was also
unclear whether the transfer of domestic deposits to a new bank improved the
position of the depositors, as they were subject to stringent capital controls and
unable to convert their krona into any other currency, whereas the priority claimants
in the Landsbanki resolution proceedings stood to be fully reimbursed in a fully
convertible currency. Moreover, the DIGF had never treated any depositors
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unequally: It was of relevance that deposits in Landsbanki’s domestic branches had
never become unavailable.
9. The EFTA Court Decision in Favour of Iceland
On 28 January 2013, the EFTA Court delivered its judgement in the Icesave dispute.
It rejected the ESA plea that Directive 94/19 implied a specific ‘obligation of result’
on member states. The Directive had to be interpreted, the Court argued, as it stood at
the relevant time, and not as it and other directives had since been amended. Under
the Directive, EEA member states had to introduce and supervise a deposit-guarantee
scheme. However, it was not envisaged that EEA member states had to ensure the
payment of aggregate deposits. A new Directive had since been adopted, in 2009,
under which EEA member states were obliged to ensure a certain level of coverage of
deposits. But this indeed supported the view, the EFTA Court held, that under the
previous arrangement the obligation on EEA member states had been limited to
ensuring that national rules requiring a certain coverage level—at least €20,000—
were maintained or adopted. In the Directive under consideration in this case, it was
provided for the possibility that a deposit-guarantee scheme was unable to pay duly
qualified claims. But the obligation on the EEA member states in that case was
limited to maintaining or adopting rules that provided for an effective right to file an
action against the guarantee scheme. The EFTA Court recognised that EEA member
states were obliged to supervise and ensure that deposit-guarantee schemes were, as a
rule, not released from the short deadline established in the Directive. “However, an
obligation on the State and its national authorities to ensure compensation if a
deposit-guarantee scheme is unable to cope with its obligations under exceptional
circumstances such as in a systemic crisis cannot be derived from that provision.”
The EFTA Court also referred to some stipulations in the Directive showing that it
dealt, at least primarily, with a failure of individual banks and not with a systemic
crisis. The EFTA Court added that how to proceed in a case where the guarantee
scheme was unable to cope with its payments obligations remained largely
unanswered by the Directive.
The EFTA Court was not persuaded, either, by the ESA plea on discrimination. It
pointed out that the facts of the case were that the IFSA had decided on 9 October
2008 to transfer domestic deposits in Landsbanki to a new bank, the New
Landsbanki, established between 9 and 22 October 2008. The Icelandic DIGF was
not involved in this. On 27 October 2008, the IFSA made a statement which triggered
an obligation for the DIGF to make payments as regards foreign deposits in
Landsbanki branches. The domestic deposits did not become unavailable.
Accordingly, depositor protection under the Directive never applied to depositors in
Landsbanki’s Icelandic branches. In this case, therefore, difference in treatment was
not possible, because the transfer of domestic deposits from the old bank to the new
one did not fall within the scope of the non-discrimination principle set out in
Directive 94/19.35
The decision of the EFTA Court could be, and was, interpreted as a total victory for
those Icelanders who had argued for the ‘court option’ in the Icesave dispute and
35
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against the ‘deal option’. Only three months away from general elections, the
judgement had an immediate political impact. The Progressive Party which had been
the only party mostly united against the deal option gained support and handsomely
won the elections on 27 April 2013. It had received 14.8% of valid votes in 2009, and
now got 24.4%. The Independence Party whose support had been rising in opinion
polls during the winter of 2012–13, only moved from its worst ever result in 2009 of
23.7% to a disappointing 26.7% of valid votes. After the election, the leader of the
Progressive Party, Sigmundur David Gunnlaugsson—a founding member of the
InDefence group before entering politics—formed a new coalition government of the
Progressive Party and the Independence Party. The government parties both suffered
a debacle. The Social Democrats went from 29.8% to 12.9%, an electoral defeat
unparalleled in Icelandic history, and the Left Greens from 21.7% to 10.9%. In a
phone poll conducted after the election, 34.6% of those asked said that the
Progressive Party had performed well in the Icesave issue, 7% named the
Independence party, 4.4% the Left Greens and 4.24% the Social Democrats.
According to the same poll, 36.1% said that the Social Democrats had performed
very badly in the Icesave issue, 34.8% named the Left Greens, 14% the Independence
Party and 7.7 the Progressive Party.36
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Chapter Twelve

Moral Issues in the Icesave Dispute

An analysis of the moral issues in the Icesave dispute is relevant for an investigation
of foreign factors in the Icelandic bank collapse, because it was a widespread
perception in Europe that the Icelanders were in the wrong when refusing to
introduce a government guarantee of bank deposits.
1. The Concept of Collective Responsibility
While the legal dispute in the Icesave case was resolved by the EFTA Court in
January 2013, and the political impact became clear in the parliamentary elections in
April the same year, arguably some moral issues remained. Were Professors
Thorvaldur Gylfason and other prominent Icelandic intellectuals perhaps right that
after the bank collapse the Icelanders, as a nation, had on moral grounds to take
financial responsibility for Landsbanki’s Icesave accounts? Does the idea of
collective responsibility, or even guilt, make sense in this case? In Icelandic history,
there is an interesting parallel with the 1627 ‘Turkish Raid’ when pirates from
Ottoman territories in North Africa suddenly appeared in Icelandic waters, plundering
and kidnapping people whom they subsequently sold into slavery. This came
probably as much as a shock to the tiny nation in a remote corner of the North
Atlantic as did the 2008 bank collapse. Intellectuals at the time, mostly clergymen,
argued that the ‘Turkish Raid’ was God’s punishment for human sin and that the
Icelanders had to learn their lesson from it and become more virtuous.1 The message
in the Icesave case seems to be similar: The Icelanders as a nation have to atone for
past excesses.
However, some contemporary philosophers would reject the arguments both of the
clergymen four hundred years ago and of Professor Gylfason and his colleagues.
They would argue that only individuals can act and that therefore only they can be
held responsible for their actions or omissions to act, and not groups of which they
may be members.2 On that premise, an ordinary Icelander certainly did not bear any
responsibility for a business transaction between a foreign investor in pursuit of a
high return on his money and an Icelandic bank offering him or her attractive terms.
Was it not a private transaction for whom the individuals engaging in it should bear
full responsibility, reap the profit or suffer the cost? Even if Canadian philosopher
Jan Narveson admits that some forms of collective responsibility may exist, he argues
that “it is a dangerous device, generating insoluble problems and entailing the
mistreatment of individual people.”3
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Be that as it may, a lively discussion has taken place in contemporary moral
philosophy about collective or national responsibility. When an employee of a
corporation witnesses it engaging in immoral or illegal activities and keeps silent
about it, is he or she not partly responsible for those activities? Are Argentine citizens
not responsible for the public debt of their country, created by their democratically
elected representatives?4 Are people who willingly participate in street riots not to be
held responsible for damages and personal injuries suffered by others in such riots
even if those participants themselves did not intend the consequences? If Englishmen
take pride in the great achievements of the British Empire, should they then not also
accept (at least some) blame for the Irish Potato Famine, the operation of
concentration camps in the Boer Wars and the Amritsar massacre?5 If white South
Africans benefited during Apartheid, should they then not contribute to the
compensation of its victims, also when they themselves personally did not support
Apartheid and even campaigned actively against it? Did the Norwegian governmentin-exile during the German occupation of Norway act legally and morally when it
retroactively made membership of the fascist party (Nasjonal Samling)—a legal
political party on Norway before the War—a criminal offence?6 Should Stalinist
apologists and fellow-travellers in the West be regarded as accomplices in the crimes
of their Soviet comrades, thus partly sharing with them the guilt or at any rate some
blame for those crimes?7 Philosophers have also explored whether the whole of the
German nation could be held responsible for Nazi atrocities (as the distinguished
German philosopher Karl Jaspers held),8 or today’s white US citizens for antebellum
slavery, or men in general for past repression of women, or inhabitants of affluent
Western countries (whose high living standards seem in many cases to depend on
luck) for widespread poverty in many other countries.9
2. No Responsibility of the Icelandic Nation
Certainly, in some cases collective responsibility has been publicly acknowledged.
For example, the Finns, without complaining, paid enormous reparations to the
Soviet Union after the 1941–4 Continuation War (which Finland started, unlike the
1939–40 Winter War);10 since the 1950s, the Federal Republic of Germany has
transferred significant resources to Israel in an attempt to make some amends for the
4
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Nazi Holocaust;11 in 1994, the Swedish government apologised for the extradition of
Baltic soldiers to the Soviet Union after Second World War.12 Some philosophers
have found the notion of collective responsibility cogent when the collective in
question is cohesive and its members strongly identify with it. An example of such a
collective would be a nation, with a shared history and clear identity. Another (partly
overlapping) example would be a well-functioning democracy. A relevant
consideration in both cases would be the right to dissent and to exit.13
Indeed, at first sight the Icelandic nation seems to be eminently qualified to serve as
such a collective: She has a long shared history, a common language and a clear
identity, besides a well-functioning democracy, with a real right to dissent and to exit.
The Icelanders take great pride in the achievements of their forefathers, not least in
their rich literary heritage and in the survival of their tiny nation in a harsh
environment. Their nationality “infuses citizens with a sense of purposefulness,
confidence, and dignity.” Should they not therefore also accept shame for past
misdeeds? On the other hand, it should be noted at the outset that, perhaps as a result
of their relative isolation and powerlessness, the Icelanders have no legacy of serious
misdeeds perpetrated in their name. They have generally not engaged in the
pathological variant of nationalism that “revels in macho glory.”14 Within the
country, there are no minorities to oppress (with the exception perhaps of women but
their past oppression would however be an international rather than a particularly
Icelandic phenomenon). The Icelanders have never invaded other countries or
subjected other nations to colonial rule. In the rare dealings with other countries
where force has been used (as in the 1627 pirate raids from North Africa or the 1940
British military occupation), the Icelanders have been victims rather than
perpetrators.15
It would seem to be a necessary precondition for assuming national responsibility that
at least someone had been harmed or was suffering by the actions or omissions of
those acting on behalf of the nation. But in the Icesave case, the depositors suffered
no loss: They all got their money back, as Landsbanki’s managers had from the
beginning insisted they would. However, from the vantage point of 2009, perhaps the
case looked different. It was then estimated that Icesave account holders would get
about 75% of their insured deposits back from Landsbanki’s estate.16 This apparent
loss was however in most cases to be suffered by the British and Dutch treasuries
(and thus by taxpayers in the two countries) rather than by individual depositors who
were almost immediately compensated. The situation in 2009 may however make the
position then adopted by Professors Thorvaldur Gylfason, Stefan Olafsson and
Sigurbjorg Sigurgeirsdottir more understandable. Their argument apparently was that
somehow the Icelandic nation had become an accomplice of Landsbanki, and that
11
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therefore the possible loss suffered by Landsbanki’s foreign customers could be
blamed on the Icelanders as a whole.
But even if there had been a loss—which, for the depositors, turned out not to be the
case—this does not seem a strong argument. ‘Caveat emptor:’ The buyer beware.
Landsbanki’s foreign customers should have been expected to look out for
themselves. Even if Landsbanki, in its collection of Icesave deposits, arguably traded
on the good reputation that Iceland had earned in the 1991–2004 period (as the brand
name of the accounts suggests), its customers were never misled by Icelandic
authorities about a possible government guarantee of deposits. Publicly, Icelandic
politicians and officials said the same as their counterparts in other countries: that the
government would do its best to maintain financial stability. It should also be recalled
what CBI Governor David Oddsson said at a press conference in May 2008: “It’s a
new development if banks are supposed to be able to expand at will and take the risk
that they choose to take, and then the public, through the central bank, is believed to
function as some sort of inexhaustible guarantee fund.”17
3. No Negligence by Icelandic Authorities
A possible counter-argument is that Icelandic authorities were guilty of neglect when
they allowed Landsbanki to collect deposits abroad in branches instead of in
subsidiaries and when they subsequently did little to facilitate the transfer of the
Icesave accounts from branches to subsidiaries, especially in the UK where the FSA
had recommended this since March 2008. But such activities took place in other
countries as well: In Germany and Sweden, for example, Kaupthing collected
deposits in branches rather than subsidiaries. Moreover, Iceland was a member of the
EEA, and Icelandic banks could open branches in other countries if they wanted to,
provided they fulfilled some conditions—which they did. The CBI at least had no
power to stop this, although the CBI governors repeatedly advised Landsbanki’s
managers to try and transfer the Icesave accounts from branches to subsidiaries.
As previously noted, on many occasions CBI Governor Oddsson forcefully expressed
his opinion that such a transfer was crucial to Iceland. At a meeting with IFSA staff
members on 7 July 2008, for example, Oddsson observed that the IDIGF would not
even be able to handle the failure of a small rural savings association. In his opinion,
the collection of deposits abroad should have been stopped by the IFSA.18 At a
meeting with Landsbanki’s managers on 14 July, Oddsson expressed great surprise
that the Icesave accounts were not already in the process of being transferred from a
branch to a subsidiary.19 At a meeting with staff members from the British FSA
visiting Iceland in late July, he expressed his agreement with them on the need to
transfer the Icesave accounts to a subsidiary. Afterwards, on 31 July 2008, Oddsson
summoned Landsbanki’s two managers to a meeting at the CBI, repeating his view
that there was no government guarantee of the Icesave accounts: “No guarantee
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unless stipulated by law.”20 In August 2008, the CBI rejected a request by
Landsbanki for a complicated set of measures which were to be kept secret. The
objective of those measures was to facilitate the transfer of the Icesave accounts from
Landsbanki’s London branch to its British subsidiary, Heritable Bank. In its report,
the SIC pointed out that the refusal was reasonable, as this facilitation would have
been very risky for the CBI and probably illegal as well.21
Formally, the IFSA may have had legal authority to stop deposit collection abroad,22
but in the circumstances it would not have had much political support for such a
harsh measure which would almost certainly have brought down the banking sector
all at once. In addition, even if it had been true—which it was not—that Icelandic
authorities were guilty of neglect by not stopping Landsbanki’s collection of deposits
in branches abroad, it does not necessarily follow that the Icelandic nation was
responsible for the whole of the potential cost arising from such neglect. If the charge
of neglect had been true, then other agents would also have been partly responsible:
Landsbanki’s managers and owners, its customers abroad, both bondholders and
depositors, and its regulators abroad, such as the FSA in the UK. But the main
demand of the British and the Dutch governments in the Icesave dispute—the
demand which Professors Thorvaldur Gylfason, Stefan Olafsson and Sigurbjorg
Sigurgeirsdottir wanted to accept—was that the Icelandic treasury should guarantee
the total cost of Landsbanki’s potential failure to compensate depositors in the UK
and Netherlands, not only a part of it.23
In this purely counterfactual case, where neglect by Icelandic authorities concerning
the Icesave accounts would have been accepted, three additional considerations
would have been relevant.
First, it has to be stressed that the individual responsibilities of the agents engaging in
the transactions, the depositors and the bankers, would have been bypassed and
ignored, illustrating yet again that sometimes the assumption of collective
responsibility may cancel out individual responsibility, even if obvious and clear in
this case.
In the second place, one harm would have been replaced by another: Ordinary
Icelandic taxpayers would suddenly have found themselves liable for a huge debt
which they had done nothing themselves to create and of which they were almost all
unaware until after the bank collapse.
20
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Thirdly, ought implies can. Certainly the collective duties of a nation should not be
beyond its powers, as John Maynard Keynes pointed out in the debate on German
reparations after the First World War.24 As the matter stood in 2009, when
Landsbanki’s assets were expected to cover 75% of the compensation to British and
Dutch depositors, the remainder of the estimated total cost, alongside interest for an
indefinite period, would have been a punitive 30–35% of Iceland’s GDP.25 By
comparison, the Finnish war reparations to the Soviet Union, usually considered to be
severe, amounted to 10–15% of Finland’s GDP.26 Even if originally the reparations
exacted from Germany after the First World War were nominally much higher, in the
end they amounted to 30–40% of Germany’s GDP in 1920.27 It is significant that the
British and the Dutch governments in late 2009 rejected amendments by the Icelandic
Parliament to the first Icesave deal designed to limit Iceland’s liabilities to what
would be within her capacity to pay.
4. No Discrimination of Depositors by Icelandic Authorities
In 2011, when it had become clear that Landsbanki’s estate would cover all its
deposits so that there was no major loss in which to share (except the interest on the
outlays of the British and Dutch governments), Professor Vilhjalmur Arnason
employed a different argument to that of some his colleagues at the University of
Iceland. Now it was a question of a morally indefensible discrimination: “The
Emergency Act discriminated against Landsbanki’s depositors in such a way that
Icelanders were fully compensated, while foreigners received nothing.” Arnason
argued that the third and last Icesave deal negotiated by Lee Buchheit in late 2010
distributed “the cost” fairly between the three stakeholders in the matter, the British,
Dutch and Icelandic nations, and that therefore it ought to be accepted by Icelandic
voters to whom Iceland’s President had referred it.28 But the cost of the interest on
the compensation which the British and the Dutch governments unilaterally chose to
pay to Icesave depositors immediately after the Icelandic bank collapse instead of
waiting for Landsbanki’s estate to pay out the deposits was not “fairly” distributed
between the three nations: This cost, perhaps about 20% of Iceland’s GDP—a huge
sum on any standard—was supposed to be borne by Iceland alone. Arnason did not
explain why the Icelandic treasury should bear the whole cost of outlays by other
governments on which it had taken no part in deciding.
More importantly, Professor Arnason is wrong that the 2008 Emergency Act
discriminated between Landsbanki’s Icelandic and foreign depositors: In fact, the Act
gave all of them priority over other bank creditors. This is the reason all depositors
24
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eventually were paid back in full whereas other creditors, such as bondholders
(including the CBI), only recovered a part of their claims on Landsbanki’s estate. It is
true, but should not be used to confuse the issue, that the means of compensating
domestic and foreign depositors were different: In Iceland, deposits were transferred
from the old Landsbanki to a new government bank rather than being paid out in full.
Depositors simply saw their accounts being smoothly transferred from the old to the
new bank and they were able to access them at any time. This was not possible in the
UK and Netherlands, because the governments there closed down the old banks, paid
out the deposits and then tried to force the Icelandic government into guaranteeing
their outlays. In a similar situation with Kaupthing’s Edge accounts in Sweden and
Germany (operated there from a branch rather than a subsidiary and therefore
covered by the Icelandic deposit-guarantee scheme), no demand was made on the
Icelandic Treasury, not to mention using an Anti-Terrorism Act against it, or against
the CBI or individual Icelandic banks. In Sweden the CBS gave a loan to Kaupthing,
with collateral in its assets, enabling it to pay out the depositors almost immediately.
In Germany, despite some initial legal complications, the depositors were paid out of
Kaupthing’s assets in the course of a few months.
It is a relevant question why the British and the Dutch authorities did not pursue the
same path as their Swedish and German counterparts. As Iceland argued before the
EFTA Court, the different methods of compensating Landsbanki’s depositors flowed
from different situations in Iceland and other countries, and did not constitute
discrimination between domestic and foreign depositors. The EFTA Court conceded
that the question of how the Icelandic DIGF would treat individual depositors
moreover only became relevant at a point in time when the new domestic banks had
already been established. Therefore the DIGF had not really been able to engage in
any discrimination between domestic and foreign depositors in the Icelandic banks.
It is quite a different matter, and should not be allowed, either, to confuse the issue,
that at the same time as the Emergency Act was passed, on 6 October 2008, Icelandic
government ministers publicly announced a full guarantee of all domestic deposits.
This was an announcement aimed at averting a domestic bank run, and it was not
legally binding, unlike the priority given to all depositors by the Emergency Act.
Similar announcements with the same aim were made in many other European
countries, in Ireland, Greece and Germany before Iceland, and in Denmark and the
UK more or less at the same time.29
Certainly, it can be argued that deposit guarantees such as many governments
announced during the financial crisis constitute some kind of discrimination: The
government in question issues a guarantee that potential losses from certain kinds of
business transactions within its borders will be borne by the taxpayers instead of the
agents engaging in the transactions themselves. This is at least discrimination in two
senses: First, it is between domestic agents engaged in making and collecting bank
deposits (the depositors and the bankers) on the one hand and domestic agents
engaged in other kinds of business transactions on the other hand who are left doing
this at their own risk (for example customers and owners of restaurants or buyers and
sellers of shoes). In the second place, it is discrimination between domestic and
29
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foreign businesses, as further protection is being extended to the domestic ones. But
these announcements had a clear and justifiable aim, to maintain financial stability
and avert chaos. As economists have observed: “There are two kinds of countries:
those that have deposit insurance, and those that don’t yet know that they have it.”30
Moreover, most philosophers would recognise that a government has more extensive
duties towards its own citizens—and taxpayers—than to foreigners.31 All
governments discriminate in many ways between their own citizens and other people.
In any case, this kind of discrimination was not what Professor Arnason was
criticizing, but that which he mistakenly thought was implicit in the Emergency Act
of 6 October 2008.
5. Discrimination Between Depositors and Bondholders
Professor Arnason overlooks or ignores the real discrimination implicit in the 2008
Emergency Act. This was the discrimination between all depositors, whether
domestic or foreign, on the one hand and other bank creditors, including the CBI and
bondholders, domestic and foreign, on the other hand. The impact of giving priority
to depositors’ claims was to transfer about €10 billion to them from other creditors.32
Since the largest creditors’ sub-group was German banks, this could to some extent
be regarded as an involuntary transfer from German banks to British depositors
which made the fierce opposition to it by the British Labour government appear all
the more surprising. This discrimination could be, and was, justified by “force
majeure”, unforeseeable circumstances that forced the Icelandic legislator to make
difficult choices with the aim of ensuring the continuing existence of banking in
Iceland and the stability of the economy. If depositors in Iceland would have
panicked, then not only the Icelandic banking sector, but the whole economy, might
have crashed. Instead, the change from the old to the new banks went surprisingly
smoothly and enough confidence in the system was restored for it to survive. But the
fact remains that passing the Emergency Act was in some ways tantamount to, or had
the same effect as, expropriating without compensation assets belonging to creditors
others than depositors, as one Supreme Court Judge, Jon Steinar Gunnlaugsson,
wrote in his dissenting opinion when the Supreme Court upheld the Emergency Act.
Gunnlaugsson argued that this enforced transfer of assets without compensation was
done retroactively, whereas private property rights were explicitly protected in the
Icelandic Constitution.33
In defence of the Emergency Act it might however be responded that its aim was not
this transfer of resources, but the crucial stabilisation of the Icelandic economy as
well as the fulfillment of Iceland’s international obligations (extending priority to the
claims of foreign depositors was probably not necessary to create calm in the
Icelandic financial markets, but it was necessary in order not to disciminate between
30
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Icelandic and foreign depositors). Here the old Catholic doctrine of ‘Double Effect’
may apply. St. Thomas Aquinas wrote: “Nothing hinders one act from having two
effects, only one of which is intended, while the other is beside the intention.”34 Put
bluntly, the Icelandic authorities saw their task as that of saving Iceland, even if it
meant, unintentionally but predictably, disregarding the interests of foreign banks and
hedge funds. Another example of the Doctrine of Double Effect might have been the
extension of the fishing limit in the Icelandic waters from three to 200 miles in a
period of only 23 years, from 1952 to 1975. It had the unintended, but predictable,
consequence that thousands of people in British fishing towns such as Grimsby and
Hull lost their jobs. But many would consider it proper of the Icelandic authorities to
give priority to the vital long-term interests of their own nation over the economic
interests of people in British fishing towns. What was at stake in the ‘Cod Wars” was
the livelihood, indeed survival, of a tiny nation in a harsh environment. Moreover, to
return to the Icesave dispute, the Emergency Act was not strictly speaking
retroactive, because it was passed before the banks collapsed and the FSA took them
over and appointed resolution committees. On 6 October 2008 there was still some
hope that the Icelandic banking sector might be saved. A further consideration is that
it may have been in the bondholders’ best long-term interest to avoid the total
destruction of the Icelandic economy, and this was precisely the aim of the
Emergency Act.
6. The Responsibility for the Bank Run and the Street Riots
Considerations of moral obligation, responsibility and liability are certainly relevant
to the 2008 Icelandic bank collapse, but perhaps not in the way Professors Thorvaldur
Gylfason, Stefan Olafsson, Sigurbjorg Sigurgeirsdottir and Vilhjalmur Arnason
envisage. For example, Friday 3 October 2008 Professor Gylfi Magnusson said in a
radio interview that the Icelandic banks were “technically bankrupt”. 35 Thus he may
have prompted the subsequent run by depositors on the banks which was only
stopped by the Emergency Act three days later. The CBI was hours from exhausting
its supply of notes when the panic receded. Was Magnusson then partly responsible
for the collapse even if it would almost certainly have taken place without his public
comment?
Another example was the street riots in Reykjavik after the collapse which not only
drove out a democratically elected government with a clear mandate until 2011, but
also caused considerable damage of property and injuries of policemen, some of them
grave.36 In addition, some bankers and politicians had the unpleasant experience,
almost unprecedented in Icelandic society, of mobs surrounding their houses at night,
throwing stones at windows, spraying walls and scratching cars. Were some of the
academics who spoke at protest rallies (which often led to street riots in those heedy
days) partly responsible for such ugly incidents, even if they themselves did not
throw bricks, strike policemen, spray walls or scratch cars? This may have been an
example both of individual and collective responsibility. “Different participants in the
34
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mob act in different ways. Some actively attack persons or property; others shout
abuse or issue threates; yet others play a more passive role, running alongside the
activists, urging them on and contributing generally to the atmosphere of excitement
and fear,” British philosopher David Miller writes:
The specific intentions of each participant at the beginning of the riot may have been
different: some may have started out meaning to inflict physical damage; others may
have wanted to make a political point; and so forth. What matters is that each person
took part with the same general attitude—‘teaching them a lesson’, ‘showing them that
we mean business’, etc.—and each made some causal contribution to the final
outcome, whether this involved engaging directly in destructive acts, or merely in
supporting and encouraging those who did.37

In normally peaceful Iceland, certainly some academics encouraged protestors to
‘teach them a lesson’.
For example, Professor Thorvaldur Gylfason spoke at protest rallies in Austurvollur
on two consecutive Saturdays, 18 and 25 October 2008, using harsh words about
government ministers and the CBI governors. After the second rally, protesters
marched to the Prime Minister’s Residence in Tjarnargata under the slogan ‘End the
Silence’.38 Speaking at a nationally televised ‘citizens’ meeting’ in Haskolabio on 24
November, Gylfason demanded the immediate dismissal of the CBI governors.
“Listening to him, one got a strong feeling that Iceland was indeed a banana
republic,” a journalist wrote in Jon Asgeir Johannesson’s Frettabladid, distributed
free of charge to every household in Iceland.39 Yet again, Gylfason spoke on 1
December at a protest rally in Arnarholl directly in front of the CBI headquarters:
“The government, the CBI and many bank and business managers made such serious
blunders that Iceland’s economy is close to a breakdown.”40 After the rally, some
participants sought to force their way into the CBI headquarters, but they were
stopped by police.41 Was Gylfason partly responsible for this?
At a protest meeting in Austurvollur 17 January 2009, Professor Gylfi Magnusson did
not mince words, either:
The private sector … has to get rid of holding companies, business “Groups”, bookkeeping tricks, hedging, tax havens, cross-ownership and cross-management, political
connections and whatever else they call it. This is a part of what has to go to the
ashheaps of history. None of this created any value. … If these people are to be
forgiven, their first step must be to stretch out a hand of reconciliation, and that they
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recognise their responsibility by leaving office. Unfortunately, we have yet seen little
of that hand of reconciliation; rather, we have seen a glimpse of the middle finger.42

Here, Magnusson demanded that leading Icelanders should leave office on account of
“book-keeping tricks, hedging, tax havens, cross-ownership and cross-management,”
holding them responsible for the alleged behaviour of some members of the Icelandic
business community. Was Magnusson partly responsible for the subsequent street
riots? The riots increased in intensity during January 2009, but they suddenly stopped
when a new left-wing minority government was formed on 1 February 2009. Almost
two years later, when a protest rally was held in Reykjavik against increased
household debts, the main organiser of the 2008–9 riots, folk singer Hordur Torfason,
commented: “It is obvious that this protest rally is not organised, unlike the Pots-andPans Revolution which was much more directed from behind the scenes.”43 Torfason
did not volunteer any information about who directed the Pots-and-Pans Revolution
“from behind the scenes” nor about who financed the movement even if one of its
chief aims was increased transparency.44
7. The Collective Responsibility of the British Nation
While the idea of collective or national responsibility hardly applies to the Icelanders
in the Icesave dispute, because the case was really about private transactions and
because no harm was done to depositors (and the dispute was about them and not
about other creditors of the fallen Icelandic banks), it may apply to the British
population. First, the UK has a well-functioning democracy, and even if it is
composed of three or four nations (the English, Welsh, Scottish and Northern Irish)
and not one, the political mandate of the UK Labour government in the autumn of
2008 was quite clear. Prime Minister Gordon Brown and Chancellor Alistair Darling
could be regarded as acting on behalf of the whole population and in accordance with
UK law. In the Icesave dispute, the government seemed in the beginning at least to
have broad political support even if a few well-known Britons raised dissenting
voices about the harsh treatment of a long-time ally, notably Conservative MEP
Daniel Hannan, Dr. Eamonn Butler of the Adam Smith Institute, Labour MP Austin
Mitchell, and, privately, Governor Mervyn King of the Bank of England, as already
noted.45
In the second place, when the UK government created and implemented its immense
rescue programme during the financial crisis, it discriminated between British banks
owned by Icelanders—Heritable and KSF—and all other British banks: At the same
42
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time as it brought down the Icelandic-owned banks, it rescued all other banks in the
UK, not only systemically important banks like the RBS and HBOS, but also
relatively small banks like Bradford & Bingley. Legally, this went against the EEA
principle of the internal market, at least in spirit, if not in letter. Morally, this action
became even more reprehensible in light of the fact that the two Icelandic-owned
banks turned out to be quite sound, whereas the UK government may make huge
losses on some other banks that were rescued, such as RBS.
Thirdly, the UK government did Iceland much harm by not only closing down the
Icelandic-owned banks, but also by using an Anti-Terrorism Act against Iceland,
isolating her internationally and forcing her government to accept responsibility for a
debt which should have been (and eventually was) paid by those who incurred it. No
other European country took similar measures against Iceland, even if in some of
them the Icelandic banks had collected deposits through their branches and not their
subsidiaries, thus creating obligations that the Icelandic DIGF would find difficult if
not impossible to fulfil. The use of the Anti-Terrorism Act was also quite
unnecessary, as already demonstrated. By its Supervisory Notices, the British FSA
had effectively eliminated possibilities of illegal transfers from the branches and
subsidiaries of the Icelandic banks in the UK (just as the Finnish authorities did for
example about possible transfers from Finland). The harm caused by the close-down
of the banks and the use of the Anti-Terrorism Act was both financial and social. By
closing down KSF in London, the UK Labour government brought down the last
remaining Icelandic bank and thus turned an Icelandic crisis into a collapse, although
in retrospect it was perhaps a blessing in disguise that Iceland was unable to bail out
her banks.
The use of the Anti-Terrorism Act was also an extraordinary attack on a friendly
neighbour, a Nordic democracy, a member, with the UK, of the EEA and a founding
member, also with the UK, of NATO (unlike Sweden and Switzerland). On the UK
Treasury’s website, suddenly, the names of Icelandic public institutions such as the
CBI and the IFSA were seen on the same list as terrorist organisations Al-Qaeda and
the Talibans and governments of rogue countries like North Korea and Iran. Even if
Iceland’s economy recovered surprisingly quickly, the bank collapse created a lot of
social disharmony and suffering in Iceland and turned the lives of many upside down.
Mention should also be made of the baseless accusations by Gordon Brown and
Alistair Darling against Iceland as the financial crisis was intensifying and how they,
in the Icesave dispute, openly used the IMF to try and collect a ‘debt’ which Iceland
did not owe to the UK.
It is also worth noting that the European Commission has the same supervisory role
in EU member states as the EFTA Surveillance Authority has in the three EFTA
countries that are also members of the EEA, Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein. The
question is why the EFTA Surveillance Authority initiated a process against Iceland
for an alleged violation of the rules of the internal market, whereas the European
Commission did nothing about the discrimination by the British government between
Icelandic-owned banks and other banks or about the use of the Anti-Terrorism Act
against not only a private company in Iceland, but also, however briefly, against the
Central Bank of Iceland, the Icelandic Financial Supervisory Authority and other
Icelandic authorities. The EFTA Surveillance Authority “seeks to protect the rights of
individuals and market participants who find stheir rights infringed by rules or
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practices of the EFTA States”.46 Accordingly, it has to be assumed that the European
Commission would seek to protect the rights of individuals and market participants
who find their rights infringed by practices of EU states: Certainly, the two Icelandic
banks which had their subsidiaries in the UK closed down may have found their
rights infringed by the practices of the UK government. Also, Landsbanki and the
Icelandic authorities that were put on a list of terrorist organisations, with immediate
consequences, may have found their rights infringed by the practices of the UK
government. Be that as it may, the UK government could at least not use “force
majeure” as an argument for closing down KSF and Heritable: Its move was not
about the stability or even survival of the British economy, contrary to what was the
case in Iceland with the Emergency Act.
8. An Apology is Called For
In his analysis of national responsibility, David Miller makes a distinction between
two kinds of responsibility groups may have to accept irrespective of the intentions
and actions of individual members of the groups: outcome responsibility and
remedial responsibility.47 There is little doubt in this case about the outcome
responsibility, at least partly. The British voters have to assume some responsibility
for the activities of their duly elected government regarding the Icelandic banks. But
what about remedial responsibility? It is difficult, if not impossible, to estimate how
much of the total cost of the Icelandic bank collapse can be ascribed to the actions of
the UK government alone. Moreover, more than nine years have passed since the
events took place, and Iceland has turned around completely. Again, as some
philosophers argue, shame may be a more appropriate moral category in many cases
of national responsibility than guilt.48 The British Labour leaders certainly did not
behave like gentlemen: They were less than truthful about their conversations with
Icelandic government ministers (of which the conversation between Alistair Darling
and Arni M. Mathiesen Tuesday 7 October is perhaps the most egregious example),
and they did not behave properly towards a weak neighbour and old ally. They did
not come to the Icelanders “as one cultured nation to another”, as Winston Churchill
had put it when giving an address from the balcony of Reykjavik’s Parliament House
in August 1941.49 A plausible conclusion is therefore that the UK has not only to
accept some outcome responsibility for the Icelandic bank collapse, but also some
remedial responsibity, but that the remedy should not be financial compensation, but
a public apology for the use of the Anti-Terrorism Act, for the unnecessary closedown of two Icelandic-owned British banks and for the abuse of the IMF as an
international organisation. Again, the European Commission, by failing to protect the
rights of Icelandic participants in the European internal market, and the four Nordic
countries, by joining the UK and the Netherlands in forcing Iceland to accept a ‘debt’
which was not hers, unlike Poland and the Faroe Islands which put no such
preconditions on their loans to Iceland, have not much of which to be proud in this
modern Icelandic saga.
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Conclusions

The main conclusion of this report is that foreign factors were crucial in bringing
about the 2008 Icelandic bank collapse. Several lessons can also be learned from the
collapse.
1. The Banks Were to Blame, But Also the Financial Framework
In its 2010 Report, the SIC plausibly observes that the Icelandic banks grew too
rapidly and far beyond what, in a crisis, the CBI and the Icelandic Treasury could
support. But as already noted, while the size of the banks was a necessary condition
for the collapse of the whole banking sector, it was not a sufficient one. The Icelandic
banking sector certainly was vulnerable, but something had to happen so that it would
fall as a whole. This something was the international financial crisis. More precisely
it turned out to be a set of decisions made abroad: hedge fund managers saw Iceland
as the weakest country operating on the European internal market; a consensus was
formed among European central bankers in spring 2008 that Icelandic banks ought
not to be provided with the same assistance as other banks within the EEA; the US,
previously Iceland’s powerful ally, had lost interest in the country and did nothing to
help her in the hour of need, in the summer and autumn of 2008; in October 2008 the
British Labour government closed down two British banks owned by Icelandic banks,
Heritable and KSF, at the same time as it offered all other British banks a rescue
package of £500 billion; as a result loan covenants were triggered so that KSF’s
parent company Kaupthing fell as the last of the Icelandic banks; adding insult to
injury, the Labour government also needlessly used an Anti-Terrorism Act against
Iceland—a NATO ally, and not even maintaing her own military—not only against
Landsbanki, but also Icelandic authorities.
This report should not be interpreted as an attempt to shift all blame for the collapse
from the Icelandic banks, their owners, managers and major clients. Their
recklessness and, in some cases, disregard of laws, rules and propriety, is well
documented in the SIC report. It is extraordinary, for example, how the business
group led by retail tycoon and media magnate Jon Asgeir Johannesson could
accumulate debts amounting to €5.5 billion—almost a trillion Icelandic kronur—in
the Icelandic banks. This created an unacceptable risk for the banks. It is also
astonishing how this very group, as soon as it gained control over Glitnir in spring
2007, was able to borrow almost at will and practically empty the bank from the
inside, as described in detail in the SIC Report.1 While other business groups also
sometimes acted aggressively and irresponsibly, they did not go nearly as far as
Johannesson’s group.
The behaviour of Icelandic bankers has however to be put into perspective. They
were probably no worse and no better than bankers elsewhere. There is “no evidence
1
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that the asset quality of the Icelandic banks—despite some missteps in connected
party lending—was any better or worse than for comparable European banks,”
finance experts Asgeir Jonsson and Hersir Sigurgeirsson write.2 Certainly some banks
that could draw on a much longer tradition of banking than the Icelandic ones—for
example in Scotland and Switzerland—encountered severe troubles during the
financial crisis. It is ironic that some harsh critics of the Icelandic banks worked for
other financial institutions—such as Danske Bank, Bear Stearns, RBS, and Merrill
Lynch—which did not do any better except that they were rescued with taxpayers’
money, not least with dollars from the US Federal Reserve Board. It is also ironic that
the British government put Landsbanki on its online list of organisations under
economic sanctions, with the Al-Qaeda, the Talibans and the governments of North
Korea and Sudan, while it rescued big banks which since have had to pay hefty fines
for money laundering and violations of economic sanctions.
Thorough investigations of the Icelandic banks after the bank collapse have
uncovered some questionable and even illegal maneuvers of the bankers. But they
have not substantiated any of the allegations made in the autumn of 2008 by British
government ministers against the banks. There does not seem to be any causal
connection, either, between such isolated misdemeanors and the collapse of the
Icelandic banking sector. These misdemeanors mostly consisted in desperate attempts
by some bankers and their customers to survive the credit crunch by market
manipulation, instead of being about intentional direct private gain, or embezzlement.
Moreover, it should be recalled that what happened to other bankers in 2007–8, that
suddenly they found themselves deprived of most wholesale funding, had already
happened to the Icelandic bankers in 2006–2007. The difference was that the
Icelanders survived a year or two longer than the others. Arguably, the Icelandic
bankers were quite imaginative and resourceful in 2006–2008, after they had
practically been deprived of access to funding, on acceptable terms, in European
markets. Knowing of the limited resources of the CBI, they obtained funding in the
US for a while, started collecting retail deposits in Europe and issued securities on
one another which they then used to obtain credit at the ECB. They have been judged
harshly, because they went under, even if they made what could be considered to be a
valiant effort to survive. “Success has a hundred fathers, but failure is an orphan.”
Neither should this report be interpreted as an attempt to discredit the members of the
SIC. There is little reason to doubt their good faith. They may have had some biases,
but such biases were hardly intentional. They would be more a result of the small size
and closeness of Icelandic society where it is difficult to distance oneself from one’s
past or one’s circle of family, friends and colleagues. In Iceland, there is always a
danger to lapse into parochialism, and this is what the SIC may have done. It did only
fleetingly treat the 2008 bank collapse as a part of a severe international crisis. Also,
the SIC members had limited, if any, first-hand experience of banking or other kinds
of business. They did not see the wood for the trees, concentrating on individuals and
their activities rather than on the systemic failure of the European banking system of
which the Icelandic banking sector was a part: This European system was overextended, without a plausible lender of last resort for all EEA member states and
without a credible common scheme of deposit insurance. In Iceland, as elsewhere,
individuals were acting under constraints which were not of their own making, and
2
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they participated in a chain of events over which none of them had any control. The
parochial approach in the Report of the SIC can be contrasted, for example, with the
report of the Danish Rangvad Commission and other similar reports which stress the
international nature of the crisis without exempting local bankers from blame.3
The Icelandic banking sector collapsed, not necessarily because it was unsustainable
in itself (no more than their Swiss or Scottish counterparts), but because nobody
came to its rescue in a severe international crisis. In retrospect, however, this was a
blessing in disguise: Iceland could scale down her banking sector, whereas some
other European countries are saddled with debt created by bank bailouts. It is perhaps
foolhardy to try to write hypothetical history. But if the Bank of England, the ECB
and the Federal Reserve Board had followed in the footsteps of the three
Scandinavian banks and in spring 2008 made currency swap deals with the CBI, as
they easily could, and if the British government had treated the two British banks
owned by Icelanders like it treated all other British banks, then the CBI might have
had the ability to meet the repeated attacks of hedge funds, like the Hong Kong
Monetary Authority successfully did in August 1998.4 Then the CBI and the
Icelandic government perhaps could have implemented the ‘Swedish solution’ of
1992 to financial crises, at least partly: to recapitalise the banking sector; and to
nationalise, restructure and then sell off the banks. Then the crisis, even if severe,
would not have turned into a collapse.
2. First Lesson: Decisive Leadership is Crucial
If some lessons are to be learned from the 2008 bank collapse, then one would be that
decisive leadership at the helm of the CBI was crucial. As already noted, the CBI
governors were the first people in authority to realise and warn against the
vulnerability of the banks, even if they had very limited maneuvering room. It was
the CBI which suggested to the bankers that Kaupthing should move abroad, that
Glitnir should sell its Norwegian bank and that Landsbanki should transfer the
Icesave accounts from a branch to a subsidiary.5 It was the CBI which in February
2008 invited financial expert Andrew Gracie from the Bank of England to visit and
evaluate the danger of a bank collapse.6 It was the CBI which quietly prepared a plan,
in the final stages with the help of a special Liquidity Crisis Task Force, for ringfencing Iceland, defining four lines of defence in decreasing order of importance: the
sovereign, the payment system, depositors and other bank creditors and bank
shareholders, as shown in Figure 7.7 It was the CBI which in the midst of the crisis
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invited financial expert Marc Dobler from the Bank of England to Iceland to help
with the plan of dividing up the banks into domestic and foreign parts.8

When the Social Democrats on 4 October 2008 categorically rejected a proposal by
Prime Minister Geir H. Haarde to appoint a special crisis team led by CBI Governor
Oddsson and seemed ready to split the coalition because of it, the CBI did not give
up, but sent for financial analysts from JP Morgan. The Independence Party ministers
were already convinced that the only way to tackle the imminent collapse was ringfencing.9 But in the early hours of Monday 6 October, the JP Morgan experts
managed to convince the ministers from the Social Democrats that it was now
inevitable to give up trying to save the banking sector and that instead the authorities
should try to ring-fence Iceland.10 The very same day the Emergency Act was passed
by Parliament. It had the intended effects: The sovereign did not default; the domestic
depositors did not panic. In the following weeks the staff both of the CBI and the
IFSA worked day and night to maintain the payments system, performing what
amounted almost to a miracle.
Some might discern contradictions in the remarks above. One contradiction would be
between stating the case for the Icelandic bankers on the one hand and praising the
CBI governors on the other hand. Were not either the bankers or the CBI governors
right, and did not the CBI governors eventually turn out to be right, with their
scepticism about the sustainability of the banking sector? But this is a paradox and
8
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not a contradiction. Both groups were working under conditions of radical
uncertainty, a notion which former Bank of England Governor Mervyn King
plausibly regards as crucial to understand financial instability.11 Were the banks
sustainable, or were they not? A plausible answer is: It depends. Their assets were not
worth much if they did not have access to liquidity, whereas they might have
survived otherwise, like banks with similar assets in other countries. Under
conditions of radical uncertainty, both hypotheses, that they were sustainable and that
they were not, might have been plausible at certain points in time.
Financial experts like Professors Frederic Mishkin and Richard Portes claimed that
the Icelandic banking sector was essentially sound;12 other financial experts such as
Professors Robert Z. Aliber and Willem H. Buiter regarded it as unsustainable.13 But
the views of Portes and Mishkin cannot be dismissed simply because things did not
turn out the way they expected. After all, neither Aliber nor Buiter foresaw the wellplanned attacks of hedge funds on Iceland, the concerted refusal by central banks in
Europe and North America to assist the CBI, the close-down of the Icelandic-owned
banks in the UK or the use by the British government of an Anti-Terrorism Act
against Iceland. Aliber has predicted the exit of Greece from the euro since 2009, but
at the time of writing she remains a part of the eurozone, nine years later.14
3. Second Lesson: No Disaster to Let Banks Fail
A second important and general lesson from the Icelandic bank collapse is that it does
not necessarily spell disaster to refrain from bailing out banks. Iceland is an example
of a country which did not engage in such rescue operations, although it was out of
necessity rather than virtue. She recovered quickly and is at present, in the autumn of
2018, flourishing. The main reason has already been noted: The Icelandic economy
rests on four strong pillars, profitable fisheries, ample energy resources, accumulated
human capital and booming tourism. Financial services are crucial to a wellfunctioning market economy, but a persuasive case has been made that the financial
sector in Europe has grown too large; that it is not always producing anything of
value, no more than the alchemists of a bygone age; that it has become an industry
trading with itself, talking to itself and judging itself by reference to self-created
standards.15 In Iceland, this sector was radically scaled down as a result of the bank
collapse, whereas in the rest of Europe it remains a great potential burden. It may be
argued that the ‘Icelandic solution’ is not fully applicable to other countries because
in Iceland depositors were mostly Icelandic and the bondholders mostly foreign
11
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which meant that the measures made under the Emergency Act did not meet
significant political resistance.16 But that is an argument about political, and not
economic, feasibility. As has frequently been observed, it is a strange situation where
the banks and indirectly their bondholders have such political power that they can in
good times pocket the profits, but in bad times pass on the losses to taxpayers. The
unethical conduct which was witnessed before during and not least after the financial
crisis was “largely a response to perverse incentives imposed by lax government
economic policy and strong regulation”.17
4. Third Lesson: Priority of Depositors’ Claims
A third possible general lesson from the Icelandic bank collapse has been widely
accepted in Europe. It is to give priority to the claims of depositors over those of
other creditors, such as bondholders, as Iceland did by the 2008 Emergency Act.
Depositor preference had already been in place in the US since 1993, with the
difference that in the US the claims of domestic depositors on the assets of a failed
bank were elevated over the claims of foreign depositors and general creditors,
whereas the Icelandic Emergency Act had given priority to all depositors, foreign and
domestic.18 Since the 1930s, Switzerland also had given preference to depositors over
other bank creditors, but only up to the level now guaranteed, CHF 100,000. Deposits
in foreign branches are included. Deposits are guaranteed not by government, but by
a scheme based on the self-regulation of Swiss banks.19 The EU Council (the EU
heads of government) agreed 27 June 2013 to draft a directive that would give
preference to depositors. It was “aimed at transposing into EU law commitments
made at the G20 summit in Washington DC in November 2008, when leaders called
for a review of resolution regimes and bankruptcy laws”.20 The EU Bank Recovery
and Resolution Directive, BRRD, from 2014, coming into force in the beginning of
2017, ensures that deposits eligible for compensation are treated as preferential debts
and that such eligible deposits are given a higher priority within the class of
preferential debts than other deposits.21 As a member of the EU, the UK has
implemented depositor preference, somewhat ironically after having invoked an AntiTerrorism Act against Iceland for doing the same some years earlier.22
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One general reason for preferential treatment of depositors is political: They are a
much larger political constituency than bondholders. A related argument is perhaps
theoretically more attractive: Economic and political stability requires that those who
save money and keep it in banks can rest assured that they are not taking excessive
risks. Some economists also argue that depositor preference—which in turn leads to
greater tendency of bank creditors to take solid collateral for their loans—may work
to reduce the cost of settling creditor conflicts in the case of resolution or bankrupcty;
for operating banks, the two factors eventually may increase the real value of banks
and consequently reduce funding costs and thus also the probability of distress.23
5. Fourth Lesson: No Government Guarantee of Deposits
However, an important additional and related lesson from the Icelandic bank
collapse—the fourth lesson found in this report—apparently has not been learned: If
depositors are given priority over other creditors in the case of bank failures, then a
comprehensive government-guaranteed depositors’ compensation scheme for banks
does not seem to be necessary. The depositors would be compensated out of the
estates of fallen banks, as was the case in Iceland. Depositors’ guarantee schemes
would not be a potential burden on taxpayers, and instead self-regulating, as in
Switzerland. In this matter, the EU has however gone in the other direction after the
international financial crisis, establishing explicit government-guaranteed depositors’
compensation schemes.24 Generally speaking, the attempt to reduce risk by increased
regulation, or by casting all financial institutions in the same mould, may actually
increase risk: It is the heterogeniety of financial firms that disperses and thus reduces
risk.
6. Fifth Lesson: Discretionary Power Will Be Abused
A fifth general lesson from the 2008 Icelandic bank collapse is about the old truth
that discretionary power, once created, is liable to be abused. It was hardly the
intention of the legislators passing the 2001 Anti-Terrorism Act in the UK that it
could be used, without any obvious or urgent need, for domestic political purposes or
to try and starve a small, friendly neighbouring country—so powerless that she does
not even maintain a military—into compliance with demands that she should
guarantee possible losses from private transactions for profit between some of her
citizens and some British citizens. Prime Minister Gordon Brown’s and Chancellor
Alistair Darling’s use of the Anti-Terrorism Act against Iceland was politically
motivated, and therefore a blatant abuse of the weapon which had been constructed
for them to defend the British realm against real threats. Great Britain has rightfully
been held up to the rest of the world as a country based on the venerable traditions of
the rule of law and respect for individuals.25 “Herein, indeed, consists the excellence
of the English government, that all the parts of it form a mutual check upon each
23
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other,” English legal philosopher William Blackstone wrote.26 In this case, alas, the
checks did not work.
7. Sixth Lesson: Iceland is On Her Own
A sixth lesson from the 2008 Icelandic bank collapse is that Iceland is on her own.
The Icelanders have to realise that a country has interests rather than friends. Nobody
is going to look after and defend Iceland’s interests except herself. In 1994, she had
joined the EEA in the belief that she would gain access to the European internal
market on equal terms with other member countries. But when push came to shove,
her banks and institutions were treated differently from those of other and mightier
countries. The Icelandic banks were regarded as intruders, outsiders, trespassers, and
Icelandic institutions were not taken seriously. Even if Great Britain is herself a kind
of tax haven, and has allowed her dependencies like the Isle of Man, Guernsey and
Jersey to attract capital by offering tax advantages, she rejected the idea of Iceland
joining that field, as the minutes from meetings of the Bank’s Court of Directors in
2008 reveal.27 The EU took the same position. Well-established banks in Europe
disapproved of competition from the aggressive Icelanders, whether for depositors or
borrowers. Iceland is a member of NATO which however did nothing when another
member state put the Icelandic Ministry of Finance, the CBI and the IFSA on what
was essentially a list of terrorist organisations and when this member state tried to
starve her to compel her compliance. Within the IMF, in the Icesave dispute the other
Nordic nations (unlike the Faroe Islands and Poland) bowed to pressure from the EU,
the UK and the Netherlands: Their interests in good relations with these powers
overrode any concern for their Icelandic cousins.
What the 2008 bank collapse demonstrated was that Iceland again occupied the
position in which she had found herself for more than thousand years: that the powers
to be hardly cared about her. The Danish king had at least four times tried to sell this
remote and, then, poor island; and the Danish government had as late as 1864
considered exchanging her for Southern Schleswig. Even if Iceland was an ancient
Norwegian tributary, the Swedish king had not bothered to ask for Iceland in 1814
when he was given Norway as a compensation for Finland. In 1868, the idea of
buying Iceland from Denmark was met with laughter and derision in the US
Congress.28 It was only during the ‘American Age’ in Icelandic history, from 1941 to
2006, that Iceland enjoyed the real protection of a major power so that she could lay
the foundations for her affluence by extending her fishing limits to the whole of the
Icelandic waters.
8. Final Remarks
The considerations above and in preceding chapters hopefully provide answers to the
questions originally posed for this report: Why did the US Federal Reserve Board
make dollar swap deals with several central banks, including the three Scandinavian
26
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ones, while refusing to make such a deal with the CBI? Why did British authorities
not extend the same liquidity assistance to the two British banks owned by Icelanders
as they did to all other British banks in October 2008? Why did the British Labour
government invoke an Anti-Terrorist Act against not only Landsbanki, but also the
CBI and IFSA? What was the total loss of the Icelandic banks and the Icelandic
economy as a whole from the actions or non-actions abroad preceding and perhaps
partly causing the bank collapse?
The answer to the first question is straightforward. For the US, Iceland had lost her
strategic importance after the end of the Cold War so she did not receive the same
special treatment as she did for example when receiving Marshall Aid or concessions
for Icelandic companies. US authorities regarded Iceland as a European country, to
be dealt with by European authorities. In Washington DC, Iceland was thought of as
small and expendable. The main explanation given by the Federal Reserve Board for
its refusal to make dollar swap deals with the CBI serves to illustrate this point. It is
that because of the relatively large size of the Icelandic banking sector much more
liquidity assistance was needed than the Board was ready to provide. But it may be
argued that it was precisely because Iceland was not regarded any more as an
important ally that the decision was made on this ground. It would barely have been
noticed by anyone except the ever-vigilant hedge funds, let alone criticised publicly,
if the Federal Reserve Board had made a dollar swap deal of 5–10 billion dollars with
the CBI which possibly would have enabled the CBI to control the process in which
the size of the banking sector was reduced, for example by implementing a ‘Swedish
Model’.
The answers to the second and third questions have their roots in the political
situation in the UK. The brutal treatment of Icelandic banks and Icelandic authorities
by the British Labour government cannot be explained on any material grounds.
There had not been any illegal transfers from the UK to Iceland by the banks prior to
the collapse. On the contrary, Icelandic banks and companies had invested heavily in
the UK, employing up to 100,000 British residents and taxpayers. The two British
banks owned by Icelanders, Heritable and KSF, were solid and in fact much sounder
financially than some of the banks which in the crisis received liquidity assistance
and new capital from the British authorities, for example RBS and Bradford &
Bingley. The different treatment of the two Icelandic-owned British banks and all
other British banks went against the spirit, and probably also the letter, of the EEA
Agreement. It was also unnecessary to invoke the Anti-Terrorism Act against
Landsbanki and Icelandic authorities in order to avoid illegal money transfers out of
the UK. Not only is this shown by the fact that other governments did not do anything
similar, even if the situation in some countries was the same in that the Icelandic
banks collected deposits in their branches rather than their subsidiaries (for example
in Germany and Sweden), but also by the crucial Supervisory Notice to Landsbanki
issued by the FSA on 3 October 2008 which effectively barred the bank from
transferring money out of the UK without written permission of the FSA.29
The most plausible explanation of these measures, and the answer to the second and
third questions, is that they were politically motivated. Prime Minister Gordon Brown
29
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and Chancellor Alistair Darling, both from Scotland, were probably trying to divert
attention from the fact that their massive rescue of the British financial sector was
basically a rescue of two Scottish banks, RBS and HBOS. In the second place, they
may have been demonstrating to their Scottish voters the perils of independence.
Thirdly, they were seemingly trying to show firmness, at no risk, as their chosen
adversary was a tiny, powerless nation. Fourthly, they may have been trying to
improve their bargaining position in the following Icesave dispute with Iceland. It is
not impossible, fifthly, that partly the brutality they showed to Iceland was a result of
the chaos reigning at the time in 10 Downing Street where the Prime Minister was
even seriously considering calling out the army. In addition to all this, the record
shows that the Bank of England, and probably also the British government, did not
look favourably on any attempts by the Icelandic banks to offer financial ‘offshore’
services in competition with banks in some other island countries, most of which
happened to be British dependencies or member countries of the British
Commonwealth.
A direct answer to the fourth question posed in this report, about the total loss of the
Icelandic banks and the Icelandic economy as a whole from the actions or nonactions abroad preceding and perhaps partly causing the bank collapse, is more
problematic. Some cases have been investigated here:
1. Sale of Glitnir Bank, Norway: Book value of equity 2008, NOK 3.1 billion. Sold for
NOK 300 million, worth NOK 2 billion, Loss, NOK 1.7 billion, or €205 million.
2. Sale of Glitnir Securities, Norway: Book value of equity 2008, NOK 200 million.
Sold for NOK 50 million, worth NOK 100 million, Loss, NOK 50 million, or €6
million.
3. Sale of Glitnir Corporation, Finland (FIM): Book value of equity 2008 €108 million.
Sold for €3,000, worth 2009 €49.8 million, 2013 €200 million, Loss, €200 million.
4. Resolution of Kaupthing, Finland: Price €85 million (Sofi and Norvestia). Loss, €85
million.
5. eQ Bank, Finland: Book value of equity 2007 €71 million. Sold for €37 million.
Loss, €43 million.
6. Kaupthing, Sweden: Price SEK 950 million. Book value of equity 2008 SEK 832
million. Sold for SEK 388 million. Loss SEK 344 million, or €35 million.
7. Glitnir Sverige: Price SEK 425 million. Book value of equity 2008 190 million.
Sold for SEK 60 million. Loss, SEK 130 million, or €13 million.
8. FIH Bank, Denmark: Book value of equity 2008 €1,048 million. Sold for (in effect)
€255 million, worth 2014 €769 million. Loss €514 million.
9. Heritable: Cost of resolution £43 million. Estimated loss, £200 million, or €253
million.
10. KSF: Cost of resolution £136 million. Estimated loss, £500 million, €632 million.
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11. Merrion Capital (Landsbanki in Ireland): Worth €42 million, sold for €30 million.
Loss €10 million.
12. Landsbanki Securities (UK Teather & Greenwood, Bridgewell): Price £103.1
million. Liquidated. Loss £103 million, or €130 million.
13. Kepler (France): Worth 2005 €94 million. Sold for €1, worth €100 million. Loss
€100 million.
14. Landsbanki, Heritable and KSF: Online accounts worth €102 million as an
operation. Transferred without compensation or terminated. Loss €102 million.30

Even if the total loss from these sales or resolution processes may be calculated as
€4.3 billion, that number would not make much sense. The cases are vastly different
in nature, and the information provided is of different quality. In some of them, such
as Heritable and KSF, fire sales did not actually take place whereas the value of the
going operations themselves, such as goodwill, certainly was destroyed. The most
egregious cases are the fire sales of Glitnir Bank and Glitnir Securities in Norway, of
Glitnir Corporation in Finland and of FIH Bank in Denmark, especially because they
were encouraged, to say the least, by local authorities. The sale in Denmark is
particularly noteworthy because in that case it was the CBI, and in the end the
Icelandic nation, that had to bear the loss of €514 million, which far from being
destroyed value was captured by well-connected Danish businessmen and their allies
in pension funds. In other cases the creditors of the fallen banks, the bondholders,
suffered.
Another and a more plausible way of estimating the loss from the bank collapse is to
look at numbers at the time of composition, the end of 2015. Total accepted claims
against the old banks (excluding their foreign subsidiaries which underwent separate
resolutions, being domestic companies) amounted to €65.1 billion where the mean
recovery was 48%. The total loss therefore amounted to €33.8 billion. The examples
of Heritable and KSF show that probably most of the subsidiaries would have had
assets against all their debts. It is possible that the asset bases of their parent
companies, the old banks, were not as strong. But if the CBI had received sufficient
liquidity assistance from European central banks and the US Federal Reserve Board,
then all these companies would have been kept in operation and sold at an
advantageous time. Then perhaps there would in the end have been no total loss for
the CBI or the Treasury from the necessary reduction of the Icelandic banking sector.
If there is a number that can be quoted, it would then be:
€38.1 billion
which would not have been lost (33.8 billion from the banks and €4.3 billion from
their subsidiaries). As it turned out, depositors in the banks did not lose anything,
only bondholders (including the CBI).
Most would however agree that the greatest loss suffered by the Icelandic nation from
the 2008 bank collapse was not financial, but social and moral. For the Icelanders, the
30
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collapse was a trauma where trust in authorities, respect for traditions and optimism
about the future all plummeted. It is only now, a decade later, that perhaps it can be
analysed and explained objectively, sine ira et studio, as Tacitus put it, without anger
and passion.
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